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A dynamic process with challenge and recovery is an important branch in the family of 
stochastic processes. The dependent data of such processes are often observed over time, 
and hence, are time dependent. The purpose of this dissertation is to develop methods to 
characterize a dynamic process with challenge and recovery under different 
dimensionalities and error assumptions. In this dissertation, a univariate dynamic process 
under Gaussian assumption is discussed first and a bi-logistic model is developed by 
three different methods: compartment, additive, and Bayesian. Then the discussion  is 
extended to a bivariate hysteresis system with challenge and recovery. Three methods: 
linear, nonlinear, and two-step simple harmonic, were developed to study hysteresis 
under the independent bivariate Gaussian assumptions. Finally, to be more general, a 
multivariate cylinder distribution was developed to analyze a multivariate dynamic 
process with challenge and recovery under more general error assumptions. In this case, 
the dimensionality could be any positive integers and the error assumptions are not 
necessarily independent Gaussian. The cylinder method is applied to the hysteretic 
system and the results show that the cylinder method can be used in various scenarios to 
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 1 
CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
 
Dynamical process comprising time-dependent changes in the state of a system associated 
with challenge and recovery is an important branch in the family of stochastic processes. 
Typically, the processes are represented by differential equations. The modeling of such 
dynamical processes crosses different disciplines and an impressive array of methods and 
approaches have been developed, ranging from simple explanatory models to more complex 
models capable of providing quantitative insight into real world system. Statistical models 
provide a flexible and powerful tool for understanding dynamical processes. This chapter gives 
an overview of such topics covered in this dissertation. Section 1.1 presents the motivation 
behind the modeling of the selected dynamic processes. Section 1.2 describes the contents of 
each chapter.  Section 1.3 lists the references. 
 
1.1 Motivation 
A central difficulty in understanding the dynamics of time-dependent data is determining a 
model that can capture the characteristics of the data. Many researchers use linear or nonlinear 
models to study dynamical processes. Linear models allow closed-form analysis, but their 
usefulness is limited to a narrow range of systems. Nonlinear models require relatively few 
parameters and usually can model more complicated dynamics. 
 
This dissertation focuses in particular on modeling dynamical processes associated with 
challenge and recovery. The motivation comes from the need to model an animal's thermo-
 2 
regulatory response under two sources of challenge: physiological and environmental. Body 
temperature (Tb) is a good way to measure an animal’s thermo-regulatory response to stress 
(Parkhurst and Mader, 2000). When exposed to a physiological challenge, e.g. processes, such 
as vaccination and treatment for parasites, and handling events, such as moving cattle to the 
processing facilities to receive health care, Tb will rise sharply, especially during hot ambient 
conditions and this increases the risk of heat stress in cattle (Parkhurst and Mader, 2000). 
During heat stress, energy is required to keep the internal Tb within safe limits. A univariate 
dynamical model is useful to describe the dynamics of Tb, and could lead to better 
recommendations on how far and under what conditions cattle can be moved before becoming 
thermally challenged. 
 
When exposed to a thermally challenging environment, such as high ambient temperature, 
or high humidity, animals try to maintain their thermal balance by transferring heat that they 
cannot assimilate (Vuksanovic, et al., 2008; Brown-Brandl 2010). When an animal's body can 
no longer absorb enough heat to maintain its normal temperature, heat stress occurs and causes 
an elevation of body temperature (Tb). For humans, this condition is known as hyperthermia 
(Fauci, et al., 2008; Leon, et al., 2010). Thermal challenge poses a serious problem in both 
humans and animals. Once hyperthermia occurs on humans, an immediate treatment is required 
to prevent disability or death. Similarly with animals, heat stress produces a serious threat to 
animal's health, e.g. it will slow an animal's growth and reduce their feeding and production, 
and in extreme cases may even result in death of susceptible animals. Previous studies of the 
effects of heat waves showed feedlot deaths of confined cattle exceeded 2,000 head during each 
of seven separate heat waves in the Midwest and Plain states (Mader 2003; Mader, Davis, and 
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Brown-Brandl 2006; Mader and Gaughan 2009). There are many factors that cause the heat-
regulating mechanisms of the body to eventually become overwhelmed; however homeostatic 
regulation can become dominated by the air temperature (Ta) (Parkhurst, 2010). For heat 
stressed animals, the relationship between body temperature (Tb) and air temperature (Ta) 
shows hysteresis: a dramatic change in delay of Tb per unit change of Ta. The Ta-Tb trajectory 
gives rise to a bivariate time-dependent response which depends on whether Ta is increasing or 
decreasing. Therefore, a better understanding of the hysteretic property in the bivariate time-
dependent system is necessary for detecting heat stress and predicting an animal's Tb during a 
thermal challenge. 
 
1.2 Problems and Objectives 
Animals follow different biological processes depending on the source of the challenges. An 
appropriate model plays an important role in characterizing the dynamical system. To describe 
the body temperature under physiological challenge, Parkhurst and Mader (2000) showed fitting 
a six parameter nonlinear bi-logistic model to Tb provides insight into the process of handling 
and moving animals during thermal challenging conditions in a hot summer environment. 
However, the limits of the bi-logistic model are that it ignores initial body temperature, 
underestimates the time to reach the maximum body temperature and is sensitive to recovery 
time. In an effort to overcome these limits, a bi-logistic model compartment model is studied 
and enhanced by Bayesian methods.  
 
When the challenge comes from the environment, hysteresis can occur, so a dynamical 
model with a bivariate response is useful. Two possible situations are considered depending on 
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the error assumptions. If the errors are assumed to be from a bivariate normal distribution,a  
Gaussian process is plausible. In particular the distribution of the data must be normally 
distributed. If the errors are not from the bivariate normal distribution, a cylinder distribution is 
a consideration. The shape of the error density changes from a bell to a cylinder. In this 
dissertation, the cylinder distribution is developed as a joint distribution with both circular and 
Gaussian random variables.  
 
Consequently, the objectives of this dissertation are 1) to incorporate Bayesian methods to 
the bi-logistic compartment model to improve the prediction of the animal's body temperature 
during the physiological challenge of handling events; 2) to find an efficient procedure to 
characterize elliptical hysteresis present in animals during a hot thermal environmental 
challenge assuming bivariate Gaussian errors; 3) to develop and evaluate a joint distribution 
including circular and Gaussian random variables to characterize the features of the bivariate 
hysteretic process assuming non-Gaussian errors.  
 
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation 
In Chapter 2, we review the literature of modeling univariate and bivariate dynamical 
systems with challenge and recovery. A bi-logistic mixed model with six parameters is first 
developed to describe the changes in Tb produced by the physiological challenge of handling 
animals during heat stress. Next, the literature on compartment models and Bayesian methods 
needed to improve the model is reviewed. Then, a time-dependent hysteresis system with 
bivariate responses is described as the need for modeling  heat stress in farm animals. 
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The purpose of chapter 3 is to develop a bi-logistic model by formulating three methods, a 
compartment model, an additive model and a Bayesian model. With application to an animal's 
thermal dynamics during handling events in heat stress, the accuracy of the existing nonlinear 
bi-logistic mixed effects model may be improved by constructing a compartment model. 
However, solving the compartment model is a challenging problem and requires some 
approximation methods. Hence, the additive and Bayesian methods are incorporated as 
alternatives. Both R and WinBUGS are used as the tools to analyze the data. 
 
In Chapter 4, the focus is on characterizing the elliptical hysteresis trajectory assuming 
independent bivariate Gaussian errors. Three analytic methods, linear, nonlinear, and two-step 
harmonic regression are proposed for analyzing the elliptical time-dependent hysteresis. 
Consider the thermo-regulatory response of an animal. Hysteresis appears as the delay in body 
temperature when an animal experiences heat stress produced by elevated air temperature. 
Under the assumption of Gaussian errors, least squares estimations from three methods are 
compared for efficiency and accuracy. Formulas for parameters that characterize the dynamics 
are obtained. Statistical efficiency of parameter estimation is evaluated by simulations using 
both the delta method and the bootstrap. By comparing the efficiencies, a useful foundation for 
the relative potential strengths and weaknesses of the considered estimation methods for fitting 
a hysteric system is provided. An application to Tb’s from animals subjected to thermal 
challenge in a control-chamber is given. This work provides a valuable research tool to evaluate 
management strategies designed to reduce the impact of severe hot weather conditions. An R 
package titled “hysteresis” is written (in co-operation with Maynes and Parkurst) for these 
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analyses and is globally available. In addition, this package provides for applications of rate-
dependent hysteresis with trajectories other than an elliptical pattern. 
 
In Chapter 5, usingmore general error assumptions, a nonlinear model for circular random 
variables  is proposed to describe the bivariate hysteresis system. Since errors are assumed from 
both space and angles, a joint distribution with both normal and circular random errors, denoted 
as a cylinder distribution, is derived. The objective of this chapter is to obtain the maximum 
likelihood solution to the hysteretic system and evaluate the efficiency of this new method. This 
procedure is expected to provide further explanation and characterization of the elliptical 
hysteretic system. Once again, the application to Tb’s from animals subjected to thermal 
challenge in a control-chamber is studied.  
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Statistical models are useful tools to describe the dynamics of biological processes. 
Statistical models can be classified into linear and non-linear models. In a formal sense, the 
linear model signifies the derivatives of response variable with respect to the parameters are 
independent of all other parameters and the nonlinear model signifies at least one of the 
derivatives is a function of at least one those parameters. Fitting a nonlinear regression model to 
data is slightly more involved than fitting a linear model, but they have specific advantages: 
nonlinear models are often derived on the basis of physical and/or biological considerations, e.g., 
from differential equations, and have justification within a quantitative conceptualization of the 
process of interest; the parameters of a nonlinear model usually have direct interpretation in 
terms of the process under study; constraints can be built into a nonlinear model easily. In order 
to understand the importance of nonlinear models for dynamic processes under consideration in 
this dissertation and what research has been done to date, this chapter is devoted to a 
multifaceted literature review. 
 
2.2 Bi-Logistic Model for Physiological Challenge and Recovery 
Heat stress (challenge), defined to be heat produced by moving animals, can be measured 
as the temperature differential, that is, the difference between the maximum and initial body 
temperature. (Brown-Brandl, 2008; Busby and Loy, 1996; Hahn, 1999; Hahn, Parkhurst, and 
Gaughan, 1997; Hungerford et al., 2000; Nienaber et al., 2007) During heat stress, the panting 
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mechanism cannot eliminate enough heat, and processing and handling may create intolerable 
and even lethal conditions (Brown-Brandl and et al., 2010). Therefore, a better understanding of 
body temperature dynamics could lead to more specific recommendations for processing and 
handling events. There are many models to describe the challenge and recovery of dynamical 
processes (Parkhurst and Mader, 2000).  Among them is the logistic model, which is an 










                                                          (2.2.1)
 
where Y is body temperature; t is time; the asymptote is the maximum body temperature; and, 
is the rate constant. 
 
The solution gives a symmetrical sigmoidal curve with a rate of change which rises to an 







                                                            (2.2.2)
 
Here is the ratio of range (difference between and the initial value of Yto the minimum 
of Y. The above model may be parameterized in terms of the inflection points when is re-
expressed in terms of the inflection point, , as  
exp(-)                                                              (2.2.3) 











                                                            (2.2.4) 
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Assuming that challenge and recovery are independent effects and that their combination can be 
predicted by an additive model, the bi-logistic model is obtained (Parkhurst and Mader, 2000).  
It is capable of having a maximum and a pair of inflection points. 










                                               (2.2.5)
 
Where is the upper asymptote for challenge; is the lower asymptote for recovery which 
represents the departure from initial body temperature; and are the rate constants for 
challenge and recovery, respectively; and 1and are the inflection points for challenge and 
recovery, respectively. 
 
The bi-logistic model combined two logistic models and described the whole process by a 
smooth curve with segments of challenge and recovery. The model provides estimates of 
several biological parameters which are important to interpret the biological meaning of the 
process: challenge rate constant in Tb, the maximum Tb (maxTb), time to reach maximum Tb 
(tmaxTb) and recovery rate. However, the limits of the bi-logistic model with six parameters are 
that it doesn't account for the initial body temperature and it is sensitive to the starting and 
recovery time. Therefore, researchers need a method which can estimate the initial body 
temperature and can take the fixed and random effects into account.  
 
2.3 Compartment Model 
The bi-logistic model provides a way to describe animal's body temperature during heat 
stress. However, a drawback for this model is that the predicted maximum Tb seldom reaches 
the peak indicated by the observed data. In other words, body temperature produced by additive 
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bi-logistic model was underestimated. To improve the model fit, a compartment model was 
considered. 
 
Compartment models play a very important role in modeling dynamical systems in applied 
science. Compartment models are often used to describe transport of material in biological 
systems. (Blomhoj, Kjeldsen, and Ottesen, 2005) A compartment model contains a number of 
compartments, each containing well mixed material. Compartments exchange material with 
each other following certain rules. Consider the thermal dynamics illustrated in Figure 2.3.1.  
 
Figure 2.3.1 Diagram of a compartment model showing the flow in and flow out 
 
 
By making the following assumptions,  
 When an animal absorbs heat during thermal challenge, the relative rate of heat 
accumulation is not constant but is proportional to the amount of heat remaining from 
the upper asymptote Tb. 
 When an animal eliminates heat during thermal recovery, the relative recovery rate is 
proportional to the amount of heat above the baseline. 
 
The relationship, shown in Figure 2.3.1, can be represented as differential equations as 


















k Tb Tb k Tb Tb
dt
 
   
  
     
                        (2.3.1)
 
 
The solution of (2.3.1) is a second order compartment bi-logistic function and it produces 
the parameter estimates to describe the dynamics of animal's body temperature during handling 
events. 
 
To solve (2.3.1), several approximation methods can be considered. Generally, the 
equations (2.3.1) can be viewed as Volterra integral equation (Corduneanu. 2008). In the 
Volterra integral equation, the initial value problem is formulated as 
 , ( )
dy
f t y t
dt
                                                             (2.3.2) 
with initial condition 0 (0)y y ,  
 






ds f s y s ds
ds
 
                                   
                 (2.3.3) 
Then the LHS= 0
0
( ) (0) ( )
t
dy
ds y t y y t y
ds
    . 
Hence, (2.3.3) can be written as 
  0
0
( ) , ( )
t
y t f s y s ds y 
                                       
          (2.3.4) 
Equation (2.3.4) is a Volterra integral equation for y, and it is entirely equivalent to the 
initial value problem (2.3.2). For some simple cases, (2.3.4) can be solved directly by taking 
integral on f(t, y(t)). However, in our problem (2.3.1), it is not easy to solve the RHS of (2.3.4) 
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directly by integration. Therefore, we would like to apply iterative procedures, such as 
Minimum Routine Method (Thompson, 1999), Picards Method (Collins, 2006), Regular 
Perturbation Method (Shivamoggi, 2003), to determine the approximate solution. 
 
Minimum routine method is a straight forward method for estimating parameters. The main 
idea is to estimate parameters over ranges to minimize the sum of squared errors. Picards 
method and Regular perturbation method are two approximation methods. In Picard’s method, 
the integral equation (2.3.4) can be solved approximately by fixed-point iteration. Beginning 
with an initial approximation 0 ( )t , we can generate a sequence of successive approximations 
1( )t , 2 ( )t , …, via 
 1 0
0
( ) ( ) , ( )
t
n nt t f s s ds                                              (2.3.5) 
n=0, 1, 2,…. 
 
It can be shown that the sequence ( )n t converges to the unique solution (2.3.4). 
 
In the Regular Perturbation Method, the differential equation we suppose is  
2
2
( , , , , ) 0,
dy d y
F t y t I
dt dt
  
                                    
          (2.3.6) 
Where t is the independent variable, I in the interval, and y is the dependent variable. The  is a 
small parameter, smaller than 1. ε  < 1. 
Then, the Perturbation series is 
2
0 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ...y t y t y t y t                                             (2.3.7) 
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The idea of the regular Perturbation method is to assume a solution of (2.3.4), where 
the functions 0 1 2( ), ( ), ( ),...y t y t y t are to be determined by substitution of (2.3.7) into (2.3.5). 
The first few terms of (2.3.7) form an approximate solution, named the perturbation method 
(usually no more than two or three terms were taken.) 
 
Although the above approximation methods can be used to solve the compartment bi-
logistic function, the convergence remains a problem in each method. To overcome the 
limits of approximation methods, a Bayesian approach to nonlinear mixed-effects (NLME) 
models (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000) is considered. 
 
2.4 Bayesian Approach to Nonlinear Mixed Effects Models 
Nonlinear mixed-effects models (NLME) (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000) have become a 
popular tool for the analysis of grouped data that arise in many areas as diverse as clinical 
trials, epidemiology, economics, and sociology. NLME models have been used for 
modeling between-subject and within-subject variations. The normality of both within-
subject random error and random-effects is a usually assumed for NLME models, but it may 
be unrealistic, obscuring important features of between-subject and within-subject variations, 
particularly, if the data exhibit skewness. The Bayesian approaches to NLME relax the 
normality assumption by letting both model random errors and random-effects have 
multivariate skew-normal distribution. (Huang, 2010) A Bayesian approach to NLME 
model was first proposed in the early 1990s (Bennett et al. 1996), and several studies have 
already been done for this issue, e.g. Wakefield (1996) applied the Bayesian method to the 
NLME population pharmacokinetic model; and Wakefield, Smith, Racine-Poon, and Gelf 
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(1994) demonstrated that, for a variety of nonlinear population models, a fully Bayesian 
analysis can be implemented in a straightforward manner.  
 
When a Bayesian approach is applied to NLME model, a three-stage model is 
constructed. In the first stage, the conditional density of the observation y given the random 
effects b and the fixed effects  are specified. Then, the density of the random effects b 
given  is given in the second stage. Finally in the third stage, a prior density for  is 
specified.  








                                                                (2.4.1)
 
The posterior density of the random effects b can be obtained using Markov chain Monte 
Carlo methods (MCMC) and then any desired feature of the posterior density, such as the mean, 
moments, probabilities and credible intervals can be estimated. MCMC techniques have been 
implemented in WinBUGS (Spiegelhalter, Thomas, Best and Lunn, 2003), which is an all-
purpose software package for Bayesian analysis. The most popular MCMC method is the Gibbs 
Sampler (Gilks, Richardson and Spiegelhalter, 1996). The Gibbs sampler is a technique for 
generating random variables from a (marginal) distribution indirectly, without having to 
calculate the density (Casella and George, 1992). The Gibbs sampling algorithm generates a 
realization from the distribution of each variable in turn, conditional on the current values of the 
other variables. Through the use of techniques like the Gibbs sampler, we are able to avoid 
difficult calculations, replacing them instead with a sequence of easier calculations. These 
methodologies have had a wide impact on practical problems and are extremely useful in 
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MCMC. Overall, MCMC has a great potential in its ability to handle mixed effects models with 
high dimensional random effects given currently available computing resources.   
 
2.5 Time Dependent Hysteresis 
As the phenomena of hysteresis become more widely recognized in the biological and 
environmental sciences, there is a need to assess statistical properties of methods used to fit the 
hysteretic system. The term hysteresis has a long history dating back to Ewing (1895) who 
described “hysteresis” as the relationship between cyclic input and a lagged response variable. 
Jones (1937) broadened the meaning of hysteresis as “retardation of the effect of a changing 
force” and differentiated between "lag hysteresis" and "skew hysteresis". He discussed the 
issues of rate-independent challenge, recovery trajectories and the effect lack-of-symmetry has 
on cross-correlation estimates. In addition, he emphasized the usefulness of the input-output 
phase diagram for illustrating the trajectories. Prowse (1984) also noted the important 
differences between the concepts of lag and hysteresis. Lag refers to the time interval between 
the occurrences of an attribute between two signals, e.g. peak to peak. Hysteresis involves the 
definition of lag as well as the direction of the changing input. Thus, hysteresis can be defined 
in terms of the relationship between the output and the input of a system which has memory. 
Rate-dependent hysteresis occurs when there is a lag or delay between the response and the 
force of the input function. An increase in the control places a stressful challenge on the system, 
while a decrease allows the system to recover from the strain. A change of direction in the 
forcing function induces cyclic variation in the output allowing the trajectory of the output to 
form a closed hysteresis loop. 
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In the hysteresis family, cyclic hysteresis plays an important role. Cyclic hysteresis 
describes the behavior of a hysteretic process in response to periodic variations of forcing 
function (stress); i.e., the trajectory forms a closed loop when the output is plotted against the 
input. Different types of hysteresis result in different types of loops. Lapshin (1995) presents a 
family of hysteresis loops formed by a set of generalized transcendental equations. Given the 
shape parameter n and m, degree of retention or "bulging", the general form of hysteresis can be 
written as 
cos(2 ) ( )( )




b t tx t




                                       (2.5.1)
 
Three main types of hysteresis loops can be classified as leaf, classical, and crescent, Figure 
2.5.1. In this study, the focus is on leaf hysteresis. 
 




Hysteresis has been identified in many fields. In physics, Pascal-Levy et al. (2012) provided 
experimental evidence that the hysteresis phenomenon was shown in the carbon nanotube field-
effect transistors. In material science, Kota et al. (2012) showed the existence of angle 
hysteresis between the solid surface and the liquid droplet. In economics, Stockhammer and 
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Sturn (2012) investigated the impact monetary policy on unemployment hysteresis. In gene 
regulatory networks, hysteresis has a pivotal impact on the biological system which enhances 
the robustness of cell functions (Hu, et al. 2012). In natural resources, hysteresis is an important 
factor for understanding the process governing the air-soil energy exchange mechanisms -
(Beltrami 1996). In ecology, the effect of hysteresis on the temperature sensitivity of soil 
respiration is one of the more basic characteristics that ecologists would like to quantify in order 
to predict the soil surface flux (Phillips et al. 2011). 
 
This dissertation will solve the system with application to elliptical hysteresis generated by 
thermal stress. During heat stress, when an animal is thermally challenged, physiological 
processes in the body become activated in order to dissipate the increasing heat load. Body 
temperature uninfluenced by physical activity is a good measure of heat stress (Mader 2003). 
Studies show body temperature is essentially unresponsive to air temperature until a threshold is 
reached and then there is a dramatic response to the increasing air temperature. In thermo-
dynamics, hysteresis appears as the delay in the response of body temperature when an animal 
experiences heat stress produced by elevated air temperature. In control-chamber experiments, 
when the forcing function is controlled to be sinusoidal, the output-input trajectory shows a 
hysteresis loop with an elliptical pattern (Hahn, Parkhurst, and Gaughan 1997). Figure 2.5.2 
shows how stress and strain relate to the ellipse. Retention represents strain that cannot readily 
be absorbed or assimilated as the input (stressor) increases. Coercion quantifies the driving 
force of stressor. The amplitudes, Ampx and Ampy, represent the maximum amount of input and 
output, respectively. The eigenvalues of input and output, λ1 and λ2, are also the major and 
minor semi-axes of the ellipse loop. Lag (not shown) is the delay in the response to the input 
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challenge and it is related to the regression angle of rotation. The area of the ellipse quantifies 
the work done during one circle or period (Parkhurst 2010). 
  
Figure 2.5.2. Phase diagram of output versus input for elliptical hysteresis 
 
2.6 Modeling Time Dependent Hysteresis 
Although people realize the importance of hysteresis, few publications describing hysteresis 
assess both the model fit and parameter estimation. As stated above, Lapshin (1995) suggested a 
model description and type classification for a variety of rate-dependent processes based on 
sinusoidal functions. Beltrami (1996) proposed a two-step harmonic function to assess the 
character of heat transfer process in the subsurface by studying the hysteretic relationship 
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between air and soil temperatures. Parkhurst et al. (2002) attempted to predict an animal’s body 
temperature response to heat stress by estimating an air temperature threshold (input change 
point) and splining the challenge and recovery segments. Phillips et al. (2011) used a one-
dimensional soil CO2 and heat transport model to demonstrate a theoretical basis for lags 
between surface flux and soil temperatures on semi-elliptical hysteresis loops. Gu and Zhu 
(2011) proposed an ellipse-based mathematical model to describe the rate-dependent hysteresis 
which depends on input frequency with interpretations specific to piezoelectric actuators. These 
articles provide the motivation for a holistic statistical approach that focuses both the model fit 
and parameter estimation for elliptical hysteresis. 
 
In many fields, especially pattern recognition, many studies have been done on fitting 
circular trajectories. Least squares method is a simple and popular method based on the 
minimization of algebraic distances (Berman 1983; Berman and Culpin 1986; Watson, 1999). In 
their work, Berman et al. presented detailed statistical analysis of the circular parameter 
estimates for the model with known angular differences. Later, Yin and Wang (2004) 
incorporated heteroscedastic errors into Berman's model and developed a two-stage method for 
fitting circular data. Al-Sharadqah and Chernov (2009) reviewed several circular fitting 
methods: geometric, Kasa, Pratt, and Taubin and they also proposed a new algebraic "non-
iterative" fitting algorithm for circular data. Geometric fit is a standard approach to fitting 
circles to 2D data based on an orthogonal least squares and the sum of squared geometric 
distances is minimized. Kasa, Pratt, and Taubin fits are all algebraic fits. Among them, different 
functions with algebraic distances are minimized. The non-iterative fit is a fast fitting procedure 
compared to geometric fit and the algebraic distance is minimized. Although modeling 
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dependent data with known internal parameters is common in circular fitting, it is still a special 
case of the general ellipse fitting problem. Pilu, Fitzgibbon and Fisher (1996) introduced the 
direct specific method for fitting an ellipse using a quadratic constraint; and the method was 
further developed by Halir and Flusser (1998), Fitzgibbon, Pilu and Fisher (1999), and O’Leary 
and Zsombor-Murray (2004). Halir and Flusser (1998) developed Pilu's method by eliminating 
the impact of singular matrix and non-optimal solutions. Fitzgibbon, Pilu and Fisher (1999) 
further refined Pilu's method to eliminate unbounded hyperbolae. O’Leary and Zsombor-Murray 
(2004) extended Pilu's method to select both ellipses and hyperbolae as indicated by optimality with 
respect to the algebraic distances. In 2013, Al-Sharadqah and et al. employed the error-in-variable 
regression method, which account for measurement errors in the independent variables, on 
ellipse fit based on the assumption of "small noise".  
 
In this dissertation, a broad range of parameters, such as retention, coercion, lag, and area, 
are presented to highlight the dynamics. Formulas for the parameters are developed depending 
on the choice of analytical method. The three analytic methods featured here are linear least 
squares, ellipse-specific nonlinear least squares and two-step simple harmonic regression. 
Linear least squares estimates the coefficients of the ellipse by minimizing the sum of algebraic 
squared residuals. The ellipse-specific method is based on application of quadratic constrained 
least mean squares to simultaneously determine the best elliptical fit using Gauss Newton 
iterations. Two-step simple harmonic regression sequentially fits sinusoidal functions to the 
input and output using linear least squares in which the geometric distances are minimized. Our 
objective is to find the most efficient analytic approach. The delta method is applied to evaluate 
the standard errors of the parameter estimates associated with each method. Bootstrapping 
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provides an alternative way to investigate the sampling distributions of the parameter estimates 
(Davison and Hinkley, 1997). Studentized residuals taken from the predicted ellipse are 
resampled with replacement. The predicted ellipse with resampled residuals is refit using 
whichever method was originally used. The bias corrected estimates are obtained as 2ϴ1-ϴB, 
where ϴB is the bootstrap mean for a parameter and ϴ1 is the original estimate. Simulation 
studies are performed to compare the three methods with and without bootstrapping. 
 
2.7 Directional Statistics 
Due to the periodic property, hysteretic data can be converted to angles (in degrees or in 
radians) or unit vectors on the circle, by wrapping periodic time data with period, P (say, daily 
or weekly) onto a circle with circumference L and then rescaling the circumference to  that of a 
unit circle,2π. For example, time data measured on a 24h clock can be converted from 0:00 to 
24:00 h to 0 to 2π radians. Examples of these untransformed circular data can be seen in many 
fields. For example, in social science, Brunsdon and Corcoran (2006) used a set of techniques 
referred to as circular statistics to study the daily incidents reported to the police, and Gill and 
Hangartner (2010) performed a chronographic analysis of U.S. domestic terrorism and 
directional party preferences in a two-dimensional ideological space for German Bundestag 
elections; in medicine, Gao et al. (2006) described a circular model to summarize the data 
arising from studies investigating the pattern of disease onset within a calendar year, and 
Mooney et al. (2003) used a mixture of von Mises distributions to study the sudden infant death 
syndrome; in ecology, George and Ghosh (2006) present a Bayesian approach to regress a 
circular variable on a linear predictor to study the environmental data. 
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The circular nature of such data creates difficulties in applying traditional statistical methods. 
For example, with angular observation at 0:00 and 24:00, it is inappropriate to use the 
arithmetic mean, i.e. observation at 12:00. A more sensible measurement is the angular mean 
observation at 0:00. Over the last a few years, substantial techniques and methods have been 
developed paralleling those for linear data (Mardia, 1975; Mardia and Jupp, 2000; 
Jammalamadaka and SenGupta, 2001; Fisher, 1993). Lee (2010) gives a recent review of 
statistical methods for analyzing circular data. Some studies apply Bayesian methods to circular 
data modeling (Coles, 1998; Damien and Walker, 1999; Ghosh et al., 2003; Nunez-Antonio and 
Gutierrez-Pena, 2005 a,b; George and Ghosh, 2006; Bhattacharya and Sengupta, 2009; 
Ravindran and Ghosh, 2011; Nunez-Antonio et al., 2011). Three-dimensional directional data 
are referred to as spherical data, with examples in earth sciences, astrophysics and many other 
fields (Mardia and Jupp, 2000; Fisher et al., 1993; Watson, 1983). Although the circular nature 
in a nonlinear dynamic process has been identified, there is a relatively small amount of 
literature on modeling such processes using directional statistics. In this dissertation, a nonlinear 
model is proposed to represent the circular nature present in a hysteresis system. 
 
2.8 Circular Distributions 
For a continuous random variable, there are several parametric distributions for circular 
variables (Jammalamadaka and SenGupta, 2001). The standard continuous circular distribution 
includes the circular uniform, circular wrapped, and von Mises distributions.  
 
A circular uniform distribution is a probability distribution on the unit circle whose density 
is uniform for all angles. Circular uniform distribution on the circle has the density  
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                                                                   (2.8.1) 
The mean direction of  a uniform distribution is not defined while the mean resultant length 
is zero.  
 
The circular wrapped distribution is another circular distribution. In particular, any given 
distribution on the line around the circumference of the unit circle can be wrapped. If X is a 
random variable in R
1
 with density g(x), the corresponding variable on the circle is θ= X mod 
2π. The density of a circular wrapped distribution is 
( ) ( 2 );
~ ( ) and (mod 2 )
k
f g k
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If X is a normal variable, then after wrapping, the density of θ is called the wrapped normal 
distribution. 
 
Von Mises distribution appears to have been first used by von Mises (1918). Mardia (1975) 
reviewed the properties, and detailed references to applications (e.g. wind direction) of von 
Mises distribution. The von Mises distribution is a close approximation to the wrapped normal 
distribution, which is the circular analogue of the normal distribution. An angle θ on a circle is a 
wrapped normally distributed random variable with an unwrapped variance that grows linearly 
in time. On the other hand, the von Mises distribution is the stationary distribution of a drift and 
diffusion process on the circle with a preferred orientation. (Risken, 1989) The von Mises 
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Where I0 denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order 0. For k =  0, the 
distribution reduces to the uniform. The von Mises distribution has a fixed mean direction and 
dispersion and can be considered as the analogue of a normal distribution on the line (also 
known as circular normal distribution). The von Mises distribution is symmetric and unimodal. 
Although the von Mises distribution has attracted some attention in the literature, it suffers the 
limitation of symmetry and unimodality. To be more flexible, a joint distribution of von Mises 




The characteristics of a dynamic process with challenge and recovery are important when 
making the statistical inference of a research study. Statistical methods are proposed depending 
on the type of stress the system receives. By comparing those methods over Gaussian (bivariate 
normal) and non-Gaussian errors (cylinder), the least biased estimation can be obtained and the 
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NONLINEAR MODELS TO DESCRIBE UNIVARIATE TIME DEPENDENT 
DYNAMIC SYSTEMS WITH CHALLENGE AND RECOVERY WITH APPLICATION 
TO THE CATTLE INDUSTRY 
 
3.0 Overview 
When an animal experiences an internal challenge, the animal produces a univariate time 
dependent response with challenge and recovery. The data consists of single set of (scalar) 
observed responses recorded sequentially over one dimension e.g. time. The rate of change can 
be represented using differential equations. In a dynamic process with challenge and recovery, 
several parameters are important to characterize the system, such as initial state, maximum, 
final state, rates of challenge and recovery, and inflection points of challenge and recovery. 
Take the farm animals as an illustration, when animals are exposed to physiological challenge 
e.g. processing and handling events, body temperature (Tb) provides a way to measure an 
animal’s thermo-regulatory response to stress. During a handling event, when moving cattle to 
the processing facilities to receive health care, it causes an evaluation of Tb, especially during 
hot ambient conditions and this increases the risk of heat stress in cattle (Parkhurst. and Mader, 
2000). Heat stress (challenge), defined to be heat produced by moving animals, can be a serious 
threat to working animal's health. During heat stress, the panting mechanism cannot eliminate 
enough heat, and processing and handling may create intolerable and even lethal conditions 
(Brown-Brandl and et al., 2010). Therefore, a better understanding of body temperature 
dynamics could lead to more specific recommendations for processing and handling events. 
Parkhurst and Mader found that a nonlinear mixed effects bi-logistic model can be used to 
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describe Tb during handling events (Parkhurst and Mader, 2000). In this chapter, three methods 
are developed based on versions of the bi-logistic model: compartment, additive, and Bayesian 
to describe the univariate dynamic process. Compartment bi-logistic model is developed by 
assuming the heat flow in and out of the animal follows the logistic rule rather than the usual 
exponential function. The additive bi-logistic model is developed by assuming the rate of 
challenge and rate of recovery are independent and the overall rate of challenge is the 
summation of rates of challenge and recovery. Bayesian bi-logistic model is developed by 
assuming distributions for the random effects. The models are compared by simulation studies 
and illustrated by applications to thermally challenged animals. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The dynamic process is one of the most widely used families of stochastic processes for 
modeling dependent data observed over time, or space, or time and space. The popularity of 
such processes stems primarily from two essential properties. First, a dynamic process is rate-
dependent and determined by its mean and variance functions. This property facilitates model 
fitting as only the first and second order differential equations of the process require 
specification. Second, solving the prediction problem is relatively straightforward. The 
fundamental characterization as described below is that a dynamic process has a finite 
dimensional distribution.  
 
Differential equations are the key feature in a dynamical process and used in a wide range 
of applications in environmental modeling, biological modeling, and pharmaceutical modeling. 
They typically describe the time dynamics of the evolution of a state vector, based on the 
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(approximate) physics of the real system, together with a driving noise process. The noise 
process can be thought of in several ways. It often represents processes not included in the 
model, but present in the real system.  
 
A univariate dynamic process is a system that consists of single set of (scalar) observed 
responses recorded sequentially over one dimension e.g. time. In particular, when the system 
experiences an internal challenge, the system produces a univariate time dependent response 
with challenge and recovery. The system increases then decreases monotonically or vice-versa. 
Such systems have been identified in many areas, for example in physiology, the system 
of differential equations for concentration or quantity of oxygen transported in the blood 
between different organs in the body; in pharmaceutics, the dynamics of drug concentration 
when humans absorb and eliminate a drug; in social economics, the population dynamics of the 
number of individuals living in different regions as ebbs and flows drive the migration currents 
from rural and to urban areas in a country. 
 
Take the heat stressed animals as an illustration. The dynamic response of farm animals 
exposed to a physiological challenge, e.g. processes and handling events, can be measured by 
body temperature (Tb). Brown-Brandl and et al. 2010 showed heat stress can be a serious threat 
to an animal's health. During heat stress, the panting mechanism cannot eliminate enough heat, 
and processing and handling may create intolerable and even lethal conditions. Therefore, a 
better understanding of body temperature dynamics would lead to more specific 
recommendations for improving processing and handling events.  
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Previous studies have found that heat stress in working cattle can be measured as the 
temperature differential, i.e., the difference between the upper asymptote and initial body 
temperature (Brown-Brandl, 2008; Busby and Loy, 1996; Hahn, 1997; Hungerford et al., 2000; 
Nienaber et al., 2007). Other parameters, such as challenge rate constant, recovery rate constant, 
challenge inflection point, recovery inflection point and recovery baseline body temperature, are 
also associated with heat production. To provide insight into the process of handling and 
moving animals during thermally challenging conditions, a compartment bi-logistic model can 
be used to describe Tb during handling event (Parkhurst and Mader, 2000). A compartment bi-
logistic model follows the relationship: an animal which can be treated as a single compartment: 
first heat flow into the compartment as it is absorbed by the animal during thermal challenge at 
a logistic rate and then the animal eliminates heat during thermal recovery in proportion to 
another logistic rate. During the overall procedure, two logistic rates, two inflection points are 
assumed in the same compartment to identify the logistic dynamics. 
 
Compartment models are often used to describe the transportation of material in biological 
systems. (Blomhoj, Kjeldsen, and Ottesen, 2005) A compartment model contains a number of 
compartments, each containing well mixed material. Compartments exchange material with 
each other following certain rules. The first order kinetic rule is the simplest used model. For 
example a bathtub, water (the well-mixed material) is added through the faucet and leaves 
through the drain over a constant rate. The exponential rule is the most frequently used model. 
For example using the law of conservation of energy: different species of animals and plants 
(compartment) uptake and loose food (or energy) following exponential rates, which can be 
explained by a compartment model with exponential differential equations. Although the 
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exponential rule is frequently used, it doesn't provide a good fit to our data. The exponential rule 
describes the rate as a monotonically increase or decrease; however, our data indicates a non-
constant rate of change, e.g. sigmoidal shape. In our study, each animal was treated as a 
compartment and the heat flow in and out the animal is assumed to follow the logistic rule. 
However, solving the compartment differential equations is a challenging problem and requires 
approximation methods. To overcome this problem, an additive nonlinear bi-logistic mixed-
effects model is considered.  
 
Nonlinear mixed-effects models (NLME) are a popular tool for the analysis of grouped 
data that arise in many areas as diverse as clinical trials (Lindstrom and Bates, 1990), 
epidemiology (Lachos, Bandyopadhyay, and Dey, 2011), and environmental science (Li and 
Jiang, 2013). In the additive nonlinear bi-logistic mixed-effects model, the rate of challenge and 
rate of recovery are assumed to be logistic and independent; and hence, the overall rate of 
change is the sum of differential equations from the challenge and recovery periods. NLME 
models have been used for modeling between-subject and within-subject variations. Both the 
within-subject random error and random-effects are usually assumed to be normally distributed. 
However, when using NLME models, these assumptions may be unrealistic, obscuring 
important features of between-subject and within-subject variations, particularly, if the data 
exhibit skewness. The Bayesian approach to NLME’s is a good way to solve such problems.  
 
The Bayesian approach relaxes the normality assumption by letting both model random 
errors and random-effects have multivariate skew-normal distribution (Huang, 2010). Therefore, 
the goals of this chapter are to derive the compartment bi-logistic model; to develop an additive 
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bi-logistic model; to incorporate Bayesian methods into the additive bi-logistic mixed effects 
model by assuming different error assumptions; and to compare additive bi-logistic mixed effect 
model with the Bayesian bi-logistic mixed effect models.  
 
The plan of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 provides the basics for the proposed 
models used to study the dynamics of Tb during thermal challenge and recovery. Section 3.2.1 
reviews a bi-logistic compartment model and solutions for the compartment differential 
equations. Section 3.2.2 presents an additive bi-logistic model with mixed effects. Section 3.2.3 
introduces the bi-logistic mixed effects model using Bayesian methodology with different error 
distribution assumptions (Normal v.s. Gamma). Section 3.3 compares the three bi-logistic 
models: Frequentist, Bayesian-Normal, and Bayesian-Gamma using simulation results. Section 
3.4 applies the three bi-logistic models to the analysis of Tb from heat stressed animals. Section 
3.5 provides discussion and conclusion. 
 
3.2Models 
3.2.1 Logistic Functions 
Parkhurst and Mader (2000) used a logistic function (2
nd
 order kinetic differential equation) 
to describe the dynamics of Tb during thermal challenge and recovery. When an animal 
experiences a thermal challenge, the relative rate of heat accumulation is not constant but is 
proportional to the amount of heat remaining from the upper asymptote Tb; i.e. a logistic 
relationship, (Parkhurst and Mader 2000). Let Yi (
o
C) be the body temperature (Tb) at time t (min). 
1 0 1( ),  0; 0
Y Y
k Y Y with k
Y t Y t

 
    
 
                                   (3.2.1) 
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where α is the upper asymptote Tb (oC) which indicates the highest Tb that the heifer was 
expected to achieve in the absence of a recovery process; Y0 (
o
C) is the initial body temperature 
(Tb) during thermal challenge, which is the Tb when heifer leaves the pen Y(0)= Y0; and k1 is 
















                                            
(3.2.2) 
where 1 is the inflection (or change) point during the thermal challenge period.  
 
Similarly, when an animal dissipates heat during thermal recovery, the relative recovery 
rate is proportional to the amount of heat above the baseline. That is 
2 2( ),  0; 0
Y Y
k Y with k
Y t Y t
 
 
     
                                    
(3.2.3) 
where α is the upper asymptote Tb (oC) which indicates the highest Tb that heifer was expected 
to achieve in the absence of a recovery process; k2 is the rate constant for recovery; and δ is the 
baseline body temperature in thermal recovery, which is the Tb at the end of the recovery period. 


















                                            
(3.2.4) 
 
3.2.2 Compartment Bi-Logistic (CBL) Model 
To describe Tb during challenge and recovery periods as an overall procedure, a 
compartment bi-logistic (CBL) model is first derived from the following assumptions. (Figure 
3.2.1) 
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 When an animal absorbs heat during thermal challenge, the relative rate of heat 
accumulation is not constant but is proportional to the amount of heat remaining from 
the upper asymptote Tb. 
 When an animal eliminates heat during thermal recovery, the relative recovery rate is 
proportional to the amount of heat above the baseline. 
 
Figure 3.2.1 Diagram of a compartment model showing the heat challenge and recovery on a 
animal during heat stress 
 
 
The relationship, shown in Figure 3.2.1, can be represented by differential equations, 
(3.2.5). The first equation represents the heat flowin, and the second differential equation 









k Y Y Y
dt
dY





     
                       
(3.2.5) 
 
The solution of (3.2.5) would be a second order compartment bi-logistic function. Four 
methods were introduced to solve (3.2.5): Volterra integral equation (Corduneanu. 2008), 
Minimum routine method (Thompson, D.E., 1999), Picards method (Collins, P.J. 2006), and 
Regular Perturbation method (Shivamoggi, B.K., 2003). 
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In Volterra integral equation, suppose the initial value problem is  , ( )
dy
f t y t
dt
 with 






ds f s y s ds
ds
 
                                        
        (3.2.6) 
Then the LHS= 0
0
( ) (0) ( )
t
dy
ds y t y y t y
ds
    . Hence, (3.2.6) can be written as 
  0
0
( ) , ( )
t
y t f s y s ds y                                              (3.2.7) 
Equation (3.2.7) is a Volterra integral equation for y, and it is entirely equivalent to the 
initial value problem (3.2.7). For some simple cases, (3.2.7) can be solved directly by taking 
integral on f(t, y(t)). However, in our problem (3.2.7), it is difficult to solve the RHS of (3.2.7) 
directly by integration. Therefore, other procedures, such as Minimum routine method, Picards 
Method, Regular Perturbation Method, are used to determine the approximate solution.  
 
The minimum routine method is a straight forward method for estimating parameters. The 
main idea is to estimate parameters over ranges to minimize the sum of squared errors. Picards 
method and Regular perturbation method are two approximation methods. 
 
In the Picards method, the integral equation (3.2.7) can be solved approximately by fixed-
point iteration. Beginning with an initial approximation 0 ( )t , we can generate a sequence of 




( ) ( ) , ( )
t
n nt t f s s ds                                   
          (3.2.8) 
n=0, 1, 2,…. 
It can be shown that the sequence ( )n t converges to the unique solution of (3.2.7). 
 
In the Regular Perturbation method, we suppose the differential equation  
2
2
( , , , , ) 0,
dy d y
F t y t I
dt dt
                                    (3.2.9) 
where t is the independent variable, in the interval I, y is the dependent variable and is a small 
parameter smaller than 1. 1  . Then, the Perturbation series is 
2
0 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ...y t y t y t y t                                (3.2.10) 
 
The idea of regular Perturbation method is to assume a solution of (3.2.7), where the 
functions 0 1 2( ), ( ), ( ),...y t y t y t are to be determined by substitution of (3.2.10) into (3.2.9). The 
first few terms of (3.2.9) (usually no more than two or three terms were taken) form an 
approximate solution, named the perturbation method.  
 
The compartment bi-logistic model provides a way to describe the dynamics of animals' Tb 
during heat stress. However, the approximate solutions provided by the iterative methods above 
are plagued by lack of convergence and inefficient parameter estimates; the iteration procedure 
raises the risk of model nonconvergence and inefficiency; and the approximation solutions 
increase the difficulty of parameter interpretation. To overcome these problems, an additive bi-
logistic model and Bayesian method were then considered. 
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3.2.3 Additive Bi-Logistic (ABL) Model  
An additive bi-logistic (ABL) model is derived, by assuming that challenge and recovery 
are independent. Combining both logistic relationships, the two processes can be thought of as 
describing thermal challenge and thermal recovery. 
cov
1 0 2( ) ( )
challenge re eryY YY




       
                     
(3.2.11)
 
with initial condition Y(0)= Y0 and ending condition Y(90)=δ. Then,  
1 1 2 2
1 1 2 2
( 90)
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1 1
( ) ( )
1 1
k k
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  
    
        
                        
(3.2.12) 
where 0 1 2 1 2, , , , , ,  and Y k k    are all positive and εt  is the error term: 
α is the upper asymptotic body temperature(the expected maximum Tb, indicating the highest 
Tb that an animal can be expected to achieve in the absence of a recovery process),  
Y0 is animal’s initial body temperature  
δ is animal’s baseline body temperature for recovery.  
k1 and k2 are rate constants for challenge and recovery periods, respectively.  
τ1 and τ2 are inflection points for challenge and recovery periods, respectively. 
 
3.2.4 Mixed Effects 
Parkhurst and Mader suggested that a nonlinear mixed effects model could be used to 
describe Tb during the handling process. The individual clusters or crossed random structure is 
useful for studying the grouped animals. The grouping structure factors are said to be crossed 
(individual cluster) if every level of one factor occurs with every level of another factor. This 
structure allows each factor combination to be considered a separate group. The statistical 
model for individual clusters (crossed) structure is 
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( , ) ; ( , )itit i it iY t Y t      Aβ Bb Aβ Bb                           
(3.2.13) 
where i denotes the subject index, and t denotes the time such that i=1,...,N; and t=1,...,nj. itY  is 
the body temperature of i
th
 subject at time t, and η is expected temperature at time t. β is the 
fixed effects and b is the random effects of i
th
 subject. We assume  and i ib ε are independent. 
 
The additive bi-logistic mixed effects (ABLME) model provides a way to describe animal's 
body temperature during heat stress. However, a drawback for this model is that the predicted 
maximum Tb seldom reaches the peak indicated by the observed data. In other words, body 
temperature produced by the frequentist model, ABLME, was underestimated at the maximum 
level. To improve the model fit, a Bayesian method was considered. 
 
3.2.5 Bayesian Bi-Logistic Mixed Effects  (BBLME) Models 
In this section, the additive bi-logistic mixed effects (ABLME) model is extended by a 
Bayesian approach to improve nonconvergence and inefficiency of the compartment bi-
logistic (CBL) model and the underestimation problem of the additive bi-logistic mixed 
effect mode (ABLME); and to allow non-Gaussian errors.  
 
When a Bayesian bi-logistic mixed effects (BBLME) model is applied, a three-stage 
model is constructed. The first stage is the conditional density of the observation y given the 
random effects and the errors. The second stage is the density of the random effects given 
errors. The third stage is a prior density for errors. The posterior density of the random 
effects can be obtained using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods (MCMC). We 
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constructed two models by assuming different error assumptions (Normal and Gamma). 
WinBUGS was used to perform Bayesian analysis. 
 
3.2.5.1 Normal Assumptions 
First, the normal distribution is assumed for the observations. The model is denoted as 
BBLME-N, with model function (3.2.12), and assumption 
 2( , ) , ( ,~
ind
i i yN Diag b ε 0 D I                                         (3.2.14) 
 
The marginal distributions of the random terms are  
   2, , ,~ ~
ind ind
i i yN N b 0 D ε 0 I                                     
(3.2.15) 
where D is the covariance matrix of the random effects b. A key feature of this model is that it 
can be formulated in a flexible hierarchical representation that is useful for writing WinBUGS 
codes for analytical derivations. It follows from (3.2.12) and (3.2.15) that 
 1 2| , ~ ( ),it i i i i y nY U N U I b Aβ Bb                                 (3.2.16) 
 1| ~i i iU N U Db 0                                                 (3.2.17)  
~ ( | )i iU H u                                                              
(3.2.18)
 Let  2' '  θ β b . The conditional distribution of Y is given by 
   1 2 1
1
( | ) ( , ), 0, ( | )
i
M
Y i i b i i i
i
f A B t U I U D d dH u     

  Y θ β b b
        
(3.2.19) 
where (.) is the pdf for the normal distribution,  is the variance of U, 
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The Bayesian methodology was implemented using MCMC techniques for the BBLME-N 
models. Let      1 1 1',..., ' ', ',..., ' ', ,..., 'M M Mu u  y y y b b b u , then the likelihood function of 
θ associated with ( ', ', ')y b u is given by 
   1 2 1
1
( | , , ) ( , ), 0, ( | )
i i
M
i i b i i
i
L A B t u I u D h u     

  yθ y b u β b
                 
(3.2.20) 
where (.,.) is the pdf for normal distribution, and h is pdf for u. 
 
The choices of prior distributions for all the unknown parameters  2' '  θ β b
 
depend on the property of the parameters, we consider  
     
0~ ( , )N ββ β S  
     2
0 0~ ( / 2, / 2)IGamma T                                       
(3.2.21) 
     0 0~ ( , )D IWish l                                                                    
                                                             0 0~ ( , )Gamma s r  
 
3.2.5.2 Gamma Distribution 
Once again consider the additive bi-logistic mixed effects model (3.2.12), but now assume 
the random terms are from a Gamma distribution, denoted as BBLME-G. That is, 
 
 1 2| , ~ ,it i iY U Gamma  b                                          (3.2.22) 








  Aβ Bb
                                   (3.2.23)
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 1| ~i i iU N U Db 0                                              (3.2.24) 
~ ( | )i iU H u                                                       
(3.2.25) 
Then, the likelihood is  
   1 2 1
1
( | , , ) ( , ), 0, ( | )
i i
M
i i b i i
i
L g A B t u I u D h u    

  yθ y b u β b            (3.2.26) 
where (.,.)g is the pdf for gamma distribution, (.,.) is the pdf for normal distribution, and h is 
pdf for u. The priors are the same as used in (3.2.21). 
 
3.2.6 Model Comparison 
The two Bayesian models, BBLME-N and BBLME-G, are compared by deviance and 
deviance information criterion (DIC). In WinBUGS, the deviance is defined as  
( ) 2log( ( | ))D p C  θ y θ                                           (3.2.27) 
where y is the observation, θ is the parameter, C is a constant that cancels out in all 
calculations that compare different models, and p(y| θ) is the likelihood function. 
 
The DIC is a hierarchical modeling generalization of the Akaike information criterion 
(AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC). The DIC is analogous to AIC or BIC in that it 
"corrects" the deviance by including a penalty for the effective number of parameters 
estimated. It is given by 
2 ( )DIC D D  θ                                                    (3.2.28) 
where D is the posterior mean of the deviance and ( )D θ is the point estimate of the  deviance 
obtained by substituting in the posterior means and θ . The model with smaller deviance and 
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DIC is estimated to be the model that would best predict a replicate dataset which has the same 
structure as that currently observed. 
 
To compare the frequentist additive bi-logistic (ABLME) and Bayesian extensions 
(BBLME), we first compare the ABLME and BBLME estimates for the effect parameters by 
examining the 95% confidence intervals (frequentist form), 95% credibility intervals (Bayesian 
forms), and their corresponding point estimates. If the interval doesn't contain 0, then the effect 
is significantly different from 0. If the confidence and credibility intervals do not overlap, then 
we consider the two methods to be significantly different. Next, we can compare the SSE's 
obtained by the frequentist and Bayesian forms for each subject-specific curve. SSE is defined 
as 2ˆ( )y y . The model with smaller SSE is preferred. Cross-validation provides another 
diagnostics tool to compare the frequentist (ABLME) and Bayesian models (BBLME). 
Prediction of tested data can be made from estimates obtained using training data. Total SSE's 
of the tested data from ABLME and BBLME models are compared to access the fit of each 
model.  
 
3.2.7 Derived Parameters: Maximum and Time to Reach Maximum  
Maximum and the time to reach the maximum are two important parameters for 
characterizing the univariate dynamic process. The maximum during the challenge and recovery 





, is expressed as follows: 
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          (3.2.29) 
Eqn 3.2.29 can be solved for t using R function uniroot. The solution is the estimated time to 
reach the maximum, denoted by tmax. The corresponding Y at tmax is the maximum, denoted by 
Ymax.
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                         (3.2.30) 
Thus , the maximum  is Ymax=Y(tmax). 
 
3.3 Simulation Studies 
A simulation study was constructed to evaluate the performance of the additive bi-logistic 
model (ABL), the Bayesian bi-logistic model with normal assumption (BBL-N) and the 
Bayesian bi-logistic model with gamma assumption (BBL-G). The true value of the parameters 
were set to emulate research results of handling events of heat stressed animals over 90 minutes 
(Brown-Brandl, Eigenberg, and Nienaber, 2009) (Table 3.3.1). The study focused on the effect 
of the seven parameters. This simulation study seeks to identify the most appropriate approach 
and the impact of varying the signal to noise ratio, SNR. SNR is defined as the ratio between 
maximal temperature differential and standard deviation (noise). Three SNR levels are 
designated: weak, moderate, strong. For each study, εy(t) the noise of the output body 
temperature varies; εy(t)~ N(0, 0.25)weak SNR, εy(t)~ N(0, 0.1)moderate, εy(t)~ N(0, 
0.04)strong SNR are shown in Table 3.3.1. For each simulation, one thousand realizations of 
91 observations were generated. In each of the three methods, bias (reported as the difference 
from the true parameter), empirical standard error (ESE), average of model-based standard 
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errors (ASE) and 95% Wald coverages for frequentist method or 95% creditable coverages for 
Bayesian methods were obtained. All parameter distributions were checked for normality using 
Shapiro-Wilk tests.  
 
The results are shown in Table 3.3.1. It is noticeable that both ESE and ASE get larger as 
the signal gets weaker. ESEs for δ and τ2 by BBL-G method are smaller than the other two 
methods which indicate BBL-G does a better job in characterizing recovery period during heat 
stress. For the ASE, the BBL-G method produced smaller ASE’s compared to the other two 
methods for all SNR levels which implies BBL-G is a more precise method compared to the 
other two. As expected in the three methods, the % of bias in the estimates (%bias) for all 
parameters tended to be reduced as SNR gets smaller. BBL-G produced high %bias (>1%) on κ1 
and τ2 at moderate and weak levels and BBL-N produced high %bias on τ1 and τ2 at moderate 
and weak levels. Coverages for all noises levels in BBL-G are close to 95%1% for all 
parameters. There is a greater range in the coverages for ABL (90-99), while some coverages 
for BBL-N are <90%. (Particularly troublesome are the BBL-N coverages for τ2.) Deviation 
from normality is a concern for only one parameter, τ2, in all three methods (Shapiro-Wilk p-
values not shown). Overall, the simulation study shows the Bayesian bi-logistic model with 
gamma assumption (BBL-G) provides precise, stable and efficient estimation with which to 






Table 3.3.1 Comparison of Methods: Additive bi-logistic model (ABL), Bayesian bi-logistic 
model with Normal Assumption (BBL-N), Bayesian bi-logistic model with Gamma Assumption 
(BBL-G), shown with True Values, Empirical Standard Error (ESE), Average of Model-based 
Standard Errors (ASE), Bias, Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, and 95% Coverage of ABL 95% 

























































































































































































































































































































































































*p-value<0.05 in Shapiro-Wilk test 
 
 
3.4 Application to Animal Handling Events 
. In this section, the three methods are used to characterize the dynamics of animal handling 
events. Comparisons are made among the results of the three mixed effects models; additive 
(ABLME), Bayesian normal (BBLME-N), and Bayesian gamma (BBLME-G). The two 
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Bayesian models are compared first by 1) Bayesian statistics, e.g. deviances and DIC. The 
smaller Bayesian statistics indicate the preferred model. Then, the frequentist and Bayesian 
models are compared by 2) confidence and creditable intervals, 3) fitted plots and 4) residual 
sum of squares, SSE, and cross-validation. The results of the preferred model are used to 
interpret the treatment effects. Irregularities in the data are identified by checking the fitting 
results. The irregularities were removed and the results from application to the new dataset are 
compared and discussed. 
  
3.4.1 Data and Experiment Design 
The data (Brown-Brandl, Eigenberg, and Nienaber, 2009) consist of body temperatures 
observations from thirty-two four-breed composite heifers (¼ Pinzgauer, ¼ Red Poll, ¼ 
Hereford, and ¼ Angus; initially weighing 420±43.9 kg). Body temperatures were recorded 
over two separate days (6/26/2007 cool day, 8/1/2007 hot day) on a one minute basis. Heifers 
were randomly selected and assigned to one of four pens on the basis of weight and health 
history. The distance between pens and a working facility were equally spaced approximately 
160 – 200 m. Pen 4 was closest to the facility, while Pen 1 was located the furthest away (Table 
3.4.1). During each working event, heifers were moved approximately at 11am from their pen to 
the working facility. In this study, the analysis focused on the body temperature measured for 
90 minutes after heifers were moved. A 5% significance level was chosen. The 2 fixed effect 
factors (month and distance) and 7 random effects (one for each of the seven parameters) were 





Table 3.4.1 Experimental Design for 32 heifers randomly assigned to 4 distance-pens on 2 days 
 
Pen Distances from pen to 





1 165 m Heifers 1-8 Heifers 1-8 
2 175 m Heifers 9-16 Heifers 9-16 
3 185 m Heifers 17-24 Heifers 17-24 





3.4.1.1.a Random Heifer Effects 
The data were grouped by a factor “heiferMonth” which was a subject index of month 
within heifer. Thus, the random effect in this structure was clustered by "heiferMonth". Fifty-
nine animals with complete records were analyzed. Hence, (3.2.12) can be written as 
1 1 2 2
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        
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Aβ Bb
              
(3.3.1) 
where i denotes the subject (heiferMonth) index, and t denotes the time such that i=1,...,N; and 
t=1,...,nj. In this study, N=59, nj=91. itY  
is the body temperature of i
th
 subject at time t, and η is 
the nonlinear additive bi-logistic function,
 
 1 2 1 2 0 'i i i i i i i ik k Y    Aβ Bb . bi is 
the vector of random effects, 
1 2 1 2 07 1
'i i i k i k i i i Y ib b b b b b b       b . 
 
3.4.1.1.b Fixed Treatment Effects 
This study designates a 2x4 factorial treatment design with treatment factors, month (M=2 levels) 
and distance (D=4 levels). Hence, fixed treatment effects are included in the model to determine if 
distance and month (summer heat) have an effect on Tb. 
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A is the design matrix such that 
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(3.3.2) 
where Mm‘s are dummy variables for the m
th
 month, 
Dj‘s are dummy variables for the j
th
 distance, 
(βα0,..., βY0, 0) represents the mean intercepts of the parameters (α, ..., Y0), 
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(βα,Mm,..., βY0,Mm) represent the means of the parameter (α, ..., Y0) in the m
th
 month, 
(βα,Dj,..., βY0,Dj) represent the means of the parameters (α, ..., Y0) at the j
th
 distance, 
(βα,MDmj,..., βY0,MDmj) represent the means of the parameters (α, ..., Y0) in the m
th 





By adding the fixed and random effects,  
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(3.3.3) 
Adding the fixed and random effects, the frequentist model (additive bi-logistic mixed 
effects model, ABLME) and two Bayesian models (Bayesian bi-logistic mixed effects models 
with normal and gamma assumptions, BBLME-N and BBLME-G) are compared in the next 
section.  
 
3.4.2 Comparison of Results from Animal Handling Events (Full Dataset) 
Three bi-logistic: additive bi-logistic with mixed effects (ABLME), Bayesian bi-logistic 
with mixed effects and normal assumption (BBLME-N), and Bayesian bi-logistic with mixed 
effects and gamma assumption (BBLME-G), are compared in this section for examining their 
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performance when applied to animal handling events. First, two Bayesian models are compared 
by 1) Bayesian statistics. Then, all three models are compared by 2) confidence and creditable 
intervals, 3) fitted plots and 4) residual sum of squares, SSE, and cross-validation. After the 
comparisons, the preferred model was used to interpret the treatment effects. 
 
3.4.2.1 Comparison of Bayesian Statistics (Full Dataset)  
Two Bayesian models with mixed effects, Bayesian bi-logistic mixed effects model with 
Normal assumption (BBLME-N) and Bayesian bi-logistic mixed effects model with Gamma 
assumption (BBLME-G) are first compared by Bayesian statistics, median deviances and DICs. 
The model with smaller deviance and DIC is preferred. The median deviances and DIC values 
from the two Bayesian models (BBLME-N and BBLME-G) were given in Table 3.4.2. 
BBLME-G has smaller deviance and DIC. Hence, the gamma parameterization gives rise to a 
slightly better model than does the normal parameterization. 
 
Table 3.4.2 Median Deviances and DIC’s from BBLME-N and BBLME-G models 
Model Deviance DIC 
BBLME-N(Normal) 948600 931254 
BBLME-G(Gamma) 384.35 253.272 
 
 
3.4.2.2 Comparison of Confidence/Creditable Intervals (Full dataset)  
The frequentist model (ABLME) was compared to two Bayesian models (BBLME-N and 
BBLME-G) by confidence/creditable intervals. Wider confidence or creditable interval 
indicates larger standard error. The parameter is significantly different from 0 if interval doesn’t 
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contain 0. The comparisons of interval estimates for model parameters (month-distance) are 
displayed in Figure 3.4.1. For , the ABLME the estimates are significant except for hot month 
at 175m. The zero coverages of BBLME-N occurred for cool month at 165m, 185m, and 195m 
and hot month at 165m, 175m, and 195m. The only zero coverage of BBLME-G occurred for 
hot month at 175m. For , the three methods produced similar coverage except at 195m. For 
cool month at 195m, only ABLME produced zero coverage. While for hot month at 195m, 
BBLME-G produced zero coverage. Three methods produced similar coverages for Y0. For k1, 
ABLME produced non-significant effects for hot month at 185m and 195m; BBLME-N 
produced non-significant effects for cool month at 175m and 185m and for hot month at 165m; 
and BBLME-G produced non-significant effects for cool month at 175m and 185m, and for hot 
month at 185m. For k2, zero coverage occurs at BBLME-N (cool at 165m, hot at 165m and 
175m) and BBLME-G (cool at 165m, hot at 165m and 185m). For τ1, zero coverage occurred at 
ABLME (hot at 165m), BBLME-N (cool at all distances, hot at all distances) and BBLME-G 
(cool at 175m). For τ2, the only zero coverage was at BBLME-N (hot at 195m) and BBLME-G 
(cool at 175m). In summary, ABLME and BBLME-G produced similar patterns of coverage for 
all parameters except α. However, the coverages produced by BBLME-N are different from the 
other two methods; especially for challenge rate, k1, and challenge inflection point, τ1, BBLME-
N estimates are not significant for all distances for both months. Therefore, ABLME and 






Figure 3.4.1 95% Confidence interval about parameters for ABLME (lower -blue), 95% 
Creditable interval for BBLME-N (middle -grey), 95% Creditable Interval for BBLME-G 
(upper-red ), given vertically from cool month for distance 165m, 175m, 185m, 195m followed 
by hot month with same order of four distances (Full dataset) 
 
3.4.2.3 Comparison of Predicted Plots (Full dataset) 
Three mixed effects models are further compared by predicted plots. The model in which 
predicted values are close to the observed values is preferred. The predicted data for all subjects 
from the ABLME, BBLME-N and BBLME-G are shown in Figure 3.4.2. ABLME method 
shows underestimation in some of subjects. There are also differences in the predicted curves 
between BBLME-N and BBLME-G models. Notice BBLME-N produced large departures from 
the fitted data to the observed data for some animals (IDs: 45891，46901， 47041， 45281，
1694). The predicted data from BBLME-G provided a good fit to the observed data at each heifer in 
pen (distance) for given month as did ABLME. Therefore, ABLME and BBLME-G produced closer 




Figure 3.4.2 Left: Comparison of fitted subject-specific curves from different probability 
models: raw Tb (black dashed), ABLME (blue solid), BBLME-N (grey solid) and BBLME-G 




3.4.2.4 Comparison of SSEs and Cross Validation (Full dataset) 
The frequentist model ABLME and Bayesian model BBLME-G are further compared here 
by residual sum of squares and cross-validation. Model with smaller SSE is preferred. Figure 
3.4.3 shows that SSEs obtained from BBLME-G model are lower than those obtained from 
frequentist ABLME model in most of the heiferMonth experimental units. However, we found 
some animals have irregularities at distance 175m in pen 2 in both months. We suspect the 
presence of other factors related to the distance (175m) that interferes with the heifers’ 
challenge in June and with the heifers' recovery in August. This is a topic for further 
investigation. The leave-one-out cross-validation showed SSE obtained from BBLME-G model 
(154.1). It is smaller than SSE obtained from ABLME model (295.5).  
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Figure 3.4.3 Comparison of SSE between ABLME model (blue full circles) and BBLME-G 
(red triangle) model. Upper: cool month for distance 165m, 175m, 185m, 195m. Lower: hot 
month with same order of four distances (Full dataset) 
 
 
Overall, BBLME-G produced smaller deviance and DIC, creditable intervals different from 
0, fitted plots closed to raw data, and smaller SSE's. Therefore, the BBLME-G model is the 




3.4.3 Interpretations of Treatment Effects from BBLME-G (Full dataset) 
The plots of treatment factors obtained by BBLME-G for all 7 parameters are displayed in 
Figure 3.4.4. The upper asymptotic body temperature, α, indicates the highest body temperature 
an animal is expected to achieve in the absence of a recovery process. There is an interaction 
effect between month and distance the animals are moved: while the asymptote rises as distance 
increases, it is only at a distance of 175m the asymptote is significantly higher in August (Hot) 
than June (cool). Animals may reach higher asymptote, α, in August than June, and the 
difference in  between June and August decreases as distance increases until finally there is no 
detectable difference. At the smallest distance, 165m, there is no difference between months. At 
175 m,  in August is significantly higher than in cool-June. Beyond 175m, α in June starts to 
increase as animals were moved farther away but the asymptote in August remains the same. 












Figure 3.4.4 Treatment Factor Interaction Plots for BBLME-G (Red-solid line: Hot-Aug; blue-




Delta, δ, represents the recovery baseline Tb. (i.e. the lowest Tb after 90 min). There is a 
significant interaction among month-distance treatments. At the shortest distance (165m), the 
recovery baseline is higher in June than August. After 165m, there is no significant difference in 
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the baseline between June and August. There may be other factors unrelated to the treatment 
factors (such as animal behavior or animal condition) that interfere with the heifers’ recovery at 
the shortest distance in June. Another plausible explanation is that the animals are less sensitive 
to the Ta (Tb did not rise substantially in those 90 min). Hence the animal was not stressed and 
there was no need to recover. 
 
The initial Tb, Y0, when animal is first exposed to the challenge, also shows is a significant 
month-distance interaction. At 165m, animals' initial Tb is higher in June than August. After 
165m, there is no detectable difference in initial Tb for the other month-distance treatment 
effects. Although there is a decreasing trend for both months for heifers as distance from the 
work station increases. These results may imply other sources of variation in month-distance 
treatments such as variation in animal condition. 
 
The challenge rate constant, k1, can be regarded as the intrinsic slope of the tangent line of 
the difference quotient. A higher challenge rate constant indicates a more rapid initial increase in 
Tb. There are no significant interaction effects between month and distance, although we can 
see a decreasing trend for both days in the challenge rate constant as the distance traveled 
increases. As the challenge rate constant decreases the intrinsic rate of change in Tb decreases, 
so it will take more time to reach the maximum Tb. This result suggests that when heifers were 
challenged by heat stress, they took longer to adjust to handling the farther they were moved no 
matter the month. 
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A higher recovery rate constant, k2, indicates a more rapid intrinsic decrease in Tb. This 
parameter also shows a significant interaction. There is no significant difference between 
months when moved from 165m to 195m except at 185m. It indicates Tb of animals moved a 
distance of 185m in August will initially decrease more rapidly than for other animals moved 
other distances. This result is a matter for further investigation. We suspect that some 
irregularities (discussed in section 3.4.2.4) occurred in the data and hence, influenced the 
estimation. 
 
The challenge inflection point, τ1, is essentially the change point - time at which the 
maximum rate of change occurs from increasing to decreasing. There is a significant interaction 
among month-distance treatments. At the shortest distance (165m), there is no difference in the 
change point between June and August. Beyond 165m, change points in August occur 
significantly later than those in June; and the difference in June and August remains the same 
for increasing distances. Hence, at 165m, the time animals need to adjust the rate of change 
from increasing to decreasing are the same in June and August; once moved more than 165m, 
animals will need more time to adjust the rate of change from increasing to decreasing in June 
than August.  
 
The recovery inflection point, τ2, is another change point - time at which the maximum rate 
of change occurs from decreasing to increasing. There is a significant interaction among month-
distance treatments. At 165m, there is no difference in τ2 between June and August. After 165m, 
recovery inflection point occurs significantly later June than in August. This implies that heifers 
may take the same time to recover in June than in August when moved more than 165m. In 
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other words, they need more time to recover from the stress of handling in June than August 
when they move more than 165m.  
 
3.4.4 Comparison of Results after Removing Irregularities  
As discussed above in comparison of SSEs (sections 3.4.2.4), we suspected irregularities in 
the data. Some animals in the pen2 (175m) in August have irregularities. As seen from Figure 
3.4.5 below (plots titled 47164, 46994, 45964, 2104, 2034, 1804), the body temperature of most 
of the animals in this pen had shoulders occurring around 1 hour after they were moved. Again, 
the three models were compared to see which one gives the best fit. The shoulders are a 
problem when fitting the data. The fit is tenable only if the shoulder is not broad (the last plot, 
titled 694).  The shoulders may be due to some activity or condition within the pen.  Since the 
shoulder did not occur in any of the other pens on the same day, we removed those animals from 
the data and reanalyzed the data. Using the same comparison procedures as above, BBLME-G 
produced smaller deviance and DIC (Table 3.4.3), and the coverages of confidence/creditable 
intervals are similar to previous results except for Y0 (Figure 3.4.6). Coverage for Y0 by ABLME 
is significantly different from the other two methods in the closest pen (175m) for hot day. 
Figure 3.4.7 shows BBLME-G still produced better fitted data which are close to raw data, 
though the differences between BBLME-N and observed data are not as obviously and the 
difference between ABLME and observed data became more accentuated. The BBLME-G still 
has smaller SSE's (Figure 3.4.8), and smaller leave-one-out cross-validation SSE (BBLME-G is 
105.7; ABLME is 251.6). Therefore, BBLME-G is used to interpret the estimated treatment 





Figure 3.4.5 Fitted subject-specific bi-logistic curves in pen 2 (175m) from different models: 








Table 3.4.3 After removing outliers, Median Deviances and DIC’s from BBLME-N and 
BBLME-G models (Reduced data) 
Model Deviance DIC 
BBLME-N(Normal) 593600 581445 
BBLME-G(Gamma) 1212 1284.71 
 
 
Figure 3.4.6 After removing outliers, 95% Confidence interval for ABLME (lower-blue), 95% 
Creditable interval for BBLME-N (middle -grey), 95% Creditable Interval for BBLME-G 
(upper-red ), given vertically from cool month for distance 165m,175m,185m,195m followed 








Figure 3.4.7. Left: after removing outliers, comparison of fitted subject-specific bi-logistic 
curves from different p models: raw Tb (black dash), ABLME (blue solid), BBLME-N (grey 





Figure 3.4.8. After outliers are removed, comparison of SSE between ABLME model (blue 
solid circle) and BBLME-G (red triangle) model. Upper: cool month for distance 165m, 175m, 




After removing irregularities, BBLME-G is still preferred to the other two models, and 
hence, treatment effects are interpreted. The treatment means plots after the irregular animals 
are moved (Figure 3.4.9) shows the interaction effect between month and distance remains 
significant in 5 of the 7 parameters: α-upper asymptote Tb, δ-baseline Tb, Y0-initial Tb, τ1- 
challenge inflection point, and τ2-recovery inflection point and the interaction effect remains 
insignificant in k1. The only change we found here is in the rates of constant of recovery, k2. 
There was no longer a significant interaction effect between month and distance this time. The 
lack of significance between June and August in the recovery rate constant, k2, indicates animals 
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need a similar period of time to recover from the stress of handling in June (cool) and August 
(hot) no matter how far they are moved (165m to 195m). 
 
Figure 3.4.9 After removing outliers, treatment plots for BL-G (Hot-Aug red solid line, Cool–




3.4.5 Two Derived Parameters: Maximum Tb and Time to Maximum Tb from Reduced Data 
Multiple plots for predicted Tb from BBLME-G with estimated maxTb and tmaxTb are 
shown in Figure 3.4.10. The estimations of maxTb hit the peak temperature in most animals. It 
indicates BBLME-G resolved the underestimation problem produced by ABLME which 
assumes additive rates of change and normal assumption.  
 
Figure 3.4.10 Plots for raw Tb and predicted Tb from BBLME -G with estimated maximum Tb 
(maxTb) and time to maximum Tb (tmaxTb) for each heifer in both months. Red line-Fitted data; 




The treatment means for the month by pen interaction plots are shown in Figure 3.4.11. On 
the left, differences in time to maximum, tmaxTb, between cool and hot months are significant at 
all distances except 165m. This implies that heifers moved the shortest distance will reach their 
maximum Tb at about 39 min no matter the month (cool or hot). However, when moved from a 
farther distance, heifers in a June (cool environment) would need more time to reach their 
maximum body temperature than heifers in August (hot environment). It is noticeable that, 
when moved over 175m, heifers need more time to achieve the highest body temperature 
compared to animals moved over closer distances of both months. On the right of Figure 3.4.11, 
the maximum Tb, maxTb, difference between months was significantly only when heifers 
moved from 175m and 185m. When heifers moved over 165m or 195m, there is no significant 
difference. Again it indicates an interaction effect between month and distance the animals are 
moved: while the asymptote rises as distance increases, it is only at distances of  175 m and 185 
m the asymptote is significantly higher in August (Hot) than June (cool). These results suggest 
moving heifers a short distance (165m does not significantly affect heifers maximum Tb. 
However, the lack of a significant difference at 195m is perplexing. This could be caused by 
animal’s health and pen condition causing so much variation that no significant difference can 







Figure 3.4.11 Interaction plots for 2 estimated parameters, time to maximum Tb (tmaxTb) (left) 
and maximum Tb (maxTb) (right), on both cool month-Jun (blue dashed) and hot month-Aug (red 




Heat stress can be a serious problem for animals in a hot thermal environment. 
Understanding when and how heat stress appears would help to provide better ways to improve 
an animal’s wellbeing. During heat stress when animals experience a physiological challenge, 
e.g. handling and moving events, a univariate dynamic model can be used to describe animals' 
thermo-regulatory response. To understand the dynamic process of handling and moving 
animals during thermal challenge and recovery in summer, a nonlinear bi-logistic model of 
animal’s body temperature is utilized. 
 
The nonlinear bi-logistic model with seven parameters, upper asymptote body temperature, initial 
body temperature, baseline body temperature for recovery, challenge and recovery rate constants and 
challenge and recovery inflection points, described the univariate dynamics of Tb during moving and 
handling of heifers, in which both challenge and recovery were included. To construct the bi-logistic 
model, the compartment differential equations were first introduced. However, the procedure of 
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solving the compartment bi-logistic model raises the risk of nonconvergence and application to data 
analysis is complex, requiring many subjective decisions, and is time-consuming. An additive 
differential equation was construction to avert the difficulties involved with fitting the bi-logistic 
compartment model. Yet, one concern with the additive bi-logistic model is that the upper asymptote 
is underestimated. To overcome this problem, a Bayesian approach was incorporated to the bi-logistic 
mixed effects model.  
 
The Bayesian approach was then incorporated and it did improve the estimation when 
making Gamma assumption error. The simulation comparisons show that Bayesian bi-logistic 
model with gamma assumption (BBL-G) produced smaller ASEs, ESEs, % of Bias, and 
consistent coverages. Therefore, BBL-G provides a precise, stable and efficient estimation with 
which to analyze the univariate time dependent dynamics with challenge and recovery in three 
SNR simulations. 
 
Three models are applied to heifers’ moving event for further comparison models with 
mixed effects. When comparing the two Bayesian Bi-logistic models, the model with Gamma 
assumption (BBLME-G) has smaller DIC and deviance than the model with Normal distribution 
(BBLME-N), hence, BBLME-G is preferred to BBLME-N. To compare the frequentist and 
Bayesian methods, confidence/creditable intervals, fitted plots, SSEs and cross-validation 
provide diagnostics tools. BBLME-G model provides comparative creditable intervals, visual 
model predictions and smaller SSEs in cross-validations. Therefore, BBLME-G is preferable to 
the other two methods and applied to analyze the treatment effect in the application.  
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Month and distance are two important factors that influence a heifer’s Tb during stages of 
thermal challenge and recovery. Significant interactions between month (presence and absence 
of thermal challenge) and moving distance are found in five of the seven parameters, indicating 
the need to consider month (thermal challenge) as well as distance when making management 
decisions involving when to work cattle.  
 
Distance is important when moving animals in a thermal challenging environment. This study 
suggests moving animals 195m is significantly different from moving animals 165m. Animals moved 
195m achieved a higher maximum Tb (1 
o
C higher) than animals moved 165m. Also animals take 
longer time to adjust to the challenge by heat stress the farther they were moved (195m) no 
matter the month, but they need more time to recover from the stress of handling in cooler (June) 
than hotter (August) environmental conditions when they move more than 165m. In conclusion, 
moving animals longer distances during hot summer days may increase the risk of heat stress. More 
care, e.g. cooling facilities, is required, since animals may achieve higher body temperatures when 
moved over longer distances and changed body temperature faster when challenged by hot 
environment. Besides moving distance and   month, other factors, e.g. animals’ health condition, need 
to be considered.  
 
Animals’ health condition may result in irregularities in their body temperature which may 
influence the analysis result. After removing irregularities animals, the results remain the same in all 
parameters except the rates of constant of recovery. Therefore, after removing irregularities, 
insignificant interaction between month and distance in k2 shows animals need similar period of 
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NONLINEAR MODELS TO DESCRIBE THE BIVARIATE TIME DEPENDENT 
DYNAMIC SINUSOIDAL RESPONSE TO CHALLENGE AND RECOVERY 
(ELLIPTICAL HYSTERESIS) ASSUMING INDEPENDENT GAUSSIAN ERRORS 
 
4.0 Preview 
Table of Parameters 
Parameters Descriptions 
bx Input saturation point x coordinate or input maximum 
by Input saturation point y coordinate 
R Retention, vertical distance from center to upper loop trajectory 
C Coercion, horizontal distance from center to loop along input axis 
Lag time between maximum output and input 
Area represents work done over one cycle for output force vs. input displacement loop 
ϕx phase angle, starting angle of loop counterclockwise from zero 
β split angle, angle between input axis and split line tangent through the origin 
hx hysteresis along x axis, proportion of coercion due to bx 
hy hysteresis along y axis, proportion of retention due to by 
cx Center of input x 
cy Center of output y 
Ampx Amplitude of the input, equal to bx 
Ampy Amplitude of the output 
θ angle of rotation between input axis and semi-major axis 
λ1 semi-major axis, maximum distance from center to loop perimeter 
λ2 semi-minor axis, minimum distance from center to loop perimeter 
focusx distance along input axis from center to focus point 
focusy distance along output axis from center to focus point 




4.1.1 What is hysteresis? 
Hysteresis can be defined in terms of the dependence of the output of a system not only on 
the current inputs, but also on the system’s history of past inputs. The dependence on past inputs 
can be found in many linear systems, but not all of these systems display hysteresis. For 
example, in the simple linear circuit with a resistor and capacitor, the voltage across the 
capacitor depends on the past values of the voltage applied to the circuit but the effect of the 
past value is encapsulated in the rate at which the voltage applied to the circuit varies. That is, 
for slow variations, the voltage across the capacitor simply follows the applied voltage Vi and 
no history dependence is observed. Thus, it is the lack of dependence on the memory of the past 
values that distinguish hysteretic systems from other much simpler systems (Hovorka, 2007).  
 
What makes a system hysteretic? The above example shows more than one characteristic is 
required for a system to display hysteresis. Hence, the three fundamental properties of a 
hysteretic system are: memory, rate independence, and initial state of the process. Memory is 
the most distinguishing feature of hysteresis. It is exemplified by the existence of a trajectory 
(or path profile) that displays the dependence of the current value on past history. The behavior 
of a hysteretic process is irreversible. Rate independence indicates the output value does not 
depend on the time scale used to measure the input. In many situations, the initial state of the 





4.1.1.1 Hysteresis in Economics 
Hysteresis has been observed in many fields. In economics, the production and price process 
may display hysteresis. In real markets not all of the assumptions of the classical supply–
demand model are satisfied. If price rises above a threshold β, production starts. If the price is 
below a threshold α, there is no production. In the region between the two thresholds, either 
situation is possible.  In particular, the characteristic times of the various processes that take 
place in the economy do matter, and the final equilibrium production and price for a producer or 
service may depend on these characteristic times. Hysteresis loop and demand curve in Figure 
4.1.1 shows the range of allowable equilibrium points. 
 
Figure 4.1.1 Hysteresis envelope 
 
 
4.1.1.2 Hysteresis in Physiology 
In respiratory physiology, lung hysteresis is identified when observing the compliance of a 
lung on inspiration versus expiration. During inhalation, as transpulmonary pressure increases, 
lung volume increases until reaching a threshold, then during exhalation, transpulmonary 
pressure decreases and lung volume also decreases (Figure 4.1.2). The difference in compliance 
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(volume/pressure) is due to the additional energy required during inspiration. Therefore, 
the transpulmonary pressure vs volume trajectory is different between inhalation and exhalation, 
and the difference being described is named hysteresis for a respiratory cycle.  
 
Figure 4.1.2 Lung hysteresis 
 
 
4.1.1.3 Hysteresis in Material Science 
In material sciences, hysteresis occurs in ferromagnetic materials and ferroelectric materials, 
as well as in the deformation of some materials (such as rubber bands and shape-memory alloys) 
in response to a varying force. One of the most commonly described processes exhibiting 
hysteresis involves elasticity and can be explained as input (displacement (or extension) caused 
by added weight) vs output (force of elasticity stored in the rubber band).That is, as more 
weight (input) is loaded onto a rubber band, it will stretch (output) in response to the increased 
weight; as the weight is subsequently removed in similar increments and the rubber band can 
compress itself (Figure 4.1.3). For any given extension-displacement force applied to the rubber 
band, the change in elasticity- force due to  unloading (compression) is always larger than the 
extension-displacement due to loading. The area of the trajectory formed by extension-
displacement as weight is loaded and unloaded (input) vs change in force due to elasticity 
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(output) forms the area of hysteresis and, in this case, represent the work performed during one 
cycle. The larger this area the less efficient this rubber band is at maintaining its shape. 
 




4.2.1 Rate Dependent Hysteresis and Parameters 
Hysteresis can be classified as rate dependent and rate independent hysteresis. Rate-
dependent hysteresis occurs when there is a lag or delay between the response (output) and the 
force of the input function and the lag depends on the period of the input. Rate-dependent 
hysteresis differs from the rate-independent hysteresis in that the output is dependent on not just 
the direction of the change in the input, but also on the rate of that change. An important feature 
of rate dependent hysteresis is that, if the input is reduced to zero, the output continues to 
respond for a finite time. This constitutes a memory of the past, but a limited one because it 
disappears as the output decays to zero. In the rate dependent hysteresis system, an increase in 
the control can be thought of as placing a challenge on the system, while a decrease allows the 
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system to recover. A change of direction in the forcing function induces cyclic variation in the 
output allowing the trajectory of the output to form a closed hysteresis loop. 
 
4.2.2 General Models and Parameters 
Different types of hysteresis result in different types of loops. For the above examples, the 
supply hysteresis, the rubber band hysteresis and the lung hysteresis form an oval pattern. In 
different circumstances other patterns arise. For example, a thermostat controlling a heater may 
turn the heater on when the temperature drops below α degrees, but the heater is not turned off 
until the temperature rises above β degrees. This thermostat has hysteresis. The hysteresis loop 
of the thermostat is essentially a square (Figure 4.2.1). 
 
Figure 4.2.1 Illustration of temperature and thermostat relationship 
 
The above thermostat example shows a special hysteresis loop generated by step functions. 
Generally, hysteresis loops can be described by sinusoidal functions. Lapshin (1995) presents 
general form of rate-dependent hysteresis (4.2.1) with sinusoidal inputs.  
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where t is the time point coordinate; bx, by are the saturation point coordinates; m, n are positive 
integers; a is a real parameter representing the split-point coordinate. Based on different values 
of n and m, hysteresis loops are be classified into different patterns.  
 
Because the input is considered to be the force driving the output, in this dissertation, 
Lapshin's formula has been extended to an explicit general hysteresis model (4.2.2) by taking 
exchanging the coordinates, rotating and adding parameters for location and phase shift. The 
input driving force is described in terms of a cosine wave with phase angle and center. The 
phase angle of the input is important because it describes the beginning of the hysteresis process 
and the centers describe the overall average of the input and output. 
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The parameters n and m may be regarded as the central "plateau" and "bulging" parameters. 
They are both positive integers. Moreover, the value of m must a positive odd integer. The 
shape of the hysteresis loop can be classified with different values of n; and the loop areas are 
decreased with different values of m, Figure 4.2.2. The split line is monotonic giving a roughly 
sigmoidal shape when n>1 is odd, and roughly quadratic (cresent or U-shape) when n is even. 
The parameters (cx, cy) specify the center of the loop; (bx, by) specifies the input saturation point, 
the horizontal and vertical distances from the center. The saturation point describes where the 
input changes direction. Ry, the retention indicates the average change in output when the input 
returns to the average level. Lapshin called this the split-point coordinate. The reciprocal of the 
period of the cycle, w is the frequency. The parameter ϕx is the input phase angle, which is the 
initial angle of the input function at its origin. 
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Figure 4.2.2 Three main types of hysteresis loops, left (Oval shape, n=1; m=1,3,5), middle 
(Crescent or Quadratic shape, n=2; m=1,3,5) and right (Sigmoidal shape, n=3; m=1,3,5), with 
dashed split lines and input saturation coordinates (bx, by) 
 
 
In the economic demand-supply example shown in section 4.1, Figure 4.2.3-left, a 
hysteresis loop with plateau parameter n=1 and bulging parameter m=3 is graphed using Eq 
(4.2.2). The demand behavior changes direction at the input saturation point (bx=0.5, by=0.5). 
The average demand and supply occurs at (0, 0). The average change in supply when the 
demand returns to the average, i.e. the retention, is 0.2. In lung hysteresis example, Figure 4.2.3-
middle, a hysteresis loop with plateau parameter n=3 and bulging parameter m=3 is graphed 
using Eq (4.2.1). The pressure changes from inspiration to expiration at the input saturation 
point (bx=1.5, by=2.6). The average pressure and lung volume occurs at (0, 0). The average lung 
volume when the pressure returns to the average, i.e. the retention, is 0.5. In rubber band 
hysteresis example, Figure 4.2.3-right, a hysteresis loop with plateau parameter n=3 and bulging 
parameter m=1 is graphed using Eq (4.2.2). The rubber band changes from extension to 
contraction at the input saturation point (bx=2.12, by=2.12). The average extension-displacement 
and elasticitivity-force occurs at (0, 0). The average change in elasticitivity-force when the 
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displacement returns to the average, i.e. the retention, is 0.5. Note: The sigmoidal loop in lung 
hysteresis is a reflection of the image about the split line compared to the sigmoidal hysteresis 
loop in the rubber band example. That is, in this particular case, the input pressure causes 
retention and the output volume indicates the coercion. 
 
Figure 4.2.3 Graphs of Supply–Demand Hysteresis (Eq 2, m=1); Lung Hysteresis (Eq 1, m=3) 
formula; Rubber Band Hysteresis (Eq2, m=3).Lung and Rubber Band Hysteresis Loops are 
Reflections about Split Line 
 
Supply-Demand hysteresis: cx = 0, cy = 0, retention = 0.2, b.x = 0.5, b.y = 0.5,n = 1, m = 3 
Rubber band: cx = 0, cy = 0, retention = 0.5, b.x = 1.5, b.y = 2.6, n = 3, m = 3 
Lung hysteresis: cx = 0, cy = 0, retention = 0.5, b.x = 2.12, b.y = 2.12, n = 3, m = 3 
 
4.2.3 Elliptical Rate Dependent Hysteresis 
Whenever the input and output are both simple sinusoids, the loop shows an elliptical 
pattern. In this dissertation, the focus is on the elliptical hysteresis (Figure 4.2.4 right). Several 
parameters can be used to characterize the elliptical hysteresis system. Five geometric 
parameters: centers of the loop (cx, cy), amplitudes of input and output (Ampx, Ampy), and 
regression angle of rotation (θ) are fundamental to the construction of an ellipse. Four 
parameters: retention, coercion, lag, and area, are derived from the hysteresis loop; and four 
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additional parameters: input phase angle, split angle, hysteresis along input and hysteresis along 
output, are helpful when comparing hysteresis loops. Retention, the peak of the output at the 
center, shows the distortion in the response at the average input challenge. Coercion, the 
horizontal distance of the input from the center, indicates the stress the forcing function places 
on the output. Split angle is the angle between the input axis and the tangent of the split line. 
Hysteresis along input (output) is a scaled function of coercion (retention). Lag indicates the 
delay between attributes of the output and the input (such as peak to peak). The area of the 
closed loop represents the work done (or potential energy created) during one cycle.  
 
Figure 4.2.4 Left: A time series plot shows a 1/4 period's lag between output and input for a 
hysteresis system. Right: The phase diagram of input versus output shows a closed loop and the 
characteristics of the Elliptical Hysteresis Loop 
 
 
Figure 4.2.5 shows how the hysteresis loop (unit ellipse) changes for 3 lags (0, 1/6, and 1/4 
of the period, P). The shape of the ellipse changes from a straight line to a circle as the lag 
increases from 0 to 1/4 period. Hence, the energy created during one period, in terms of area of 
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the unit ellipse (hysteresis loop), increases from 0 to as the length of lag increases. Notice the 
linear regression (dashed line) becomes less plausible as a model as hysteresis increases. 
 





4.2.4 History of Modeling Hysteresis 
Although hysteresis has been identified in many fields, e.g. physics (Pascal-Levy, et al., 
2012), biology (Finni, et al., 2013), material science (Kota, et al., 2012), and economics 
(Stockhammer and Sturn, 2012), few publications describing hysteresis address both the model 
and the fit. Lapshin (1995) suggested a model description and type classification for a variety of 
rate-dependent processes based on sinusoidal functions. Parkhurst et al. (2002) attempted to 
predict a response by estimating a threshold (input change point) and splining the challenge and 
recovery segments; but, a more complete approach is needed to characterize hysteresis. Gu and 
Zhu (2011) proposed an ellipse-based mathematical model to describe the rate-dependent 
hysteresis which depends on input frequency. The Gu-Zhu parameterization is tied to the 
mathematical description of an ellipse with interpretations specific to piezoelectric actuators. 
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These articles involving hysteresis provide the motivation for a holistic statistical approach that 
focuses on both the model and the fit. 
 
The remaining sections of this chapter aim to statistically model and characterize elliptical 
rate-dependent hysteresis. This study is motivated by the need to characterize the bivariate 
dynamic systems with concepts of challenge and recovery in different disciplines, e.g. heat 
stress in farm animals (principle application), premium price and underwriting profits in health 
insurance, and calibrating the accuracy of signal devices. In next the section, three analytic 
methods: linear least squares, ellipse-specific nonlinear least squares and two-step simple 
harmonic regression, are developed. Parameter estimates are developed depending on the choice 
of analytical method. Our objective is to find the most efficient analytic approach for 
characterizing rate dependent hysteresis in different areas and studies. To evaluate the sampling 
distributions and standard errors of the parameter estimates, the delta method, bootstrapping and 
Bayesian are used. Simulation studies are performed to compare the estimations from different 
methods. The most efficient method is performed on different applications as illustrations. 
 
4.3 Methods 
In this section, three methods are developed to model the hysteresis system with a sinusoidal 
input forcing function and an elliptical hysteresis loop. For a given period, n observations are 
measured from a sinusoidal input x(t) and output y(t) at time 1…n with errors εx(t) and εy(t), 
respectively. The general form of an elliptical loop at centroid (cx, cy) with a counter-clockwise 
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where ω is the frequency or reciprocal of the period, λ1 and λ2 are the major and minor axes of 
the ellipse. In this study, period of the cycle is assumed fixed. When reparameterizing to semi-
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4.3.1 Linear Least Squares Method (LS) 
A rotated ellipse can be represented algebraically as a simple closed curve about (x, y)  
2 2
1 2 3 4 5 6( , ) 0f x y a x a xy a y a x a y a                                    (4.3.3) 
where 1 30, 0a a  . Linear least squares method (LS) is developed based on a minimization of 
the sum of squared errors, εt,, of the linear model 
2 2
1 2 3 4 5 6t t t t t t t ta x a x y a y a x a y a                                     (4.3.4) 
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with constraints 1 30, 0a a  . The algebraic distance of an observation, ξt, is expected to be 
zero. All the linear coefficients, ai’s, in (4.3.4) can be found using least squares. Hence, the 
fundamental parameters are estimated as 
2 2
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The derived parameters can be obtained from the fundamental parameters as 
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4.3.2 Ellipse-Specific Nonlinear Least Squares Method (NLS) 
Ellipse-Specific Nonlinear Least Squares (NLS) provides a nonlinear method to estimate the 
five fundamental parameters directly. A parameterized ellipse model (4.3.8) is developed from 
(4.3.4) for five fundamental parameters. 
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Similarly as in LS, the algebraic distance of an observation, ξt, satisfies ( ) 0E   . The 
standard errors of five fundamental parameters are obtained directly from the nonlinear model.  
 
The nonlinear model (4.3.8) is especially sensitive to the choice of starting values. Thus, a 
self-starter function was written in R based on the ellipse-specific direct least squares method 
(O'Leary and Zsombor-Murray, 2004). In this method, the mean squared algebraic distances in 
(4.3.4) is minimized over the set of n time points in the least squares sense, with the constraint 
2
2 1 34 0a a a  . It can be represented as a generalized eigen-system: ' 0
t ta D Da a Ca  , where 
D is the design matrix, C is the constraint matrix, and a  is the vector including all coefficients 
in (4.3.4). Hence, aˆ  is the eigenvector corresponding to the negative eigenvalue in the eigen-
system 'D Da Ca . That is, 
ˆ { 0:det | ' |}a Kernel D D C                                        (4.3.9) 
The starting values for the five fundamental parameters can be obtained from aˆ using 
transformations in (4.3.5). 
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4.3.3 Two-Step Simple Harmonic Regression Method (2SHR) 
Two-step simple harmonic regression, 2SHR, is a two-step regression procedure that 
estimates input and output parameters sequentially. Based on the assumptions of constant 
frequency and independent errors, we reformulate the generalized transcendental equations as 
( )cos(2 )( )
cos(2 ) sin(2 ) ( )( )
x xx x
y x y x y y
c tb tx t
b t R t c ty t
 
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                                   
(4.3.10) 
where x is the input phase angle; Ry is retention the or split point coordinate; bx and by are the 
saturation point coordinates. The center coordinates (cx, cy) are the estimated intercepts in the 
two linear models. The other fundamental parameters are found as: 
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4.3.4 Standard Errors 
4.3.4.1 Delta Method 
Assuming the sampling distributions of the parameters for each method are asymptotically 
normal, standard errors can be obtained either directly from the method or approximated by the 
delta method (Table 4.3.1). Suppose X =(x1, x2, ..,xp) is a random variable. Given the estimates 
of the mean, μ, and covariance matrix of X, Σ, then under some transformation g, the standard 
error of g(X) is  
     ( ) '( ) '( )
t
SE g X g g                                (4.3.13) 
In LS, standard errors for all parameters were estimated using the delta method with the 
transformations in (4.3.5) - (4.3.7). The covariance matrix Σ of the linear coefficients in (4.3.4) 
is 
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For NLS, the covariance matrix of the 5 fundamental parameters (4.3.15), is used to obtain 
delta method standard errors for derived parameters from the transformation in (4.3.12). 
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In 2SHR, standard errors for Ampx, retention, and centers can be obtained directly from two 
linear models. For the remaining parameters, the delta method is applied to estimate the 
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standard errors under the transformations in (4.3.11 - 4.3.12) using the covariance matrices from 
both stages. By the independence assumption of two stages, the overall covariance matrix 
consists of four partitions (4.3.16). The upper left partition is the covariance matrix in the input 
stage and the bottom right partition is the covariance matrix in the output stage. Partitions on the 
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Table 4.3.1 Standard errors by delta method: Linear least squares (LS), Ellipse-specific 
nonlinear least squares (NLS), and Two-stage simple harmonic regression (2SHR) 
 LS NLS 2SHR 
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Bootstrapping provides another way to investigate the sampling distributions of parameters. 
Residuals taken from the predicted ellipse are resampled with replacement. The predicted 
ellipse with resampled residuals is refit using whichever method was originally used. The bias 
corrected estimates are obtained as 2ϴ1-ϴB, where ϴB is the bootstrap mean for a parameter and 
ϴ1 is the original estimate. Confidence intervals are based on the bias adjusted empirical 




4.3.5 Simulations for Comparing LS, NLS, and 2SHR 
4.3.5.1 Design 
Eighteen simulation studies were constructed to evaluate the performance of LS, NLS, and 
2SHR. Realistic numbers for the model parameters based on values reported in the motivating 
example by Dr. Hahn (1989) were used. The studies focused on the effect of lag (1 to 6) and the 
impact of varying the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Three SNR levels are designated: weak, 
moderate, strong. For each study, the noise of the controlling input, x(t), is εx(t)~N(0, 0.55), 
while εy(t) the noise of the output y(t) varies; εy(t)~ N(0, 0.05)strong SNR, εy(t)~ N(0, 
0.15)moderate, εy(t)~ N(0, 0.25)weak. The true value of the remaining fundamental 
geometric and derived parameters that were set to emulate research results (Hahn, Parkhurst, 
and Gaughan 1997), are shown in Table 2. One thousand realizations of 24 observations were 
generated. In each realization, each of the three analytical methods modeled the data with and 
without bootstrapping. 
 
In each of the three methods, bias (reported as the difference from the true parameter), 
empirical standard error (ESE), average of model-based standard errors (ASE) and 95% Wald 
coverages were obtained. All parameter distributions were checked for normality using Shapiro-
Wilk tests. The efficiency of the estimates was also investigated using fixed-model-based 
resampling for 999 bootstrap samples (Canty and Ripley 2009; Davison and Hinkley 1997). The 
bootstrapped bias (average minus original-sample), bias-corrected bootstrapped estimates 
(Steck and Jaakkola 2003) along with empirical standard error, average of model-based standard 




4.3.5.2 Simulation for Single Signal to Noise Ratio: Medium  
4.3.5.2.1 Comparison of  Three Methods without Bootstrapping 
Results for one study, lag 4 moderate SNR without bootstrapping, are given in Table 4.3.2. 
(Other simulations results are discussed in section 4.3.5.3 below.) The 2SHR has the smallest 
ESEs for all parameters implying there is more precision in the 2SHR estimates compared to the 
other two methods. The 2SHR method also produced the smallest ASEs indicating good 
agreement between means of the model standard estimates and the truth. In addition, bias is 
negligible for 2SHR while bias increases for NLS and even more for LS. The confidence 
intervals attain coverage close to 95% for all parameters in 2SHR, but in the other two methods, 
coverage is problematic for Ampy, area and retention (<80%). Therefore, 2SHR produces more 
efficient parameter estimates than LS and NLS.The assumption of normality in sampling 
distribution is also a major concern for 5 of the 9 parameter estimates given by LS. Bootstrap is 




Table 4.3.2 Comparison of Methods: Linear least squares (LS), Ellipse-specific nonlinear least 
squares (NLS), Two-step simple harmonic regression (2SHR), shown by True Values, 
Empirical Standard Error (ESE), Average of Model-based Standard Errors (ASE), %Bias, 















































































.25 .24 .1582 
 
.31 .33 .15 
 
-.24 .13 .005 
 
.94 .99 .93 
Ampy 0.9 
 
.06 .05 .0433 
 
.06 .05 .04 
 
.10* .06 .002 
 
.70 .78 .93 
cx 28 
 
.21 .22 .1089 
 
.26 .27 .11 
 
.04* -.01 .004 
 
.99 .99 .94 
cy 40 
 
.04 .04 .0305 
 
.05 .04 .03 
 
.01* .00 -.001 
 
.95 .93 .93 
Rot.angle 3.72 
 
.63 .58 .3952 
 
.64 .56 .38 
 
.62* -.17 -.010 
 
.88 .93 .95 
Area 17.14 
 
1.09 1.10 1.072 
 
1.09 1.05 1.04 
 
1.09 1.93 .049 
 
.87 .61 .93 
Lag 4 
 
.27 .29 .2007 
 
.28 .28 .20 
 
-.03 .20* .007 
 
.95 .91 .94 
Retention 0.78 
 
.06 .05 .0452 
 
.06 .04 .04 
 
.08* .07 .002 
 
.79 .63 .94 
Coercion 6.06 
 
.27 .28 .2303 
 
.31 .31 .22 
 
-.25 .26 .002 
 
.93 .94 .93 
*p-value<0.05 in Shapiro-Wilk test 
 
4.3.5.2.2 Comparison of Three Methods with Bootstrapping 
Results for the study, lag 4 moderate SNR with bootstrapping, are shown in Table 4.3.3. As 
expected the standard errors for all methods tend to be reduced. Compared to LS and NLS, 
2SHR still produces the lowest bootstrapped ESE and ASE for all parameters implying more 
precision in 2SHR bootstrapped estimation. Bias decreases for LS and decreases still more for 
NLS, but remains inconsequential for the 2SHR, indicating better agreement between means of 
the 2SHR bootstrapped estimates and the truth. Although coverages improve for all methods, 
only the 2SHR produces coverages close to 95%1% for all parameters. The coverages for LS 
and NLS bootstrapped estimates still fall substantially short (88%) for some estimates. For all 
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methods, the deviations from normality are no longer a concern (Shapiro-Wilk test not shown). 
Therefore, while the bootstrap improves the usefulness of all three methods, 2SHR still 
produces the most efficient estimates. 
 
Table 4.3.3 Comparison of Bootstrapped Results: Linear least squares (LS), Ellipse-specific 
nonlinear least squares (NLS), and Two-step simple harmonic regression (2SHR), shown by 
True values, Bootstrapped Empirical Standard Errors (ESE), Bootstrapped Average Model-














































































.23 .24 .1584 
 
.23 .22 .14 
 
.001 .202 .003 
 
.96 .88 .96 
Ampy 0.9 
 
.05 .05 .0434 
 
.06 .05 .04 
 
-
.023 .019 .001 
 
.97 .94 .95 
cx 28 
 
.39 .22 .1090 
 
.21 .21 .10 
 
.006 -.029 .004 
 
.74 .95 .95 
cy 40 
 
.07 .04 .0305 
 
.05 .04 .03 
 
.001 -.002 .000 
 




.49 .57 .3856 
 
.72 .54 .35 
 
-
.155 -.048 -.010 
 





2 1.03 1.073 
 
1.1
3 1.10 .97 
 
-
.225 .988 .047 
 




.27 .29 .2008 
 
.28 .25 .18 
 
-
.008 .035 .008 
 




.05 .05 .0452 
 
.06 .05 .04 
 
-
.018 .021 .002 
 




.28 .29 .2309 
 
.26 .25 .21 
 
-
.003 .221 .009 
 
.94 .85 .95 
 
 
4.3.5.3 Simulation for Additional Signal to Noise Ratios: Low and High 
We summarize the salient features of the other simulation studies by showing bootstrapped 
ESE for four derived hysteresis parameters (area, lag, retention, and coercion). In Figure 4.3.1, 
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LS-boot produces the highest bootstrapped ESE's which are especially worrisome for estimating 
area when lag<2. Generally, NLS-boot produces intermediate bootstrapped ESE values between 
LS-boot and 2SHR-boot.The 2SHR-boot produces the smallest bootstrapped ESEs for all 
parameters for all SNRs with one notable exception: i.e. coercion for weak SNR and small lag. 
However, as lag increases, 2SHR-boot becomes more efficient even in that case. 
 
Figure 4.3.1 Plots of Bootstrapped empirical standard error (ESE) versus true lags 1-6 for three 
levels of SNR using Linear least squares (LS-boot, dotted), Ellipse-specific nonlinear least 
squares (NLS-boot, dashed), and Two-step simple harmonic regression (2SHR-boot, solid) for 




4.3.6 Residuals: Algebraic and Geometric Distances 
The above models can be compared by studying residual mean of squares (MSE). The 
residual mean squares can be obtained from algebraic or geometric distances. The algebraic 
distance is a linear distance metric often used in computer vision which is a field that includes 
methods for acquiring, processing, analyzing, and understanding images and, in general, high-
dimensional data from the real world in order to produce numerical or symbolic information; 
algebraic distance can be minimized by least squares estimation. The fitted data provide a 
surface (or curve) in q defined implicitly as ( ) 0of x , where ox  is the point on the surface 
and f(.) is a scalar. If we take an observed point y not on the surface, the value ( ) 0f y  . The 
sign can be a negative or positive function of the point is "inside" or "outside" the surface. From 
observation y, we can draw the Euclidean distance to the predicted surface. The distance gives 
the shortest path to the surface without regards to a specific predictor value. This distance is 
called algebraic distance. The advantage of algebraic distance is its computational simplicity; 
but the disadvantage it is that it is unclear what is being minimized in a geometric sense. If in 
2 , the algebraic distance from a point ( , )k kx y  to the closed curve is A ( , )k kD f x y under the 














                                                 (4.3.17)
 
where df = n-5 in LS and NLS methods, and df = n-6 in 2SHR method; n is the number of 
observations. 
 
Geometric distance indicates the shortest distance from a point to a plane in n . It is also 
called Euclidean distance. In a univariate study, the geometric distance, which represents the 
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departure (residual) from observed points to predicted points, is measured using vertical 
distance of the point to the fitted value. i.e. ˆG obsD y y  (Figure 4.3.2, top-left). Geometric 
distance is the same as the algebraic distance in the univariate case. However, in a multi-
dimensional case, vertical distance is not adequate (Figure 4.3.2, top-right) and in this case 
geometric distance is different from algebraic distance. If only vertical distance is used, 
information from other dimensions is lost. . The geometric distance is important for estimating 
the variation from one point to a curve or a surface, in order to use information from all 
dimensions. 
 
Geometric fitting of circles and ellipses to given points in a plane gives rise to the 
importance of pattern recognition, because it provides stability and "good-looking" solutions. 
However, sometimes it maybe inefficient or time-consuming. The geometric distance can be 
found using Gauss Newton's method (Ahn, Rauh, and Warnecke, 2001). Suppose Y
n
 is a point 
in n , then the geometric distance is the vertical distance from Y
n
 to the expectation surface. i.e.
ˆn nY Y . (Figure 4.3.2 bottom-left) In this study, geometric distance is the distance between the 
observed point and its projection on the tangent plane closest to the fitted curve (Figure 4.3.2 
bottom-right), 
 
      
ˆ ˆ,
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆmin || , , ||: , 0G
x y
D x y x y f x y  







Figure 4.3.2 Illustration of geometric distances. Upper left: vertical distance from observation 
to prediction in univariate case; upper right: vertical distance in bivariate case; lower left: 
geometric distance from observed point to the expectation surface; lower right: geometric 
distance in bivariate case 
 














                                          (4.3.18)
 
Where df is the same as the df in algebraic residuals. 
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In LS and NLS methods, ellipse solutions are obtained by first making algebraic 
transformation of the data. These transformations allow the user to obtain non-iterative solution 
in the case of the lm and nls methods. However, there is no one-to-one relationship between 
algebraic and geometric residuals. Algebraic residuals are only useful so far as they 
approximate geometric residuals. 
 
4.3.6.1 Gauss Newton's method for obtaining Geometric Distance 
Suppose ( , )t tx y is an observation at time t, and d is the geometric distance from ( , )t tx y to 
an expected ellipse ˆ ˆ( ( ), ( ))x t y t , then 
   
2 22 ˆ ˆ( ) ( )t td x t x y t y                                        (4.3.19) 
The Hessian function of (4.3.19) is  
   
2( )
ˆ ˆ2 ( ) '( ) 2 ( ) '( )t t
d
x t x x t y t y y t
t

   
                         (4.3.20)
 
Our goal is to find the geometric solution










   
2
* * * *( ) ˆ ˆ( , ) : 2 ( ) '( ) 2 ( ) '( ) 0t t t t
d
x y x t x x t y t y y t
t
 
     
 
                          (4.3.21) 
 
Gauss Newton's method is now incorporated for finding the corresponding tangent point 
* *( , )t tx y . Gauss Newton is an iterative method, and the procedure starts with two points 
1 1
ˆ ˆ( , )k kx y and 2 2ˆ ˆ( , )k kx y so that 1 1ˆ ˆ( , )k kx y is the intersection of the ellipse and the line through the 
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observation and centroid and 2 2ˆ ˆ( , )k kx y is the intersection of the ellipse and the line through the 
observation but orthogonal to the major axis (Figure 4.3.3). Then, the middle point 0 0ˆ ˆ( , )t tx y  
between 1 1ˆ ˆ( , )k kx y and 2 2ˆ ˆ( , )k kx y is used as the initial point for in Gauss Newton, 
1 2 1 2
0 0
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ( , ) ,
2 2
k k k k
t t





                                     (4.3.22) 
For step i=1,2, 3,... 
2
1
, 1 , 1
( )
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) * | ( , )t t t i t i
d





    
 
                                                (4.3.23) 
, , , 1 , 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , ) ( , )t i t i t i t i t tx y x y x y                                              (4.3.24) 
 
where J is the Jacobian matrix, 








. The iteration converges at step n if 
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                                           (4.3.25) 
with a specified convergence tolerance ε=(1e-6, 1e-6). Therefore, the tangent point is 
* *
, ,
ˆ ˆ( , ) ( , )t t t n t nx y x y                                                    (4.3.26)
 
 





Hence, for each observation ( , )t tx y , t=1,...,N, the geometric distance is 
   
2 2
* *
t t t t td x x y y    . The residual mean of squares is 






t t t t
i







                                          (4.3.27)
 
As usual, a smaller MSE is preferred.
 
 
4.3.7 Bayesian Method 
Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 display three analytic methods in which all the parameters 
were viewed as fixed. However, in some situations such as uncontrolled air temperature, some 
parameters may be viewed as random quantities e.g. displacement of body temperature under 
hot environment. In such cases, sampling distributions need to be assumed. Frequentist model 
may be improved by considering a Bayesian approach. Bayesian methods implemented with the 
majority of informative content coming from the current data, and not any external prior 
information, typically includes frequentist properties. Hence, the Markov chain Monte Carlo 
method (MCMC)  provides an alternative method for fitting the data(Carlin, 2009). In this 
section, one of the MCMC methods, Gibbs sampler with Metropolis, is applied to NLS 
assuming the amplitude of the output (Ampy) is randomly distributed. These methods are 
readily implemented in WinBUGS for hierarchical modeling. 
 
In NLS_Bayes, we assume the ellipse follows a distribution as (4.3.8) 
ˆ
i i i                                                                   (4.3.28) 
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where
   
2 2
2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2
2 cos( )( ) sin( )( ) 2 sin( )( ) cos( )( )
ˆ ( , ) 1
cos sin cos sin
i x i y i x i y
i
x y x y
x y x y
x c y c x c y c
f x y
Amp Amp Amp Amp
Amp Amp Amp Amp
   

   
      
   
 
   
 
  
and i is the random error for the whole model. 
 
The conditional distribution of ξi given Ampy is derived as 
 2| ~ ,i y iAmp N z                                                       (4.3.29) 
with prior 
~ ( , )yAmp Gamma a b                                                        (4.3.30)
 
where a and b are constants representing the shape and scale of the distribution of Ampy. Hence, 










p Amp z h Amp Amp
b
 
     

                   (4.3.31) 
The posterior distribution of Ampy (chain of Ampy) can be obtained using the Gibbs sampler 
with Metropolis, as follows.  
 
Gibbs sampler with Metropolis 
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Step 0: Give starting values for Ampy 
 
Steps 1 to T: Draw *
yAmp from a proposal density q(.). In this study, the candidate or proposal 
density is ( 1) 2(.) ( , )tyq N Amp 
 . Then,  * ( 1)~ ty yAmp q Amp   
 
Compute the ratio r as 
* *
( 1) ( 1)
( ) / ( )




h Amp q Amp
r
h Amp q Amp 







If  1, set .   
, with prob 
If  1, set 





























m T t   


 z                                (4.3.33) 
 
where T is total number of iterations and t0 is the number of  burn-in iterations. 
 
4.3.7.1 Simulation for comparing NLS-Boot and NLS-Bayes 
4.3.7.1.1 Design 
To compare Bayesian method with frequentist method in the environment with uncontrolled 
air temperature under two different distance metrics, simulation studies are performed. Three 
simulation studies are conducted to evaluate the performance of NLS-Boot and NLS-Bayes. 
Realistic numbers for the model parameters based on values reported in the literature (Hillman, 
Gebremedhin, Brown-Brandl, and Lee, 2005) were used. Assume an input challenge of 24 ±8 is 
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applied resulting in an output signal of 39 ± 0.6 with a 5.1 lag over period 24h. The true area of 
the ellipse is 14.67, the true retention (R) is 0.58, and the true coercion (C) is 7.78. The 1000 
realizations were simulated by adding errors to both Ta (εa) and Tb (εb) such that three signal-to-
noise ratios (SNR)  levels (weak, moderate, strong) were generated. In strong SNR, εb is 0.03 
and the corresponding relative variation ( / ,  where 8a b aRV Amp Amp  ) is 267; in moderate 
SNR, εb is 0.05 and the corresponding RV is 160; in weak SNR, εb is 0.13 and the 
corresponding RV is 62.  For each study, the covariance matrices based on algebraic and 
geometric distances were constructed Eqn (4.3.15). Hence, six covariance matrices were built in 
the simulation study to compare the NLS-Boot and NLS-Bayes methods.  
 
The NLS-Boot and NLS-Bayes methods were compared by root mean squared residuals 
(RMSE). In this study, RMSE and SEs for every parameter were obtained from algebraic 
distance and geometric distance. Comparisons were made between algebraic and geometric 
metrics and also between NLS-Boot and NLS-Bayes methods. The method with smaller RMSE 
and SEs is preferred. 
 
4.3.7.1.2 Simulation Results 
Overall, the geometric distance always produced the smallest RMSE; as the data becomes 
nosier (i.e. SNR becomes weaker), both the algebraic and geometric RMSEs increase (Table 
4.3.4). The Bayes method provides smaller RMSEs than the bootstrap method for both metrics. 
Both methods underestimate the true algebraic RMSE whereas; both methods overestimate the 
true geometric RMSEs for all three SNR levels. 
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Table 4.3.4 RMSE for Algebraic distance and Geometric distance from NLS-Bayes and NLS 
Bootstrap methods at Strong (S), Median (M), and Low (L) SNR levels 






S .117 .088 .101 
M .172 .138 .139 
L .364 .208 .241 
RMSE 
(Geometric) 
S .038 .051 .057 
M .057 .076 .089 
L .112 .133 .150 
 
 
Table 4.3.5 shows that while the methods provide similar estimates, the estimates provided 
by NLS-Bayes are slightly closer to the truth than NLS-Boot. Moreover, the NLS-Boot 
estimates become more biased as noise increases. The estimates for Ampy under three SNRs are 
all over-estimated for both methods. The estimates become more biased as the noise increase 
which causes the estimates for the derived parameters: area, lag and retention to be 
overestimated, while the estimates for coercion are underestimated.  
 
The SE’s for each parameter increase with noise (SNR level) and the geometric distance 
always produces the smallest SE no matter which method is used. When considering which 
method gives SE’s closest to the truth, we find the Bayes method gives geometric SE’s closer to 
the truth while the bootstrap method gives SE’s closer to the truth for the algebraic metric. This 
is because the Bayes method produces the RMSEs which are closer to the truth for the 
geometric metric and the Bootstrap method produces the RMSEs which is closer to the truth for 
the algebraic metric. Both methods underestimate the SE’s. 
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Table 4.3.5 Estimates of Ampy, and Derived Parameters: Area, Lag, Retention (R), and 
Coercion (C) and their SEs for Algebraic and Geometric distances using both Bayes and 

















.624 .628 .015 .011 .013 .004 .006 .007 
M .646 .651 .022 .018 .018 .009 .012 .014 
W .729 .738 .058 .033 .038 .018 .021 .024 
Area S 
14.67 
15.08 15.10 .406 .305 .350 .132 .177 .198 
M 15.54 15.56 .624 .501 .505 .243 .324 .379 
W 17.21 17.24 1.50 .854 .989 .461 .547 .617 
Lag S 
5.1 
5.16 5.19 .146 .110 .126 .048 .064 .072 
M 5.23 5.36 .223 .179 .180 .087 .116 .136 
W 5.38 5.67 .492 .281 .326 .152 .180 .203 
R S 
.58 
.61 .62 .015 .011 .013 .004 .006 .007 
M .63 .66 .022 .018 .018 .009 .012 .014 
W .71 .79 .054 .031 .036 .017 .020 .023 
C S 
7.78 
7.71 7.69 .176 .132 .152 .057 .077 .086 
M 7.66 7.62 .256 .205 .206 .099 .132 .155 









4.4.1 Application to Heat Stress Animals 
4.4.1.1 Controlled Chamber Experiment 
Economic losses from reduced cattle performance and death are substantial during periods 
of global climate changes as temperatures become more extreme. Previous studies of the effects 
of heat waves showed feedlot deaths of confined cattle exceeded 2,000 head during each of 
seven separate heat waves in the Midwest and Plain states. The heat waves of 1995, 1999, 2006, 
and 2009 were particularly severe with documented cattle losses in Midwestern states 
approaching 5,000 or more head each year (Mader 2003; Mader, Davis, and Brown-Brandl 
2006; Mader and Gaughan 2009). Therefore, understanding the physiological response of an 
animal to the environment is vital for animal health and welfare. 
 
During heat stress, when an animal is thermally challenged, physiological processes in the 
body become activated in order to dissipate the increasing heat load. Body temperature 
uninfluenced by physical activity is a good measure of heat stress (Mader et al., 2005). Studies 
show body temperature is essentially unresponsive to air temperature until a threshold is 
reached and then there is a dramatic response to the increasing air temperature. In thermo-
dynamics, when an animal experiences heat stress produced by elevated air temperature, 
hysteresis appears as the delay in the response of body temperature. In control-chamber 
experiments where a hot sinusoidal challenge is applied, the body-air temperature bivatiate 
trajectory shows a hysteresis loop with an elliptical pattern (Hahn, Parkhurst, and Gaughan 
1997; Mader, et al. 2001). Lag is the delay in the animal’s response to the heat challenge and 
the area of the ellipse quantifies the heat load an animal experiences in a hot environment 
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(Parkhurst 2010). Retention represents the average level of heat that cannot readily be absorbed 
or assimilated as air temperature rises. Coercion quantifies the effect of the driving force of air 
temperature.  
 
The data for this section are chosen to honor Leroy Hahn who was one of the first to 
recognize the role lag plays in heat stress in farm animals (1989). In an experiment conducted at 
the U.S. Meat Animal Research Center, two Bos taurus steers were housed in a controlled 
chamber with sinusoidal air temperature, 32±7 C, with tympanic temperatures recorded hourly. 
The 2SHR-boot method was used to estimate the rate-dependent hysteresis for each of the three 
acute heat stress days. 
 
Figure 4.4.1 shows the observations and an elliptical trajectory generated by 2SHR-boot. 
Table 4.4.1 indicates both steers experienced lags between 3 and 4h and coercions between 5 
and 6C. However, the heat load and retention were generally higher for Steer 1 than Steer 2, 
indicating Steer 1 retained more heat and needed to work harder to dissipate a higher heat load. 
Notice, the amplitude of air temperature and centroids showed little variation among days or 
between animals indicating the experiment conditions were maintained. For each animal, heat 
stress area decreases over days suggesting adaptation to the environmental challenge.  
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Figure 4.4.1 Steer-Day Plots of Observations and Fitted Ellipse from Two-step Simple 
Harmonic Regression with Bootstrapping and 95% confidence bands: lower band - red dotted 
line; upper band - blue dashed line. 
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Table 4.4.1 Results of Two-step Simple Harmonic Regression with Bootstrapping for Hereford 
Steers Body Temperature Exposed to Controlled Hot Cyclic Environmental Challenge Air 








Steer 1 Steer 2 
Estimates (SE) Estimates (SE) 
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 
 
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 
AmpTa 6.99 (.03) 7.01 (.04) 7.01 (.05) 
 
7.00 (.05) 6.99 (.03) 7.06 (.04) 
AmpTb .94 (.05) .94 (.02) .76 (.03) 
 
.86 (.03) .71 (.03) .64 (.03) 
cTa 32.03 (.05) 31.98 (.03) 32.02 (.03) 
 
32.02 (.04) 32.03 (.02) 31.98 (.03) 
cTb 38.95 (.04) 39.49 (.01) 39.71 (.02) 
 
39.98 (.02) 39.87 (.02) 40.23 (.02) 
Rot.angle 4.36 (.46) 3.89 (.33) 3.32 (.27) 
 
3.62 (.24) 3.28 (.31) 2.95 (.22) 
Area 18.20 (.92) 17.82 (.36) 12.91 (.81) 
 
17.21 (.70) 13.87 (.65) 9.98 (.59) 
Lag 4.13 (.20) 3.92 (.07) 3.35 (.18) 
 
4.41 (.14) 4.24 (.17) 2.99 (.16) 
Retention .83 (.05) .80 (.02) .59 (.04) 
 
.78 (.03) .63 (.03) .45 (.03) 
Coercion 6.16 (.17) 6.04 (.08) 5.38 (.21) 
 
6.40 (.12) 6.26 (.14) 4.97 (.20) 
 
 
4.4.1.2 Field Experiment 
The simulations of weak SNR show hysteresis models can also be used in studying of out of 
control scenario. That is, there are large input noises compared to weak signals in the system. In 
this section, the models were applied to the out of control scenario. A field experimental was 
conducted over two weeks (from end of July to beginning of August) in 2004 conducted by Dr. 
C.N. Lee at USDA-ARS U.S. Meat Animal Research Center Nebraska. Thirty-two heifers were 
randomly selected in order to study the effect of accessibility to shade among four breeds of 
steers. The Ta and Tb were recorded hourly. In this article, an Angus steer with black hair coat 
and without access to shade for one hot experimental day was selected, and its Tb and 
corresponding Ta were used to illustrate the NLS-Boot and NLS-Bayes methods.  
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Table 4.4.2 gives the results for a heat stress day for one Angus steer without access to 
shade. The SNR level for this data is moderate. As expected from the simulation study, the 
geometric metric distance produces smaller RMSE and SE’s. The NLS-Boot and NLS-Bayes 
returned similar estimates with the notable exception of heat load (area).The simulation study 
indicates geometric SEs provided by NLS-Bayes are slightly closer to the truth, NLS-Boot 
results are used for the ease of implementation issue. Therefore, the selected black Angus steer 
reached a maximum challenge in Tb (0.7±.03C) after being exposed to a maximum increment in 
Ta (7.9±.3C, not shown). The steer’s Tb lagged Ta by 4.8±0.3h causing retention of 0.63 ± 0.05 




Table 4.4.2 Estimates of Ampb, Area, Lag, Retention (R), and Coercion (C) , their SEs and 
RMSE by Algebraic (A) and Geometric (G) distances using both Bayes and Bootstrapping 
methods for a Heat Stressed Black Angus Steer 
Parameter Bayes Bootstrap 
Est SE(A) SE(G) Est SE(A) SE(G) 
Ampb .7 .04 .03 .7 .05 .04 
Area 15.8 .89 .72 15.7 .95 .77 
Lag 4.8 .31 .25 4.8 .39 .32 
R .6 .03 .03 .6 .06 .05 
C 7.5 .26 .21 7.5 .42 .34 
RMSE(A) .213 .214 
RMSE(G) .172 .174 
 
 
4.4.2 Health Care Insurance Data 
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In health care systems, the insurance company’s profitability may be affected by 
underwriting cycle. Health Insurance underwriting profitability follows a 6-year cycle (Figure 
4.4.2 left). During this cycle, the increases of health care premium lag underwriting profit. This 
lag creates an elliptical hysteresis loop described as a 6-year underwriting profitability cycle. 
Understanding the nature of a health insurance underwriting hysteresis cycle helps explain 
premium increases in group health insurance. 
 
The underwriting cycle is comprised of three stages (Gabel and etc., 1991) (Figure 4.4.2 
right). In stage 1, the hard market, is characterized by rapid price increases and rising future 
revenue for insurance companies as financial losses turn to profits. Stage 2 called stabilization, 
is reached as the premium prices result in increasing underwriting profits and the flow of capital 
into the industry. In stage 3, the soft market, price competition leads to buyer’s market, rising 
losses for insurance companies, and more frequent company insolvencies. The cycle appears to 
be related to insurers’ attempt to increase market share by offering low premiums, and other 
insurers respond by matching those lower premiums. After several years of losses, insurers then 
decide to raise their premiums and profitability until the cycle starts again. 
 
Figure 4.4.2 Insurance Cycle (left) and 3 stages in health insurance hysteresis system (right) 
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The above framework can be characterized by the trajectory of premium vs underwriting 
profit. Both variables are expressed as % change. The parameters of the elliptical hysteresis 
cycle can be used to understand the behavior of health insurance premiums and identify the 
factors that should be considered in analyzing the fluctuations in health insurance premiums. 
Coercion (C), measure of market hardness in stage 1, indicates the hardness effect in the 
underwriting profit force on the premium, which causes premium changes to lag behind the 
underwriting profit. It is the % profit change when premium returns to the average level. 
Retention (R), a measure of stabilization in stage 2, is the average change in premium (%) when 
underwriting profit returns to the average level. Lag indicates how long it will take the 
premiums to response to changes in underwriting profit. The point (bx, by) is the input saturation 
point–horizontal and vertical distances from the center. The input saturation points describe 
where underwriting profitability changes direction, i.e. system enters stage3 from stage2.The 
coordinate bx indicates highest increase in underwriting profit the market can absorb (e.g. 
competitors are overtaking market share). The coordinate by indicates lowest change in 
premiums needed to increase market share. (e.g. when the % of increase in premium is lowest, 
the insurance company can take the largest market share). The amplitudes (Ampx, Ampy),  of 
input and output, can be used to estimate the input saturation point (bx, by). Area provides an 
estimate of potential volatility present in one cycle. The center of the input and output cycle (cx, 
cy) provides the average % change in underwriting profit and average % change in premiums. 
 
The 2-step simple harmonic with bootstrapping (2SHR-Boot) was applied to the health 
insurance company data to examine the hysteretic relationship between Underwriting Profit and 
Premium Increases during 1983-1989. Table 4.4.3 summarizes the results of parameter 
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estimates and the corresponding standard errors. The estimate of coercion shows the market 
hardness in underwriting profit is 2.5% during stage 1. Retention indicates the stabilization in % 
premium resulting from the force of the underwriting profit is 7.3% during stage 2. The 
insurer’s % change in premium lags 2.0 years behind the % change in underwriting profit. Area 
of hysteresis loop indicates the potential volatility during this 6-year underwriting cycle is 
66.9%
2
. The co-ordinate bx shows the highest increase in underwriting profit (underwriting 
saturation) the market can absorb is 2.9%. Also, the system enters stage 3 when change of 
underwriting profit is 2.9%. In stage 3, by shows the lowest change in premiums needed to 
increase market share (premium saturation) is 4.4%. The center of the cycle (cx, cy) implies the 
average change in underwriting profitability is -0.8% and the average change in premium is 
11.8%.  
 
Table 4.4.3 Estimates and standard errors on parameters from 2-step simple harmonic with 
bootstrapping (2SHR-Boot) for a Health Insurance Underwriting Profit and Premium Increases, 
1983-1989  
 Estimates Standard Error 
Coercion 2.5 0.10 
Retention 7.3 0.26 
Lag 2.0 0.10 
Area 66.9 2.73 
bx 2.9 0.11 
by 4.4 0.47 
Cx -0.8 0.10 
Cy 11.8 0.25 
 
 
Overall, 2-Step Harmonic with bootstrapping (2SHR-boot) is a useful procedure for 
estimating elliptical hysteresis formed during the premium/underwriting cycle and can be used 
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to study how changes in the underwriting profitability drive changes in premiums. Hysteresis 
characteristics provide a way to empirically test alternative theories about profitability in the 
health insurance underwriting cycle.  
 
4.4.3 Calibration Data 
Calibration is a comparison between measurements from two devices which are named as 
standard device and test device. The accuracy of the standard device is known, but the accuracy 
of the test device is unknown. By calibration, any variation in the test device is identified. 
Taking a voice communication instrument as an example, errors in the demodulated signals can 
lead to poor voice recognition. Receivers that demodulate signals attempt to minimize errors or 
at least to quantify them accurately and to adjust for them accordingly. To do this, the 




Figure 4.4.3 Calibration in a voice communication instrument. Red – ideal, error-free signal 





To calibrate, hysteresis can be used as the measure of the difference in response of a device 
as the input signal increases from minimum value to a maximum value and subsequently 
decreases from maximum to minimum over the same range. Hysteresis error is developed by 
instruments with mechanical movement and caused by friction and wear of the mechanical 
components. However, there is no way to adjust for hysteresis error during calibration. 
Hysteresis can be evaluated by obtaining calibration data with input applied in both increasing 
and decreasing directions. Hence, if the instrument is well calibrated, then the output-input (e.g. 
channel Q-I in voice communication instruments) loop should be a perfect circle and the lag 
should be 1/4 period. If the instrument is not well calinrated, then the output-input (channel Q-I 
in voice communication instruments) loop will not be a perfect circle. In this case, one can 




The calibration data, 'IQsig', were downloaded from R package 'nlrwr' 1-1-0 (Appendix E 
P505). 2-step simple harmonic regression with bootstrapping (2SHR-boot) was used to analyze 
the data. The results (Table 4.4.4, Figure 4.4.4) showed the output channel (Q) lags the input 
channel (I) for 1/4 periods, which is an indication of hysteresis loop with perfect circle. 
Therefore, the instrument is well calibrated.  
 
Table 4.4.4 Hysteresis results of 'IQsig' data 
Parameter Estimate 
Lag ¼ period  
Area 2.9822 
Saturation ba  0.9743 
Saturation bb 0 
Coercion (▲)  0.9743 
Retention (﹡)  0.9743 
Split angle 0 
Ha 100 













In this chapter, three analytical methods (LS, NLS, and 2SHR) were developed to estimate 
the rate-dependent hysteresis with sinusoidal forcing function assuming independent bivariate 
Gaussian errors on input and output displacements. The bootstrap, which was implemented for 
modeling the different procedures, disclosed alternative sampling distributions for the 
parameters. This analysis showed differences in efficiency of the parameter estimates among the 
three methods. Overall, 2SHR showed the highest efficiency compared to LS and NLS. This 
result is similar to Yin and Wang's (2004) conclusion when fitting circular data; that is, the two-
stage method is uniformly better than the ordinary least squares method. Bootstrapping 
improved the estimation efficiency for each method because sampling distributions of the 
parameters are not normal and Wald assumptions may be violated. Under bootstrapping, 2SHR 




In conclusion, this study provides valuable information that can be used with rate-dependent 
hysteretic systems. The 2SHR is an effective method for not only characterizing the system but 
also predicting the output. Generally, this method provides a way for handling lags that obscure 
the direct impact of the input variable. More specifically, models containing lags are important; 
when evaluating management strategies to reduce the impact of severe hot weather conditions 
on animal health and overall well-being; when determining change of underwriting profits to 
predict the premium prices in health care insurance; and, when calibrating the ideal signals in 
engineering. However, in other areas with dependent data observed over both direction and 
displacement, directional statistics need to be incorporated and a generalized distribution may 
be a useful extension to the data analysis.  
 
An R package titled “hysteresis” has been written for these analyses. In fact, the package not 
only allows for replication of analyses in this paper but also facilitates applications of these 
methods to data from other studies. In addition, this package provides for applications of rate-
dependent hysteresis with trajectories other than the elliptical pattern.  
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DIRECTIONAL MODEL TO DESCRIBE THE DYNAMICS OF ELLIPTICAL 
HYSTERESIS FORMED BY A BIVARIATE TIME-DEPENDENT RESPONSE TO 
CHALLENGE AND RECOVERY ASSUMING NON-GAUSSIAN ERRORS 
 
5.0 Overview 
Directional statistics is the sub-discipline of statistics that deals with directions (unit 
vectors), axes (lines through the origin) and rotations. In directional statistics, a circular scale is 
a key feature. A circular scale is a special type of interval scale, where not only is there no true 
zero, but any designation of high or low values is arbitrary (Morellato et al., 2010). The circular 
scale is widely used in many disciplines, such as geology (e.g. compass direction, Marhold et al., 
1997), natural resource science (e.g. wind direction (Jammalamadaka and Lund, 2006)), and 
bioinformatics (e.g. protein conformation (Mardia et al. 2007; Boomsma et al., 2008)). 
Traditional summary statistics depend on where the circle is cut, but data from circular 
distributions may not be analyzed by traditional linear statistics for empirical reasons based on 
the arbitrariness of the zero point on the circular scale (Mardia 1975, Batschelet 1981, Zar 1999). 




 are identical angles, so that 180
o
 is not a 




 when the circle is cut at 0
o
. The appropriate 
way to construct summary statistics for angular data is to regard observations on a circle as unit 
vectors in a plane and use polar coordinates associated with these vectors. Time can also be 
treated as circular when it measures part of a cycle, such as the timing of a daily event. Hence, 
any time unit, t, can be converted to an angle, θ, on the circular scale. 
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Directional data consist of two main classes: circular data and spherical. Orientations 
constrained to lie in a plane are studied under the name of circular data. Spherical data 
correspond to directions in three dimensions and may be represented as points on a sphere. 
Applications of directional statistics are found in many areas. In astronomy, Evans (2006) used 
directional statistics to study the local aspect asymmetry of mountain glaciation; in the medical 
sciences, Mann et al. (2003) applied circular statistics to the study the crack distribution around 
cemented femoral components; in meteorology, Svensson et al. (2002) characterize heavy 
precipitation according to weather type at an upland site in Scotland; in geography, Liebhold et 
al. (2004) applied directional statistics to understand spatial synchrony which refers to 
coincident changes in the abundance or other time-varying characteristics of geographically 
disjunctive populations; and in biology, Castro et al. (2007)  compared the reproductive 
phenology of E. edulis which is one of the dominant tree species in the Atlantic rainforest and 
considered a key resource for many frugivorous birds and used directional statistics to answer 
the question how does the timing of fruiting and fruit production of E. edulis vary among the 
three forest types.  
 
Cylindrical data is a sub-class of circular data which is a form of bivariate directional data, 
where one component is measured on an angular scale and the other is a standard linear 
measurement. Fisher (1993) gives a number of examples of where this type of data may arise. In 
these examples interest lies in modeling the two components jointly and understanding their 
interrelationship. However, all models discussed for cylindrical data are simple Cylinder models 
which are based on a simple univariate linear component and a simple univariate directional 
component. In other applications, e.g. elliptical hysteresis data, the simple cylindrical model 
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needs to be extended to a Multivariate Cylinder model assuming multivariate linear components 
of displacement and a circular distribution for the directional component. 
 
In Yang and Parkhurst (2015), three analytical methods, linear, nonlinear, and two-step 
harmonic, were developed to fit the multivariate time dependent response in an elliptical 
hysteresis system assuming independent Gaussian errors on just the input and output 
displacements. The two-step simple harmonic regression with bootstrap (2SHR-boot) produced 
the most efficient estimates for parameters. The models were then used to characterize elliptical 
hysteresis systems, principally an animal’s response to the challenge and recovery that occurs 
during thermal heat stress. The models in previous were developed by assuming errors were on 
the input/output displacement, but no assumption about errors on time component were made. 
In this chapter, the elliptical hysteresis is considered in terms of the joint distribution of the 
bivariate displacements and angle. We can characterize such a time-dependent response to 
challenge and recovery in terms of random variables (X, θ), where X denotes the bivariate linear 
variables required to describe displacements of the input and output and θ a circular angle, 
describing time. The objective of this chapter is to derive a likelihood distribution, Multivariate 
Cylinder, with generalized distribution assumptions on both displacement and circular angles, in 
which the distribution of the angle, θ, is von Mises and the conditional distribution of X|θ is 
multivariate normal. Once again, the principal application of the model is to describe the 
dynamics of an animal’s response to heat stress, and simulations will be used to investigate the 
efficiency of modeling elliptical hysteresis in terms of directional statistics compared to the 




5.1.1 Directional Data 
Directional data arises in many areas of science, including astronomy, biology, physics, 
earth science and meteorology. Directional data consist of two main classes: circular data and 
spherical. Orientations constrained to lie in a plane are studied under the name of circular data. 
Spherical data correspond to directions in three dimensions and may be represented as points on 
a sphere. Mardia (1972) gives examples of directional data which include: a) the vanishing 
angles of 714 mallard ducks which had been released after being displaced various distances 
from their normal habitat, b) the directions 76 turtles were observed to swim after laying eggs 
on beach and released in coastline, and c) the angles between the swimming directions of 
Daphaia (a genus of tiny freshwater crustaceans) and the plane of polarization of light. 
Mosteller and Tukey (1977) described the periodic occurrence of the heights and times of high 
tides in Honolulu. Tufte (1978) presented evidence for the hypothesis that variables describing 
the US economy are manipulated in accordance with the four year presidential electoral cycle. 
Moore (1980) used directional statistics to studying the use of solar cues by the Savannah 
sparrow. 
 
In those studies, observations are recorded as directions or angles relative to a system with 
a fixed orientation. Because of this rounded nature, data that can be expressed as angles (in 
degrees or in radians) or unit vectors on the circle. Thus, the data are referred to as circular data. 
Examples of circular data include natural directions, commonly known as wind directions in 
meteorology (Kasprzyk 2006), wave directions in oceanography (Calsbeek and Smith, 2003), 
directions of animal movement in biological studies (Hamer et al. 2005) and rock fracture 
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orientations in geology (Evans 2006). A different type of circular data arises from converting 
periodic time data to angular measurements, by wrapping periodic time data with period, P (say, 
daily or weekly) onto a circle with circumference P and then rescaling the circumference to that 
of a unit circle (2π). For example, time data measured on a 24h clock can be converted with 
0:00 corresponding to 0 and 24:00 to 2π. Examples of these circular data can be seen in social 
science (Brunsdon and Corcoran, 2006; Gill and Hangartner, 2010), medicine (Gao et al., 2006; 
Mooney et al., 2003) and ecology (George and Ghosh, 2006). 
 
It is essential to point out that the circular mean is not the same as the linear mean. When 
dealing with circular data, conventional statistical methods are often inadequate. This property 
can be shown by an example of the migration of turtles (Ravindran and Ghosh 2011) given in 
Figure 5.1.1. This figure is a circular histogram plot of the data collected by Dr. Gould from 
John Hopkins University School of Hygiene and first cited by Stephens (1969). The data 
represents the directions taken by 75 sea turtles after laying their eggs. The predominant 
direction is 64◦, which is the direction that leads the turtles back to the sea. This figure shows 
that the circular mean (64
o




Figure 5.1.1 Circular histogram plot of turtle data (Ravindran and Ghosh 2011). Solid line 
arrow indicates circular mean, 64
o











, which is 180
 o
. The fact that 0 would be a more sensible mean clearly shows 
that linear methods are not applicable to circular data; the periodic nature of the data has to be 
taken into consideration. The circular nature of such data creates difficulties in applying 
traditional statistical methods. Over the last fifty years, substantial techniques and methods have 
been developed paralleling those for linear data. Lee (2010) gives a review of statistical 
methods for analyzing circular data. The formula for calculating a circular mean is given in the 
next section. Besides the parallel methods, a fully Bayesian framework that facilitates full 
inference on circular data has been developed (Coles, 1998; Damien and Walker, 1999; Ghosh 
et al., 2003; Nunez-Antonio and Gutierrez-Pena, 2005a,b, 2011;George and Ghosh, 2006; 
Bhattacharya and Sengupta, 2009; Ravindran and Ghosh,2011; Nunez-Antonio et al., 2011). 
 
5.1.2 Basic Concepts in Circular Statistics 
One of the fundamental concepts in circular statistics is an appropriate definition of the 
mean of circular data. Given a set of angles θ1,…,θn and corresponding set of vectors x1,… ,xn  
on the unit circle, the mean direction  is defined as the direction of the center of mass (x1+…+ 
xn)/=n of this set of vectors. The Cartesian coordinates ( , )C S of the center of mass can be 
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2( )R C S  is the mean resultant length. When the mean resultant length is positive, R > 
0, the mean direction is given by the expression 
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Note that for a zero mean resultant length, R = 0, the mean direction is undefined. If we return 










5.1.3 von Mises Distribution 
The univariate von Mises distribution is the most well-known circular distribution. It was 
first used by von Mises (1918) to study deviations of atomic weights from integer values. Since 
then it has been applied to directions of surface fault lines in geology and in studies of wildlife 
movement (Fisher 1993). Thus, the von Mises distribution has become important in the 
statistical theory of directional data. Mardia first reviewed the properties of von Mises 
distribution in his paper (1975). Later, Mardia and Jupp documented the detailed references 
along with the properties and applications of the von Mises distribution in their book (2000). 
 
The univariate von Mises distribution (Figure 5.1.2) can be considered the circular 
analogue of the univariate normal distribution. Akin to the normal distribution, the von Mises 
distribution has two parameters, a mean and a concentration parameter; the latter can be 
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considered as an inverse of variance. The density of the von Mises distribution VM(µ, K) is 
given by  
     
1
0 02 ( ) exp cos( )f I     

 
                                 (5.1.4)
 
where I0(K)denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order 0, the parameter θ is 
the mean direction (-π<to≤ π), and 0≤K is the concentration parameter.  
 
Figure 5.1.2 Densities of von Mises distribution with different values of concentration 
parameter, 𝐾where µ=0 
  
 
In fact, the von Mises distribution approaches a normal distribution with mean μ and 
variance 1/κ. For a set of angular observations θ1,…,θn, it can be shown that the maximum 
likelihood estimate ˆ of the mean parameter in the von Mises distribution is given by the mean 
direction of the observations, as described above (5.1.3). Furthermore, the maximum 













where R is the mean resultant length of the observation and I1(K) denotes the modified Bessel 
function of the first kind and order 1. However, there does not exist a general closed form for 
the solution to this equation. Accordingly, the maximum likelihood estimate of the 
concentration parameter is normally obtained by numerical approximation. 
 
5.1.4 Circular Models 
A large number of circular probability models exist; as with linear probability models, they 
may be either discrete or continuous. Many useful and interesting circular models may be 
generated from probability distributions on the real line or on the plane, by a variety of 
mechanisms (Jammalamadaka and SenGupta 2001). Four such mechanisms are discussed below: 
(1) By wrapping a linear distribution around the unit circle. Any linear random variable X on 
the real line may be transformed to a circular random variable by reducing it modulo 2π, i.e. 
using θ= X(mod 2π) (Figure 5.1.3). If X is a normal variable, then after wrapping, the density of 
θ is called the wrapped normal distribution (Figure 5.1.3, κ=25). 
 
(2) Through characterizing properties such as maximum entropy. It is often instructive to ask if 
there are distributions on the circle which enjoy certain desirable properties. For instance, one 
may ask which distribution has the maximum entropy subject to having non-zero trigonometric 
moments. The uniform and von Mises distributions have the maximum entropy (Mardia and 
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This is one way of measuring the closeness of a distribution to the uniform distribution (K 
approaches 0). Moreover, the uniform distribution on the circle has the property that the sample 
mean direction and the length of the resultant vector are independent (Kent et.al. 1979 and 
Jammalamadaka and SenGupta 2001). This characterization of the uniform distribution is 
similar to, and as important as, that of the normal distribution on the line since it is the only 
circular distribution in which the sample mean and sample variance are independent. 
 
Figure 5.1.3 Two von Mises distributions with same center but different values of 
concentration parameters, 𝐾(=1 or =25) (Morphet 2009) 
 
 
(3) By transforming a bivariate linear random variable to just its directional component. This is 
done by accumulating probabilities over all different lengths for a given direction. A bivariate 
random vector (X, Y) can be transformed into polar co-ordinates (r,θ) and integrate over r for a 
given θ. If f(x, y) denotes the joint distribution of a bivariate distribution on the plane, then the 
resulting circular offset distribution, say g(θ), is given by 
𝑔(𝜃) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃, 𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃)𝑟𝑑𝑟
∞
0
                             (5.1.7) 
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(4) Projecting a stereographic point on circles. One may start with a distribution on the real line, 
and apply a projection that identifies points x with those on the circumference of the circle, say 
θ. This correspondence is one-to-one except for the fact that the mass if any, at both +∞ and -∞, 
is identified with π (Jammalamadaka and SenGupta 2001).  
 
5.1.5 Cylinder Model 
Cylinder data can arise in meteorological and biological applications (Christine and Otieno, 
2013). Cylinder models which assume random variables spread on a unit circle have been 
proposed to examine angular component data. Mardia and Sutton (1978) proposed a model to 
predict temperature using wind direction, Figure 5.1.4. 
 
Figure 5.1.4 January surface wind direction θ (in degrees) and temperature x (in Fahrenheit) at 
12 h Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) at Kew, England, during 1956-60 
 
 
The literature provides examples of the univariate Cylinder distribution, e.g. univariate 
linear component (temperature) on univariate angular component (wind direction). However, 
there are no studies in the literature on modeling multivariate cylindrical data, e.g. multivariate 
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linear component (temperature, humidity, etc.) on univariate angular component (wind 
direction). The issue of cylinder statistics in multiple variables remains a challenge due to the 
high dimensionality. Additional research needs to be done in order to analyze multivariate 
cylindrical data. In this study, a model, named the Multivariate Cylinder model, is proposed to 
analyze multivariate cylindrical data. A Multivariate Cylinder model is defined as the joint 
distribution of a multivariate linear component and a directional component. The details of 
development of the multivariate cylinder model will be discussed in section 5.2.  
 
5.1.6 Software for Modeling Circular Data 
There are a small number of comparable languages or environments for analyzing circular 
data. The CircStats package (Lund and Agostinelli, 2012) for the R programming language is 
the package most closely related to the study of directional statistics on circular data. It offers a 
small number of tests as described by Jammalamadaka and Sengupta (2001) and has been 
translated from the S-plus original version. In 2013, Loud and Agostinelli published another R 
package “Circular”. A similar package is available in Stata (Cox 2004). Both of these packages 
are open source and freely available on the internet. In addition, Oriana is a commercially 
available program which offers basic functionality for the analysis of circular data (Kovach 
Computing Services 2009). In Matlab, there is a CircStat toolbox providing users of MATLAB 
with a comprehensive set of functions and solutions for most common problems in descriptive 
and inferential statistics for circular data (Berens, 2009). Although some circular methods are 
included in those packages, code for a Cylinder model is not available. In this chapter, the 
Multivariate Cylinder model is formulated and likelihood estimates for a Bivariate Cylinder 
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distribution are developed. Applications of the Bivariate Cylinder model are implemented using 




The motivation of a Multivariate Cylinder model in R
p+1
 comes from a Multivariate 
Normal distribution in R
p+2
. Frequently a linear component may be coupled with a time 
component measured on a unit circle. We are interested in modeling the two components jointly 
and understanding the interrelationship between the time component and a multivariate linear 
component. Any periodic time component can be converted to angular data by wrapping the 
periodic component onto a circle with a circumference that is rescaled to that of a unit circle 
(2π). With the assumption that the angular component is also a random variable, the proposed 
Multivariate Cylinder model is constructed by deriving the joint distribution of angular and 
linear components, in which the first step is to establish the marginal distribution of angular 
component based on the distribution of observations. The second step is to describe the 
relationship between components with the multivariate linear component described 
conditionally given the marginal distribution of the angular component. The joint distribution 
assumes that the angular component has a von Mises distribution (5.2.1), θ ~ VM(μ0, k) and the 
linear component is normally distributed with mean conditional on the  value of the angular 
component (5.2.2), that is, X|θ ~ N(μp,Σp).  
     
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Where I0(k) is the modified Bessel function of order zero. 
 
The motivation of the model comes from a p+2 dimentional multivariate normal 
distribution. It is natural to look for a model which has the distribution of X and θ as N(μ, σ2) 
and VM(μ0,k) respectively when the variables are independent. Further, a suitable model should 
have built in dependence between X and θ. We recall that Fisher constructed VM(μ0, κ) as the 
conditional distribution of N2(μ, k
-1Σ) on the unit circle where, μ = (cos μ0,  sin μ0)', κ> 0. 
Hence, if Xp=X, Xp+1=cosθ, Xp+2=sinθ where (Xp, Xp+1, Xp+2) ' is distributed as Np+2(μ, ∑) 
(5.2.3), then the distribution of (Xp, Xp+1, Xp+2) ' can be looked upon as a suitable distribution for 
(X, θ).  
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Note that for ρ=0, X and θ are independent N(μ,∑) and VM(μ0,k) and as ρ approaches 1, we 
have X=b0+b1cosθ+b2sinθ with propability 1. In the next section, a bivariate cylinder 
distribution will be discussed as an example, i.e. (p=2). 
 
5.2.2 Bivariate Cylinder Hytheresis Model 
A system is a Bivariate Cylinder hysteretic system when p=2, i.e., X ~N2(μ2, ∑2). The 
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Such that the conditional distribution of | ~ ( ( ), )TVM g   x x . Similar to the two-stage 
harmonic regression model discussed in chapter 4, the residuals for bivariate cylinder model are 
geometric residuals. The expectation surface of a Bivariate Cylinder distribution is a helix 
(Figure 5.2.1 left): given a time t on the vertical axis (time axis), the projection of X is a single 
point on the x-y plane and as time goes through one period the projection of X’s shows a 
circle/ellipse on the x-y plane. When the displacement of x from the centroid is the same as the 
displacement of y at each time point the projection forms a circle, otherwise it forms an ellipse. 
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Note that because of the circular nature of the angle during the period (that is, spacing of points 
during period), there are spaces of points on the circle/ellipse. Given x (or y), the projection of y 
(or x) shows a sinusoidal pattern over time; the darkest color (black) indicates high frequency 
observations and a lighter color (red) indicates low frequency of observations on the distribution. 
In the situation of constant frequency, there will be no color changes. The angular scale can be 
converted to time scale as t=θ/(2π)*P in which θ is an angle and P is the time period. Given a 
specific time, t, the corresponded angle is θ=t/P*(2π). The conditional distribution f(X|θ) is 
bivariate normal distributed (Figure 5.2.1 right); and the shape of the distribution f(X|θ) depends 
on value of θ. 
 
 
Figure 5.2.1 Left: Plot of expectation surface of bivariate cylinder distribution with bivariate 
linear component (x,y:normalized, from -1 to 1) and angular component, time (from -24 to 24h). 
Right: Conditional distribution f(x,y|θ) when t=0:00 (0o), 4:00 (60o), 12:00 (180o), and 16:00 
(240




The normal distributed portion of the model characterizes the interrelationship of the two 
components through the conditional distribution of the linear component given the angular one 
through a non-linear model, with assumed constant variance. The characteristics of hysteresis 
system (Figure 5.2.2) can be described by five geometric parameters: centers of the loop (cx, 
cy), amplitudes of input and output (Ampx, Ampy), and regression angle of rotation (θ) are 
fundamental to the construction of an ellipse; four parameters: retention R, coercion C, lag, 
and area, are derived from the hysteresis loop; and six additional parameters: positive-input 
saturation point x and y coordinates, input phase angle ϕx, split angle β, hysteresis along input 
Hx and hysteresis along output Hy. Retention, the peak of the output at the center, shows the 
distortion in the response at the average input challenge. Coercion, the horizontal distance of 
the input from the center, indicates the stress the forcing function places on the output. Input 
saturation point x and y coordinates indicate where the input maximum is on the loop. Split 
angle is the angle between the input axis and the tangent of the split line. Hysteresis along 
input (output) is a scaled function of coercion (retention). 
 




 The estimates of these parameters can be obtained from b1=(bx1, by1)', b2=(bx2, by2)', and 
b0=(cx, cy)' as in (5.2.7). The estimates of b1and b2 can be obtained using maximum likelihood 
estimation method and the details of the estimation will be discussed in the next section 5.2.2.1. 
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(5.2.7) 
 
5.2.2.1 Likelihood and MLE for Bivariate Cylinder Model 
The likelihood defined by Fisher (1912) is proportional to the probability of observing the 
data, treating the parameters of the distribution as variables and the data as fixed. The 
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advantage of likelihood is that it can be calculated from the pdf p(X|θ). The best estimator is 
the value that maximizes  
( | ) ( | )L X p X 
                                                  (5.2.8) 
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The MLEs of linear components of input and output are  
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(5.2.10) 
Where the MLEs of covariance are  
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Formula derivations are given in Appendix D P502. 
 
5.2.3 Standard Errors for Bivariate Cylinder Model 
Because the log function is monotone, maximizing the likelihood is the same as 
maximizing the log likelihood. ( | ) log{ ( | )}l X L X  . The derivatives of the log likelihood 












) satisfy some important identities. First, the first derivative has expectation zero 
{ ( )} 0E l                                                     (5.2.11) 
Where l denotes the vector of partial derivatives of the log likelihood l of a vector variable, 
often called the gradient, and ( )l  denotes the value of gradient at θ. 
 
Second, the variance of the first derivative is minus the expectation of the second derivative 
2var { ( )} { ( )}l E l     
                                   (5.2.12)
 
Where 2l denotes the matrix of second derivatives of the log likelihood l of a vector variable, 
often called the Hessian; and
2 ( )l  denotes the value of the Hessian at θ. The var { ( )}l  is 
called the Fisher information and is denoted as I(θ). The asymptotic approximation of the 
sampling distribution of the MLE ˆ  is multivariate normal with mean θ (the unknown true 
parameter value) and variance
1( )I   .  
 
The standard errors for MLEs can be obtained using Fisher’s information matrix and the 
delta method. Fisher’s information matrix (5.2.12) is first applied to find the standard error in 
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(5.2.8) then the delta method is applied to estimate the standard errors under the transformations 
in (5.2.9) using the covariance matrix.  
 
Bootstrapping provides another way to investigate the sampling distributions of parameters. 
Residuals taken from the predicted ellipse are resampled with replacement. The predicted 
ellipse with resampled residuals of corresponding time points is refit using Bivariate Cylinder 
model. The bias corrected estimates are obtained as 2ϴ1-ϴB, where ϴB is the bootstrap mean for 
a parameter and ϴ1 is the original estimate. Confidence intervals are based on the bias adjusted 
empirical quantiles while standard errors are taken from the percentiles of bootstrap estimates. 
 
5.3 Simulation Studies to Compare Cylinder, Two-stage Simple Harmonic (2SHR) and 
Geometric Methods 
5.3.1 Simulation Studies with Equally Spaced Time Points 
The model used in the simulations is based on a Bivariate Cylinder distribution. Realistic 
numbers for the model parameters come from values reported by Hahn, Parkhurst, and Gaughan 
(1997) with a 24 hour period and equally spaced time points. For each study, the controlling 
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In this section, data are generated using 0.55, 0.4xx xy   , where , , ,xc xs yc ys    are 
chosen small enough (1E-3), and k =0.1 which is a small number and indicates the time points 
are equally spaced and close to a uniform angular distribution. An input challenge of 28 ±7 is 
applied resulting in an output signal of 40 ± 0.9 with a lag =1 over period 24h. The true 
retention (R) is 0.78
 o
C, the true coercion (C) is 6.06 
o





. The true value of the remaining fundamental (Ampx, Ampy, cx, cy, and θ) and derived 
parameters (retention, coercion, lag, and area) used to generate ( ), ( )x yt t  are shown in Table 
5.3.1. Eighteen simulation studies were conducted to evaluate the performance of the Cylinder, 
2SHR and Geometric methods. The studies focused on the effect of lag (1 to 6) and the impact 
of varying the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Three SNR levels are designated: weak, moderate, 
strong. The noise of the output y(t) varies; 0.05yy  strong SNR, and the corresponding 
relative variation is 140 (εb =0.05 / ,  where 7a b aRV Amp Amp   ); 0.15yy  moderate 
(RV=47), 0.25yy  weak, (RV=28). One thousand realizations of 24 observations were 
generated. In each realization, each of the analytical methods was used to model the data with 
and without bootstrapping. 
 
The methods were compared by several statistics: %bias (reported as the percentage of 














, esti is the estimate in the i
th 








 ; SEi is the standard error from the i
th
 simulation) and 95% Wald 
coverages. All parameter distributions were checked for normality using Shapiro-Wilk tests. 
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The efficiency of the estimates was also investigated using fixed-model-based resampling for 
999 bootstrap samples (Canty and Ripley 2009; Davison and Hinkley 1997). The bootstrapped 
bias (average minus original-sample), bias-corrected bootstrapped estimates (Steck and 
Jaakkola 2003) along with empirical standard error, average of model-based standard errors, 
and 95% bootstrapped coverages were evaluated. Note that the confidence intervals are based 
on the bias adjusted empirical quantiles while standard errors are taken from the percentiles of 
bootstrap results. 
 
Results for one study, lag 1 high SNR without bootstrapping, are given in Table 5.3.1. 
Additional results are discussed later in Figure 5.3.1. Bias is negligible for Cylinder method. 
But it is much larger for fundamental parameters of 2SHR and Geometric methods except 
rotated angle. It suggests the Cylinder method is the most unbiased method. Looking at the ESE, 
the Cylinder has smaller ESEs than 2SHR for all parameters except area implying there is more 
precision in the Cylinder estimates than 2SHR. Compared to Geometric method, Cylinder has 
the smaller ESEs for the fundamental parameters (Ampx,  cx, cy, rotated angle). Although 
Cylinder produced larger ESEs for the derived parameters than in Geometric method, most of 
them are only slightly larger except area. Thus Cylinder produces more precise estimates of the 
fundamental parameters and at least comparable precision for the derived parameters. For the 
ASE, the Cylinder method produced 7 of 9 ASEs (except rotated angle and area) close to or 
smaller ASEs than from 2SHR; and Cylinder method produced 7 of 9 ASEs (except Ampx and 
cy) smaller ASEs than from Geometric method. The comparison of ASEs indicates Cylinder 




In Cylinder method, the 95% confidence coverage is >90% for all 5 fundamental 
parameters but are problematic for derived parameters (<80%) suggesting Cylinder works well 
for fundamental parameters but not for derived parameters and hence normal assumptions for 
sampling distributions of derived parameters may not be appropriate. In 2SHR method, the 95% 
confidence coverage is problematic for all parameters in 2SHR (<80% or =1) suggesting 2SHR 
works well only when assuming independent errors. In Geometric method, the coverages are 
extremely high (close to 100%) for all derived parameters and are problematic for the 
fundamental parameters Ampx, and cx, (<80%). In Geometric method, though the confidence 
intervals attain coverage close to 100% for all parameters (except Ampx and cy), they are suspect 
since the extremely high coverages may be caused by the large variability of the estimates, 
which may in turn result in unstable estimation. Therefore, without bootstrapping, Cylinder 
method provides unbiased estimates  and together with Geometric produces more efficient and 




Table 5.3.1 Comparison of Results for Equally-spaced time points, without Bootstrapping for 
high SNR: Two-step simple harmonic regression (2SHR), Geometric (Geom) and Cylinder 
methods, shown with True values, Empirical Standard Errors (ESE), Average Model-based 
Standard Errors (ASE), %Bias, and Wald 95% Coverage 
   
ESE 







eter TRUE 2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
Ampx 
7 .594 .36 .221   .214 .249 .227   -7.03 -6.25 -.06   .034 .416 .972 
Ampy 
0.9 .098 .043 .068   .417 .112 .092   -6.76 -7.02 .33   1 .987 .914 
Cx 
28 .938 .354 .153   .066 .248 .106   .33 0.06 0   .103 .701 .997 
Cy 
40 .128 .043 .048   .299 .081 .145   .03 0 0   1 .989 .992 
Rot.an
gle 7.09 .634 .28 .009   .078 .993 .661   -.1 -2.98 -1.91   .183 .996 .902 
Area 
5.12 1.43 .593 1.51   .611 1.98 1.02   -14.82 10.88 -.06   .539 .997 .72 
Lag 
1 .33 .151 .291   1.64 .466 .166   -2.56 19.35 -.1   1 .99 .63 
Retenti
on 0.23 .069 .028 .069   .056 .097 .037   -6.98 16.36 0   .859 .993 .619 
Coerci
on 1.81 .518 .219 .509   .28 .751 .34   -7.23 16.78 -.5   .235 .991 .695 
 
Bootstrapping improves the results for the same simulation design; lag 1 high SNR, 
especially in Cylinder method, as shown in Table 5.3.2. Cylinder method produced smaller bias 
than 2SHR and Geometric, indicating better agreement between means of the Cylinder 
bootstrapped estimates and the truth. As expected the standard errors for all methods tended to 
be reduced. Compared to 2SHR and Geometric, Cylinder produces lower bootstrapped ESE and 
ASE, especially in fundamental parameters, implying more precision in Cylinder bootstrapped 
estimation. Coverages of Cylinder method are all close to 90%, especially derived parameters 
showed marked improvement with bootstrapping. Although coverages improved for 2SHR and 
Geometric in derived parameters, they are still problematic for the fundamental parameters 
(<80%). The improvement of coverages in derived parameters may be due to the large 
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bootstrapped standard error: larger SE indicating thicker tails in sampling distributions implied 
a wider confidence interval and a higher probability of covering the truth.  
 
Table 5.3.2 Comparison of Results for Equally-spaced time points with Bootstrapping, High 
SNR: Two-step simple harmonic regression (2SHR), Geometric (Geom) and Cylinder methods, 
shown by True values, Bootstrapped Empirical Standard Errors (ESE), Bootstrapped Average 
Model-based Standard Errors (ASE), Bootstrapped Bias, and Bootstrapped Coverage 
   
ESE 









E 2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
Ampx 
7 0.597 0.372 0.222   0.446 0.206 0.208   -0.478 -0.134 -0.008   0.745 0.513 0.915 
Ampy 
0.9 0.099 0.047 0.068   0.084 0.035 0.061   -0.061 -0.046 0.001   0.838 0.615 0.915 
cx 
28 0.938 0.395 0.164   0.321 0.246 0.148   0.094 -0.008 0.001   0.469 0.815 0.904 
cy 
40 0.129 0.048 0.049   0.06 0.035 0.044   0.012 -0.01 0.001   0.629 0.882 0.908 
Rot.an
gle 7.09 0.635 1.682 0.009   0.904 0.409 0.009   -0.004 -0.258 -0.001   0.991 0.895 0.911 
Area 
5.12 1.564 1.819 1.532   2.023 1.587 1.321   -0.762 -0.076 -0.013   0.969 0.803 0.9 
Lag 
1 0.357 0.21 0.295   0.454 0.165 0.256   -0.047 -0.019 -0.003   0.974 0.686 0.891 
Retenti
on 0.23 0.07 0.037 0.07   0.104 0.031 0.06   -0.014 -0.003 0   0.992 0.696 0.893 
Coerci
on 1.81 0.574 0.295 0.519   0.743 0.226 0.449   -0.151 0.059 -0.008   0.974 0.617 0.889 
 
The salient features of the other simulation studies are summarized by showing bootstrapped 
ESE for four derived hysteresis parameters (area, lag, retention, and coercion) in Figure 5.3.1.  
Results of the other simulations are given in appendix. The Cylinder-boot produces the smallest 
bootstrapped ESEs for all parameters except at weak SNR. When SNR is weak, bootstrapped 
ESEs by Cylinder are moderate between bootstrapped ESEs of 2SHR and Geometric methods. 
As lag increases, ESEs by Cylinder-boot decreased and Cylinder-boot becomes more efficient. 
Geometric-boot produces the highest bootstrapped ESE's which are especially worrisome for 
estimating the four derived parameter in most lags. The 2SHR-boot produces intermediate 
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bootstrapped ESE values between Geometric-boot and Cylinder-boot in mediate and strong 
SNRs and 2SHR-boot produced smallest ESEs in weak SNR except a troublesome lag 5. In 
general, Cylinder-boot produced stable and efficient estimates in three SNRs as lags vary from 
1 to 6 and is preferable to the other two methods.  
 
 
Figure 5.3.1 Plots from Equally-spaced time points of Bootstrapped empirical standard error 
(ESE) versus true lags 1-6 for three levels of SNR using Geometric (Geom-boot, dotted), Two-
step Simple Harmonic Regression (2SHR-boot, dashed), and Cylinder (cylinder-boot, solid line) 




Based on ESE, ASE, and Bias, Cylinder produces more efficient estimates than 2SHR and 
Geometric. The bootstrap improves the usefulness of Cylinder method. Overall, compared to 
simulations for 2SHR with independent error (Yang and Parkhurst, 2015), Cylinder-boot is 
recommended for highly correlated data (that is, input and output errors are not independent). 
Theoretically, the  Cylinder and other two methods perform well and should produce the same 
results   assuming errors are independent between the 2 stages.  
 
5.3.2 Simulation Studies with Equally Spaced Time Points and Half Period of Missing 
Data 
Another 18 simulation studies were conducted to evaluate the performance of Cylinder 
method compared with the 2SHR and Geometric methods when the time points are equally 
spaced but parts of the time points were missing. The model is the same as before. Again, the 
studies focused on the effect of lags1-6 and the impact of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): weak 
to strong. The controlling input, x(t) and  the output y(t) are simulated as in the previous section 
with time points from 20:00pm current night to 7am next morning missing. Realistic numbers 
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The true values of the parameters are the same as in the previous section. Each simulation 
included 24 observations with 12 observations missing. One thousand realizations of 12 
observations were generated. In each realization, each of the analytical methods was used to 
model the data with and without bootstrapping. Results for the lag 1 high SNR without 
bootstrapping, recorded from 8am-19pm, are given in Table 5.3.3.  Bias is small for all methods, 
except rotated angle for Cylinder. ESE is smaller for Cylinder; it  is slightly larger for 2SHR 
and Geometric especially for area. ASE is small for all models. It is noticeable that the 
coverages for all methods are problematic which implies without bootstrapping these three 
methods give questionable precision if half of the data are missing, although estimates are 
unbiased for this pattern of missing data except for Cylinder-rotation angle.  
 
Results for same design but with bootstrapping are given in Table 5.3.4. Bias of Cylinder 
bootstrapping is relatively smaller than 2SHR and Geometric bootstrapping. ESEs of Cylinder 
method are relatively smaller than 2SHR and Geometric ASEs of Cylinder-boot is moderate but 
smaller compared to 2SHR-boot and Geometric-boot. Coverages of Cylinder-boot increased to 
approximately 90% or more, especially in the fundamental parameters. These results show that 
the bootstrapping improved the estimation in all methods. The Bivariate Cylinder provides 
smaller %bias in all parameters and better coverages in fundamental parameters (close to 95%). 
However coverages are less than 90% for derived aparameters. It indicates sampling 
distributions of the derived parameters by Bivariate Cylinder method don’t satisfy the normal 




Table 5.3.3 Comparison of Results for Equally-spaced time points with missing data but no 
Bootstrapping, High SNR: Two-step simple harmonic regression (2SHR), Geometric (Geom) 
and Cylinder methods, shown by True values, Empirical Standard Errors (ESE), Average 
Model-based Standard Errors (ASE), Bias, and Coverage 
   
ESE 







meter TRUE 2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
Amp
x 7 0.765 0.765 0.611   0.633 2.564 0.423   0.018 0.018 0.018   0.873 1 0.73 
Amp
y 0.9 0.096 0.096 0.206   0.076 0.856 0.074   3E-4 3E-4 0.021   0.852 1 0.497 
cx 
28 0.645 0.645 0.498   0.516 0.861 0.892   0.004 0.004 0.004   0.866 1 0.996 
cy 
40 0.079 0.079 0.152   0.056 0.196 0.155   5E-3 5E-3 0.011   0.805 1 0.921 
Rot.a
ngle 7.09 0.537 0.537 0.026   0.990 0.239 0.623   -0.012 -0.012 -6.962   0.995 1 0.601 
Area 
5.12 1.125 1.125 0.882   1.239 1.27 0.94   -0.019 -0.019 0.251   0.955 1 0.441 
Lag 
1 0.231 0.231 0.453   0.174 2.41 0.134   -0.031 -0.031 -0.002   0.83 1 0.404 
Reten
tion 0.23 0.054 0.054 0.132   0.052 0.045 0.036   3E-4 3E-4 0.012   0.922 0.995 0.262 
Coerc
ion 1.81 0.328 0.328 0.767 
 
0.353 0.165 0.127 
 
-0.012 -0.012 -0.03 
 




Table 5.3.4 Comparison of Results for Equally-spaced time points with missing data and 
Bootstrapping, High SNR: Two-step simple harmonic regression (2SHR), Geometric (geom) 
and Cylinder methods, shown by True values, Bootstrapped Empirical Standard Errors (ESE), 
Bootstrapped Average Model-based Standard Errors (ASE), Bootstrapped Bias, and 
Bootstrapped Coverage 
   
ESE 
   
ASE 
   
%Bias 
   
95% Coverage 
Para
meter TRUE 2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
Amp
x 7 0.769 0.769 0.613   0.784 0.784 0.554   -0.010 -0.010 0.004   0.936 0.936 0.92 
Amp
y 0.9 0.096 0.096 0.208   0.095 0.095 0.172   -0.001 -0.001 0.015   0.929 0.929 0.965 
cx 
28 0.645 0.645 0.625   0.657 0.657 0.45   0.039 0.039 -0.004   0.929 0.929 0.943 
cy 
40 0.079 0.079 0.158   0.072 0.072 0.129   0.005 0.005 0.008   0.898 0.898 0.963 
Rot.a
ngle 7.09 0.539 0.539 0.026   1.023 1.023 0.022   -0.020 -0.020 -6.961   0.998 0.998 0.9 
Area 
5.12 1.153 1.153 3.214   1.914 1.914 2.324   -0.051 -0.051 0.009   0.995 0.995 0.861 
Lag 
1 0.233 0.233 0.548   0.399 0.399 0.411   -0.005 -0.005 -0.058   0.993 0.993 0.882 
Reten
tion 0.23 0.053 0.053 0.147   0.100 0.100 0.106   -0.004 -0.004 7.00E-5   0.998 0.998 0.85 
Coerc
ion 1.81 0.340 0.340 0.949 
 
0.596 0.596 0.657 
 
-0.001 -0.001 -0.102 
 
0.998 0.998 0.868 
 
 
The bootstrapped ESEs from the other simulation studies for four derived hysteresis 
parameters (area, lag, retention, and coercion) are shown in Figure 5.3.2.  The Cylinder-boot 
produces the smallest bootstrapped ESEs for most SNRs except coercion at weak SNRs. As lag 
increases and SNR increases, Cylinder-boot becomes more efficient (ESE decreases). The 
2SHR-boot produces the bootstrapped ESE's which are worrisome for estimating the four 
derived parameters especially at lag 1- moderate and high SRNs and lag 5- weak SNR. The 
Geometric-boot produced large ESEs when estimating lag and retention at high lags. Notice that 
the Geometric-boot ESEs are slightly larger than Cylinder-boot ESEs in strong SNR so the two 
lines (solid and dotted) are overlapped in the lower plots in Figure 5.3.2. Overall, Cylinder-boot 
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does a better job than 2SHR-boot and Geometric-boot, for all SNR, especially medium SNR, 
and gives lowest ESE’s except for coercion at weak SNR.  
 
Figure 5.3.2 Plots from Equally-spaced missing points of Bootstrapped empirical standard error 
(ESE) versus true lags 1-6 for three levels of SNR using Geometric (Geom-boot, dotted), Two-
step simple harmonic regression (2SHR-boot, dashed), and Cylinder (Cylinder-boot, solid line) 
for derived hysteresis parameter estimates: Area, Lag, Retention, and Coercion, for data with 






5.3.3 Simulation Studies with Unequally Spaced Time Points 
Another simulation study was conducted to evaluate the performance of Cylinder method 
compared with the 2SHR and Geometric methods when the time points are unequally spaced. 
Realistic numbers for the model parameters are the same as the previous section except the 
concentration parameter k is set equal to 2 to indicate measurements are taken at random times 
which are unequally spaced, i.e. time intervals between any two consecutive points are different 
and distribution of time points on the unit circle around 0 degree follows the von Mises 
distribution with concentration k= 2.  
 
Results for simulation, lag 1 high SNR without bootstrapping, with unequal spaced time 
points, are given in Table 5.3.5. Comparison of % bias shows Cylinder method produced 
smallest biases in all parameters except rotated angle. Cylinder method produced smallest ESEs 
in 7 of 9 parameters, but largest ESE in rotated angle (1.609). The 2SHR and Geometric method 
produced moderate ESEs except Ampx and area (0.928 and 1.314, respectively). For ASE, 
Cylinder method produced values generally between 2SHR and Geometric method. Coverages 
of Cylinder are >90% for fundamental parameters, but are relatively low for derived parameters 
(<80%). It is noticeable that the coverages are problematic for 2SHR and Geometric methods 
which implies without bootstrapping these two methods are not recommended to characterize 




Table 5.3.5 Comparison of Results for Unequally-spaced time points without Bootstrapping: 
Two-step simple harmonic regression (2SHR), Geometric (Geom) and Cylinder methods, 
shown by True values, Empirical Standard Errors (ESE), Average Model-based Standard Errors 
(ASE), %Bias, and Coverage 
   
ESE 
   
ASE 
   
%Bias 





E 2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
Ampx 
7 0.928 0.908 0.282   0.024 1.199 0.435   -1.983 -1.982 -0.002   0.187 0.854 0.973 
Ampy 
0.9 0.133 0.114 0.081   0.594 0.334 0.063   -0.243 -0.248 0.003   0.339 0.993 0.972 
cx 
28 0.881 0.868 0.206   0.121 0.332 0.188   2.962 2.959 0.003   0.004 0.83 1 
cy 
40 0.122 0.114 0.012   0.41 0.101 0.121   0.367 0.368 1E-04   0.03 0.973 0.997 
Rot.an
gle 7.09 0.849 0.513 1.609   0.094 0.131 0.591   0.009 -0.001 -6.963   0.996 1 0.912 
Area 
5.12 1.314 0.822 0.112   0.724 0.764 0.761   -2.085 -2.104 -0.017   0.692 0.997 0.64 
Lag 
1 0.441 0.255 0.072   1.521 1.89 0.117   0.115 0.116 -0.002   0.971 1 0.533 
Retenti
on 0.23 0.071 0.033 0.054   0.067 0.021 0.029   -0.043 -0.043 -0.001   0.974 1 0.576 
Coerci
on 1.81 0.518 0.263 0.012 
 
0.096 0.097 0.239 
 
-0.355 -0.348 -0.01 
 
0.968 1 0.59 
 
Results of the study for the same design but with bootstrapping are given in Table 5.3.6. 
Biases of Cylinders-boot are much smaller than 2SHR-boot and Geometric-boot methods 
except for rotation angle. Biases of 2SHR-boot and Geometric-boot are relative large in Ampx, 
cx and area. Biases of Geometric-boot are problematic, especially in cx and retention. 
Bootstrapping didn’t improve ESEs and ASEs in 2SHR-boot and Geometric-boot methods, 
because ESEs are still problematic in Ampx, cx, rotated angle, and area for 2SHR-boot and cx and 
lag for Geometric-boot methods while ASEs are still problematic in area for 2SHR-boot and 
Ampx, area and lag for Geometric-boot. Coverages of 2SHR-boot and Geometric-boot remain 
low for several parameters. Bootstrap improves the coverage only in cylinder method (All 
coverages, including the derived parameters, are ~ 90%). Therefore, the Cylinder model with 
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bootstrapping produces unbiased estimates with more precision than 2SHR and Geometric 
methods when data are unequally spaced. 
 
Table 5.3.6 Comparison of Results for Unequally-spaced time points with Bootstrapping: Two-
step simple harmonic regression (2SHR), Geometric (Geom) and Cylinder methods, shown by 
True values, Bootstrapped Empirical Standard Errors (ESE), Bootstrapped Average Model-
based Standard Errors (ASE), Bootstrapped %Bias, and Bootstrapped Coverage 
   
ESE 
   
ASE 
   
%Bias 





E 2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
 
2SHR Geom Cylinder 
Ampx 
7 0.937 0.917 0.255   0.613 0.595 0.282   -2.026 -2.023 -0.006   0.199 0.185 0.928 
Ampy 
0.9 0.135 0.115 0.075   0.099 0.078 0.081   -0.252 -0.253 0.001   0.342 0.187 0.922 
cx 
28 0.882 0.869 0.191   0.44 0.427 0.216   2.962 2.958 0.005   0.005 0.006 0.911 
cy 
40 0.122 0.114 0.057   0.072 0.054 0.061   0.366 0.368 2E-04   0.035 0.01 0.922 
Rot.a
ngle 7.09 1.065 0.534 0.011   1.992 1.464 0.012   -0.037 -0.008 -6.963   0.996 1 0.909 
Area 
5.12 1.516 0.890 0.418   1.836 1.613 0.637   -2.326 -2.207 -0.033   0.781 0.796 0.884 
Lag 
1 0.529 0.291 0.279   0.704 0.619 0.317   0.017 0.119 -0.007   0.985 0.997 0.889 
Reten
tion 0.23 0.071 0.039 0.064   0.13 0.099 0.073   -0.041 -0.048 -0.001   0.995 1 0.892 
Coerc
ion 1.81 0.646 0.311 0.488 
 
0.842 0.759 0.566 
 
-0.458 -0.389 -0.013 
 
0.95 1 0.878 
 
The bootstrapped ESEs of the other simulation studies for four derived hysteresis 
parameters (area, lag, retention, and coercion) are shown in Figure 5.3.3. The Cylinder-boot 
produces the smallest bootstrapped ESEs except lag 1; at lag 1, bootstrapped ESEs of Cylinder 
are relative small. Moreover, as lag increases in each SNR, ESEs of Cylinder-boot become 
smaller indicating estimates by Cylinder-boot become more efficient. The 2SHR-boot produces 
the largest bootstrapped ESE's when estimating area and coercion. Also, when estimating area 
and coercion at lag1, ESEs by Cylinder-boot are close to Geometric-boot. When estimating lag 
and retention, 2SHR and Geometric method produced relative large ESEs; especially as lag is 
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higher than 2, ESEs of Geometric-boot are larger than 2SHR-boot. Therefore, Cylinder-boot 
produced more efficient estimations for derived parameters in all SNRs and is preferred to the 
other two methods when time points are unequally spaced.  
 
Figure 5.3.3 Plots from Unequally-spaced time points of Bootstrapped empirical standard error 
(ESE) versus true lags 1-6 for three levels of SNR using Geometric (Geom-boot, dotted), Two-
step simple harmonic regression (2SHR-boot, dashed), and Cylinder (Cylinder-boot, solid line) 
for derived hysteresis parameter estimates: Area, Lag, Retention, and Coercion, for data with 





5.4 Applications Comparing Performance of Bivariate Cylinder Model  
In this section, Bivariate Cylinder Model is further compared with 2SHR and Geometric 
methods in different applications. In the first sub-section, the performance of Bivariate Cylinder 
model is examined by comparing Bivariate Cylinder model and 2SHR for a controlled chamber 
experiment where data were collected at fixed equally-spaced time points. In the second sub-
section, Bivariate Cylinder method is compared to Geometric method for fitting data from heat 
stressed animals where observations were collected at fixed equally- space times but a half 
period of data are missing. In the third sub-section, Bivariate Cylinder model is compared to 
2SHR for fitting calibration data where observations were collected at random time points, that 
is, time points are unequally spaced. For each application, comparisons are made by examining 
statistics and fitted plots.  
 
5.4.1 Controlled Chamber Experiment with Equally Spaced Time Points 
In this section, the cylinder method results are compared to the results from 2SHR (Yang 
and Parkhurst, 2015) for fitting data from a controlled chamber experiment when observations 
were recorded at equally-spaced time points. In the experiment conducted by Dr. Hahn (1989) 
at the U.S. Meat Animal Research Center, two Bos taurus steers were housed in a controlled 
chamber with sinusoidal air temperature, 32±7 C, and steer tympanic temperatures were 
recorded hourly. Two Stage Harmonic Regression, 2SHR-boot method and Bivariate Cylinder 
bootstrap method were used to estimate the rate-dependent hysteresis for each of the three acute 




Figure 5.4.1 shows the observations and predictions generated by 2SHR-boot and Cylinder-
boot. Both methods predicted the ellipse with closed trajectories between 2SHR-boot and 
Cylinder-boot. Estimates from 2 steers over 3 days by 2 methods are shown in Table 5.4.1. It 
indicates both steers experienced lags between 3 and 4 h and coercions between 5 and 6C. Steer 
1 produced higher heat load (area) and retention indicating Steer 1 retained more heat and 
needed to work harder to dissipate a higher heat load. For each animal, heat stress area 
decreases over days suggesting adaptation to the environmental challenge. Bivariate Cylinder 
method produced smaller SSEs than 2SHR-boot in all steer-day combinations. Both methods 
can be used to characterize the rate dependent hysteresis system when the time points are 
equally spaced and Gaussian assumptions hold. Therefore, 2SHR-boot is a special case of 




Figure 5.4.1 Steer-Day Plots of Observations and Fitted Ellipse and Corresponding SSEs from 




Table 5.4.1 Steer-Day Results of Bivariate Cylinder (Upper) and 2SHR-boot (Lower) for 
Hereford Steers Body Temperature Exposed to Controlled Hot Cyclic Environmental Challenge 






 Steer 1 Steer 2 
Estimates (SE) Estimates (SE) 
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 
 


























































































































5.4.2 Controlled Chamber Experiment with Equally Spaced Time Points and Half Period 
of Missing Data 
The analysis in this section illustrates estimation of a cow’s hysteresis characteristics 
during heat stress when data are collected at fixed equally-spaced time points but parts of the 
measurements are missing. In an experiment conducted by Dr. Eicher at Purdue University, ten 
cows were housed in a controlled chamber with room temperature 26±4
o
C and room humidity 
61±11%. The tympanic temperatures of animals were recorded at
 o
C hourly from 8am to 
19pmduring one week. The Bivariate Cylinder method with bootstrapping and the Geometric 
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method (Gander, Golub, and Strebel 1994) were used to estimate the rate-dependent hysteresis 
for each of the 10 cows on each of the 7 days. 
 
5.4.2.1 Comparison of Bivariate Cylinder and Geometric Methods with Equally Spaced 
Time Points and Half Period of Missing Data 
Bivariate Cylinder and Geometric methods are first compared by examining the fitted plots 
and SSEs. Figure 5.4.2 shows the observations and predictions produced by Bivariate Cylinder 
model with bootstrapping and the Geometric method. It is noticeable that we need to make 
several assumptions to perform the Geometric method: length of the period, fixed time points 
and the same behavior in missing part of the period as in the the non-missing part.  In this 
application, the results of cylinder and 2SHR are similar because the time points for the non-
missing part are also equally spaced. Therefore, the Geometric method provides results 
compariable to the Cylinder methods for most animals (exceptions: Cow 4688, Day2; Cow 
4688, Day 6; Cow 4882, Day 6). The most notable exception is cow 4882 on day 6 which may 
be due to the small change in Ta. The magnitude of Ta during the observed period is too small 
(within 1 
oC) so that the change of Tb didn’t follow a trajectory. The comparison of SSE shows 









Therefore, both Bivariate Cylinder and Geometric methods can be used to estimate the 
hysteresis data when there are missing values. The Bivariate Cylinder method provides a 
slightly better estimation for the partial elliptical trajectory. That is, the Cylinder method 




Figure 5.4.2 Steer-Day Plots of Observations and Fitted Ellipse from Bivariate Cylinder-boot 
































































































Bivariate Cylinder method and Geometric method are then used to examine the parameter 
estimates over days. The estimates by both methods are almost the same with slightly small 
differences, Hence, estimates were summarized in one table (Table 5.4.2). Both methods show 
that all steers experienced lags between 2 and 3 h, retentions <1C, coercions between 1 and 2C, 
and heat loads (areas) for all days are around 1-2 C
2
. After predicting missing period, the 
averaged air temperature of the whole period (cx) was low at the beginning of the experiment 
(25.90±1.55), then it generally increased to (28.64±.17) at the middle of the week (day4); later 
that, it decreased to (28.20±.57) at the end of this week. Bivariate Cylinder show the averaged 
body temperature (cy) increased from day1 (38.72±.26) to day7 (39.23±.36). The saturation 
point (bx, by) is large on day1 but low on day5. Coercion and retention show similar trends by 
both methods: retention and coercion are high on day 1 and day 3 but low on day 5. Special 
attention should be paid to day 5 because animals on day 5 experienced low retention, coercion, 
lag, and area though the environmental condition (cx) was not different from other days. 
Estimation from Bivariate Cylinder and Geometric methods are very close to each other. 
However, considering the larger SSE and fitted plots of Geometric method, we recommend 
Cylinder method with bootstrap, which is a useful tool to understand the characteristics of time-




Table 5.4.2 Summary of estimates and corresponding standard errors from Bivariate Cylinder-
boot and Geometric methods over days when part of period is missing 
Days 
Parameter Estimates and Standard Errors – Bivariate Cylinder  
bx 
Est ± SE 
by 
Est ± SE 
Cx 
Est  ± SE 
Cy 
Est  ± SE 
R 
Est  ± SE 
C 
Est  ± SE 
Lag 
Est  ± SE 
Area 
Est  ± SE 
Split 
Est  ± SE 
1 3.20±.92 0.31±.20 25.90±1.55 38.72±.26 0.34±.23 1.85±1.16 2.93±2.06 2.25±1.44 1.16±1.48 
2 1.30±.21 0.20±.16 27.69±.83 38.86±.31 0.27±.17 0.91±.39 3.77±2.18 1.10±.71 3.06±4.41 
3 1.29±.50 0.22±.20 28.21±.54 38.90±.38 0.39±.27 1.02±.58 3.87±1.77 1.43±.94 8.55±11.73 
4 1.41±.28 0.29±.21 28.64±.17 38.95±.56 0.28±.15 0.87±.43 3.07±1.97 1.17±.55 4.73±5.14 
5 0.91±.25 0.29±.13 28.40±.72 39.10±.33 0.18±.19 0.37±.38 2.01±1.97 0.45±.44 10.32±6.41 
6 1.01±.63 0.32±.14 27.80±.84 39.14±.31 0.34±.22 0.63±.54 4.10±3.21 1.06±.99 6.99±4.49 
7 1.45±.13 0.32±.14 28.20±.57 39.23±.36 0.29±.18 0.89±.39 2.73±1.39 1.30±.81 4.62±3.58 
 
5.4.2.2 Interpretation of Longitudinal Cow-Day effects from Bivariate Cylinder Model 
with Equally-Spaced Time Points and Half Period of Missing Data 
In this section, the effects of parameters by Bivariate Cylinder Method are further examined 
and results are interpreted. Table 5.4.3 shows the multiple comparisons of day means for all 
parameters. The input saturation point and input center of day 1 are significantly higher than the 
other days. It indicates environmental challenge on day 1 is significantly higher. There is no 
significant difference among lags over days except day5 and day6, indicating cows all 
experienced lags (3-4h) except day5 and day6. The only significant difference in retention is 
between day 3 and day5. Coercion and area on day1 are also significantly higher than the other 
days, indicating animals on the first day need to work hard to dissipate significantly larger 
energy than the other days. For each animal, heat stress area decreases over days suggesting 




Table 5.4.3 Parameter estimates by day from the Bivariate Cylinder model with bootstrapping 
when part of period are missing 






































































































































Note: Means followed by same letter are not significantly different at 5% level 
 
Figure 5.4.3 shows the estimated derived parameters (Retention, Coercion, Area, and Lag) 
over 7 days for all ten cows and each line represents one cow. It shows the estimated coercion 
and area have decreasing trends over days. Especially on day1, variation among animals for 
coercion and area is large. The animals with high values of coercion and area may need to 
dissipate more heat at the beginning of the study. Notice three cows have high lags (close to 5h) 
on day 2 and day 6, these animals may need more time to response to the heat stress from 





Figure 5.4.3 Time Series Plots for derived parameters (Retention, Coercion, Area, and Lag) 
over 7 days for all ten cows 
 
 
5.4.3 Calibration Data with Unequal Spaced Time Points 
In this section, the calibration data (Appendix E, page 505) downloaded from R package 
'nlrwr' 1-1-0 (Ritz and Streibig 2008) are used here to illustrate the performance of bivariate 
cylinder method when data are collected at random time points, that is, time points are 
unequally spaced. Hysteresis can be used to calibrate the measurement of the difference in 
response of a device as the input signal increases from a minimum to a maximum value and 
subsequently decreases from maximum to minimum over the same range. To calibrate, input is 
applied in both increasing and decreasing directions. The time points do not have to be equally-
spaced. Hence, if the instrument is well calibrated, then the output-input (e.g. channel Q-I in 
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voice communication instruments) loop should be a perfect circle and the lag should be 1/4 
period. The calibration data, 'IQsig' (presented in Appendix E P505), are used to compare 
results from 2SHR-boot and bivariate cylinder method with bootstrapping (cylinder-boot). The 
comparison of SSE shows Cylinder-boot (41.23) produced smaller SSE than 2SHR-boot 
method (41.29). Figure 5.4.4 shows the output channel (Q) lags the input channel (I) for 1.5896 
which is 1/4 of 2π or a quarter of the period, which is an indication of a hysteresis loop with 
perfect circle. Therefore, the instrument is well calibrated. Compared to the 2SHR, since time is 
wrapped to a unit circle, estimation of the cylinder method doesn't require the information of 
period or frequency. In other words, one needs to assume period or needs to standardize the 
calibration in order to use 2SHR but not the cylinder model. Hence, cylinder method provides a 
good way to understand the hysteresis data with known time points or time points are unequally 
spaced without assuming periodicity or frequency. 
 
Table 5.4.4 Hysteresis results of 'IQsig' data by 2SHR and Cylinder method with bootstrapping 
when data are unequally spaced  
Parameter 2SHR Cylinder 
Lag 1.6243=¼ period  1.5896=¼ (2π) 
Area 2.9822 2.9986 
Coercion   0.9743 0.9795 
Retention  0.9743 0.9743 
Ampx 0.9814 0.9797 
Ampy 0.9739 0.9744 
Cx -0.0022 -0.0027 
Cy -0.0024 0.0004 






Figure 5.4.4 Hysteresis loop of 'IQsig' data by 2SHR (Black dashed) and Cylinder method (Red 
solid) with bootstrapping when data are unequally spaced 
 
5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the independent Gaussian assumption was extended to a more general case. 
A new model based on the Cylinder distribution was derived. The model fits parameters of rate-
dependent hysteresis with sinusoidal forcing function assuming correlated non-Gaussian errors 
by incorporating the circular assumption. The bootstrap, which was implemented for modeling 
the different procedures, disclosed alternative sampling distributions for the parameters. This 
analysis showed differences in the parameter estimates among the bivariate cylinder method, 
2SHR and geometric method. Overall, the bivariate cylinder provides more efficient estimates 
compared to the others when there is a large amount of missing data or the observations are 
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randomly recorded. When the times for recording are equally spaced and there are no missing 
values, the cylinder method produced the same estimates as the two-stage harmonic regression 
method. Bootstrapping improved the estimation for all methods and showed cylinder method 
obtained more efficient estimates than 2SHR and geometric method in three situations: 1) when 
data are collected over equally spaced time points, 2) when data are collected over equally 
spaced time points but up to half are missing, 3) when data are collected at random time points 
(i.e. unequally spaced time points). Thus, the cylinder with bootstrapping provides a more 
generalized procedure.  
 
In conclusion, this chapter provides a valuable tool that can be used with rate-dependent 
hysteretic systems.  This chapter extends the independent normal assumptions used to the 
development of 2SHR to more general cases. By incorporating an angular component to the 
multivariate normal distribution, the Gaussian error assumption is extended. The multivariate 
cylinder distribution is developed in this study and the maximum likelihood estimates of the 
Bivariate Cylinder distribution are used to characterize rate dependent hysteresis when data are 
missing or when data are recorded with unequal time points. Illustrations of the bivariate 
cylinder distribution are presented. Generally, this method provides an additional tool to 
describe features of a hysteresis system and predict output when a system receives stress such as 
an environmental challenge. Overall, the multivariate cylinder method is an effective method 
for monitoring the system and predicting the output not only when time points are equally 
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Appendix. R and WinBUGs codes 
Appendix A. Chapter 3 R and WinBUGs codes 
 
################# 










for( i in 1 : n) { 
















for(j in 1:J) { 
alpha[j]~dnorm(alpha.hat[j], sigma.alpha) 
alpha.hat[j] <- mu.alpha + day1.alpha*day1[j] + day2.alpha*day2[j] + 
pen1.alpha*pen1[j] + pen2.alpha*pen2[j] + pen3.alpha*pen3[j]+ 
pen4.alpha*pen4[j] + trt11.alpha*trt11[j]+ trt12.alpha*trt12[j]+ 
trt13.alpha*trt13[j]+ trt14.alpha*trt14[j]+ trt21.alpha*trt21[j]+ 




Tbbase.hat[j] <- mu.Tbbase + day1.Tbbase*day1[j] + day2.Tbbase*day2[j] + 
pen1.Tbbase*pen1[j] + pen2.Tbbase*pen2[j] + pen3.Tbbase*pen3[j]+ 
pen4.Tbbase*pen4[j] + trt11.Tbbase*trt11[j]+ trt12.Tbbase*trt12[j]+ 
trt13.Tbbase*trt13[j]+ trt14.Tbbase*trt14[j]+ trt21.Tbbase*trt21[j]+ 




k1.hat[j] <- mu.k1 + day1.k1*day1[j] + day2.k1*day2[j] + pen1.k1*pen1[j] + 
pen2.k1*pen2[j] + pen3.k1*pen3[j]+ pen4.k1*pen4[j] + trt11.k1*trt11[j]+ 
trt12.k1*trt12[j]+ trt13.k1*trt13[j]+ trt14.k1*trt14[j]+ trt21.k1*trt21[j]+ 





k2.hat[j] <- mu.k2 + day1.k2*day1[j] + day2.k2*day2[j] + pen1.k2*pen1[j] + 
pen2.k2*pen2[j] + pen3.k2*pen3[j]+ pen4.k2*pen4[j] + trt11.k2*trt11[j]+ 
trt12.k2*trt12[j]+ trt13.k2*trt13[j]+ trt14.k2*trt14[j]+ trt21.k2*trt21[j]+ 




tau1.hat[j] <- mu.tau1 + day1.tau1*day1[j] + day2.tau1*day2[j] + 
pen1.tau1*pen1[j] + pen2.tau1*pen2[j] + pen3.tau1*pen3[j]+ pen4.tau1*pen4[j] 
+ trt11.tau1*trt11[j]+ trt12.tau1*trt12[j]+ trt13.tau1*trt13[j]+ 





tau2.hat[j] <- mu.tau2 + day1.tau2*day1[j] + day2.tau2*day2[j] + 
pen1.tau2*pen1[j] + pen2.tau2*pen2[j] + pen3.tau2*pen3[j]+ pen4.tau2*pen4[j] 
+ trt11.tau2*trt11[j]+ trt12.tau2*trt12[j]+ trt13.tau2*trt13[j]+ 








































































































































## WinBUGS Gamma ## 
################### 
model{ 
for( i in 1 : n) { 
y[i] ~ dgamma(shape.y, rate.y[i]) 















for(j in 1:J) { 
alpha[j]~dnorm(alpha.hat[j], sigma.alpha) 
alpha.hat[j] <- mu.alpha + day1.alpha*day1[j] + day2.alpha*day2[j] + 
pen1.alpha*pen1[j] + pen2.alpha*pen2[j] + pen3.alpha*pen3[j]+ 
pen4.alpha*pen4[j] + trt11.alpha*trt11[j]+ trt12.alpha*trt12[j]+ 
trt13.alpha*trt13[j]+ trt14.alpha*trt14[j]+ trt21.alpha*trt21[j]+ 




Tbbase.hat[j] <- mu.Tbbase + day1.Tbbase*day1[j] + day2.Tbbase*day2[j] + 
pen1.Tbbase*pen1[j] + pen2.Tbbase*pen2[j] + pen3.Tbbase*pen3[j]+ 
pen4.Tbbase*pen4[j] + trt11.Tbbase*trt11[j]+ trt12.Tbbase*trt12[j]+ 
trt13.Tbbase*trt13[j]+ trt14.Tbbase*trt14[j]+ trt21.Tbbase*trt21[j]+ 




k1.hat[j] <- mu.k1 + day1.k1*day1[j] + day2.k1*day2[j] + pen1.k1*pen1[j] + 
pen2.k1*pen2[j] + pen3.k1*pen3[j]+ pen4.k1*pen4[j] + trt11.k1*trt11[j]+ 
trt12.k1*trt12[j]+ trt13.k1*trt13[j]+ trt14.k1*trt14[j]+ trt21.k1*trt21[j]+ 




k2.hat[j] <- mu.k2 + day1.k2*day1[j] + day2.k2*day2[j] + pen1.k2*pen1[j] + 
pen2.k2*pen2[j] + pen3.k2*pen3[j]+ pen4.k2*pen4[j] + trt11.k2*trt11[j]+ 
trt12.k2*trt12[j]+ trt13.k2*trt13[j]+ trt14.k2*trt14[j]+ trt21.k2*trt21[j]+ 




tau1.hat[j] <- mu.tau1 + day1.tau1*day1[j] + day2.tau1*day2[j] + 
pen1.tau1*pen1[j] + pen2.tau1*pen2[j] + pen3.tau1*pen3[j]+ pen4.tau1*pen4[j] 
+ trt11.tau1*trt11[j]+ trt12.tau1*trt12[j]+ trt13.tau1*trt13[j]+ 
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tau2.hat[j] <- mu.tau2 + day1.tau2*day1[j] + day2.tau2*day2[j] + 
pen1.tau2*pen1[j] + pen2.tau2*pen2[j] + pen3.tau2*pen3[j]+ pen4.tau2*pen4[j] 
+ trt11.tau2*trt11[j]+ trt12.tau2*trt12[j]+ trt13.tau2*trt13[j]+ 








































































































































time <- seq(0, 90, 1) 
x<-time 
bilogistic2<- function(lalpha,lTbbase,lTbinit,lk1,lk2,ltau1,ltau2) { 
  y=exp(lalpha)-(exp(lalpha)-exp(lTbinit))*(exp(-
exp(lk1)*exp(ltau1))+1)/(1+exp(exp(lk1)*(x-exp(ltau1))))- 





bilogistic<- function(alpha,Tbbase, Tbinit,k1,k2,tau1,tau2) { 
  y=alpha-(alpha-Tbinit)*(exp(-k1*tau1)+1)/(1+exp(k1*(x-tau1)))- 
     (alpha-Tbbase)* (exp(k2*(tau2-90))+1)/(1+exp(-k2*(x-tau2))) 
} 
 
## Simple one compartment bilogistic model: 
compartment.model <- function(t, states, parms) { 
x<-states[1] 
y<-states[2] 
    with(as.list(parms),{ 
     dx <- k1*(alpha-x)*(x-(Tbinit-(alpha-Tbinit)*exp(-k1*tau1))) 
     dy <- k1*exp(k1*(t-tau1))*(alpha-Tbinit)*(1+exp(-
k1*tau1))/(1+exp(k1*(t-tau1)))^2- 
           k2*exp(-k2*(t-tau2))*(alpha-Tbbase)*(1+exp(k2*(tau2-
90)))/(1+exp(-k2*(t-tau2)))^2 
    list(c(dx,dy)) 
  }) 
} 
 










est <- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 
std.err <- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 
ci.low<- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 
ci.upp<- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 













set.seed= 1034 # 0.04 
#set.seed= 20134 # 0.1 
for( i in 1:N){ 
 






sim.dat <- data.frame(cbind( Tb.simulate, x)) 
 
 





                       ,data=sim.dat 
                       ,start=list(alpha=40,Tbbase=39,Tbinit=38,k1=0.2,k2=0.
18,tau1=15,tau2=40) 
                       ,control=list(maxiter=1000,minFactor=1E-6,tol=0.1)) 
 
  summ.addbilog.nls<-summary(addbilog.nls) 







std.err[i,] <- coeff[,2] 
 
ci.low[i,]= est[i,]-1.96* std.err[i,] 
ci.upp[i,]= est[i,]+1.96* std.err[i,] 
coverage[i,]=c( 
             I(alpha.true>=ci.low[i,1] & alpha.true<=ci.upp[i,1])*1, 
             I(Tbbase.true>=ci.low[i,2] & Tbbase.true<=ci.upp[i,2])*1, 
             I(Tbinit.true>=ci.low[i,3] & Tbinit.true<=ci.upp[i,3])*1, 
             I(k1.true>=ci.low[i,4] & k1.true<=ci.upp[i,4])*1, 
             I(k2.true>=ci.low[i,5] & k2.true<=ci.upp[i,5])*1, 
             I(tau1.true>=ci.low[i,6] & tau1.true<=ci.upp[i,6])*1, 
























































































































compartment.model <- function(t, states, parms) { 
x<-states[1] 
y<-states[2] 
    with(as.list(parms),{ 
     dx <- k1*(alpha-x)*(x-(Tbinit-(alpha-Tbinit)*exp(-k1*tau1))) 
     dy <- k1*exp(k1*(t-tau1))*(alpha-Tbinit)*(1+exp(-
k1*tau1))/(1+exp(k1*(t-tau1)))^2- 
           k2*exp(-k2*(t-tau2))*(alpha-Tbbase)*(1+exp(k2*(tau2-
90)))/(1+exp(-k2*(t-tau2)))^2 
    list(c(dx,dy)) 
  }) 
} 
 





est <- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 
std.err <- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 
ci.low<- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 
ci.upp<- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 










set.seed= 1034 # 0.04 
#set.seed= 20134 # 0.1 
for( i in 1:N){ 
x<-0:90 











#sim.grouped.data<-list("y", "x", "n","J","Tb0") 





alpha=rnorm(J,39.99342,0.3140204), mu.alpha=39.99342,  
Tbbase=rnorm(J,39.0635,0.2999156), mu.Tbbase=39.50635,  
Tb0=rnorm(J,38,0.2), mu.Tb0=38,  
k1=rnorm(J,0.2,0.0241442), mu.k1=0.2,  
tau1=rnorm(J,14.93091,3.86053), mu.tau1=14.93091,  
k2=rnorm(J,0.18,0.002329203), mu.k2=0.18,  















"alpha", "mu.alpha",  
"Tbbase", "mu.Tbbase",  
"Tb0", "mu.Tb0", 
"k1", "mu.k1",  
"tau1", "mu.tau1",  
"k2", "mu.k2",  






































ci.low[i,]= est[i,]-1.96* std.err[i,] 
ci.upp[i,]= est[i,]+1.96* std.err[i,] 
coverage[i,]=c( 
             I(alpha.true>=ci.low[i,1] & alpha.true<=ci.upp[i,1])*1, 
             I(Tbbase.true>=ci.low[i,2] & Tbbase.true<=ci.upp[i,2])*1, 
             I(Tbinit.true>=ci.low[i,3] & Tbinit.true<=ci.upp[i,3])*1, 
             I(k1.true>=ci.low[i,4] & k1.true<=ci.upp[i,4])*1, 
             I(k2.true>=ci.low[i,5] & k2.true<=ci.upp[i,5])*1, 
             I(tau1.true>=ci.low[i,6] & tau1.true<=ci.upp[i,6])*1, 



























































compartment.model <- function(t, states, parms) { 
x<-states[1] 
y<-states[2] 
    with(as.list(parms),{ 
     dx <- k1*(alpha-x)*(x-(Tbinit-(alpha-Tbinit)*exp(-k1*tau1))) 
     dy <- k1*exp(k1*(t-tau1))*(alpha-Tbinit)*(1+exp(-
k1*tau1))/(1+exp(k1*(t-tau1)))^2- 
           k2*exp(-k2*(t-tau2))*(alpha-Tbbase)*(1+exp(k2*(tau2-
90)))/(1+exp(-k2*(t-tau2)))^2 
    list(c(dx,dy)) 
  }) 
} 
 





est <- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 
std.err <- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 
ci.low<- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 
ci.upp<- matrix(NA, ncol=7, nrow=N) 










set.seed= 1034 # 0.04 
#set.seed= 20134 # 0.1 
for( i in 1:N){ 
x<-0:90 











#sim.grouped.data<-list("y", "x", "n","J","Tb0") 





alpha=rnorm(J,39.99342,0.3140204), mu.alpha=39.99342,  
Tbbase=rnorm(J,39.0635,0.2999156), mu.Tbbase=39.50635,  
Tb0=rnorm(J,38,0.2), mu.Tb0=38,  
k1=rnorm(J,0.2,0.0241442), mu.k1=0.2,  
tau1=rnorm(J,14.93091,3.86053), mu.tau1=14.93091,  
k2=rnorm(J,0.18,0.002329203), mu.k2=0.18,  














"alpha", "mu.alpha",  
"Tbbase", "mu.Tbbase",  
"Tb0", "mu.Tb0", 
"k1", "mu.k1",  
"tau1", "mu.tau1",  
"k2", "mu.k2",  






































ci.low[i,]= est[i,]-1.96* std.err[i,] 
ci.upp[i,]= est[i,]+1.96* std.err[i,] 
coverage[i,]=c( 
             I(alpha.true>=ci.low[i,1] & alpha.true<=ci.upp[i,1])*1, 
             I(Tbbase.true>=ci.low[i,2] & Tbbase.true<=ci.upp[i,2])*1, 
             I(Tbinit.true>=ci.low[i,3] & Tbinit.true<=ci.upp[i,3])*1, 
             I(k1.true>=ci.low[i,4] & k1.true<=ci.upp[i,4])*1, 
             I(k2.true>=ci.low[i,5] & k2.true<=ci.upp[i,5])*1, 
             I(tau1.true>=ci.low[i,6] & tau1.true<=ci.upp[i,6])*1, 


















































################ R codes: Compare three models ########### 













d90$day1 <- 0; d90$day1[d90$day=="6/26/2007"]<-1 
d90$day2 <- 0; d90$day2[d90$day=="8/1/2007"]<-1 
d90$pen1 <- 0; d90$pen1[d90$pen==1010]<-1 
d90$pen2 <- 0; d90$pen2[d90$pen==1012]<-1 
d90$pen3 <- 0; d90$pen3[d90$pen==1014]<-1 
d90$pen4 <- 0; d90$pen4[d90$pen==1016]<-1 
 
d90$trt11 <- d90$day1*d90$pen1 
d90$trt12 <- d90$day1*d90$pen2 
d90$trt13 <- d90$day1*d90$pen3 
d90$trt14 <- d90$day1*d90$pen4 
d90$trt21 <- d90$day2*d90$pen1 
d90$trt22 <- d90$day2*d90$pen2 
d90$trt23 <- d90$day2*d90$pen3 




############################# Additive BiLogistic 
################################ 
 





d90.exp1.grouped<-groupedData(Tb ~ x | heiferDay,  data=d90.exp1) 
 
#10725.12          
d90.exp1.heiferDay33<-nlme(Tb~ 
bilogistic2(x,lalpha,lTbbase,lTbinit,lk1,lk2,ltau1,ltau2), 
                       
fixed=lalpha+lTbbase+lTbinit+lk1+lk2+ltau1+ltau2~factor(dayPen)-1, 
                       
random=pdDiag(lalpha+lTbbase+lTbinit+lk1+lk2+ltau1+ltau2~1) 
                       ,data=d90.exp1.grouped 
                       ,control=list(maxiter = 2147483640, 
tolerance=1,pnlsTol=1e-8) 
 207 
                       ,start=list(fixed=c(3.701488,3.701488,3.701488,3.7014
88,3.701488,3.701488,3.701488,3.701488, 
                                           
3.677936,3.677936,3.677936,3.677936,3.677936,3.677936,3.677936,3.677936, 
                                           
3.65259,3.65259,3.65259,3.65259,3.65259,3.65259,3.65259,3.65259, 
                                           -2.395604,-2.395604,-2.395604,-
2.395604,-2.395604,-2.395604,-2.395604,-2.395604, 
                                           -2.151517,-2.151517,-2.151517,-
2.151517,-2.151517,-2.151517,-2.151517,-2.151517, 
                                           
2.739684,2.739684,2.739684,2.739684,2.739684,2.739684,2.739684,2.739684, 
                                           
4.200063,4.200063,4.200063,4.200063,4.200063,4.200063,4.200063,4.200063 














                       
fixed=alpha+Tbbase+Tbinit+k1+k2+tau1+tau2~factor(pen)*factor(day), 
                       random=pdDiag(alpha+Tbbase+Tbinit+k1+k2+tau1+tau2~1) 
                       ,data=d90.exp1.grouped 
                       ,control=list(maxiter = 2147483640, 
tolerance=1,pnlsTol=1e-8) 
                       ,start=list(fixed=c(40.50754,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                                           39.56465,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                                           38.57445,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                                           0.0911176,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                                           0.1163076,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                                           15.48209,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
                                           66.69055,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
















































alpha=rnorm(J,39.99342,0.3140204), mu.alpha=39.99342,  
Tbbase=rnorm(J,39.50635,0.2999156), mu.Tbbase=39.50635,  
k1=rnorm(J,0.08,0.0241442), mu.k1=0.08,  
tau1=rnorm(J,18.93091,3.86053), mu.tau1=18.93091,  
k2=rnorm(J,0.08,0.002329203), mu.k2=0.08,  
tau2=rnorm(J,72.74206,4.065855), mu.tau2=72.74206,  
day1.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen1.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen2.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen4.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt11.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt24.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
 
day1.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen1.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen2.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
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pen4.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt11.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt24.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
 
day1.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen1.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen2.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen4.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt11.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt24.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
 
day1.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen1.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen2.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen4.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt11.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt24.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
 
day1.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen1.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen2.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen4.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt11.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt24.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
 
day1.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
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pen1.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen2.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen4.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt11.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 













"alpha", "mu.alpha",  
"Tbbase", "mu.Tbbase",  
"k1", "mu.k1",  
"tau1", "mu.tau1",  
"k2", "mu.k2",  







































































































































bilogistic<- function(x,alpha,Tbinit,Tbbase,k1,tau1,k2,tau2) { 
 
  y=alpha-(alpha-Tbinit)*(exp(-k1*tau1)+1)/(1+exp(k1*(x-tau1)))- 










#number of observations per nest 
apply(table(d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay, 
d90.exp1.grouped.test$time),1,sum) -> num.time 
#obtain one value of sex and trtmnt per nest 
tapply(d90.exp1.grouped.test$penNo, d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay, 
function(x) x[1])-1 -> unique.pen 
tapply(d90.exp1.grouped.test$dayNo, d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay, 
function(x) x[1])-1 -> unique.day 
#collect nest-level values in single data frame 
model.dat<-data.frame(as.numeric(names(num.time)), num.time, unique.pen, 
unique.day,  
kestrel.out$summary[1:59,'50%'], 
tapply(d90.exp1.grouped.test$Tb, d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay, function(x) 
x[1]),   
kestrel.out$summary[61:119,'50%'],   
kestrel.out$summary[121:179,'50%'],   
kestrel.out$summary[181:239,'50%'],   
kestrel.out$summary[241:299,'50%'],   
kestrel.out$summary[301:359,'50%']) 
 
colnames(model.dat)<-c('heiferDay', 'num.time', 'pen', 'day', 'N.alpha', 
'N.Tbinit', 'N.Tbbase', 'N.k1', 'N.tau1', 'N.k2', 'N.tau2') 
 




xyplot(Tb~time|factor(heiferDay), data=kestrel3.model, xlab='Time', 











kestrel3.model$N.tau2[subscripts][1]), lwd=2, col='gray60') 
}, 
key=list(lines=list(lty=c(1), col=c('gray60'), lwd=c(2)), 
text=list(c('Normal'), cex=c(.75)), border=0, x=.8, y=.85, corner=c(0,-
7)),layout=c(8,8)) 
 
############################# Bayesian BiLogistic Normal 
################################ 
 





































alpha=rnorm(J,39.99342,0.3140204), mu.alpha=39.99342,  
Tbbase=rnorm(J,39.50635,0.2999156), mu.Tbbase=39.50635,  
k1=rnorm(J,0.08,0.0241442), mu.k1=0.08,  
tau1=rnorm(J,18.93091,3.86053), mu.tau1=18.93091,  
k2=rnorm(J,0.08,0.002329203), mu.k2=0.08,  
tau2=rnorm(J,72.74206,4.065855), mu.tau2=72.74206,  
day1.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen1.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen2.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen4.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt11.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt24.alpha = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
 
day1.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen1.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen2.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen4.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
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trt11.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt24.Tbbase = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
 
day1.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen1.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen2.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen4.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt11.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt24.k1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
 
day1.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen1.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen2.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen4.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt11.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt24.k2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
 
day1.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen1.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen2.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen4.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt11.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt24.tau1 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
 
day1.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
day2.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen1.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
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pen2.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen3.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
pen4.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt11.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt12.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt13.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt14.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt21.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt22.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 
trt23.tau2 = rnorm(1,0,.2), 













"alpha", "mu.alpha",  
"Tbbase", "mu.Tbbase",  
"k1", "mu.k1",  
"tau1", "mu.tau1",  
"k2", "mu.k2",  







































































































































bilogistic<- function(x,alpha,Tbinit,Tbbase,k1,tau1,k2,tau2) { 
 
  y=alpha-(alpha-Tbinit)*(exp(-k1*tau1)+1)/(1+exp(k1*(x-tau1)))- 










#number of observations per nest 
apply(table(d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay, 
d90.exp1.grouped.test$time),1,sum) -> num.time 
#obtain one value of sex and trtmnt per nest 
tapply(d90.exp1.grouped.test$penNo, d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay, 
function(x) x[1])-1 -> unique.pen 
tapply(d90.exp1.grouped.test$dayNo, d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay, 
function(x) x[1])-1 -> unique.day 
#collect nest-level values in single data frame 
model.dat<-data.frame(as.numeric(names(num.time)), num.time, unique.pen, 
unique.day,  
kestrel.out$summary[1:59,'50%'], 
tapply(d90.exp1.grouped.test$Tb, d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay, function(x) 
x[1]),   
kestrel.out$summary[61:119,'50%'],   
kestrel.out$summary[121:179,'50%'],   
kestrel.out$summary[181:239,'50%'],   
kestrel.out$summary[241:299,'50%'],   
kestrel.out$summary[301:359,'50%']) 
#kestrel.out$summary[361:419,'50%']) 
colnames(model.dat)<-c('heiferDay', 'num.time', 'pen', 'day', 'N.alpha', 
'N.Tbinit', 'N.Tbbase', 'N.k1', 'N.tau1', 'N.k2', 'N.tau2') 
 






## Figure 3.4.2 ## 
################## 
 
xyplot(Tb~time|factor(heiferDay), data=kestrel3.model, xlab='Time', 











kestrel3.model$N.tau2[subscripts][1]), lwd=2, col='gray60') 
}, 
key=list(lines=list(lty=c(1), col=c('gray60'), lwd=c(2)), 





## Figure 3.4.1 ## 
## Figure 3.4.3 ## 
## Figure 3.4.4 ## 
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c(normal.out$DIC, gamma.out$DIC), c(normal.out$pD, gamma.out$pD)) 





#number of observations per nest 
apply(table(d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay, 
d90.exp1.grouped.test$time),1,sum) -> num.time 
#obtain one value of sex and trtmnt per nest 
tapply(d90.exp1.grouped.test$penNo, d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay, 
function(x) x[1])-1 -> unique.pen 
tapply(d90.exp1.grouped.test$dayNo, d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay, 
function(x) x[1])-1 -> unique.day 
 
#collect nest-level values in single data frame 
np=length(unique(d90.exp1.grouped.test$heiferDay)) 





















colnames(model.dat)<-c('heiferDay', 'num.time', 'pen', 'day', 
'N.alpha', 'N.Tbinit', 'N.Tbbase', 'N.k1', 'N.tau1', 'N.k2', 'N.tau2',  
'G.alpha', 'G.Tbinit', 'G.Tbbase', 'G.k1', 'G.tau1', 'G.k2', 'G.tau2') 
 
#write.table(data.frame(model.dat),file="C:\\Users\\AMP\\Desktop\\Fan\\Disser
tation\\Winbugs\\model_dat.csv",row.names = F,quote = F, sep=",", col.names=T) 
########################################################################### 
#model.dat[model.dat$heiferDay==2104,]<-c(2104,91,5,3,41.69, 39.715, 39.87, 



























































xyplot(Tb~time|factor(heiferDay), data=kestrel3.model, xlab='Time', ylab='Tb', 





















kestrel3.model$G.tau2[subscripts][1]), lwd=3, col='black',lty=2) 
}, 
key=list(lines=list(lty=c(1,1,2), col=c('blue','gray60','black'), lwd=c(3)), 








































































#set up plot 
plot(range(cbind(sum.table1[,2:4],sum.table.g1[,2:4])), c(1,3), type='n', 
axes=F, ylab='', xlab=expression(paste('Effect on Day')), ylim=c(.5,3.75)) 
axis(1,cex.axis=.8) 
axis(2,at=1:3, labels=b.names, cex.axis=.8, las=2) 
#draw bayesian-normal results 
apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) segments(x[3], x[1], x[4], x[1], lwd=4, 
col='grey75')) 
apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) segments(x[5], x[1], x[6], x[1], lwd=6, 
col='grey45')) 
apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=16, col='white', 
cex=1.3)) 
apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=1, cex=1.4)) 
box() 
#draw bayesian gamma 1 results 
apply(sum.table.g1, 1, function(x) segments(x[3], x[1], x[4], x[1], lwd=4, 
col='lightpink')) 
apply(sum.table.g1, 1, function(x) segments(x[5], x[1], x[6], x[1], lwd=6, 
col='red')) 
apply(sum.table.g1,1,function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=16, col='white', 
cex=1.3)) 
apply(sum.table.g1,1, function(x) points(x[2],x[1], pch=1, cex=1.4)) 
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# Treatment effects 
par(mfrow=c(2,3)) 
















































































































































































#labels for y-axis 








#set up plot 
plot(range(cbind(sum.table1[,2:4],sum.table.g1[,2:4])), c(1,6), type='n', 
axes=F, ylab='', xlab=expression(paste('Treatment Effect')), ylim=c(.5,7.75)) 
axis(1,cex.axis=.8) 
axis(2,at=(1:6), labels=b.names, cex.axis=.8, las=2) 
#draw bayesian-normal results 
#apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) segments(x[3], x[1], x[4], x[1], lwd=4, 
col='grey75')) 
apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) segments(x[5], x[1], x[6], x[1], lwd=6, 
col='grey45')) 
apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=16, col='white', 
cex=1.3)) 
apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=1, cex=1.4)) 
box() 
#draw bayesian gamma 1 results 
#apply(sum.table.g1, 1, function(x) segments(x[3], x[1], x[4], x[1], lwd=4, 
col='lightpink')) 
apply(sum.table.g1, 1, function(x) segments(x[5], x[1], x[6], x[1], lwd=6, 
col='red')) 
apply(sum.table.g1,1,function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=16, col='white', 
cex=1.3)) 
apply(sum.table.g1,1, function(x) points(x[2],x[1], pch=1, cex=1.4)) 







# Treatment effects 
par(mfrow=c(2,3)) 




















































































































































































































































#set up plot 
plot(range(cbind(sum.table1[,2:4],sum.table.g1[,2:4])), c(1,8), type='n', 
axes=F, ylab='', xlab=expression(paste('Treatment Effect')), ylim=c(.5,9.75)) 
axis(1,cex.axis=.8) 
axis(2,at=(1:8), labels=b.names, cex.axis=.8, las=2) 
#draw bayesian-normal results 
#apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) segments(x[3], x[1], x[4], x[1], lwd=4, 
col='grey75')) 
apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) segments(x[5], x[1], x[6], x[1], lwd=6, 
col='grey45')) 
apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=16, col='white', 
cex=1.3)) 
apply(sum.table1, 1, function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=1, cex=1.4)) 
box() 
#draw bayesian gamma 1 results 
#apply(sum.table.g1, 1, function(x) segments(x[3], x[1], x[4], x[1], lwd=4, 
col='lightpink')) 
apply(sum.table.g1, 1, function(x) segments(x[5], x[1], x[6], x[1], lwd=6, 
col='red')) 
apply(sum.table.g1,1,function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=16, col='white', 
cex=1.3)) 
apply(sum.table.g1,1, function(x) points(x[2],x[1], pch=1, cex=1.4)) 






# trt plot over 4 pens on 2 days 
model.dat$daypen<- 
as.numeric(factor(model.dat$pen))+as.numeric(factor(model.dat$day))*10 
N.alpha.pen<- tapply(model.dat$N.alpha, model.dat$pen, mean) 
N.alpha.day<- tapply(model.dat$N.alpha, model.dat$day, mean) 
N.alpha.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$N.alpha, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
N.Tbinit.pen<- tapply(model.dat$N.Tbinit, model.dat$pen, mean) 
N.Tbinit.day<- tapply(model.dat$N.Tbinit, model.dat$day, mean) 
N.Tbinit.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$N.Tbinit, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
N.Tbbase.pen<- tapply(model.dat$N.Tbbase, model.dat$pen, mean) 
N.Tbbase.day<- tapply(model.dat$N.Tbbase, model.dat$day, mean) 
N.Tbbase.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$N.Tbbase, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
N.k1.pen<- tapply(model.dat$N.k1, model.dat$pen, mean) 
N.k1.day<- tapply(model.dat$N.k1, model.dat$day, mean) 
N.k1.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$N.k1, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
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N.k2.pen<- tapply(model.dat$N.k2, model.dat$pen, mean) 
N.k2.day<- tapply(model.dat$N.k2, model.dat$day, mean) 
N.k2.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$N.k2, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
N.tau1.pen<- tapply(model.dat$N.tau1, model.dat$pen, mean) 
N.tau1.day<- tapply(model.dat$N.tau1, model.dat$day, mean) 
N.tau1.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$N.tau1, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
N.tau2.pen<- tapply(model.dat$N.tau2, model.dat$pen, mean) 
N.tau2.day<- tapply(model.dat$N.tau2, model.dat$day, mean) 





G.alpha.pen<- tapply(model.dat$G.alpha, model.dat$pen, mean) 
G.alpha.day<- tapply(model.dat$G.alpha, model.dat$day, mean) 
G.alpha.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$G.alpha, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
G.Tbinit.pen<- tapply(model.dat$G.Tbinit, model.dat$pen, mean) 
G.Tbinit.day<- tapply(model.dat$G.Tbinit, model.dat$day, mean) 
G.Tbinit.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$G.Tbinit, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
G.Tbbase.pen<- tapply(model.dat$G.Tbbase, model.dat$pen, mean) 
G.Tbbase.day<- tapply(model.dat$G.Tbbase, model.dat$day, mean) 
G.Tbbase.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$G.Tbbase, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
G.k1.pen<- tapply(model.dat$G.k1, model.dat$pen, mean) 
G.k1.day<- tapply(model.dat$G.k1, model.dat$day, mean) 
G.k1.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$G.k1, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
G.k2.pen<- tapply(model.dat$G.k2, model.dat$pen, mean) 
G.k2.day<- tapply(model.dat$G.k2, model.dat$day, mean) 
G.k2.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$G.k2, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
G.tau1.pen<- tapply(model.dat$G.tau1, model.dat$pen, mean) 
G.tau1.day<- tapply(model.dat$G.tau1, model.dat$day, mean) 
G.tau1.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$G.tau1, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
G.tau2.pen<- tapply(model.dat$G.tau2, model.dat$pen, mean) 
G.tau2.day<- tapply(model.dat$G.tau2, model.dat$day, mean) 
G.tau2.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$G.tau2, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
############################################################ 
B.alpha.pen<- tapply(model.dat$B.alpha, model.dat$pen, mean) 
B.alpha.day<- tapply(model.dat$B.alpha, model.dat$day, mean) 
B.alpha.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$B.alpha, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
B.Tbinit.pen<- tapply(model.dat$B.Tbinit, model.dat$pen, mean) 
B.Tbinit.day<- tapply(model.dat$B.Tbinit, model.dat$day, mean) 
B.Tbinit.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$B.Tbinit, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
B.Tbbase.pen<- tapply(model.dat$B.Tbbase, model.dat$pen, mean) 
B.Tbbase.day<- tapply(model.dat$B.Tbbase, model.dat$day, mean) 
B.Tbbase.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$B.Tbbase, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
B.k1.pen<- tapply(model.dat$B.k1, model.dat$pen, mean) 
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B.k1.day<- tapply(model.dat$B.k1, model.dat$day, mean) 
B.k1.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$B.k1, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
B.k2.pen<- tapply(model.dat$B.k2, model.dat$pen, mean) 
B.k2.day<- tapply(model.dat$B.k2, model.dat$day, mean) 
B.k2.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$B.k2, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
B.tau1.pen<- tapply(model.dat$B.tau1, model.dat$pen, mean) 
B.tau1.day<- tapply(model.dat$B.tau1, model.dat$day, mean) 
B.tau1.daypen<- tapply(model.dat$B.tau1, model.dat$daypen, mean) 
 
B.tau2.pen<- tapply(model.dat$B.tau2, model.dat$pen, mean) 
B.tau2.day<- tapply(model.dat$B.tau2, model.dat$day, mean) 






par(mar=c(1,4.2,0,0), mfrow=c(7,1), oma=c(4,1,1,1)) 
plot(G.alpha.daypen[1:4]~Pen, type='o', 
lty=2,col='blue',ylim=c(min(G.alpha.daypen),max(G.alpha.daypen)),lwd=2, 
ylab='alpha',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 




ylab='Tbbase',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 




ylab='Initial Tb',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 




ylab='k1',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 









ylab='tau1',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 




ylab='tau2',cex=2,xlab='',xaxt = "n") 








#load("C:\\Users\\AMP\\Desktop\\Fan\\RUNS-Brown Brandl\\coefficients and 







































pred.kestrel3.model$pred.B = pred.bilog$predTb 
pred.kestrel3.model$B.alpha = exp(pred.bilog$lalpha) 
pred.kestrel3.model$B.Tbinit = exp(pred.bilog$lTbinit) 
pred.kestrel3.model$B.Tbbase = exp(pred.bilog$lTbbase) 
pred.kestrel3.model$B.k1 = exp(pred.bilog$lk1) 
pred.kestrel3.model$B.tau1 = exp(pred.bilog$ltau1) 
pred.kestrel3.model$B.k2 = exp(pred.bilog$lk2) 








model.dat$B.alpha <- exp(coefs2$lalpha) 
model.dat$B.Tbinit <- exp(coefs2$lTbinit) 
model.dat$B.Tbbase <- exp(coefs2$lTbbase) 
model.dat$B.k1 <- exp(coefs2$lk1) 
model.dat$B.k2 <- exp(coefs2$lk2) 
model.dat$B.tau1 <- exp(coefs2$ltau1) 
model.dat$B.tau2 <- exp(coefs2$ltau2) 
 
 
sse.G = sum((pred.kestrel3.model$Tb-pred.kestrel3.model$pred.B)^2) 
sse.N = sum((pred.kestrel3.model$Tb-pred.kestrel3.model$pred.N)^2) 












lwd=c(3)), text=list(c('Raw','Bilogistic','Normal','Gamma'), cex=c(.75)), 






































model.dat.d1p1 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==7 & model.dat$day==0,] 
model.dat.d1p2 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==5 & model.dat$day==0,] 
model.dat.d1p3 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==3 & model.dat$day==0,] 
model.dat.d1p4 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==1 & model.dat$day==0,] 
 
model.dat.d2p1 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==7 & model.dat$day==3,] 
model.dat.d2p2 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==5 & model.dat$day==3,] 
model.dat.d2p3 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==3 & model.dat$day==3,] 










































































model.dat$dayPen=10* (model.dat$day==0)+ 20* (model.dat$day==3)+1* 
(model.dat$pen==7)+2* (model.dat$pen==5)+3* (model.dat$pen==3)+4* 
(model.dat$pen==1) 
G.lower.alpha <- tapply(model.dat$G.alpha,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)-sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
G.upper.alpha <- tapply(model.dat$G.alpha,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
G.lower.Tbinit <- tapply(model.dat$G.Tbinit,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)-sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
G.upper.Tbinit <- tapply(model.dat$G.Tbinit,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
G.lower.Tbbase <- tapply(model.dat$G.Tbbase,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)-sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
G.upper.Tbbase <- tapply(model.dat$G.Tbbase,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
G.lower.k1 <- tapply(model.dat$G.k1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
G.upper.k1 <- tapply(model.dat$G.k1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
G.lower.k2 <- tapply(model.dat$G.k2,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 




G.lower.tau1 <- tapply(model.dat$G.tau1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
G.upper.tau1 <- tapply(model.dat$G.tau1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
G.lower.tau2 <- tapply(model.dat$G.tau2,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 




B.lower.alpha <- tapply(model.dat$B.alpha,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)-sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
B.upper.alpha <- tapply(model.dat$B.alpha,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
B.lower.Tbinit <- tapply(model.dat$B.Tbinit,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)-sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
B.upper.Tbinit <- tapply(model.dat$B.Tbinit,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
B.lower.Tbbase <- tapply(model.dat$B.Tbbase,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)-sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
B.upper.Tbbase <- tapply(model.dat$B.Tbbase,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
B.lower.k1 <- tapply(model.dat$B.k1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
B.upper.k1 <- tapply(model.dat$B.k1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
B.lower.k2 <- tapply(model.dat$B.k2,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
B.upper.k2 <- tapply(model.dat$B.k2,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
B.lower.tau1 <- tapply(model.dat$B.tau1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
B.upper.tau1 <- tapply(model.dat$B.tau1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
B.lower.tau2 <- tapply(model.dat$B.tau2,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 




N.lower.alpha <- tapply(model.dat$N.alpha,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)-sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
N.upper.alpha <- tapply(model.dat$N.alpha,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
N.lower.Tbinit <- tapply(model.dat$N.Tbinit,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)-sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 




N.lower.Tbbase <- tapply(model.dat$N.Tbbase,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)-sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
N.upper.Tbbase <- tapply(model.dat$N.Tbbase,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
N.lower.k1 <- tapply(model.dat$N.k1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
N.upper.k1 <- tapply(model.dat$N.k1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
N.lower.k2 <- tapply(model.dat$N.k2,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
N.upper.k2 <- tapply(model.dat$N.k2,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
N.lower.tau1 <- tapply(model.dat$N.tau1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96)  
N.upper.tau1 <- tapply(model.dat$N.tau1,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) 
mean(x)+sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 
 
N.lower.tau2 <- tapply(model.dat$N.tau2,model.dat$dayPen,function(x) mean(x)-
sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))*1.96) 







par(mar=c(1,4.2,0,0), mfrow=c(7,1), oma=c(4,1,1,1)) 
plot(G.alpha.daypen[1:4]~Pen, type='o', 
lty=2,col='blue',ylim=c(min(G.lower.alpha),max(G.upper.alpha)),lwd=2, 
ylab='alpha',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 
































ylab='Tbbase',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 

































ylab='Initial Tb',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 


































ylab='k1',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 
































































ylab='tau1',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 
































ylab='tau2',cex=2,xlab='',xaxt = "n") 

































par(mar=c(1,4.2,0,0), mfrow=c(7,1), oma=c(4,1,1,1)) 
plot(B.alpha.daypen[1:4]~Pen, type='o', 
lty=2,col='blue',ylim=c(min(B.lower.alpha),max(B.upper.alpha)),lwd=2, 
ylab='alpha',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 
































ylab='Tbbase',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 

































ylab='Initial Tb',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 


































ylab='k1',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 
































































ylab='tau1',cex=2,xaxt = "n") 
































ylab='tau2',cex=2,xlab='',xaxt = "n") 












































































































#set up plot 
plot(range(cbind(B.sum.table[,3:4],N.sum.table[,3:4],G.sum.table[,3:4])), 
c(1,8), type='n', axes=F, ylab='', xlab=expression(paste('Treatment Effect')), 
ylim=c(.5,16.75)) 
axis(1,cex.axis=.8) 
axis(2,at=(1:8)*2, labels=b.names, cex.axis=.8, las=2) 
#draw bi-logistic results 
apply(B.sum.table, 1, function(x) segments(x[3], x[1], x[4], x[1], lwd=6, 
col='blue')) 
apply(B.sum.table, 1, function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=16, col='white', 
cex=1.3)) 
apply(B.sum.table,1, function(x) points(x[2],x[1], pch=1, cex=1.4)) 
box() 
#draw bayesian-normal results 
apply(N.sum.table, 1, function(x) segments(x[3], x[1], x[4], x[1], lwd=6, 
col='grey45')) 
apply(N.sum.table,1,function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=16, col='white', 
cex=1.3)) 
apply(N.sum.table,1, function(x) points(x[2],x[1], pch=1, cex=1.4)) 
 
#draw bayesian gamma 1 results 
apply(G.sum.table, 1, function(x) segments(x[3], x[1], x[4], x[1], lwd=6, 
col='red')) 
apply(G.sum.table,1,function(x) points(x[2], x[1], pch=16, col='white', 
cex=1.3)) 
apply(G.sum.table,1, function(x) points(x[2],x[1], pch=1, cex=1.4)) 
abline(v=0,lty=2,col="grey") 
 
#legend(-0.9,9.85, c('bilogistic','normal','gamma'), col=c('grey45', 'blue', 



































































































































tapply(pred.kestrel3.model$resid2.B, pred.kestrel3.model$heiferDay, sum) -> 
sse.dayPen.B 
tapply(pred.kestrel3.model$resid2.N, pred.kestrel3.model$heiferDay, sum) -> 
sse.dayPen.N 












model.dat.d1p1 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==7 & model.dat$day==0,] 
model.dat.d1p2 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==5 & model.dat$day==0,] 
model.dat.d1p3 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==3 & model.dat$day==0,] 
model.dat.d1p4 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==1 & model.dat$day==0,] 
 
model.dat.d2p1 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==7 & model.dat$day==3,] 
model.dat.d2p2 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==5 & model.dat$day==3,] 
model.dat.d2p3 = model.dat[model.dat$pen==3 & model.dat$day==3,] 

















































































for(i in 1:nrow(model.dat.d1p1)){ 
abline(h=c(1:nrow(model.dat.d1p1)),col="grey") 
axis(2,at=1:nrow(model.dat.d1p1), 








for(i in 1:nrow(model.dat.d1p2)){ 
abline(h=c(1:nrow(model.dat.d1p2)),col="grey") 
axis(2,at=1:nrow(model.dat.d1p2), 









for(i in 1:nrow(model.dat.d1p3)){ 
abline(h=c(1:nrow(model.dat.d1p3)),col="grey") 
axis(2,at=1:nrow(model.dat.d1p3), 








for(i in 1:nrow(model.dat.d1p4)){ 
abline(h=c(1:nrow(model.dat.d1p4)),col="grey") 
axis(2,at=1:nrow(model.dat.d1p4), 








for(i in 1:nrow(model.dat.d2p1)){ 
abline(h=c(1:nrow(model.dat.d2p1)),col="grey") 
axis(2,at=1:nrow(model.dat.d2p1), 








for(i in 1:nrow(model.dat.d2p2)){ 
abline(h=c(1:nrow(model.dat.d2p2)),col="grey") 
axis(2,at=1:nrow(model.dat.d2p2), 








for(i in 1:nrow(model.dat.d2p3)){ 
abline(h=c(1:nrow(model.dat.d2p3)),col="grey") 
axis(2,at=1:nrow(model.dat.d2p3), 









for(i in 1:nrow(model.dat.d2p4)){ 
abline(h=c(1:nrow(model.dat.d2p4)),col="grey") 
axis(2,at=1:nrow(model.dat.d2p4), 











# covariance matrix for NLME-G 
head(model.dat) 
































cx = 0 






for (m in c(1)){ 
  xt=a*(cos(alpha/180*pi))^m+bx*(sin(alpha/180*pi))^n+cx 
  xt1=xt*cos(theta/180*pi)+yt*sin(theta/180*pi) 
  yt1=-xt*sin(theta/180*pi)+yt*cos(theta/180*pi) 
 
  xt0=bx*(sin(alpha/180*pi))^n+cx 
  xt10=xt0*cos(theta/180*pi)+yt*sin(theta/180*pi) 
  yt10=-xt0*sin(theta/180*pi)+yt*cos(theta/180*pi) 
 
  if (m==1) 
{ plot(xt1,yt1,type="l",lwd=2,main="",xlab="Pressure",ylab="Volume")} 
  else if (m==3) { lines(xt1,yt1,lty=5,lwd=2)} 



















aaa <- mloop(cx = 0, cy = 0, retention = 0.2, b.x = 0.5, b.y = 0.5,n = 1, m 
= 3,  
     sd.x = 0, sd.y = 0, phase.angle = 0, n.points = 60,  

















for (m in c(1)){ 
  yt=by*(cos(alpha/180*pi))^n+a*(sin(alpha/180*pi))^m 
  yt0=by*(cos(alpha/180*pi))^n 
  if (m==1) { plot(xt,yt,type="l",lwd=2,xlab="Extention",ylab="Force")} 
  else if (m==3) { lines(xt,yt,lty=5,lwd=2)} 
  else { 
    lines(xt,yt,lty=3,lwd=2) 
















cx = 0 






for (m in c(1)){ 
  xt=a*(cos(alpha/180*pi))^m+bx*(sin(alpha/180*pi))^n+cx 
 259 
  xt1=xt*cos(theta/180*pi)+yt*sin(theta/180*pi) 
  yt1=-xt*sin(theta/180*pi)+yt*cos(theta/180*pi) 
 
  xt0=bx*(sin(alpha/180*pi))^n+cx 
  xt10=xt0*cos(theta/180*pi)+yt*sin(theta/180*pi) 
  yt10=-xt0*sin(theta/180*pi)+yt*cos(theta/180*pi) 
 
  if (m==1) 
{ plot(xt1,yt1,type="l",lwd=2,main="",xlab="Pressure",ylab="Volume")} 
  else if (m==3) { lines(xt1,yt1,lty=5,lwd=2)} 
















## Section 4.3.5 Simulation: 2SHR ## 
#################################### 
output.path="C:/Users/AMP/Desktop/Fan/Journal/Simulate using Amp/Hahn 
simulation/With geom dist/Before boot/4 
distances/Output.path/residual/boot.ci and new lapshin/with split/Boot 
correction/Studentized/Lapshin lag1 med.csv" 
save.path="C:/Users/AMP/Desktop/Fan/Journal/Simulate using Amp/Hahn 
simulation/With geom dist/Before boot/4 
distances/Output.path/residual/boot.ci and new lapshin/with split/Boot 























beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 







































     















        srad=sin(rad) 
        crad=cos(rad) 
        fit.Ta<-lm(x~srad+crad)            #Change from lm to lm.fit 
        fit.Tb<-lm(y~srad+crad)            #Change from lm to lm.fit 
 
        a1=coef(fit.Ta)[2] 
        a2=coef(fit.Ta)[3] 
        b1=coef(fit.Tb)[2] 
        b2=coef(fit.Tb)[3] 
         
        ba..= sqrt((a1)^2+(a2)^2)      # ck.r1   AmpTa 
        phase.Ta = atan2(-a1,a2);  phase.Ta.o=phase.Ta*180/pi 
        mu.Ta= coef(fit.Ta)[1] 
        Aa..=ba..                     #AmpTa 
         
        mu.Tb= coef(fit.Tb)[1] 
        Ab..=sqrt(b1^2+b2^2)          #ampTb 
 
 
        phase.Tb = atan2(-b1,b2);  phase.Tb.o=phase.Tb*180/pi         
        lag.Tb.. = abs(phase.Ta-phase.Tb) 
        lag.Tb.hr = (lag.Tb..*12/pi) 
        lag.lapshin=lag.Tb.. 





        MSE.lapshin=((sum(residuals(fit.Ta)^2))+sum(residuals(fit.Tb)^2))/48         
#Change deviance to formula for deviance 
        amp1.lapshin=ba.. 
        amp2.lapshin=Ab.. 
        cx.lapshin=mu.Ta 
        cy.lapshin=mu.Tb 
 
        retention.lapshin=amp2.lapshin*sin(lag.lapshin) 
        coercion.lapshin=amp1.lapshin*sin(lag.lapshin) 
 
        r1.lapshin<- 
sqrt((amp1.lapshin^2+amp2.lapshin^2+sqrt((amp1.lapshin^2+amp2.lapshin^2)^2-
4*amp1.lapshin^2*amp2.lapshin^2*sin(lag.lapshin)^2))/2) 




        theta.lapshin=-asin(2/(tan(lag.lapshin)*(r2.lapshin/r1.lapshin-
r1.lapshin/r2.lapshin)))/2 
 
        theta.o..<-theta.lapshin*180/pi                                                 
# ?? 
#    while(theta.o.. <0 || theta.o..>45){ 
        if (theta.o..>90) { theta.o..=theta.o..-90  
        } else if(theta.o.. > 45 && theta.o.. < 90) {theta.o..= 90 - 
theta.o.. 
        } else if(theta.o.. < 0 && theta.o.. > -45) {theta.o..= - theta.o.. 
        } else if(theta.o.. <= (-45)) {theta.o.. = theta.o.. + 90} 
#    } 
 
        area..=pi*amp1.lapshin*amp2.lapshin*sin(lag.lapshin) 
        theta.lapshin= theta.o.. 
        area.lapshin=area.. 
        beta.split.lapshin = atan2(sqrt(amp2.lapshin^2-
retention.lapshin^2),amp1.lapshin) 
        beta.split.lapshin.o = beta.split.lapshin*180/pi 
 
    estimates.lapshin[i,]<-  
c(amp1.lapshin,amp2.lapshin,cx.lapshin,cy.lapshin,theta.lapshin,area.lapshin
,lag.hr.lapshin, retention.lapshin, coercion.lapshin,beta.split.lapshin) 
 
     x.pred=amp1.lapshin*cos(rad+phase.Ta)+cx.lapshin 
     y.pred=amp2.lapshin*cos(rad+phase.Tb)+cy.lapshin 
      
     h.Ta = lm.influence(fit.Ta)$hat 
     h.Tb = lm.influence(fit.Ta)$hat 
     r.Ta = (x-x.pred)/sqrt(1-h.Ta) 
     r.Tb = (y-y.pred)/sqrt(1-h.Tb)      
     Ta.resid= r.Ta-mean(r.Ta) 
     Tb.resid= r.Tb-mean(r.Tb) 
 
        # SE 
     sigma11=summary(fit.Ta)$sigma^2 
     sigma22=summary(fit.Tb)$sigma^2 
     sigma12=sum(Ta.resid*Tb.resid)/summary(fit.Tb)$df[2] 
                
 263 
     cov.Ta<- summary(fit.Ta)$cov.unscaled * sigma11 
     cov.Tb<- summary(fit.Tb)$cov.unscaled * sigma22 
 
 
#     cov.matrix=rbind(cbind(cov.Ta[2:3,2:3],matrix(rep(0,4),nrow=2)), 
#                      cbind(matrix(rep(0,4),nrow=2),cov.Tb[2:3,2:3])) 
     offdiag<-matrix(c(sqrt(cov.Ta[2,2]*cov.Tb[2,2])*sigma12, 
                       sqrt(cov.Ta[2,2]*cov.Tb[3,3])*sigma12, 
                       sqrt(cov.Ta[3,3]*cov.Tb[2,2])*sigma12, 
                       sqrt(cov.Ta[3,3]*cov.Tb[3,3])*sigma12 
                       ),nrow=2) 
     cov.matrix=rbind(cbind(cov.Ta[2:3,2:3],offdiag), 
                      cbind(offdiag,cov.Tb[2:3,2:3])) 
      
     area.se.delta.lapshin<-
deltamethod(~pi*sqrt(x1^2+x2^2)*sqrt(x3^2+x4^2)*sin(atan(-x1/x2)-atan(-
x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     retention.se.delta.lapshin<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x3^2+x4^2)*sin(atan(-
x1/x2)-atan(-x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     coercion.se.delta.lapshin<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2)*sin(atan(-
x1/x2)-atan(-x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     lag.se.delta.lapshin<-deltamethod(~12/pi*(atan(-x1/x2)-atan(-
x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 




    amp1.se.delta.lapshin<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2),c(a1,a2), 
cov.matrix[1:2,1:2]) 
    amp2.se.delta.lapshin<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2),c(b1,b2), 
cov.matrix[3:4,3:4]) 
    cx.se.delta.lapshin<-coef(summary(fit.Ta))[1,2] 
    cy.se.delta.lapshin<-coef(summary(fit.Tb))[1,2]         
 
 





    # wald: CI coverage 
    tcrit.lapshin=1.96 
    CI_Lower.lapshin = estimates.lapshin[i,] -tcrit.lapshin * SE.lapshin[i,] 
    CI_Upper.lapshin = estimates.lapshin[i,] +tcrit.lapshin * SE.lapshin[i,] 
    #CI.wald.lapshin = cbind(CI_Lower.lapshin, CI_Upper.lapshin) 
 
    CI.wald.lapshin[i,] = c(CI_Lower.lapshin[1],CI_Upper.lapshin[1], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[2],CI_Upper.lapshin[2], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[3],CI_Upper.lapshin[3], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[4],CI_Upper.lapshin[4], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[5],CI_Upper.lapshin[5], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[6],CI_Upper.lapshin[6], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[7],CI_Upper.lapshin[7], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[8],CI_Upper.lapshin[8], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[9],CI_Upper.lapshin[9], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[10],CI_Upper.lapshin[10]) 
 
 264 
    amp1.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.lapshin[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.lapshin[5])*1 
    area.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.lapshin[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.lapshin[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[8] & 
retention.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[9] & 
coercion.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[9])*1 
    beta.split.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[10] 
& beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[10])*1 











  d2<-d[i,] 
  t<-(0:24) 
  rad.boot<-t/12*pi 
  x.boot<-d2$x.resid +  x.pred 
  y.boot<-d2$y.resid +  y.pred 
 
        srad.boot=sin(rad.boot) 
        crad.boot=cos(rad.boot) 
        fit.Ta.boot<-lm(x.boot~srad.boot+crad.boot)            #Change from 
lm to lm.fit 
        fit.Tb.boot<-lm(y.boot~srad.boot+crad.boot)            #Change from 
lm to lm.fit 
 
        a1.boot=coef(fit.Ta.boot)[2] 
        a2.boot=coef(fit.Ta.boot)[3] 
        b1.boot=coef(fit.Tb.boot)[2] 
        b2.boot=coef(fit.Tb.boot)[3] 
         
        ba.boot..= sqrt((a1.boot)^2+(a2.boot)^2)      # ck.r1   AmpTa 
        phase.Ta.boot = atan2(-a1.boot,a2.boot);  
phase.Ta.o.boot=phase.Ta.boot*180/pi 
        mu.Ta.boot= coef(fit.Ta.boot)[1] 
        Aa.boot..=ba.boot..                     #AmpTa 
         
        mu.Tb.boot= coef(fit.Tb.boot)[1] 




        phase.Tb.boot = atan2(-b1.boot,b2.boot);  
phase.Tb.o.boot=phase.Tb.boot*180/pi         
        lag.Tb.boot.. = abs(phase.Ta.boot-phase.Tb.boot) 
        lag.Tb.hr.boot = (lag.Tb.boot..*12/pi) 
        lag.lapshin.boot=lag.Tb.boot.. 
        lag.hr.lapshin.boot=lag.Tb.hr.boot 
 
        amp1.lapshin.boot=ba.boot.. 
        amp2.lapshin.boot=Ab.boot.. 
        cx.lapshin.boot=mu.Ta.boot 
        cy.lapshin.boot=mu.Tb.boot 
 
        retention.lapshin.boot=amp2.lapshin.boot*sin(lag.lapshin.boot) 
        coercion.lapshin.boot=amp1.lapshin.boot*sin(lag.lapshin.boot) 
 












        theta.o.boot..<-theta.lapshin.boot*180/pi                                                 
# ?? 
#    while(theta.o.. <0 || theta.o..>45){ 
        if (theta.o.boot..>90) { theta.o.boot..=theta.o.boot..-90  
        } else if(theta.o.boot.. > 45 && theta.o.boot.. < 90) 
{theta.o.boot..= 90 - theta.o.boot.. 
        } else if(theta.o.boot.. < 0 && theta.o.boot.. > -45) 
{theta.o.boot..= - theta.o.boot.. 
        } else if(theta.o.boot.. <= (-45)) {theta.o.boot.. = theta.o.boot.. 
+ 90} 
#    } 
 
        
area.boot..=pi*amp1.lapshin.boot*amp2.lapshin.boot*sin(lag.lapshin.boot) 
        theta.lapshin.boot= theta.o.boot.. 
        area.lapshin.boot=area.boot.. 
        beta.split.lapshin.boot = atan2(sqrt(amp2.lapshin.boot^2-
retention.lapshin.boot^2),amp1.lapshin.boot) 
        beta.split.lapshin.o.boot = beta.split.lapshin.boot*180/pi 
 







    #bootstrap 
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    tcrit.lapshin=qt(0.975,df.residual(fit.Tb)) 
    sim.data<-data.frame(cbind(Ta.resid,Tb.resid)) 
    colnames(sim.data)<-c("x.resid","y.resid") 
    boot.lapshin <- boot(sim.data, lapshin.boot, R=999) 
    boot.est.lapshin[i,]<- estimates.lapshin[i,]*2 - 
apply(boot.lapshin$t,2,mean) 
    boot.bias.lapshin[i,]<-boot.est.lapshin[i,]-simulated 
    boot.se.lapshin[i,]<-apply(boot.lapshin$t,2,sd) 
 
    boot.low.lapshin = 2*estimates.lapshin[i,] - 
apply(boot.lapshin$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*(1-0.025)]) 
    boot.high.lapshin = 2*estimates.lapshin[i,] - 
apply(boot.lapshin$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*0.025])  
    CI.boot.lapshin[i,]=c(boot.low.lapshin[1],boot.high.lapshin[1], 
    boot.low.lapshin[2],boot.high.lapshin[2], 
    boot.low.lapshin[3],boot.high.lapshin[3], 
    boot.low.lapshin[4],boot.high.lapshin[4], 
    boot.low.lapshin[5],boot.high.lapshin[5], 
    boot.low.lapshin[6],boot.high.lapshin[6], 
    boot.low.lapshin[7],boot.high.lapshin[7], 
    boot.low.lapshin[8],boot.high.lapshin[8], 
    boot.low.lapshin[9],boot.high.lapshin[9], 
    boot.low.lapshin[10],boot.high.lapshin[10]) 
    # coverage 
    amp1.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.lapshin[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.lapshin[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.lapshin[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.lapshin[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(cx.true>=boot.low.lapshin[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.lapshin[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(cy.true>=boot.low.lapshin[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.lapshin[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.lapshin[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.lapshin[5])*1 
    area.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(area.true>=boot.low.lapshin[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.lapshin[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(lag.true.hr>=boot.low.lapshin[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=boot.high.lapshin[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(retention.true>=boot.low.lapshin[8] & 
retention.true<=boot.high.lapshin[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.lapshin[9] & 
coercion.true<=boot.high.lapshin[9])*1 
    beta.split.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(beta.split.true>=boot.low.lapshin[10] 
& beta.split.true<=boot.high.lapshin[10])*1 




































































     estimate.lapshin<-c(amp1.est.lapshin, amp2.est.lapshin, cx.est.lapshin, 
cy.est.lapshin, theta.est.lapshin, area.est.lapshin, lag.est.lapshin, 
retention.est.lapshin, coercion.est.lapshin, beta.split.est.lapshin) 
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bias.lapshin<- estimate.lapshin- simulated 













     se.lapshin<-c(amp1.se.lapshin, amp2.se.lapshin, cx.se.lapshin, 
cy.se.lapshin, theta.se.lapshin, area.se.lapshin,lag.se.lapshin, 























     ese.lapshin<-c(amp1.ese.lapshin, amp2.ese.lapshin, cx.ese.lapshin, 
cy.ese.lapshin, theta.ese.lapshin, area.ese.lapshin,lag.ese.lapshin, 


























     lowCI.wald.lapshin<-c(amp1.wald.low.lapshin, amp2.wald.low.lapshin, 
cx.wald.low.lapshin, cy.wald.low.lapshin, theta.wald.low.lapshin, 
area.wald.low.lapshin, lag.wald.low.lapshin, retention.wald.low.lapshin, 
coercion.wald.low.lapshin, beta.split.wald.low.lapshin) 
highCI.wald.lapshin<-c(amp1.wald.high.lapshin, amp2.wald.high.lapshin, 
cx.wald.high.lapshin, cy.wald.high.lapshin, theta.wald.high.lapshin, 
area.wald.high.lapshin, lag.wald.high.lapshin, retention.wald.high.lapshin, 
coercion.wald.high.lapshin, beta.split.wald.high.lapshin) 
 






























     boot.est.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.est.lapshin, amp2.boot.est.lapshin, 
cx.boot.est.lapshin, cy.boot.est.lapshin, theta.boot.est.lapshin, 
area.boot.est.lapshin, lag.boot.est.lapshin, retention.boot.est.lapshin, 
coercion.boot.est.lapshin, beta.split.boot.est.lapshin) 
 












     boot.bias.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.bias.lapshin, amp2.boot.bias.lapshin, 
cx.boot.bias.lapshin, cy.boot.bias.lapshin, theta.boot.bias.lapshin, 
area.boot.bias.lapshin, lag.boot.bias.lapshin, retention.boot.bias.lapshin, 
coercion.boot.bias.lapshin, beta.split.boot.bias.lapshin) 
 











     boot.se.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.se.lapshin, amp2.boot.se.lapshin, 
cx.boot.se.lapshin, cy.boot.se.lapshin, theta.boot.se.lapshin, 
area.boot.se.lapshin, lag.boot.se.lapshin, retention.boot.se.lapshin, 
coercion.boot.se.lapshin, beta.split.boot.se.lapshin) 
 





















     lowCI.boot.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.low.lapshin, amp2.boot.low.lapshin, 
cx.boot.low.lapshin, cy.boot.low.lapshin, theta.boot.low.lapshin, 
area.boot.low.lapshin, lag.boot.low.lapshin, retention.boot.low.lapshin, 
coercion.boot.low.lapshin, beta.split.boot.low.lapshin) 
     highCI.boot.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.high.lapshin, amp2.boot.high.lapshin, 
cx.boot.high.lapshin, cy.boot.high.lapshin, theta.boot.high.lapshin, 
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area.boot.high.lapshin, lag.boot.high.lapshin, retention.boot.high.lapshin, 
coercion.boot.high.lapshin, beta.split.boot.high.lapshin) 
 
























lowCI.boot.lapshin, highCI.boot.lapshin, boot.coverage.lapshin) 








boot.ese.lapshin = apply(lapshin.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2,sd) 
 











## Section 4.3.5 Simulation: Linear ## 
###################################### 
 
output.path="C:/Users/AMP/Desktop/Fan/Journal/Simulate using Amp/Hahn 
simulation/With geom dist/Before boot/4 
distances/Output.path/residual/boot.ci and new lapshin/with split/Boot 
correction/Studentized/Lags/ls.xy lag1 Med.csv" 
save.path="C:/Users/AMP/Desktop/Fan/Journal/Simulate using Amp/Hahn 
simulation/With geom dist/Before boot/4 
distances/Output.path/residual/boot.ci and new lapshin/with split/Boot 
correction/Studentized/Lags/ls.xy lag1 Med" 
 















estimates.ls.xy<-matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=10) ;    SE.ls.xy<-
matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=10) ;  
MSE.ls.xy<-matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=1) ;          CI.wald.ls.xy<-
matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=20);  
coef.est.ls.xy<-matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=5) ;     coef.se.ls.xy<-
matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=5) ;  
sandwich.est.ls.xy<-matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=5) ; sandwich.se.ls.xy<-
matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=5);  
tprof.low.ls.xy<- matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=5);    tprof.high.ls.xy<- 
matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=5); 





boot.est.ls.xy<-matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=10);      boot.bias.ls.xy<-
matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=10); 




























beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 

















aa1.true= (cos(theta.true)/amp1.true)^2 + (sin(theta.true)/amp2.true)^2 
aa2.true= 2*sin(theta.true)*cos(theta.true)/((amp1.true)^2) 




























  t<-(0:24) 
  rad<-t/12*pi 
   
set.seed(14542) 














    z<- -x*x 
    xy<-x*y 
    yy<-y*y 
    ls.xy.fit<-lm(z~xy+yy+x+y) 
    #summary(ls.xy.fit) 
    coef.ls.xy<-
rbind(summary(ls.xy.fit)$coefficients[2:5,],summary(ls.xy.fit)$coefficients[
1,]) 
    coef.est.ls.xy[i,]<-coef.ls.xy[,1]                   
    coef.se.ls.xy[i,]<-coef.ls.xy[,2] 
     
    a1.ls.xy=1 
    a2.ls.xy<-coef(summary(ls.xy.fit))[2] 
    a3.ls.xy<-coef(summary(ls.xy.fit))[3] 
    a4.ls.xy<-coef(summary(ls.xy.fit))[4] 
    a5.ls.xy<-coef(summary(ls.xy.fit))[5] 
    a6.ls.xy<-coef(summary(ls.xy.fit))[1] 
     
    theta.ls.xy = atan2(a2.ls.xy,a1.ls.xy-a3.ls.xy)/2 
    rotated.angle.ls.xy<- 180*theta.ls.xy/pi  # rotated angle in degree 
#    while(rotated.angle.ls.xy < 0 || rotated.angle.ls.xy > 45){ 
    if (rotated.angle.ls.xy > 90) { rotated.angle.ls.xy=rotated.angle.ls.xy-
90   
    } else if(rotated.angle.ls.xy > 45 && rotated.angle.ls.xy < 90) 
{rotated.angle.ls.xy = 90-rotated.angle.ls.xy  
    } else if(rotated.angle.ls.xy < 0 && rotated.angle.ls.xy > -45) 
{rotated.angle.ls.xy = - rotated.angle.ls.xy   
    } else if(rotated.angle.ls.xy <= (-45)) 
{rotated.angle.ls.xy=rotated.angle.ls.xy+90} 
#    } 
    rotated.angle_r.ls.xy<-rotated.angle.ls.xy/180*pi 
 
    cx.ls.xy=-(2*a3.ls.xy*a4.ls.xy-a2.ls.xy*a5.ls.xy)/(4*a1.ls.xy*a3.ls.xy-
a2.ls.xy*a2.ls.xy) 
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    cy.ls.xy=-(2*a1.ls.xy*a5.ls.xy-a2.ls.xy*a4.ls.xy)/(4*a1.ls.xy*a3.ls.xy-
a2.ls.xy*a2.ls.xy) 
 




(a1.ls.xy*cx.ls.xy*cx.ls.xy + a2.ls.xy*cx.ls.xy*cy.ls.xy + 
a3.ls.xy*cy.ls.xy*cy.ls.xy - a6.ls.xy)) 




(a1.ls.xy*cx.ls.xy*cx.ls.xy + a2.ls.xy*cx.ls.xy*cy.ls.xy + 
a3.ls.xy*cy.ls.xy*cy.ls.xy - a6.ls.xy)) 
    major.ls.xy<-max(r1.ls.xy,r2.ls.xy) 
    minor.ls.xy<-min(r1.ls.xy,r2.ls.xy) 
 
    amp1.ls.xy<-
sqrt((major.ls.xy*cos(rotated.angle_r.ls.xy))^2+(minor.ls.xy*sin(rotated.ang
le_r.ls.xy))^2) 
    amp2.ls.xy<-
sqrt((major.ls.xy*sin(rotated.angle_r.ls.xy))^2+(minor.ls.xy*cos(rotated.ang
le_r.ls.xy))^2) 
    v.ls.xy<- c(amp1.ls.xy, amp2.ls.xy, cx.ls.xy, cy.ls.xy, 
rotated.angle.ls.xy) 
 




    lag.hr.ls.xy<-lag.ls.xy*12/pi 
    coercion.ls.xy= amp1.ls.xy*sin(lag.ls.xy) 
    retention.ls.xy= amp2.ls.xy*sin(lag.ls.xy) 
    area.ls.xy=amp1.ls.xy* amp2.ls.xy*sin(lag.ls.xy)*pi 
    beta.split.ls.xy = atan2(sqrt(amp2.ls.xy^2-retention.ls.xy^2),amp1.ls.xy) 
    beta.split.ls.xy.o = beta.split.ls.xy*180/pi 
 





    srad=sin(rad) 
    crad=cos(rad) 
    ZZ=cbind(srad,crad,rep(1,length(srad))) 
    phase.Ta.ls.xy = atan2((- c(1,0,0)%*% 
solve(t(ZZ)%*%ZZ)%*%t(ZZ)%*%x),(c(0,1,0)%*% solve(t(ZZ)%*%ZZ)%*%t(ZZ)%*%x)) 
    x.pred= amp1.ls.xy*cos(rad+phase.Ta.ls.xy)+cx.ls.xy 
    y.pred= amp2.ls.xy*cos(rad+phase.Ta.ls.xy-lag.hr.ls.xy*pi/12)+cy.ls.xy 
 
     h.Ta = diag(x %*% solve(t(x) %*% x) %*% t(x)) 
     h.Tb = diag(y %*% solve(t(y) %*% y) %*% t(y)) 
     r.Ta = (x-x.pred)/sqrt(1-h.Ta) 
     r.Tb = (y-y.pred)/sqrt(1-h.Tb)      
     Ta.resid= r.Ta 
     Tb.resid= r.Tb 
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    # MSE     
    MSE.ls.xy[i]<-
sum(Ta.resid^2,Tb.resid^2)/(length(Ta.resid)+length(Tb.resid))  # model mse 
 
 
    # SE 
    angle.SE.delta.ls.xy<-deltaMethod(ls.xy.fit,"(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2)*180/pi")[[2]] 
    cx.SE.delta.ls.xy<-deltaMethod(ls.xy.fit,"-(2*yy*x-xy*y)/(4*yy-
xy*xy)")[[2]] 
    cy.SE.delta.ls.xy<-deltaMethod(ls.xy.fit,"-(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy)")[[2]] 




xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + xy*(2*yy*x-xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy)*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + 
yy*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy)*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) )))")[[2]] 




xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + xy*(2*yy*x-xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy)*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + 
yy*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy)*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) )))")[[2]] 
     
     
    if(r1.ls.xy > r2.ls.xy) { 











xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + xy*(2*yy*x-xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy)*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + 
yy*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy)*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - 
(Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2))^2)")[[2]] 











xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + xy*(2*yy*x-xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy)*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + 
yy*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy)*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - 
(Intercept) ))))*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2))^2)")[[2]] 
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xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))/(((1/sqrt((1*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 
















xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))))*12/pi")[[2]] 
                     
    coercion.se.delta.ls.xy<- deltaMethod(ls.xy.fit, 
"(sqrt((((1/sqrt((1*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2+(((1/sqrt((1*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)")[[2]] 
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    beta.split.SE.delta.ls.xy<-deltaMethod(ls.xy.fit, 
"atan(sqrt((sqrt((((1/sqrt((1*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*cos(atan(xy/(1-




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2+(((1/sqrt((1*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2))^2))^2-
((sqrt((((1/sqrt((1*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2+(((1/sqrt((1*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2)/(sqrt((((1/sqrt((1*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*cos(atan(xy/(1-




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2+(((1/sqrt((1*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2)))")[[2]]  
     
    } else { 











xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + xy*(2*yy*x-xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy)*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + 
yy*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy)*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - 
(Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2))^2)")[[2]] 






















xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))/( ((1/sqrt((1*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 
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    beta.split.SE.delta.ls.xy<-deltaMethod(ls.xy.fit, 
"atan(sqrt((sqrt((((1/sqrt((1*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*sin(atan(xy/(1-




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2+(((1/sqrt((1*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2))^2))^2-
((sqrt((((1/sqrt((1*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2+(((1/sqrt((1*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2)/(sqrt((((1/sqrt((1*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*sin(atan(xy/(1-




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2+(((1/sqrt((1*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2)*cos(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-pi/2) 




xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))))*sin(atan(xy/(1-yy))/2-
pi/2))^2)))")[[2]] 
     
    } 
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xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + xy*(2*yy*x-xy*y)/(4*yy-xy*xy)*(2*y-xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) + 






xy*x)/(4*yy-xy*xy) - (Intercept) ))) *pi")[[2]] 
 
     







     
    # CI  wald 
    tcrit.ls.xy=qt(0.975,df.residual(ls.xy.fit)) 
    CI_Lower.ls.xy = estimates.ls.xy[i,] -tcrit.ls.xy*SE.ls.xy[i,] 
    CI_Upper.ls.xy = estimates.ls.xy[i,] +tcrit.ls.xy*SE.ls.xy[i,] 
    CI.wald.ls.xy[i,]=c(CI_Lower.ls.xy[1],CI_Upper.ls.xy[1], 
    CI_Lower.ls.xy[2],CI_Upper.ls.xy[2], 
    CI_Lower.ls.xy[3],CI_Upper.ls.xy[3], 
    CI_Lower.ls.xy[4],CI_Upper.ls.xy[4], 
    CI_Lower.ls.xy[5],CI_Upper.ls.xy[5], 
    CI_Lower.ls.xy[6],CI_Upper.ls.xy[6], 
    CI_Lower.ls.xy[7],CI_Upper.ls.xy[7], 
    CI_Lower.ls.xy[8],CI_Upper.ls.xy[8], 
    CI_Lower.ls.xy[9],CI_Upper.ls.xy[9], 
    CI_Lower.ls.xy[10],CI_Upper.ls.xy[10]) 
 
    # coverage  wald 
    amp1.coverage.wald.ls.xy=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.ls.xy[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.ls.xy[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.wald.ls.xy=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.ls.xy[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.ls.xy[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.wald.ls.xy=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.ls.xy[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.ls.xy[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.wald.ls.xy=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.ls.xy[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.ls.xy[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.wald.ls.xy=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.ls.xy[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.ls.xy[5])*1 
    area.coverage.wald.ls.xy=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.ls.xy[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.ls.xy[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.wald.ls.xy=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.ls.xy[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.ls.xy[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.wald.ls.xy=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.ls.xy[8] & 
retention.true<=CI_Upper.ls.xy[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.wald.ls.xy=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.ls.xy[9] & 
coercion.true<=CI_Upper.ls.xy[9])*1 
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    beta.split.coverage.wald.ls.xy=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.ls.xy[10] & 
beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.ls.xy[10])*1 
    coverage.wald.ls.xy[i,]=c(amp1.coverage.wald.ls.xy, 
amp2.coverage.wald.ls.xy, cx.coverage.wald.ls.xy, cy.coverage.wald.ls.xy, 
theta.coverage.wald.ls.xy, area.coverage.wald.ls.xy, lag.coverage.wald.ls.xy, 
retention.coverage.wald.ls.xy, 
coercion.coverage.wald.ls.xy,beta.split.coverage.wald.ls.xy) 
     
     
    # t-profile 
#    CI.profile.ls.xy<-confint.default(ls.xy.fit, level=.95)     # profile 
CI 
#    tprof.low.ls.xy[i,]<-
c(CI.profile.ls.xy[,1][2:5],CI.profile.ls.xy[,1][1]) 
#    tprof.high.ls.xy[i,]<-
c(CI.profile.ls.xy[,2][2:5],CI.profile.ls.xy[,2][1]) 
    # coverage 
#    a2.coverage.tprof.ls.xy=I(a2.true>=tprof.low.ls.xy[i,][1] & 
a2.true<=tprof.high.ls.xy[i,][1])*1 
#    a3.coverage.tprof.ls.xy=I(a3.true>=tprof.low.ls.xy[i,][2] & 
a3.true<=tprof.high.ls.xy[i,][2])*1 
#    a4.coverage.tprof.ls.xy=I(a4.true>=tprof.low.ls.xy[i,][3] & 
a4.true<=tprof.high.ls.xy[i,][3])*1 
#    a5.coverage.tprof.ls.xy=I(a5.true>=tprof.low.ls.xy[i,][4] & 
a5.true<=tprof.high.ls.xy[i,][4])*1 
#    a6.coverage.tprof.ls.xy=I(a6.true>=tprof.low.ls.xy[i,][5] & 
a6.true<=tprof.high.ls.xy[i,][5])*1 
#    coverage.tprof.ls.xy[i,]=c( a2.coverage.tprof.ls.xy, 
a3.coverage.tprof.ls.xy, a4.coverage.tprof.ls.xy, a5.coverage.tprof.ls.xy, 
a6.coverage.tprof.ls.xy) 
     
    # sandwich 
#    sandwich.ls.xy<-coeftest(ls.xy.fit,vcov = sandwich) 
#    sandwich.est.ls.xy[i,]<-c(sandwich.ls.xy[,1][2:5],sandwich.ls.xy[,1][1]) 
#    sandwich.se.ls.xy[i,]<-c(sandwich.ls.xy[,2][2:5],sandwich.ls.xy[,2][1]) 
#    sandwich.low.ls.xy = sandwich.est.ls.xy[i,] -
tcrit.ls.xy*sandwich.se.ls.xy[i,] 
#    sandwich.high.ls.xy = sandwich.est.ls.xy[i,] 
+tcrit.ls.xy*sandwich.se.ls.xy[i,] 
#    CI.sandwich.ls.xy[i,]=c(sandwich.low.ls.xy[1],sandwich.high.ls.xy[1], 
#    sandwich.low.ls.xy[2],sandwich.high.ls.xy[2], 
#    sandwich.low.ls.xy[3],sandwich.high.ls.xy[3], 
#    sandwich.low.ls.xy[4],sandwich.high.ls.xy[4], 
#    sandwich.low.ls.xy[5],sandwich.high.ls.xy[5])     
    # sandwich 
#    a2.coverage.sandwich.ls.xy=I(a2.true>=sandwich.low.ls.xy[1] & 
a2.true<=sandwich.high.ls.xy[1])*1 
#    a3.coverage.sandwich.ls.xy=I(a3.true>=sandwich.low.ls.xy[2] & 
a3.true<=sandwich.high.ls.xy[2])*1 
#    a4.coverage.sandwich.ls.xy=I(a4.true>=sandwich.low.ls.xy[3] & 
a4.true<=sandwich.high.ls.xy[3])*1 
#    a5.coverage.sandwich.ls.xy=I(a5.true>=sandwich.low.ls.xy[4] & 
a5.true<=sandwich.high.ls.xy[4])*1 
#    a6.coverage.sandwich.ls.xy=I(a6.true>=sandwich.low.ls.xy[5] & 
a6.true<=sandwich.high.ls.xy[5])*1 
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#    coverage.sandwich.ls.xy[i,]=c(a2.coverage.sandwich.ls.xy, 
a3.coverage.sandwich.ls.xy, a4.coverage.sandwich.ls.xy, 
a5.coverage.sandwich.ls.xy, a6.coverage.sandwich.ls.xy) 
     




  t<-(0:24) 
  rad.boot<-t/12*pi 
  x.boot<-d2$x.resid +  x.pred 
  y.boot<-d2$y.resid +  y.pred 
 
    z.boot<- -x.boot*x.boot 
    xy.boot<-x.boot*y.boot 
    yy.boot<-y.boot*y.boot 
    ls.xy.fit.boot<-lm(z.boot~xy.boot+yy.boot+x.boot+y.boot) 
    #summary(ls.xy.fit) 
    coef.ls.xy.boot<-
rbind(summary(ls.xy.fit.boot)$coefficients[2:5,],summary(ls.xy.fit.boot)$coe
fficients[1,]) 
     
    a1.ls.xy.boot=1 
    a2.ls.xy.boot<-coef(summary(ls.xy.fit.boot))[2] 
    a3.ls.xy.boot<-coef(summary(ls.xy.fit.boot))[3] 
    a4.ls.xy.boot<-coef(summary(ls.xy.fit.boot))[4] 
    a5.ls.xy.boot<-coef(summary(ls.xy.fit.boot))[5] 
    a6.ls.xy.boot<-coef(summary(ls.xy.fit.boot))[1] 
     
    theta.ls.xy.boot = atan2(a2.ls.xy.boot,a1.ls.xy.boot-a3.ls.xy.boot)/2 
     
         
    rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot<- 180*theta.ls.xy.boot/pi  # rotated angle in 
degree 
#    while(rotated.angle.ls.xy <0 || rotated.angle.ls.xy>45){ 
    if (rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot>90) 
{ rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot=rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot-90   
    } else if(rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot > 45 && rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot < 90) 
{rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot = 90-rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot  
    } else if(rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot < 0 && rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot > -45) 
{rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot = - rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot   
    } else if(rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot <= (-45)) 
{rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot=rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot+90} 
#    } 
    rotated.angle_r.ls.xy.boot<-rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot/180*pi 
 
    cx.ls.xy.boot=-(2*a3.ls.xy.boot*a4.ls.xy.boot-
a2.ls.xy.boot*a5.ls.xy.boot)/(4*a1.ls.xy.boot*a3.ls.xy.boot-
a2.ls.xy.boot*a2.ls.xy.boot) 











)) / (a1.ls.xy.boot*cx.ls.xy.boot*cx.ls.xy.boot + 
a2.ls.xy.boot*cx.ls.xy.boot*cy.ls.xy.boot + 
a3.ls.xy.boot*cy.ls.xy.boot*cy.ls.xy.boot - a6.ls.xy.boot)) 






)) / (a1.ls.xy.boot*cx.ls.xy.boot*cx.ls.xy.boot + 
a2.ls.xy.boot*cx.ls.xy.boot*cy.ls.xy.boot + 
a3.ls.xy.boot*cy.ls.xy.boot*cy.ls.xy.boot - a6.ls.xy.boot)) 
    major.ls.xy.boot<-max(r1.ls.xy.boot,r2.ls.xy.boot) 
    minor.ls.xy.boot<-min(r1.ls.xy.boot,r2.ls.xy.boot) 
 
    amp1.ls.xy.boot<-
sqrt((major.ls.xy.boot*cos(rotated.angle_r.ls.xy.boot))^2+(minor.ls.xy.boot*
sin(rotated.angle_r.ls.xy.boot))^2) 
    amp2.ls.xy.boot<-
sqrt((major.ls.xy.boot*sin(rotated.angle_r.ls.xy.boot))^2+(minor.ls.xy.boot*
cos(rotated.angle_r.ls.xy.boot))^2) 
    v.ls.xy.boot<- c(amp1.ls.xy.boot, amp2.ls.xy.boot, cx.ls.xy.boot, 
cy.ls.xy.boot, rotated.angle.ls.xy.boot) 
 





    coercion.ls.xy.boot= amp1.ls.xy.boot*sin(lag.ls.xy.boot/12*pi) 
    retention.ls.xy.boot= amp2.ls.xy.boot*sin(lag.ls.xy.boot/12*pi) 
    
area.ls.xy.boot=amp1.ls.xy.boot*amp2.ls.xy.boot*sin(lag.ls.xy.boot/12*pi)*pi 
    beta.split.ls.xy.boot = atan2(sqrt(amp2.ls.xy.boot^2-
retention.ls.xy.boot^2),amp1.ls.xy.boot) 
    beta.split.ls.xy.o.boot = beta.split.ls.xy.boot*180/pi 
 
    estimates.ls.xy.boot<- c(v.ls.xy.boot,area.ls.xy.boot,lag.ls.xy.boot, 








    #bootstrap 
    sim.data<-data.frame(cbind(Ta.resid,Tb.resid)) 
    colnames(sim.data)<-c("x.resid","y.resid") 
    boot.ls.xy <- boot(sim.data, ls.xy.boot, R=999) 
    boot.est.ls.xy[i,]<-2* estimates.ls.xy[i,] - apply(boot.ls.xy$t,2,mean) 
    boot.bias.ls.xy[i,]<-boot.est.ls.xy[i,]-simulated 
    boot.se.ls.xy[i,]<-apply(boot.ls.xy$t,2,sd) 
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    boot.low.ls.xy = 2* estimates.ls.xy[i,] - 
apply(boot.ls.xy$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*(1-0.025)]) 
    boot.high.ls.xy = 2* estimates.ls.xy[i,] - 
apply(boot.ls.xy$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*0.025])  
    CI.boot.ls.xy[i,]=c(boot.low.ls.xy[1],boot.high.ls.xy[1], 
    boot.low.ls.xy[2],boot.high.ls.xy[2], 
    boot.low.ls.xy[3],boot.high.ls.xy[3], 
    boot.low.ls.xy[4],boot.high.ls.xy[4], 
    boot.low.ls.xy[5],boot.high.ls.xy[5], 
    boot.low.ls.xy[6],boot.high.ls.xy[6], 
    boot.low.ls.xy[7],boot.high.ls.xy[7], 
    boot.low.ls.xy[8],boot.high.ls.xy[8], 
    boot.low.ls.xy[9],boot.high.ls.xy[9], 
    boot.low.ls.xy[10],boot.high.ls.xy[10]) 
    # coverage 
    amp1.coverage.boot.ls.xy=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.ls.xy[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.ls.xy[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.boot.ls.xy=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.ls.xy[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.ls.xy[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.boot.ls.xy=I(cx.true>=boot.low.ls.xy[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.ls.xy[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.boot.ls.xy=I(cy.true>=boot.low.ls.xy[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.ls.xy[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.boot.ls.xy=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.ls.xy[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.ls.xy[5])*1 
    area.coverage.boot.ls.xy=I(area.true>=boot.low.ls.xy[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.ls.xy[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.boot.ls.xy=I(lag.true.hr>=boot.low.ls.xy[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=boot.high.ls.xy[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.boot.ls.xy=I(retention.true>=boot.low.ls.xy[8] & 
retention.true<=boot.high.ls.xy[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.boot.ls.xy=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.ls.xy[9] & 
coercion.true<=boot.high.ls.xy[9])*1 
    beta.split.coverage.boot.ls.xy=I(beta.split.true>=boot.low.ls.xy[10] & 
beta.split.true<=boot.high.ls.xy[10])*1 
    coverage.boot.ls.xy[i,]=c(amp1.coverage.boot.ls.xy, 
















































































estimate.ls.xy<-c(amp1.est.ls.xy, amp2.est.ls.xy, cx.est.ls.xy, cy.est.ls.xy, 
theta.est.ls.xy, area.est.ls.xy, lag.est.ls.xy, retention.est.ls.xy, 
coercion.est.ls.xy, beta.split.est.ls.xy) 
 
bias.ls.xy<- estimate.ls.xy- simulated 













     se.ls.xy<-c(amp1.se.ls.xy, amp2.se.ls.xy, cx.se.ls.xy, cy.se.ls.xy, 
























     ese.ls.xy<-c(amp1.ese.ls.xy, amp2.ese.ls.xy, cx.ese.ls.xy, cy.ese.ls.xy, 




























     lowCI.ls.xy<-c(amp1.low.ls.xy, amp2.low.ls.xy, cx.low.ls.xy, 
cy.low.ls.xy, theta.low.ls.xy, area.low.ls.xy, lag.low.ls.xy, 
retention.low.ls.xy, coercion.low.ls.xy, beta.split.low.ls.xy) 
     highCI.ls.xy<-c(amp1.high.ls.xy, amp2.high.ls.xy, cx.high.ls.xy, 
cy.high.ls.xy, theta.high.ls.xy, area.high.ls.xy, lag.high.ls.xy, 






























     est.boot.ls.xy<-c(amp1.boot.est.ls.xy, amp2.boot.est.ls.xy, 
cx.boot.est.ls.xy, cy.boot.est.ls.xy, theta.boot.est.ls.xy, 
area.boot.est.ls.xy, lag.boot.est.ls.xy, retention.boot.est.ls.xy, 
coercion.boot.est.ls.xy, beta.split.boot.est.ls.xy) 
 
# boot bias 
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amp1.boot.bias.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.bias[,1],na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.bias.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.bias[,2],na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.bias.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.bias[,3],na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.bias.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.bias[,4],na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.bias.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.bias[,5],na.rm = T) 
area.boot.bias.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.bias[,6],na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.bias.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.bias[,7],na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.bias.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.bias[,8],na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.bias.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.bias[,9],na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.bias.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.bias[,10],na.rm = T) 
     bias.boot.ls.xy<-c(amp1.boot.bias.ls.xy, amp2.boot.bias.ls.xy, 
cx.boot.bias.ls.xy, cy.boot.bias.ls.xy, theta.boot.bias.ls.xy, 
area.boot.bias.ls.xy, lag.boot.bias.ls.xy, retention.boot.bias.ls.xy, 
coercion.boot.bias.ls.xy, beta.split.boot.bias.ls.xy) 
 
# boot se 
amp1.boot.se.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.se[,1],na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.se.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.se[,2],na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.se.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.se[,3],na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.se.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.se[,4],na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.se.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.se[,5],na.rm = T) 
area.boot.se.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.se[,6],na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.se.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.se[,7],na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.se.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.se[,8],na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.se.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.se[,9],na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.se.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$boot.se[,10],na.rm = T) 
     se.boot.ls.xy<-c(amp1.boot.se.ls.xy, amp2.boot.se.ls.xy, 
cx.boot.se.ls.xy, cy.boot.se.ls.xy, theta.boot.se.ls.xy, area.boot.se.ls.xy, 
lag.boot.se.ls.xy, retention.boot.se.ls.xy, coercion.boot.se.ls.xy, 
beta.split.boot.se.ls.xy) 
 
# boot CI 
amp1.boot.low.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,1],na.rm = T) 
amp1.boot.high.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,2],na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.low.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,3],na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.high.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,4],na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.low.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,5],na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.high.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,6],na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.low.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,7],na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.high.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,8],na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.low.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,9],na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.high.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,10],na.rm = T) 
area.boot.low.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,11],na.rm = T) 
area.boot.high.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,12],na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.low.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,13],na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.high.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,14],na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.low.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,15],na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.high.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,16],na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.low.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,17],na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.high.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,18],na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.low.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,19],na.rm = T)*180/pi 
beta.split.boot.high.ls.xy<-mean(ls.xy.list$CI.boot[,20],na.rm = T)*180/pi 
     lowCI.boot.ls.xy<-c(amp1.boot.low.ls.xy, amp2.boot.low.ls.xy, 
cx.boot.low.ls.xy, cy.boot.low.ls.xy, theta.boot.low.ls.xy, 
area.boot.low.ls.xy, lag.boot.low.ls.xy, retention.boot.low.ls.xy, 
coercion.boot.low.ls.xy, beta.split.boot.low.ls.xy) 
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     highCI.boot.ls.xy<-c(amp1.boot.high.ls.xy, amp2.boot.high.ls.xy, 
cx.boot.high.ls.xy, cy.boot.high.ls.xy, theta.boot.high.ls.xy, 
area.boot.high.ls.xy, lag.boot.high.ls.xy, retention.boot.high.ls.xy, 
coercion.boot.high.ls.xy, beta.split.boot.high.ls.xy) 
 
# boot coverage 
amp1.boot.coverage.ls.xy<-sum(ls.xy.list$coverage.boot[,1],na.rm = T)/N 
amp2.boot.coverage.ls.xy<-sum(ls.xy.list$coverage.boot[,2],na.rm = T)/N 
cx.boot.coverage.ls.xy<-sum(ls.xy.list$coverage.boot[,3],na.rm = T)/N 
cy.boot.coverage.ls.xy<-sum(ls.xy.list$coverage.boot[,4],na.rm = T)/N 
theta.boot.coverage.ls.xy<-sum(ls.xy.list$coverage.boot[,5],na.rm = T)/N 
area.boot.coverage.ls.xy<-sum(ls.xy.list$coverage.boot[,6],na.rm = T)/N 
lag.boot.coverage.ls.xy<-sum(ls.xy.list$coverage.boot[,7],na.rm = T)/N 
retention.boot.coverage.ls.xy<-sum(ls.xy.list$coverage.boot[,8],na.rm = T)/N 
coercion.boot.coverage.ls.xy<-sum(ls.xy.list$coverage.boot[,9],na.rm = T)/N 
beta.split.boot.coverage.ls.xy<-sum(ls.xy.list$coverage.boot[,10],na.rm = 
T)/N 











lowCI.boot.ls.xy, highCI.boot.ls.xy, coverage.boot.ls.xy) 












boot.est.ese = apply(ls.xy.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2, sd) 
 











## Section 4.3.5 Simulation: Nonlinear ## 
######################################### 
 
output.path="C:/Users/AMP/Desktop/Fan/Journal/Simulate using Amp/Hahn 
simulation/With geom dist/Before boot/4 
distances/Output.path/residual/boot.ci and new lapshin/with split/Boot 
correction/Studentized/Lags/nls bootstrapping lag1 Med.csv" 
save.path="C:/Users/AMP/Desktop/Fan/Journal/Simulate using Amp/Hahn 
simulation/With geom dist/Before boot/4 
distances/Output.path/residual/boot.ci and new lapshin/with split/Boot 


















estimates.nls.polar<-matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=10) ;    SE.nls.polar<-
matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=10) ;  











boot.est.nls.polar<-matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=10);      
boot.bias.nls.polar<-matrix(data=NA,nrow=N,ncol=10); 





























beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 






















  t<-(0:24) 
  rad<-t/12*pi 
 
set.seed(14542) 







  x=wr1 +  amp1.true*cos(rad+Ta.phase.true)+cx.true 
  y=wr2 +  amp2.true*cos(rad+Ta.phase.true-lag.true)+cy.true 
 
 
    D <- matrix( c(x*x,  x*y,  y*y,  x,  y,  rep(1,length(x))),ncol=6) 
    S <- t(D)%*%D; 
    c0<-numeric(36) 
    c0[3] <- -2 
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    c0[8] <- 1 
    c0[13]<- -2 
    C <- matrix( c0, ncol=6) 
     
    invS<-solve(S,tol=1e-30) 
    gevec <- eigen(invS%*%C)$vectors 
    geval <- eigen(invS%*%C)$values 
     
    NegEigval <- geval[geval<0] 
    NegIndex <- match(NegEigval, geval) 
    a.eigvec<-gevec[,NegIndex] 
     
    theta = atan2(a.eigvec[2],a.eigvec[1]-a.eigvec[3])/2 
     
    ct = cos(theta) 
    st = sin(theta) 
    ap = a.eigvec[1]*ct*ct + a.eigvec[2]*ct*st + a.eigvec[3]*st*st 
    cp = a.eigvec[1]*st*st - a.eigvec[2]*ct*st + a.eigvec[3]*ct*ct 
    Tmatrix <- 
matrix(c(a.eigvec[1],a.eigvec[2]/2,a.eigvec[2]/2,a.eigvec[3] ), nrow=2) 
    temp <- c(a.eigvec[4], a.eigvec[5]) 
    t. = -solve(2*Tmatrix)%*%temp 
    cx = t.[1,] 
    cy = t.[2,] 
    val = t(t.) %*% Tmatrix %*% t.; 
    scale. = 1 / (val- a.eigvec[6]) 
     
    # get major/minor axis radii 
    r1 = 1/sqrt(scale.*ap) 
    r2 = 1/sqrt(scale.*cp) 
     
    rotated.angle<- 180*theta/pi  # rotated angle in degree 
    #while(rotated.angle <0 || rotated.angle>45){ 
    #if (rotated.angle>90) {rotated.angle=rotated.angle-90 }  
    #else if(rotated.angle>45 && rotated.angle<90) {rotated.angle=90-
rotated.angle}  
    #else if(rotated.angle<0 && rotated.angle>-45) {rotated.angle= -
rotated.angle}  
    #else if(rotated.angle<= (-45)) {rotated.angle=rotated.angle+90} 
    #} 
    rotated.angle_r=rotated.angle*pi/180 
 
    major<-max(r1,r2) 
    minor<-min(r1,r2) 
    amp1.temp<-sqrt((major*cos(theta))^2+(minor*sin(theta))^2) 
    amp2.temp<-sqrt((major*sin(theta))^2+(minor*cos(theta))^2) 
 
    z=rnorm(length(x),1,0.000001) 
     
    nls.polar.fit<-nls(z~  
     ( cos(theta.o*pi/180)*(x-cx)+sin(theta.o*pi/180)*(y-
cy))^2/(((amp1)^2+(amp2)^2+((amp1)^2-(amp2)^2)/((cos(theta.o*pi/180))^2-
(sin(theta.o*pi/180))^2))/2)      + (-sin(theta.o*pi/180)*(x-
cx)+cos(theta.o*pi/180)*(y-cy))^2/((amp1^2+amp2^2-(amp1^2-
amp2^2)/((cos(theta.o*pi/180))^2-(sin(theta.o*pi/180))^2))/2),  
     start=list( 
     amp1=max(amp1.temp,amp2.temp), 
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     amp2=min(amp1.temp,amp2.temp), 
     cx=cx,cy=cy,theta.o=rotated.angle),control=list(tol=1e-6,minFactor=1e-
6,maxiter=1000),trace=F 
    ) 
 
    #summary(nls.polar.fit) 
    amp1.nls.polar<-
max(abs(coef(nls.polar.fit)[1]),abs(coef(nls.polar.fit)[2])) 
    amp2.nls.polar<-
min(abs(coef(nls.polar.fit)[1]),abs(coef(nls.polar.fit)[2])) 
         
    rotated.angle_o.nls.polar<-coef(nls.polar.fit)[5] 
     if (rotated.angle_o.nls.polar>=90) 
{rotated.angle_o.nls.polar=rotated.angle_o.nls.polar-90 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.nls.polar>=45 && rotated.angle_o.nls.polar<90) 
{rotated.angle_o.nls.polar=90-rotated.angle_o.nls.polar 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.nls.polar<0 && rotated.angle_o.nls.polar>-45) 
{rotated.angle_o.nls.polar= -rotated.angle_o.nls.polar 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.nls.polar< (-45)) 
{rotated.angle_o.nls.polar=rotated.angle_o.nls.polar+90} 
    rotated.angle_r.nls.polar<-rotated.angle_o.nls.polar*pi/180 
     
        
     
     
 














    cx.nls.polar=coef(nls.polar.fit)[3] 
    cy.nls.polar=coef(nls.polar.fit)[4] 
     
    v.nls.polar<- c(amp1.nls.polar, amp2.nls.polar, cx.nls.polar, 
cy.nls.polar, rotated.angle_o.nls.polar) 
 





    area.nls.polar<-major.nls.polar* minor.nls.polar*pi 
    coercion.nls.polar= amp1.nls.polar*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar/12*pi) 
    retention.nls.polar= amp2.nls.polar*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar/12*pi) 
     beta.split.nls.polar = atan2(sqrt(amp2.nls.polar^2-
retention.nls.polar^2),amp1.nls.polar) 
     beta.split.nls.polar.o = beta.split.nls.polar*180/pi 
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     estimates.nls.polar[i,]<- c(v.nls.polar,area.nls.polar, 
lag.hr.nls.polar, retention.nls.polar, 
coercion.nls.polar,beta.split.nls.polar) 
      
    srad=sin(rad) 
    crad=cos(rad) 
    ZZ=cbind(srad,crad,rep(1,length(srad))) 
    phase.Ta.nls.polar = atan2((- c(1,0,0)%*% 
solve(t(ZZ)%*%ZZ)%*%t(ZZ)%*%x),(c(0,1,0)%*% solve(t(ZZ)%*%ZZ)%*%t(ZZ)%*%x)) 
    x.pred= amp1.nls.polar*cos(rad+phase.Ta.nls.polar)+cx.nls.polar 
    y.pred= amp2.nls.polar*cos(rad+phase.Ta.nls.polar-
lag.hr.nls.polar*pi/12)+cy.nls.polar 
 
     h.Ta = diag(x %*% solve(t(x) %*% x) %*% t(x)) 
     h.Tb = diag(y %*% solve(t(y) %*% y) %*% t(y)) 
     r.Ta = (x-x.pred)/sqrt(1-h.Ta) 
     r.Tb = (y-y.pred)/sqrt(1-h.Tb)      
     Ta.resid= r.Ta 




    # SE 


















     





























      






    MSE.nls.polar[i,]<-
sum(Ta.resid^2+Tb.resid^2)/(length(Ta.resid)+length(Tb.resid)) 
 
    # t profile 
    # CI 
    CI.profile.nls.polar<-confint.default(nls.polar.fit, level=.95)     # 
profile CI 
     
     rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar<-CI.profile.nls.polar[,1][5] 
     if (rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar>=90) 
{rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar=rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar-90 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar>=45 && 
rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar<90) 
{rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar=90-rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar<0 && 
rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar>-45) 
{rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar= -rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar< (-45)) 
{rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar=rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar+90} 
    rotated.angle_r.tprof.low.nls.polar<-
rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar*pi/180 
     
     rotated.angle_o.tprof.high.nls.polar<-CI.profile.nls.polar[,2][5] 
     if (rotated.angle_o.tprof.high.nls.polar>=90) 
{rotated.angle_o.tprof.high.nls.polar=rotated.angle_o.tprof.high.nls.polar-
90 




    } else if(rotated.angle_o.tprof.high.nls.polar<0 && 
rotated.angle_o.tprof.high.nls.polar>-45) 
{rotated.angle_o.tprof.high.nls.polar= -rotated.angle_o.tprof.high.nls.polar 




    rotated.angle_r.tprof.high.nls.polar<-
rotated.angle_o.tprof.high.nls.polar*pi/180 
 
     tprof.low.nls.polar[i,]<- 
c(CI.profile.nls.polar[,1][1:4],rotated.angle_o.tprof.low.nls.polar,NA,NA,NA
,NA,NA) 
     tprof.high.nls.polar[i,]<- 
c(CI.profile.nls.polar[,2][1:4],rotated.angle_o.tprof.high.nls.polar,NA,NA,N
A,NA,NA) 
      
     # coverage 
     amp1.coverage.tprof.nls.polar=I(amp1.true>=tprof.low.nls.polar[i,][1] & 
amp1.true<=tprof.high.nls.polar[i,][1])*1 
     amp2.coverage.tprof.nls.polar=I(amp2.true>=tprof.low.nls.polar[i,][2] & 
amp2.true<=tprof.high.nls.polar[i,][2])*1 
     cx.coverage.tprof.nls.polar=I(cx.true>=tprof.low.nls.polar[i,][3] & 
cx.true<=tprof.high.nls.polar[i,][3])*1 
     cy.coverage.tprof.nls.polar=I(cy.true>=tprof.low.nls.polar[i,][4] & 
cy.true<=tprof.high.nls.polar[i,][4])*1 
     
theta.coverage.tprof.nls.polar=I(theta.true.o>=tprof.low.nls.polar[i,][5] & 
theta.true.o<=tprof.high.nls.polar[i,][5])*1 
     coverage.tprof.nls.polar[i,]=c(amp1.coverage.tprof.nls.polar, 
amp2.coverage.tprof.nls.polar, cx.coverage.tprof.nls.polar, 
cy.coverage.tprof.nls.polar, theta.coverage.tprof.nls.polar,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA) 
    # mass confint.nls 
 
     
    # wald: CI coverage 
    tcrit.nls.polar=qt(0.975,df.residual(nls.polar.fit)) 
    CI_Lower.nls.polar = estimates.nls.polar[i,] -tcrit.nls.polar * 
SE.nls.polar[i,] 
    CI_Upper.nls.polar = estimates.nls.polar[i,] +tcrit.nls.polar * 
SE.nls.polar[i,] 
    #CI.wald.nls.polar = cbind(CI_Lower.nls.polar, CI_Upper.nls.polar) 
 
     CI.wald.nls.polar[i,] = c(CI_Lower.nls.polar[1],CI_Upper.nls.polar[1], 
     CI_Lower.nls.polar[2],CI_Upper.nls.polar[2], 
     CI_Lower.nls.polar[3],CI_Upper.nls.polar[3], 
     CI_Lower.nls.polar[4],CI_Upper.nls.polar[4], 
     CI_Lower.nls.polar[5],CI_Upper.nls.polar[5], 
     CI_Lower.nls.polar[6],CI_Upper.nls.polar[6], 
     CI_Lower.nls.polar[7],CI_Upper.nls.polar[7], 
     CI_Lower.nls.polar[8],CI_Upper.nls.polar[8], 
     CI_Lower.nls.polar[9],CI_Upper.nls.polar[9], 
     CI_Lower.nls.polar[10],CI_Upper.nls.polar[10]) 
  
     amp1.coverage.wald.nls.polar=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.nls.polar[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.nls.polar[1])*1 
     amp2.coverage.wald.nls.polar=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.nls.polar[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.nls.polar[2])*1 
     cx.coverage.wald.nls.polar=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.nls.polar[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.nls.polar[3])*1 
     cy.coverage.wald.nls.polar=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.nls.polar[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.nls.polar[4])*1 
     theta.coverage.wald.nls.polar=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.nls.polar[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.nls.polar[5])*1 
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     area.coverage.wald.nls.polar=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.nls.polar[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.nls.polar[6])*1 
     lag.coverage.wald.nls.polar=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.nls.polar[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.nls.polar[7])*1 
     
retention.coverage.wald.nls.polar=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.nls.polar[8] & 
retention.true<=CI_Upper.nls.polar[8])*1 
     coercion.coverage.wald.nls.polar=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.nls.polar[9] 
& coercion.true<=CI_Upper.nls.polar[9])*1 
     
beta.split.coverage.wald.nls.polar=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.nls.polar[10] 
& beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.nls.polar[10])*1 
      







    # sandwich 
    # CI      
    sandwich.nls.polar=coeftest(nls.polar.fit,vcov = sandwich) 
     rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar<-(sandwich.nls.polar)[,1][5] 
     if (rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar>=90) 
{rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar=rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar-90 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar>=45 && 
rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar<90) 
{rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar=90-rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar<0 && 
rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar>-45) {rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar= 
-rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar< (-45)) 
{rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar=rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar+90} 
    rotated.angle_r.sandwich.nls.polar<-
rotated.angle_o.sandwich.nls.polar*pi/180 
     
 
     
sandwich.est.nls.polar[i,]=c(sandwich.nls.polar[,1][1:4],rotated.angle_o.san
dwich.nls.polar,NA,NA,NA,NA,NA) 
     sandwich.se.nls.polar[i,]=c(sandwich.nls.polar[,2],NA,NA,NA,NA,NA) 
  
     sandwich.low.nls.polar = sandwich.est.nls.polar[i,] -
tcrit.nls.polar*sandwich.se.nls.polar[i,] 
     sandwich.high.nls.polar = sandwich.est.nls.polar[i,] 
+tcrit.nls.polar*sandwich.se.nls.polar[i,] 
     
CI.sandwich.nls.polar[i,]=c(sandwich.low.nls.polar[1],sandwich.high.nls.pola
r[1], 
     sandwich.low.nls.polar[2],sandwich.high.nls.polar[2], 
     sandwich.low.nls.polar[3],sandwich.high.nls.polar[3], 
     sandwich.low.nls.polar[4],sandwich.high.nls.polar[4], 
     sandwich.low.nls.polar[5],sandwich.high.nls.polar[5], 
     sandwich.low.nls.polar[6],sandwich.high.nls.polar[6], 
     sandwich.low.nls.polar[7],sandwich.high.nls.polar[7], 
     sandwich.low.nls.polar[8],sandwich.high.nls.polar[8], 
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     sandwich.low.nls.polar[9],sandwich.high.nls.polar[9], 
     sandwich.low.nls.polar[10],sandwich.high.nls.polar[10]) 
     # coverage 
     amp1.coverage.sandwich.nls.polar=I(amp1.true>=sandwich.low.nls.polar[1] 
& amp1.true<=sandwich.high.nls.polar[1])*1 
     amp2.coverage.sandwich.nls.polar=I(amp2.true>=sandwich.low.nls.polar[2] 
& amp2.true<=sandwich.high.nls.polar[2])*1 
     cx.coverage.sandwich.nls.polar=I(cx.true>=sandwich.low.nls.polar[3] & 
cx.true<=sandwich.high.nls.polar[3])*1 
     cy.coverage.sandwich.nls.polar=I(cy.true>=sandwich.low.nls.polar[4] & 
cy.true<=sandwich.high.nls.polar[4])*1 
     
theta.coverage.sandwich.nls.polar=I(theta.true.o>=sandwich.low.nls.polar[5] 
& theta.true.o<=sandwich.high.nls.polar[5])*1 











  d2<-d[i,] 
  t<-(0:24) 
  rad.boot<-t/12*pi 
  x.boot<-d2$x.resid +  x.pred 
  y.boot<-d2$y.resid +  y.pred 
 
   
    D.boot <- matrix( c(x.boot*x.boot,  x.boot*y.boot,  y.boot*y.boot,  
x.boot,  y.boot,  rep(1,length(x.boot))),ncol=6) 
    S.boot <- t(D.boot)%*%D.boot 
    c0.boot<-numeric(36) 
    c0.boot[3] <- -2 
    c0.boot[8] <- 1 
    c0.boot[13]<- -2 
    C.boot <- matrix( c0.boot, ncol=6) 
     
    invS.boot<-solve(S.boot,tol=1e-30) 
    gevec.boot <- eigen(invS.boot%*%C.boot)$vectors 
    geval.boot <- eigen(invS.boot%*%C.boot)$values 
     
    NegEigval.boot <- geval.boot[geval.boot<0] 
    NegIndex.boot <- match(NegEigval.boot, geval.boot) 
    a.eigvec.boot<-gevec.boot[,NegIndex.boot] 
     
    theta.boot = atan2(a.eigvec.boot[2],a.eigvec.boot[1]-a.eigvec.boot[3])/2 
     
    ct.boot = cos(theta.boot) 
    st.boot = sin(theta.boot) 
    ap.boot = a.eigvec.boot[1]*ct.boot*ct.boot + 
a.eigvec.boot[2]*ct.boot*st.boot + a.eigvec.boot[3]*st.boot*st.boot 
    cp.boot = a.eigvec.boot[1]*st.boot*st.boot - 
a.eigvec.boot[2]*ct.boot*st.boot + a.eigvec.boot[3]*ct.boot*ct.boot 
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    Tmatrix.boot <- 
matrix(c(a.eigvec.boot[1],a.eigvec.boot[2]/2,a.eigvec.boot[2]/2,a.eigvec.boo
t[3] ), nrow=2) 
    temp.boot <- c(a.eigvec.boot[4], a.eigvec.boot[5]) 
    t.boot. = -solve(2*Tmatrix.boot,tol=1e-30)%*%temp.boot 
    cx.boot = t.boot.[1,] 
    cy.boot = t.boot.[2,] 
    val.boot = t(t.boot.) %*% Tmatrix.boot %*% t.boot.; 
    scale.boot. = 1 / (val.boot- a.eigvec.boot[6]) 
     
    # get major/minor axis radii 
    r1.boot = 1/sqrt(scale.boot.*ap.boot) 
    r2.boot = 1/sqrt(scale.boot.*cp.boot) 
     
    rotated.angle.boot<- 180*theta.boot/pi  # rotated angle in degree 
    if (rotated.angle.boot>90) { rotated.angle.boot=rotated.angle.boot-90  
    } else if(rotated.angle.boot>45 && rotated.angle.boot<90) 
{rotated.angle.boot=90-rotated.angle.boot 
    } else if(rotated.angle.boot<0 && rotated.angle.boot>-45) 
{rotated.angle.boot=-rotated.angle.boot 
    } else if(rotated.angle.boot<= (-45)) 
{rotated.angle.boot=rotated.angle.boot+90} 
     
    rotated.angle_r.boot=rotated.angle.boot*pi/180 
     
    major.nls.polar.boot<-max(r1.boot,r2.boot) 
    minor.nls.polar.boot<-min(r1.boot,r2.boot) 
     








     
    v.nls.polar.boot<- c(amp1.nls.polar.boot, amp2.nls.polar.boot, cx.boot, 
cy.boot, rotated.angle.boot) 
 





    area.nls.polar.boot<-
amp1.nls.polar.boot*amp2.nls.polar.boot*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar.boot*pi/12)*pi 
    coercion.nls.polar.boot= 
amp1.nls.polar.boot*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar.boot/12*pi) 
    retention.nls.polar.boot= 
amp2.nls.polar.boot*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar.boot/12*pi) 
     beta.split.nls.polar.boot = atan2(sqrt(amp2.nls.polar.boot^2-
retention.nls.polar.boot^2),amp1.nls.polar.boot) 
     beta.split.nls.polar.o.boot = beta.split.nls.polar.boot*180/pi 
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     estimates.nls.polar.boot<- c(v.nls.polar.boot,area.nls.polar.boot, 
lag.hr.nls.polar.boot, retention.nls.polar.boot, 
coercion.nls.polar.boot,beta.split.nls.polar.boot) 







    #bootstrap 
    sim.data<-data.frame(cbind(Ta.resid,Tb.resid)) 
    colnames(sim.data)<-c("x.resid","y.resid")     
    boot.nls.polar <- boot(sim.data, nls.polar.boot, R=999) 
    boot.est.nls.polar[i,]<- 2*estimates.nls.polar[i,] - 
apply(boot.nls.polar$t,2,mean) 
    boot.bias.nls.polar[i,]<- boot.est.nls.polar[i,]-simulated 
    boot.se.nls.polar[i,]<-apply(boot.nls.polar$t,2,sd) 
 
    boot.low.nls.polar = 2*estimates.nls.polar[i,] - 
apply(boot.nls.polar$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*(1-0.025)]) 
    boot.high.nls.polar = 2*estimates.nls.polar[i,] - 
apply(boot.nls.polar$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*0.025])  
     CI.boot.nls.polar[i,]=c(boot.low.nls.polar[1],boot.high.nls.polar[1], 
     boot.low.nls.polar[2],boot.high.nls.polar[2], 
     boot.low.nls.polar[3],boot.high.nls.polar[3], 
     boot.low.nls.polar[4],boot.high.nls.polar[4], 
     boot.low.nls.polar[5],boot.high.nls.polar[5], 
     boot.low.nls.polar[6],boot.high.nls.polar[6], 
     boot.low.nls.polar[7],boot.high.nls.polar[7], 
     boot.low.nls.polar[8],boot.high.nls.polar[8], 
     boot.low.nls.polar[9],boot.high.nls.polar[9], 
     boot.low.nls.polar[10],boot.high.nls.polar[10]) 
     # coverage 
     amp1.coverage.boot.nls.polar=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.nls.polar[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.nls.polar[1])*1 
     amp2.coverage.boot.nls.polar=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.nls.polar[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.nls.polar[2])*1 
     cx.coverage.boot.nls.polar=I(cx.true>=boot.low.nls.polar[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.nls.polar[3])*1 
     cy.coverage.boot.nls.polar=I(cy.true>=boot.low.nls.polar[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.nls.polar[4])*1 
     theta.coverage.boot.nls.polar=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.nls.polar[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.nls.polar[5])*1 
     area.coverage.boot.nls.polar=I(area.true>=boot.low.nls.polar[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.nls.polar[6])*1 
     lag.coverage.boot.nls.polar=I(lag.true.hr>=boot.low.nls.polar[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=boot.high.nls.polar[7])*1 
     
retention.coverage.boot.nls.polar=I(retention.true>=boot.low.nls.polar[8] & 
retention.true<=boot.high.nls.polar[8])*1 
     coercion.coverage.boot.nls.polar=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.nls.polar[9] 
& coercion.true<=boot.high.nls.polar[9])*1 










      





























































































bias.nls.polar<- estimate.nls.polar- simulated 
biasperc.nls.polar<- (estimate.nls.polar- simulated)/simulated 
  












se.nls.polar<-c(amp1.se.nls.polar, amp2.se.nls.polar, cx.se.nls.polar, 


























ese.nls.polar<-c(amp1.ese.nls.polar, amp2.ese.nls.polar, cx.ese.nls.polar, 




























































































































































































     boot.est.nls.polar<-c(amp1.boot.est.nls.polar, amp2.boot.est.nls.polar, 

















     boot.bias.nls.polar<-c(amp1.boot.bias.nls.polar, 
amp2.boot.bias.nls.polar, cx.boot.bias.nls.polar, cy.boot.bias.nls.polar, 















     boot.se.nls.polar<-c(amp1.boot.se.nls.polar, amp2.boot.se.nls.polar, 
cx.boot.se.nls.polar, cy.boot.se.nls.polar, theta.boot.se.nls.polar, 
area.boot.se.nls.polar, lag.boot.se.nls.polar, retention.boot.se.nls.polar, 
coercion.boot.se.nls.polar, beta.split.boot.se.nls.polar) 
  





















     lowCI.boot.nls.polar<-c(amp1.boot.low.nls.polar, 
amp2.boot.low.nls.polar, cx.boot.low.nls.polar, cy.boot.low.nls.polar, 
theta.boot.low.nls.polar, area.boot.low.nls.polar, lag.boot.low.nls.polar, 
retention.boot.low.nls.polar, coercion.boot.low.nls.polar, 
beta.split.boot.low.nls.polar) 
     highCI.boot.nls.polar<-c(amp1.boot.high.nls.polar, 
amp2.boot.high.nls.polar, cx.boot.high.nls.polar, cy.boot.high.nls.polar, 
























result.nls.polar<-cbind(simulated, estimate.nls.polar, bias.nls.polar, 






lowCI.boot.nls.polar, highCI.boot.nls.polar, boot.coverage.nls.polar) 
colnames(result.nls.polar)<-c("True","Estimate", 








boot.ese.nls.polar = apply(nls.polar.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2,sd) 
 









######### Section 4.3.6-4.3.7 ######### 














  rad = pi*t/12 
   
    D <- matrix( c(x*x,  x*y,  y*y,  x,  y,  rep(1,length(x))),ncol=6) 
    S <- t(D)%*%D; 
    c0<-numeric(36) 
    c0[3] <- -2 
    c0[8] <- 1 
    c0[13]<- -2 
    C <- matrix( c0, ncol=6) 
     
    invS<-solve(S,tol=1e-30) 
    gevec <- eigen(invS%*%C)$vectors 
    geval <- eigen(invS%*%C)$values 
     
    NegEigval <- geval[geval<0] 
    NegIndex <- match(NegEigval, geval) 
    a.eigvec<-gevec[,NegIndex] 
     
    theta = atan2(a.eigvec[2],a.eigvec[1]-a.eigvec[3])/2 
     
    ct = cos(theta) 
    st = sin(theta) 
    ap = a.eigvec[1]*ct*ct + a.eigvec[2]*ct*st + a.eigvec[3]*st*st 
    cp = a.eigvec[1]*st*st - a.eigvec[2]*ct*st + a.eigvec[3]*ct*ct 
    Tmatrix <- 
matrix(c(a.eigvec[1],a.eigvec[2]/2,a.eigvec[2]/2,a.eigvec[3] ), nrow=2) 
    temp <- c(a.eigvec[4], a.eigvec[5]) 
    t. = -solve(2*Tmatrix)%*%temp 
    cx = t.[1,] 
    cy = t.[2,] 
    val = t(t.) %*% Tmatrix %*% t.; 
    scale. = 1 / (val- a.eigvec[6]) 
     
    # get major/minor axis radii 
    r1 = 1/sqrt(scale.*ap) 
    r2 = 1/sqrt(scale.*cp) 
     
    rotated.angle<- 180*theta/pi  # rotated angle in degree 
    while(rotated.angle<0){rotated.angle<-90+rotated.angle} 
    rotated.angle_r<-rotated.angle/180*pi 
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    major.nls.polar<-max(r1,r2) 
    minor.nls.polar<-min(r1,r2) 
     
    z=rnorm(length(x),1,0.000001) 
    nls.polar.fit<-nls(z~  
     ( cos(theta.o*pi/180)*(x-cx)+sin(theta.o*pi/180)*(y-
cy))^2/(((amp1)^2+(amp2)^2+((amp1)^2-(amp2)^2)/((cos(theta.o*pi/180))^2-
(sin(theta.o*pi/180))^2))/2)      + (-sin(theta.o*pi/180)*(x-
cx)+cos(theta.o*pi/180)*(y-cy))^2/((amp1^2+amp2^2-(amp1^2-
amp2^2)/((cos(theta.o*pi/180))^2-(sin(theta.o*pi/180))^2))/2),  
     start=list( 
     
amp1=sqrt((major.nls.polar*cos(rotated.angle*pi/180))^2+(minor.nls.polar*sin
(rotated.angle*pi/180))^2), 
     
amp2=sqrt((major.nls.polar*sin(rotated.angle*pi/180))^2+(minor.nls.polar*cos
(rotated.angle*pi/180))^2), 
     cx=cx,cy=cy,theta.o=rotated.angle),control=(tol=1e-3),trace=F 
    ) 
 
    #summary(nls.polar.fit) 
    amp1.nls.polar<-max(coef(nls.polar.fit)[1],coef(nls.polar.fit)[2]) 
    amp2.nls.polar<-min(coef(nls.polar.fit)[1],coef(nls.polar.fit)[2]) 
     
    rotated.angle_r.nls.polar<-coef(nls.polar.fit)[5]*pi/180 
 
    major.nls.polar<-
sqrt((((amp1.nls.polar)^2+(amp2.nls.polar)^2+((amp1.nls.polar)^2-
(amp2.nls.polar)^2)/((cos(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar))^2-
(sin(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar))^2))/2)  ) 
    minor.nls.polar<-sqrt((amp1.nls.polar^2+amp2.nls.polar^2-
(amp1.nls.polar^2-amp2.nls.polar^2)/((cos(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar))^2-
(sin(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar))^2))/2) 
     
    v.nls.polar<- c(amp1.nls.polar, amp2.nls.polar, coef(nls.polar.fit)[3], 
coef(nls.polar.fit)[4], rotated.angle_r.nls.polar*180/pi) 
 





    area.nls.polar<-major.nls.polar* minor.nls.polar*pi 
    coercion.nls.polar= amp1.nls.polar*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar/12*pi) 
    retention.nls.polar= amp2.nls.polar*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar/12*pi) 
    estimates.nls.polar <- c(v.nls.polar,area.nls.polar, lag.hr.nls.polar, 
retention.nls.polar, coercion.nls.polar,major.nls.polar,minor.nls.polar) 
     
 















     
























    MSE.nls.polar<-(summary(nls.polar.fit)$sigma)^2 
 
 
     
    # wald: CI  
    tcrit.nls.polar=qt(0.975,df.residual(nls.polar.fit)) 
#    CI_Lower.nls.polar = estimates.nls.polar[i,] -tcrit.nls.polar * 
SE.nls.polar[i,] 




#    CI.wald.nls.polar = c(CI_Lower.nls.polar[1],CI_Upper.nls.polar[1], 
#    CI_Lower.nls.polar[2],CI_Upper.nls.polar[2], 
#    CI_Lower.nls.polar[3],CI_Upper.nls.polar[3], 
#    CI_Lower.nls.polar[4],CI_Upper.nls.polar[4], 
#    CI_Lower.nls.polar[5],CI_Upper.nls.polar[5], 
#    CI_Lower.nls.polar[6],CI_Upper.nls.polar[6], 
#    CI_Lower.nls.polar[7],CI_Upper.nls.polar[7], 
#    CI_Lower.nls.polar[8],CI_Upper.nls.polar[8], 
#    CI_Lower.nls.polar[9],CI_Upper.nls.polar[9]) 
 
    # t profile 
    # CI 
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#    CI.profile.nls.polar<-confint.default(nls.polar.fit, level=.95)     # 
profile CI 
#    tprof.low.nls.polar<- c(CI.profile.nls.polar[,1],NA,NA,NA,NA) 




    # sandwich 
    # CI 
#    sandwich.nls.polar=coeftest(nls.polar.fit,vcov = sandwich) 
#    sandwich.est.nls.polar=c(sandwich.nls.polar[,1],NA,NA,NA,NA) 
#    sandwich.se.nls.polar=c(sandwich.nls.polar[,2],NA,NA,NA,NA) 
 
#    sandwich.low.nls.polar = sandwich.est.nls.polar[i,] -
tcrit.nls.polar*sandwich.se.nls.polar[i,] 
#    sandwich.high.nls.polar = sandwich.est.nls.polar[i,] 
+tcrit.nls.polar*sandwich.se.nls.polar[i,] 
#    
CI.sandwich.nls.polar=c(sandwich.low.nls.polar[1],sandwich.high.nls.polar[1], 
#    sandwich.low.nls.polar[2],sandwich.high.nls.polar[2], 
#    sandwich.low.nls.polar[3],sandwich.high.nls.polar[3], 
#    sandwich.low.nls.polar[4],sandwich.high.nls.polar[4], 
#    sandwich.low.nls.polar[5],sandwich.high.nls.polar[5], 
#    sandwich.low.nls.polar[6],sandwich.high.nls.polar[6], 
#    sandwich.low.nls.polar[7],sandwich.high.nls.polar[7], 
#    sandwich.low.nls.polar[8],sandwich.high.nls.polar[8], 
#    sandwich.low.nls.polar[9],sandwich.high.nls.polar[9]) 
 
     
    #bootstrap 
    fit.Ta<-lm.fit(cbind(rep(1,length(x)),sin(rad),cos(rad)),x)           
    phase.Ta = atan2(-coef(fit.Ta)[2],coef(fit.Ta)[3]);  
phase.Ta.o=phase.Ta*180/pi 
    x.pred<- amp1.nls.polar*cos(pi*t/12+phase.Ta)+coef(nls.polar.fit)[3] 
    y.pred<- amp2.nls.polar*cos(pi*t/12+phase.Ta-







          nls.polar.boot<-function(d,i){ 
          d2<-d[i,] 
          t<-(0:23) 
          rad<-t/12*pi 
          x.boot<-d2$wr1 +  x.pred 
          y.boot<-d2$wr2 +  y.pred 
       
          D <- matrix( c(x.boot*x.boot,  x.boot*y.boot,  y.boot*y.boot,  
x.boot,  y.boot,  rep(1,length(x.boot))),ncol=6) 
          S <- t(D)%*%D; 
          c0<-numeric(36) 
          c0[3] <- -2 
          c0[8] <- 1 
          c0[13]<- -2 
          C <- matrix( c0, ncol=6) 
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          invS<-solve(S,tol=1e-30) 
          gevec <- eigen(invS%*%C)$vectors 
          geval <- eigen(invS%*%C)$values 
           
          NegEigval <- geval[geval<0] 
          NegIndex <- match(NegEigval, geval) 
          a.eigvec<-gevec[,NegIndex] 
           
          theta.boot = atan2(a.eigvec[2],a.eigvec[1]-a.eigvec[3])/2 
           
          ct = cos(theta) 
          st = sin(theta) 
          ap = a.eigvec[1]*ct*ct + a.eigvec[2]*ct*st + a.eigvec[3]*st*st 
          cp = a.eigvec[1]*st*st - a.eigvec[2]*ct*st + a.eigvec[3]*ct*ct 
          Tmatrix <- 
matrix(c(a.eigvec[1],a.eigvec[2]/2,a.eigvec[2]/2,a.eigvec[3] ), nrow=2) 
          temp <- c(a.eigvec[4], a.eigvec[5]) 
          t. = -solve(2*Tmatrix,tol=1e-30)%*%temp 
          cx.boot = t.[1,] 
          cy.boot = t.[2,] 
          val = t(t.) %*% Tmatrix %*% t.; 
          scale. = 1 / (val- a.eigvec[6]) 
           
          # get major/minor axis radii 
          r1.boot = 1/sqrt(scale.*ap) 
          r2.boot = 1/sqrt(scale.*cp) 
           
          rotated.angle.boot<- 180*theta.boot/pi  # rotated angle in degree 
          while(rotated.angle.boot<0){rotated.angle.boot<-
90+rotated.angle.boot} 
          rotated.angle_r.boot<-rotated.angle.boot/180*pi 
           
          major.nls.polar.boot<-max(r1.boot,r2.boot) 
          minor.nls.polar.boot<-min(r1.boot,r2.boot) 
           
          amp1.nls.polar.boot<-
sqrt((major.nls.polar.boot*cos(rotated.angle_r.boot))^2+(minor.nls.polar.boo
t*sin(rotated.angle_r.boot))^2) 
          amp2.nls.polar.boot<-
sqrt((major.nls.polar.boot*sin(rotated.angle_r.boot))^2+(minor.nls.polar.boo
t*cos(rotated.angle_r.boot))^2) 
           
          v.nls.polar.boot<- c(amp1.nls.polar.boot, amp2.nls.polar.boot, 
cx.boot, cy.boot, rotated.angle.boot) 
     
    nls.polar.fit.boot<-nls(z~  
     ( cos(theta.o*pi/180)*(x-cx)+sin(theta.o*pi/180)*(y-
cy))^2/(((amp1)^2+(amp2)^2+((amp1)^2-(amp2)^2)/((cos(theta.o*pi/180))^2-
(sin(theta.o*pi/180))^2))/2)      + (-sin(theta.o*pi/180)*(x-
cx)+cos(theta.o*pi/180)*(y-cy))^2/((amp1^2+amp2^2-(amp1^2-
amp2^2)/((cos(theta.o*pi/180))^2-(sin(theta.o*pi/180))^2))/2),  
     start=list( 
     amp1=max(amp1.nls.polar.boot,amp2.nls.polar.boot), 
     amp2=min(amp1.nls.polar.boot,amp2.nls.polar.boot), 
     cx=cx.boot,cy=cy.boot,theta.o=rotated.angle.boot),control=(tol=1e-
3),trace=F 
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    ) 
 
    #summary(nls.polar.fit) 
    amp1.nls.polar.boot<-
max(coef(nls.polar.fit.boot)[1],coef(nls.polar.fit.boot)[2]) 
    amp2.nls.polar.boot<-
min(coef(nls.polar.fit.boot)[1],coef(nls.polar.fit.boot)[2]) 
     
    rotated.angle_o.nls.polar.boot=coef(nls.polar.fit.boot)[5] 
    
if(coef(nls.polar.fit.boot)[5]>90){rotated.angle_o.nls.polar.boot=coef(nls.p
olar.fit.boot)[5]-90} 
    rotated.angle_r.nls.polar.boot<-rotated.angle_o.nls.polar.boot*pi/180 
 
    major.nls.polar.boot<-
sqrt((((amp1.nls.polar.boot)^2+(amp2.nls.polar.boot)^2+((amp1.nls.polar.boot
)^2-(amp2.nls.polar.boot)^2)/((cos(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar.boot))^2-
(sin(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar.boot))^2))/2)  ) 




     









    area.nls.polar.boot<-major.nls.polar.boot* minor.nls.polar.boot*pi 
    coercion.nls.polar.boot= 
amp1.nls.polar.boot*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar.boot/12*pi) 
    retention.nls.polar.boot= 
amp2.nls.polar.boot*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar.boot/12*pi) 
    estimates.nls.polar.boot <- c(v.nls.polar.boot,area.nls.polar.boot, 
lag.hr.nls.polar.boot, retention.nls.polar.boot, 
coercion.nls.polar.boot,major.nls.polar.boot,minor.nls.polar.boot) 
       





#          area.nls.polar.boot<-major.nls.polar.boot* 
minor.nls.polar.boot*pi 
#          coercion.nls.polar.boot= 
amp1.nls.polar.boot*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar.boot/12*pi) 
#          retention.nls.polar.boot= 
amp2.nls.polar.boot*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar.boot/12*pi) 
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       return(estimates.nls.polar.boot) 
        






    wr1<- x-x.pred 
    wr2<- y-y.pred 
 
    sim.data<-data.frame(cbind(wr1,wr2)) 
    boot.nls.polar <- boot(sim.data, nls.polar.boot, R=1000) 
    boot.est.nls.polar<-apply(boot.nls.polar$t,2,mean) 
    boot.bias.nls.polar<-boot.est.nls.polar-boot.nls.polar$t0 
    boot.se.nls.polar<-apply(boot.nls.polar$t,2,sd) 
 
    boot.low.nls.polar = boot.est.nls.polar -
tcrit.nls.polar*boot.se.nls.polar 
    boot.high.nls.polar = boot.est.nls.polar 
+tcrit.nls.polar*boot.se.nls.polar 
    CI.boot.nls.polar=c(boot.low.nls.polar[1],boot.high.nls.polar[1], 
    boot.low.nls.polar[2],boot.high.nls.polar[2], 
    boot.low.nls.polar[3],boot.high.nls.polar[3], 
    boot.low.nls.polar[4],boot.high.nls.polar[4], 
    boot.low.nls.polar[5],boot.high.nls.polar[5], 
    boot.low.nls.polar[6],boot.high.nls.polar[6], 
    boot.low.nls.polar[7],boot.high.nls.polar[7], 
    boot.low.nls.polar[8],boot.high.nls.polar[8], 
    boot.low.nls.polar[9],boot.high.nls.polar[9], 
    boot.low.nls.polar[10],boot.high.nls.polar[10], 




    result.nls.polar=cbind("Est"=estimates.nls.polar, 
    "SE"=SE.nls.polar, 
    "Boot Est"=  boot.est.nls.polar, 
    #"Boot Bias"=boot.bias.nls.polar, 
    "Boot Sd"=boot.se.nls.polar, 
    "Boot LowCI"=boot.low.nls.polar, 
    "Boot HigCI"=boot.high.nls.polar) 













   if(p==T){ 
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    plot(x,y,xlab="Ta",ylab="Tb",main=paste("NLS-
Boot"),xlim=c(min(x,x.pred),max(x.pred,x)),ylim=c(min(y,y.pred),max(y.pred,y
))) 
    
lines(x.pred,y.pred);lines(c(x.pred[length(x.pred)],x.pred[1]),c(y.pred[leng
th(y.pred)],y.pred[1])) 




    
mtext(paste("R=",format(boot.est.nls.polar[8],digits=3),"C=",format(boot.est
.nls.polar[9],digits=3)),side=3,line=0.1,cex=0.75,font=1) 
   } 
 




    return(result) 
















  rad = pi*t/12 
   
    D <- matrix( c(x*x,  x*y,  y*y,  x,  y,  rep(1,length(x))),ncol=6) 
    S <- t(D)%*%D; 
    c0<-numeric(36) 
    c0[3] <- -2 
    c0[8] <- 1 
    c0[13]<- -2 
    C <- matrix( c0, ncol=6) 
     
    invS<-solve(S,tol=1e-30) 
    gevec <- eigen(invS%*%C)$vectors 
    geval <- eigen(invS%*%C)$values 
     
    NegEigval <- geval[geval<0] 
    NegIndex <- match(NegEigval, geval) 
    a.eigvec<-gevec[,NegIndex] 
     
    theta = atan2(a.eigvec[2],a.eigvec[1]-a.eigvec[3])/2 
     
    ct = cos(theta) 
    st = sin(theta) 
    ap = a.eigvec[1]*ct*ct + a.eigvec[2]*ct*st + a.eigvec[3]*st*st 
    cp = a.eigvec[1]*st*st - a.eigvec[2]*ct*st + a.eigvec[3]*ct*ct 
    Tmatrix <- 
matrix(c(a.eigvec[1],a.eigvec[2]/2,a.eigvec[2]/2,a.eigvec[3] ), nrow=2) 
    temp <- c(a.eigvec[4], a.eigvec[5]) 
    t. = -solve(2*Tmatrix)%*%temp 
    cx = t.[1,] 
    cy = t.[2,] 
    val = t(t.) %*% Tmatrix %*% t.; 
    scale. = 1 / (val- a.eigvec[6]) 
     
    # get major/minor axis radii 
    r1 = 1/sqrt(scale.*ap) 
    r2 = 1/sqrt(scale.*cp) 
     
    rotated.angle<- 180*theta/pi  # rotated angle in degree 
    while(rotated.angle<0){rotated.angle<-90+rotated.angle} 
    rotated.angle_r<-rotated.angle/180*pi 
     
    major.nls.polar<-max(r1,r2) 
    minor.nls.polar<-min(r1,r2) 
     
    z=rnorm(length(x),1,0.000001) 
    nls.polar.fit<-nls(z~  
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     ( cos(theta.o*pi/180)*(x-cx)+sin(theta.o*pi/180)*(y-
cy))^2/(((amp1)^2+(amp2)^2+((amp1)^2-(amp2)^2)/((cos(theta.o*pi/180))^2-
(sin(theta.o*pi/180))^2))/2)      + (-sin(theta.o*pi/180)*(x-
cx)+cos(theta.o*pi/180)*(y-cy))^2/((amp1^2+amp2^2-(amp1^2-
amp2^2)/((cos(theta.o*pi/180))^2-(sin(theta.o*pi/180))^2))/2),  
     start=list( 
     
amp1=sqrt((major.nls.polar*cos(rotated.angle*pi/180))^2+(minor.nls.polar*sin
(rotated.angle*pi/180))^2), 
     
amp2=sqrt((major.nls.polar*sin(rotated.angle*pi/180))^2+(minor.nls.polar*cos
(rotated.angle*pi/180))^2), 
     cx=cx,cy=cy,theta.o=rotated.angle),control=(tol=1e-3),trace=F 
    ) 
 
    #summary(nls.polar.fit) 
    amp1.nls.polar<-max(coef(nls.polar.fit)[1],coef(nls.polar.fit)[2]) 
    amp2.nls.polar<-min(coef(nls.polar.fit)[1],coef(nls.polar.fit)[2]) 
     
    rotated.angle_o.nls.polar<-coef(nls.polar.fit)[5] 
     if (rotated.angle_o.nls.polar>=90) 
{rotated.angle_o.nls.polar=rotated.angle_o.nls.polar-90 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.nls.polar>=45 && rotated.angle_o.nls.polar<90) 
{rotated.angle_o.nls.polar=90-rotated.angle_o.nls.polar 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.nls.polar<0 && rotated.angle_o.nls.polar>-45) 
{rotated.angle_o.nls.polar= -rotated.angle_o.nls.polar 
    } else if(rotated.angle_o.nls.polar< (-45)) 
{rotated.angle_o.nls.polar=rotated.angle_o.nls.polar+90} 
    rotated.angle_r.nls.polar<-rotated.angle_o.nls.polar*pi/180 
     
 
    major.nls.polar<-
sqrt((((amp1.nls.polar)^2+(amp2.nls.polar)^2+((amp1.nls.polar)^2-
(amp2.nls.polar)^2)/((cos(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar))^2-
(sin(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar))^2))/2)  ) 
    minor.nls.polar<-sqrt((amp1.nls.polar^2+amp2.nls.polar^2-
(amp1.nls.polar^2-amp2.nls.polar^2)/((cos(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar))^2-
(sin(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar))^2))/2) 
     
    v.nls.polar<- c(amp1.nls.polar, amp2.nls.polar, coef(nls.polar.fit)[3], 
coef(nls.polar.fit)[4], rotated.angle_r.nls.polar*180/pi) 
 





    area.nls.polar<-major.nls.polar* minor.nls.polar*pi 
    coercion.nls.polar= amp1.nls.polar*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar/12*pi) 
    retention.nls.polar= amp2.nls.polar*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar/12*pi) 
    estimates.nls.polar <- c(v.nls.polar,area.nls.polar, lag.hr.nls.polar, 
retention.nls.polar, coercion.nls.polar,major.nls.polar,minor.nls.polar) 
     
 















     
























    MSE.nls.polar<-(summary(nls.polar.fit)$sigma)^2 
 
 
    # 
    fit.Ta<-lm.fit(cbind(rep(1,length(x)),sin(rad),cos(rad)),x)           
    phase.Ta = atan2(-coef(fit.Ta)[2],coef(fit.Ta)[3]);  
phase.Ta.o=phase.Ta*180/pi 
    x.pred<- amp1.nls.polar*cos(pi*t/12+phase.Ta)+coef(nls.polar.fit)[3] 
    y.pred<- amp2.nls.polar*cos(pi*t/12+phase.Ta-



































   (sum((mapply(para.mean,amp2,x,y))^2)/(-2*sigma)-amp2/b2)+a2*log(amp2) 
} 
 
for ( i in 2: Niter){ 
  amp2.hat[i,]=amp2.hat[i-1,] 
  amp2.hat.temp = rnorm(1 , amp2.hat[i-1,],sigma1) # q: the proposal density  
 
  log.h.current=  log.post.amp2(amp2.hat.temp,x,y)   # the joint posterior 
dist h on the numeric  
  log.h.past   =  log.post.amp2(amp2.hat[i-1,1],x,y)   # the joint posterior 
dist h on the denominate  
 
  q.current=  dnorm(amp2.hat.temp,amp2.hat[i-1,],sigma1) 
  q.past   =  dnorm(amp2.hat[i-1,],amp2.hat.temp,sigma1) 
   
  r= exp(log.h.current-log.h.past)*q.past/q.current                  # 
Metropolis-Hasting 
   
  accept[i] = (min(r,1) > runif(1)) 
  if (accept[i]) {  
  amp2.hat[i,]=amp2.hat.temp 
   
  } 
   
} 
 
pp = amp2.hat[((Niter/2+1):Niter),]                                         




    #summary(nls.polar.fit) 
    amp1.nls.polar.bayes<-amp1.nls.polar 
    amp2.nls.polar.bayes<-amp2.pred 
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    major.nls.polar.bayes<-
sqrt((((amp1.nls.polar.bayes)^2+(amp2.nls.polar.bayes)^2+((amp1.nls.polar.ba
yes)^2-(amp2.nls.polar.bayes)^2)/((cos(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar))^2-
(sin(rotated.angle_r.nls.polar))^2))/2)  ) 




     
    v.nls.polar.bayes<- c(amp1.nls.polar.bayes, amp2.nls.polar.bayes, 
cx.nls.polar, cy.nls.polar, rotated.angle_o.nls.polar) 
 





    area.nls.polar.bayes<-major.nls.polar.bayes* minor.nls.polar.bayes*pi 
    coercion.nls.polar.bayes= 
amp1.nls.polar.bayes*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar.bayes/12*pi) 
    retention.nls.polar.bayes= 
amp2.nls.polar.bayes*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar.bayes/12*pi) 
    estimates.nls.polar.bayes <- c(v.nls.polar.bayes,area.nls.polar.bayes, 
lag.hr.nls.polar.bayes, retention.nls.polar.bayes, 
coercion.nls.polar.bayes,major.nls.polar.bayes,minor.nls.polar.bayes) 
       





#          area.nls.polar.bayes<-major.nls.polar.bayes* 
minor.nls.polar.bayes*pi 
#          coercion.nls.polar.bayes= 
amp1.nls.polar.bayes*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar.bayes/12*pi) 
#          retention.nls.polar.bayes= 
amp2.nls.polar.bayes*sin(lag.hr.nls.polar.bayes/12*pi) 




        
        
 
 
    result.nls.polar=cbind("Est"=estimates.nls.polar.bayes,"SE"=SE.nls.polar) 
     rownames(result.nls.polar)<-
c("amp1","amp2","cx","cy","theta","area","lag","retention","coercion","r1","
r2") 




   if(p==T){ 
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    plot(x,y,xlab="Ta",ylab="Tb",main=paste("NLS-
Bayes"),xlim=c(min(x,x.pred),max(x.pred,x)),ylim=c(min(y,y.pred),max(y.pred,
y))) 
    
lines(x.pred,y.pred);lines(c(x.pred[length(x.pred)],x.pred[1]),c(y.pred[leng
th(y.pred)],y.pred[1])) 




    
mtext(paste("R=",format(estimates.nls.polar.bayes[8],digits=3),"C=",format(e
stimates.nls.polar.bayes[9],digits=3)),side=3,line=0.1,cex=0.75,font=1) 
   } 
 




    return(result) 
















    rad = 2*pi*t/24 
    srad=sin(rad) 
    crad=cos(rad) 
    fit.Ta<-lm(x~srad+crad)            #Change from lm to lm.fit 
 
 
    ba..= sqrt((coef(fit.Ta)[2])^2+(coef(fit.Ta)[3])^2)      # ck.r1   AmpTa 
    phase.Ta = atan2(-coef(fit.Ta)[2],coef(fit.Ta)[3]);  
phase.Ta.o=phase.Ta*180/pi 
    mu.Ta= coef(fit.Ta)[1] 
    Aa..=ba..                     #AmpTa 
 
    rad.Ta= rad+phase.Ta 
    sradTa=sin(rad.Ta) 
    cradTa=cos(rad.Ta) 
    fit.Tb = lm(y~sradTa +cradTa) 
 
 
    mu.Tb= coef(fit.Tb)[1] 
    a = -coef(fit.Tb)[2]          #retention 
    bb = coef(fit.Tb)[3] 
    Ab..=sqrt(a^2+bb^2)          #ampTb 
    #plot(t0, fitted.values(fit.Tb), type="b") 
    c.  = ba../sqrt(1+(bb/a)^2) 
 
    #retain  ck.r2= sqrt((bb*cos(phase.Ta)-
a*sin(phase.Ta))^2+(a*cos(phase.Ta)-bb*sin(phase.Ta))^2) 
    a..= abs(a) 
    bb..= abs(bb) 
 
    retention..=a.. 
    coercion..=c. 
 
    lag.Tb.. = (atan2(-a,bb)) ################# 
    lag.Tb.hr = lag.Tb..*12/pi 
    #phaseTb.. = phase.Ta-lag.Tb.. ;  phase.Tb.o=phaseTb..*180/pi 
    #while(phaseTb..<0) {phaseTb..=phaseTb..+2*pi} 
    #Un.slope=as.numeric(bb../ba..)     #Increase in Tb per Ta.. Ratio of 
Saturation pts 
    #beta.rad=atan2(bb..,ba..) #Split angle 
    #beta._o=as.numeric(beta.rad*180/pi) 
    #Ha.=as.numeric(coercion../AmpTa.true*100)  #Percent Hysteresis along 
input Ta axis 
    #Hb.=as.numeric(retention../bb..*100) 
    #H.ck=(100/Ha.)^2-(100/Hb.)^2 
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    #H.ck 
 
    theta..=atan(sqrt( (bb..-a..*tan(phase.Ta))/(-bb..*tan(phase.Ta)-
a..)*tan(phase.Ta) )) # ?? 
    theta.o..<-theta..*180/pi                                                 
# ?? 
    #theta.o.. 
 
    #abline(h=mu.Tb,v=(24-phaseTb..*12/pi)) 
    area..=pi*ba..*a.. 
 
 
    
MSE.lapshin=sqrt((sum(residuals(fit.Ta)^2))+sum(residuals(fit.Tb)^2)/(df.res
idual(fit.Ta)+df.residual(fit.Tb)))         #Change deviance to formula for 
deviance 
 
    amp1.lapshin=ba.. 
    amp2.lapshin=Ab.. 
    cx.lapshin=mu.Ta 
    cy.lapshin=mu.Tb 
    theta.lapshin= theta.o.. 
    area.lapshin=area.. 
    lag.lapshin=lag.Tb.hr 
    retention.lapshin=retention.. 
    coercion.lapshin=coercion.. 
 
    estimates.lapshin<- 
c(amp1.lapshin,amp2.lapshin,cx.lapshin,cy.lapshin,theta.lapshin,area.lapshin
,lag.lapshin, retention.lapshin, coercion.lapshin,phase.Ta) 
 
    amp1.se.delta.lapshin<-deltaMethod(fit.Ta, "sqrt(srad^2+crad^2)")[[2]] 
    amp2.se.delta.lapshin<-deltaMethod(fit.Tb, 
"sqrt(sradTa^2+cradTa^2)")[[2]] 
    cx.se.delta.lapshin<-coef(summary(fit.Ta))[1,2] 
    cy.se.delta.lapshin<-coef(summary(fit.Tb))[1,2]         
    retention.se.delta.lapshin<-coef(summary(fit.Tb))[2,2]          
#retention 
    lag.se.delta.lapshin<-deltaMethod(fit.Tb,  "atan(-
sradTa/cradTa)*12/pi")[[2]]  
    phaseTa.se.delta.lapshin<-deltaMethod(fit.Ta, "atan(srad/crad)")[[2]] 
    ################# 
    # bb = coef(fit.Tb)[3] 
    # c.  = ba../sqrt(1+(bb/a)^2) 
    # area..=pi*ba..*a.. 








    x.pred= amp1.lapshin*cos(rad.Ta)+cx.lapshin 






        d2<-d[i,] 
        t<-(0:23) 
        rad<-t/12*pi 
        x.boot<-d2$wr1+ x.pred 
        y.boot<-d2$wr2+ y.pred 
 
        fit.Ta.boot<-
lm.fit(cbind(rep(1,length(x.boot)),sin(rad),cos(rad)),x.boot)            
#Change from lm to lm.fit 
 
        ba.boot..= sqrt((coef(fit.Ta.boot)[2])^2+(coef(fit.Ta.boot)[3])^2)      
# ck.r1   AmpTa 
        phase.Ta.boot = atan2(-coef(fit.Ta.boot)[2],coef(fit.Ta.boot)[3]);  
phase.Ta.o.boot=phase.Ta.boot*180/pi 
        mu.Ta.boot= coef(fit.Ta.boot)[1] 
        Aa.boot..=ba.boot..                     #AmpTa 
 
        rad.Ta.boot= rad+phase.Ta.boot 
        fit.Tb.boot = lm(y.boot~ sin(rad.Ta.boot)+cos(rad.Ta.boot)) 
 
        mu.Tb.boot= coef(fit.Tb.boot)[1] 
        a.boot = -coef(fit.Tb.boot)[2]          #retention 
        bb.boot = coef(fit.Tb.boot)[3] 
        Ab.boot..=sqrt(a.boot^2+bb.boot^2)          #ampTb 
        c.boot.  = ba.boot../sqrt(1+(bb.boot/a.boot)^2) 
 
        #retain  ck.r2= sqrt((bb*cos(phase.Ta)-
a*sin(phase.Ta))^2+(a*cos(phase.Ta)-bb*sin(phase.Ta))^2) 
        a.boot..= abs(a.boot) 
        bb.boot..= abs(bb.boot) 
 
        retention.boot..=a.boot.. 
        coercion.boot..=c.boot. 
 
        lag.Tb.boot.. = (atan2(-a.boot,bb.boot)) ################# 
        lag.Tb.hr.boot = lag.Tb.boot..*12/pi 
        #phaseTb.boot.. = phase.Ta.boot-lag.Tb.boot.. ;  
phase.Tb.o.boot=phaseTb.boot..*180/pi 
        #while(phaseTb.boot..<0) {phaseTb.boot..=phaseTb.boot..+2*pi} 
        #Un.slope.boot=as.numeric(bb.boot../ba.boot..)     #Increase in Tb 
per Ta.. Ratio of Saturation pts 
        #beta.rad.boot=atan2(bb.boot..,ba.boot..) #Split angle 
        #beta._o.boot=as.numeric(beta.rad.boot*180/pi) 
        #Ha.boot.=as.numeric(coercion.boot../AmpTa.true.boot*100)  #Percent 
Hysteresis along input Ta axis 
        #Hb.boot.=as.numeric(retention.boot../bb.boot..*100) 
        #H.ck.boot=(100/Ha.boot.)^2-(100/Hb.boot.)^2 
 
        theta.boot..=atan((bb.boot..*cos(phase.Ta.boot)-
a.boot..*sin(phase.Ta.boot))/(ba.boot..*cos(phase.Ta.boot))) # ?? 
        theta.o.boot..<-theta.boot..*180/pi                                                 
# ?? 
 
        #abline(h=mu.Tb,v=(24-phaseTb..*12/pi)) 
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        area.boot..=pi*ba.boot..*a.boot.. 
 
        amp1.lapshin.boot=ba.boot.. 
        amp2.lapshin.boot=Ab.boot.. 
        cx.lapshin.boot=mu.Ta.boot 
        cy.lapshin.boot=mu.Tb.boot 
        theta.lapshin.boot= theta.o.boot.. 
        area.lapshin.boot=area.boot.. 
        lag.lapshin.boot=lag.Tb.hr.boot 
        retention.lapshin.boot=retention.boot.. 
        coercion.lapshin.boot=coercion.boot.. 
 
 




     





    #bootstrap 
    wr1=x-x.pred 
    wr2=y-y.pred 
 
    data.=data.frame(cbind(wr1,wr2)) 
    tcrit.lapshin=qt(0.975,df.residual(fit.Tb)) 
    boot.lapshin <- boot(data., lapshin.boot, R=1000) 
    boot.est.lapshin<-apply(boot.lapshin$t,2,mean) 
    #boot.bias.lapshin<-boot.est.lapshin-boot.lapshin$t0 
    boot.se.lapshin<-apply(boot.lapshin$t,2,sd) 
 
    boot.low.lapshin = boot.est.lapshin -tcrit.lapshin*boot.se.lapshin 
    boot.high.lapshin = boot.est.lapshin +tcrit.lapshin*boot.se.lapshin 
    CI.boot.lapshin=c(boot.low.lapshin[1],boot.high.lapshin[1], 
    boot.low.lapshin[2],boot.high.lapshin[2], 
    boot.low.lapshin[3],boot.high.lapshin[3], 
    boot.low.lapshin[4],boot.high.lapshin[4], 
    boot.low.lapshin[5],boot.high.lapshin[5], 
    boot.low.lapshin[6],boot.high.lapshin[6], 
    boot.low.lapshin[7],boot.high.lapshin[7], 
    boot.low.lapshin[8],boot.high.lapshin[8], 
    boot.low.lapshin[9],boot.high.lapshin[9], 
    boot.low.lapshin[10],boot.high.lapshin[10]) 
 
    result.boot.lapshin=cbind("Est" =estimates.lapshin, 
    "SE"=SE.lapshin, 
    "Boot Est"=  boot.est.lapshin, 
    #"Boot Bias"=boot.bias.lapshin, 
    "Boot Sd"=boot.se.lapshin, 
    "Boot LowCI"=boot.low.lapshin, 
    "Boot HigCI"=boot.high.lapshin) 





    x.pred= 
boot.est.lapshin[1]*cos(rad+boot.est.lapshin[10])+boot.est.lapshin[3] 
    y.pred= boot.est.lapshin[2]*cos(rad+boot.est.lapshin[10]-
boot.est.lapshin[7]/12*pi)+boot.est.lapshin[4] 
 
   if(p==T){ 
    plot(x,y,xlab="Ta",ylab="Tb" 
            #,main=paste("2-stage") 
         ) 
    
lines(x.pred,y.pred);lines(c(x.pred[length(x.pred)],x.pred[1]),c(y.pred[leng
th(y.pred)],y.pred[1])) 
     
    mtext(expression(bold("2-stage")),side=3,line=1.9,cex=1,font=1.5) 
     
    mtext(paste( 
                "Lag=",format(boot.est.lapshin[7],digits=3), 
                "  Area=",format(boot.est.lapshin[6],digits=3), 
                "  R=",format(boot.est.lapshin[8],digits=3), 
                "  C=",format(boot.est.lapshin[9],digits=3) 
                #"MSE=",format(MSE.lapshin,digits=3) 
                ),side=3,line=.9,cex=0.75,font=1) 
   # mtext(paste( 
   #             "R=",format(boot.est.lapshin[8],digits=3), 
   #             "C=",format(boot.est.lapshin[9],digits=3) 
   #             ),side=3,line=0.1,cex=0.75,font=1) 
 
   } 
 
         
    
result=list("estimate"=result.boot.lapshin,"Ta.pred"=x.pred,"Tb.pred"=y.pred) 
 







## alge.dist geom.dist ## 
######################### 
 
## geom.dist ## 









    x<- amp1*cos(theta)*sin(t)-amp2*sin(theta)*cos(t)+cx 
    y<- amp1*sin(theta)*sin(t)+amp2*cos(theta)*cos(t)+cy 
    if (show.plot==T) { 
    plot(x,y,type='l',xlim=c(min(x.obs,x),max(x.obs,x)))        
    points(cx,cy,pch=20) 
    if (tan(theta) != 0){ 
    abline(a=cy-cx*tan(theta),b=tan(theta)) 
    abline(a=cy+cx/tan(theta),b=-1/tan(theta)) 
    } 
    abline(v=cx,h=cy,col='grey') 
    } 
    geom.dist<-NA 
    xn<-NA 
    yn<-NA 
for (i in 1:length(x.obs)){ 
    x0<-x.obs[i] 
    y0<-y.obs[i] 
    if (show.plot==T) {   
    points(x0,y0,pch=20,cex=1.5) 
    if(show.starts==T){ 
    if(x0!=cx) { 
    abline(b=(y0-cy)/(x0-cx),a=y0-(y0-cy)/(x0-cx)*x0,lty=2,col='grey') 
    } else {abline(v=cx,,lty=2,col='grey')} 
    } 
    } 
         
    R.inv<-matrix(c(cos(theta),-sin(theta),sin(theta),cos(theta)),nrow=2) 
    R<-solve(R.inv) 
    x00<-(R.inv%*%c((x0-cx),(y0-cy)))[1] 
    y00<-(R.inv%*%c((x0-cx),(y0-cy)))[2] 
    t.k10= pi/2*sign(y0-cy) 
    if(x00!=0) { 
    b.k10<-(y00)/(x00) 
    t.k10<-atan2(b.k10*amp1,amp2) 
    } 
    x.k10<-abs(amp1*cos(t.k10))*sign(x00) 
    y.k10<-abs(amp2*sin(t.k10))*sign(y00) 
    x.k1<-(R%*%c(x.k10,y.k10))[1]+cx 
    y.k1<-(R%*%c(x.k10,y.k10))[2]+cy 
    t.k1<-atan2((R.inv%*%c(x.k1-cx,y.k1-cy))[2]*amp1,(R.inv%*%c(x.k1-
cx,y.k1-cy))[1]*amp2) 
    if(show.plot==T & show.starts==T) points(x.k1,y.k1) 
    #x.k1<- amp1*cos(theta)*cos(t.k1)-amp2*sin(theta)*sin(t.k1)+cx 
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    #y.k2<- amp1*sin(theta)*cos(t.k1)+amp2*cos(theta)*sin(t.k1)+cy 
    #points(x.k1,y.k1,col=2) 
 
    if(show.plot==T & show.starts==T){ 
    if (tan(theta)!=0){ 
    b.k2<- -1/tan(theta) 
    abline(b=b.k2,a=y0-b.k2*x0,lty=2,col='grey')} else { 
    abline(v=x0,lty=2,col='grey')} 
    } 
     
        t.k20<-0 
        if (abs(x00)<=amp1) {t.k20<-acos(x00/amp1)} 
        x0.coord<-abs(amp1*cos(t.k20))*sign(x00) 
        y0.coord<-abs(amp2*sin(t.k20))*sign(y00) 
        x.k2<-(R%*%c(x0.coord,y0.coord))[1,]+cx 
        y.k2<-(R%*%c(x0.coord,y0.coord))[2,]+cy 
    if(show.plot==T & show.starts==T) points(x.k2,y.k2) 
    t.k2<-abs(atan2((R.inv%*%c(x.k2-cx,y.k2-cy))[2]*amp1,(R.inv%*%c(x.k2-
cx,y.k2-cy))[1]*amp2))*sign(t.k1) 
    #x.k2<- amp1*cos(theta)*cos(t.k2)-amp2*sin(theta)*sin(t.k2)+cx 
    #y.k2<- amp1*sin(theta)*cos(t.k2)+amp2*cos(theta)*sin(t.k2)+cy 
    #points(x.k2,y.k2,col=2) 
     
    #t.start<-(t.k1+t.k2)/2 
    t.start<-((t.k1+t.k2)/2 + t.k2)/2 
    x.start<-amp1*cos(theta)*cos(t.start)-amp2*sin(theta)*sin(t.start)+cx 
    y.start<-amp1*sin(theta)*cos(t.start)+amp2*cos(theta)*sin(t.start)+cy 
    if(show.plot==T & show.median==T) points(x.start,y.start,pch=18,col=2) 
 
    converge<-1 
    tol=1e-6 
    t.i<-t.start 
    if(t.start==0) {t.i=2*pi} 
#    while(converge > tol) { 
    while(converge > tol & abs(t.i)>1e-10) { 
     fn<- (amp2^2-amp1^2)*cos(t.i)*sin(t.i)+(x0-
cx)*(amp1*cos(theta)*sin(t.i)+amp2*sin(theta)*cos(t.i))+(y0-
cy)*(amp1*sin(theta)*sin(t.i)-amp2*cos(theta)*cos(t.i)) 
     der.fn<- (amp2^2-amp1^2)*((cos(t.i))^2-(sin(t.i))^2)+(x0-
cx)*(amp1*cos(theta)*cos(t.i)-amp2*sin(theta)*sin(t.i))+ (y0-
cy)*(amp1*sin(theta)*cos(t.i)+amp2*cos(theta)*sin(t.i)) 
     t.i1<- t.i-fn/der.fn 
     converge<-abs((t.i1-t.i)/t.i) 
     t.i<-t.i1 
     } 
    tn<-t.i 
 
     
    xn[i]<- amp1*cos(theta)*cos(tn)-amp2*sin(theta)*sin(tn)+cx 
    yn[i]<- amp1*sin(theta)*cos(tn)+amp2*cos(theta)*sin(tn)+cy 
    geom.dist[i] <-sqrt((x0-xn[i])^2+(y0-yn[i])^2) 
     
    if(show.plot==T) { 
    points(xn[i],yn[i],pch=10,col='blue') 
    segments(x0,y0,xn[i],yn[i]) 
    } 
} 
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    SS.dists<-sum(geom.dist^2) 
        if (show.plot==T){ 
     
legend(min(x),max(y),pch=c(20,1,18,10),pt.cex=1.7,col=c('black','black','red
','blue'),c('Obs','Startings','Median of Startings','Fitted')) 










































# get the fitted data from ls and ellipse methods  
fit<-function(x,y,method){ 
    D <- matrix( c(x*x,  x*y,  y*y,  x,  y,  rep(1,length(x))),ncol=6) 
    S <- t(D)%*%D; 
    c0<-numeric(36) 
    c0[3] <- -2 
    c0[8] <- 1 
    c0[13]<- -2 
    C <- matrix( c0, ncol=6) 
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    invS<-solve(S,tol=1e-30) 
    gevec <- eigen(invS%*%C)$vectors 
    geval <- eigen(invS%*%C)$values 
     
    NegEigval <- geval[geval<0] 
    NegIndex <- match(NegEigval, geval) 
    a.eigvec<-gevec[,NegIndex] 
     
    theta = atan2(a.eigvec[2],a.eigvec[1]-a.eigvec[3])/2 
     
    ct = cos(theta) 
    st = sin(theta) 
    ap = a.eigvec[1]*ct*ct + a.eigvec[2]*ct*st + a.eigvec[3]*st*st 
    cp = a.eigvec[1]*st*st - a.eigvec[2]*ct*st + a.eigvec[3]*ct*ct 
    Tmatrix <- 
matrix(c(a.eigvec[1],a.eigvec[2]/2,a.eigvec[2]/2,a.eigvec[3] ), nrow=2) 
    temp <- c(a.eigvec[4], a.eigvec[5]) 
    t. = -solve(2*Tmatrix)%*%temp 
    cx = t.[1,] 
    cy = t.[2,] 
    val = t(t.) %*% Tmatrix %*% t.; 
    scale. = 1 / (val- a.eigvec[6]) 
     
    # get major/minor axis radii 
    r1 = 1/sqrt(scale.*ap) 
    r2 = 1/sqrt(scale.*cp) 
    rotated.angle<- 180*theta/pi  # rotated angle in degree 
    while(rotated.angle<0){rotated.angle<-90+rotated.angle} 
    rotated.angle_r<-rotated.angle/180*pi 
    major<-max(r1,r2) 
    minor<-min(r1,r2) 
    v1<- c(major, minor, cx, cy, rotated.angle_r) 
 
    z=rnorm(length(x),1,0.000001) 
    IQsig.m3<-nls(z~((cos(theta)*(x-cx)+sin(theta)*(y-cy))/amp1)^2+((-
sin(theta)*(x-cx)+cos(theta)*(y-cy))/amp2)^2, 
    
start=list(amp1=major,amp2=minor,cx=cx,cy=cy,theta=rotated.angle_r),control=
(tol=1e-6),trace=F) 
    #summary(IQsig.m3) 
    major<-max(coef(IQsig.m3)[1],coef(IQsig.m3)[2]) 
    minor<-min(coef(IQsig.m3)[1],coef(IQsig.m3)[2]) 
    v2<- c(major, 
minor,coef(IQsig.m3)[3],coef(IQsig.m3)[4],coef(IQsig.m3)[5])     
 
if(method=="Ellipse"){ 
    v=v1 
} else { 






















   
   



















resp <- sqlFetch(a,"Cattle96Tympanics") 
close(a) 
#  steer chamber Decimal Julian Date date hour Ch4Temp    tymp 
#1   458       1            171.4167  171   10 23.7123 38.5600 
#2   458       1            171.4583  171   11 25.1150 38.5298 
#3   458       1            171.5000  171   12 26.2138 38.3356 
 




#  steer chamber   DJDate date hour      Ta      Tb 
#1   458       1 171.4167  171   10 23.7123 38.5600 
#2   458       1 171.4583  171   11 25.1150 38.5298 




























plot.ts(steer396$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer396[steer396$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer396.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer396.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer396.HS$Ta)) 





#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer396.HS, steer396.HS$Ta, steer396.HS$Tb, "STEER 







plot.ts(steer363$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer363[steer363$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer363.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer363.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer363.HS$Ta)) 




# all days listed below are ok 
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#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer363.HS, steer363.HS$Ta, steer363.HS$Tb, "STEER 





plot.ts(steer397$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer397[steer397$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer397.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer397.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer397.HS$Ta)) 




# days 5 7 18 are not good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer397.HS, steer397.HS$Ta, steer397.HS$Tb, "STEER 





plot.ts(steer436$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer436[steer436$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer436.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer436.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer436.HS$Ta)) 





# day28 is not good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer436.HS, steer436.HS$Ta, steer436.HS$Tb, "STEER 





plot.ts(steer450$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer450[steer450$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer450.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer450.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer450.HS$Ta)) 




# day24 is not good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer450.HS, steer450.HS$Ta, steer450.HS$Tb, "STEER 





plot.ts(steer458$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer458[steer458$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer458.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 








# days 5 35 are not good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer458.HS, steer458.HS$Ta, steer458.HS$Tb, "STEER 





plot.ts(steer499$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer499[steer499$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer499.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer499.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer499.HS$Ta)) 




# days 32 34 are mot good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer499.HS, steer499.HS$Ta, steer499.HS$Tb, "STEER 





plot.ts(steer551$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer551[steer551$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 









plot.ts(steer551.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer551.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer551.HS$Ta)) 




# day 18 is not good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer551.HS, steer551.HS$Ta, steer551.HS$Tb, "STEER 



































for(i in 1:length(cows)){ 
 dat.hs.cow = dat.hs[dat.hs$steer == cows[i],] 
for (j in 1:length(days)){ 
 dat.hs.cow.day = dat.hs.cow[dat.hs.cow$date == days[j],] 
 dat.hs.cow.day = dat.hs.cow.day[dat.hs.cow.day$Tb != "." & 
dat.hs.cow.day$Ta != "." ,] 
 
 y = as.numeric(as.character(dat.hs.cow.day$Tb)) 
 x = as.numeric(as.character(dat.hs.cow.day$Ta)) 
 
 time.pts.hr = dat.hs.cow.day$hour # +rnorm(12,0,2) 
 time.pts = time.pts.hr / period *2*pi 
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 fit.harmonic2<- fel(x=x,y=y,period=period,times=time.pts.hr, 
method="harmonic2") 
 fit.geometric<- fel(x=x,y=y,period=period, times=time.pts.hr, 
method="geometric") 
 
 x.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x)) 
 y.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y)) 
 x.pred.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts)  









 pred.data = data.frame(cbind( time.pts.hr,x.pred.cir, 
y.pred.cir,x.harm.pred,y.harm.pred,x.geom.pred,y.geom.pred, x, y)) 
 pred.data = pred.data[with(pred.data ,order(time.pts.hr)),]  
 
 
 bx.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[1] 
 by.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[2] 
 cx.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[4] 
 cy.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[5] 
 r.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[6] 
 c.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[7] 
 area.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[8] 
 lag.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[9] 
 est.harmonic2 = c(bx.harmonic2, by.harmonic2, cx.harmonic2, cy.harmonic2, 
r.harmonic2, c.harmonic2, area.harmonic2, lag.harmonic2) 
 
 bx.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[1] 
 by.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[2] 
 cx.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[3] 
 cy.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[4] 
 r.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[5] 
 c.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[6] 
 area.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[7] 
 lag.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[8] 
 est.geometric = c(bx.geometric, by.geometric, cx.geometric, cy.geometric, 
r.geometric, c.geometric, area.geometric, lag.geometric) 
 
 
 bx.cylinder = (x.estimates$b1.hat)^2+(x.estimates$b2.hat)^2 
 amp2.cylinder = (y.estimates$b1.hat)^2+(y.estimates$b2.hat)^2 
 cx.cylinder = x.estimates$b0.hat 
 cy.cylinder = y.estimates$b0.hat 
 lag.cylinder = abs(atan2(x.estimates$b2.hat, -x.estimates$b1.hat) - 
atan2(y.estimates$b2.hat, -y.estimates$b1.hat))  
 area.cylinder = bx.cylinder * amp2.cylinder * sin(lag.cylinder) * pi 
 r.cylinder = amp2.cylinder * sin(lag.cylinder)  
 c.cylinder = bx.cylinder * sin(lag.cylinder) 
 by.cylinder = sqrt(amp2.cylinder^2-r.cylinder^2) 
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 est.cylinder = c(bx.cylinder, by.cylinder, cx.cylinder, cy.cylinder, 
r.cylinder, c.cylinder, area.cylinder, lag.cylinder) 
 




 time.pts.plot = (0:360)/180*pi 
 
 x.plot.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot)  
 y.plot.cir = y.estimates$b0.hat + y.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
y.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot) 
 
 x.plot.harm = fit.harmonic2$Estimates[4] + 
fit.harmonic2$Estimates[13]*cos(time.pts.plot+fit.harmonic2$Estimates[3])  




 x.plot.geom = fit.geometric$Estimates[4] + 
fit.geometric$Estimates[13]*cos(time.pts.plot)  






 plot(pred.data$y~ pred.data$x, 
xlim=c(min(x,x.plot.cir,x.plot.harm,x.plot.geom),max(x,x.plot.cir,x.plot.har
m,x.plot.geom)),ylim=c(min(y,y.plot.cir,y.plot.harm,y.plot.geom),max(y,y.plo
t.cir,y.plot.harm,y.plot.geom)),main=paste("Cow ",cows[i]," Day ",days[j])) 
 lines( y.plot.cir~x.plot.cir, col=4,lty=2,lwd=2) 
# lines( y.plot.harm~x.plot.harm, col=3) 










"bx.harmonic2", "by.harmonic2", "cx.harmonic2", "cy.harmonic2", 
"r.harmonic2", "c.harmonic2", "area.harmonic2", "lag.harmonic2", 
"bx.geometric", "by.geometric", "cx.geometric", "cy.geometric", 
"r.geometric", "c.geometric", "area.geometric", "lag.geometric", 
"bx.cylinder", "by.cylinder", "cx.cylinder", "cy.cylinder", "r.cylinder", 









result.all.cow1 <- result.all[1:7,] 
result.all.cow2 <- result.all[8:14,] 
result.all.cow3 <- result.all[15:21,] 
result.all.cow4 <- result.all[22:28,] 
result.all.cow5 <- result.all[29:35,] 
result.all.cow6 <- result.all[36:42,] 
result.all.cow7 <- result.all[43:49,] 
result.all.cow8 <- result.all[50:56,] 
result.all.cow9 <- result.all[57:63,] 
result.all.cow10<- result.all[64:70,] 
 
result.all.day1 <- result.all[result.all$day==1,] 
result.all.day2 <- result.all[result.all$day==2,] 
result.all.day3 <- result.all[result.all$day==3,] 
result.all.day4 <- result.all[result.all$day==4,] 
result.all.day5 <- result.all[result.all$day==5,] 
result.all.day6 <- result.all[result.all$day==6,] 























































































result.cylinder <- matrix(data=NA,nrow=6,ncol=26) 
result.harmonic2 <- matrix(data=NA,nrow=6,ncol=26) 




for(i in 1:length(cows)){ 
 dat.hs.cow = dat.hs[dat.hs$steer == cows[i],] 
for (j in 1:length(days)){ 
 dat.hs.cow.day = dat.hs.cow[dat.hs.cow$date == days[j],] 
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 dat.hs.cow.day = dat.hs.cow.day[dat.hs.cow.day$Tb != "." & 
dat.hs.cow.day$Ta != "." ,] 
 
 y = as.numeric(as.character(dat.hs.cow.day$Tb)) 
 x = as.numeric(as.character(dat.hs.cow.day$Ta)) 
 
 time.pts.hr = dat.hs.cow.day$hour # +rnorm(12,0,2) 
 time.pts = time.pts.hr / period *2*pi 
 fit.harmonic2<- fel(x=x,y=y,period=period,times=time.pts.hr, 
method="harmonic2") 





 x.pred.cir = fit.cylinder$pred.x 







 pred.data = data.frame(cbind( time.pts.hr,x.pred.cir, 
y.pred.cir,x.harm.pred,y.harm.pred,x.geom.pred,y.geom.pred, x, y)) 
 pred.data = pred.data[with(pred.data ,order(time.pts.hr)),]  
 
    amp1.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[13] 
    amp2.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[14] 
    cx.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[4] 
    cy.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[5] 
    theta.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[15] 
    area.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[8] 
    lag.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[9] 
    retention.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[6] 
    coercion.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[7] 
    beta.split.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[10] 
    bx.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[1] 
    by.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[2] 
    phaseTa.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Estimates[3] 
 est.harmonic2 = c(amp1.harmonic2,amp2.harmonic2,cx.harmonic2, cy.harmonic2, 
theta.harmonic2, area.harmonic2, lag.harmonic2, r.harmonic2, c.harmonic2, 
beta.split.harmonic2, by.harmonic2,phaseTa.harmonic2)     
 
    amp1.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[12] 
    amp2.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[13] 
    cx.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[3] 
    cy.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[4] 
    theta.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[14] 
    area.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[7] 
    lag.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[8] 
    r.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[5] 
    c.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[6] 
    beta.split.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[9] 
    bx.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[1] 
    by.geometric <- fit.geometric$Estimates[2] 
    phaseTa.geometric <- NA 
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 est.geometric = c(amp1.geometric,amp2.geometric,cx.geometric, cy.geometric, 
theta.geometric, area.geometric, lag.geometric, r.geometric, c.geometric, 
beta.split.geometric, by.geometric,phaseTa.geometric) 
 
    amp1.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[1] 
    amp2.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[2] 
    cx.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[3] 
    cy.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[4] 
    theta.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[5] 
    area.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[6] 
    lag.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[7] 
    r.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[8] 
    c.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[9] 
    beta.split.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[10] 
    bx.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[1] 
    by.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[11] 
    phaseTa.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Estimates[12] 
 est.cylinder = c(amp1.cylinder,amp2.cylinder,cx.cylinder, cy.cylinder, 
theta.cylinder, area.cylinder, lag.cylinder, r.cylinder, c.cylinder, 
beta.split.cylinder, by.cylinder,phaseTa.cylinder)     
     




     area.se.delta.geometric<-fit.geometric$Std.Errors[5] 
     retention.se.delta.geometric<-fit.geometric$Std.Errors[3] 
     coercion.se.delta.geometric<-fit.geometric$Std.Errors[4] 
     lag.se.delta.geometric<-fit.geometric$Std.Errors[6] 
     beta.split.se.delta.geometric<- fit.geometric$Std.Errors[7] 
     amp1.se.delta.geometric<-fit.geometric$Std.Errors[8] 
     amp2.se.delta.geometric<-fit.geometric$Std.Errors[9] 
     cx.se.delta.geometric<-fit.geometric$Std.Errors[1] 
     cy.se.delta.geometric<-fit.geometric$Std.Errors[2] 
     theta.se.delta.geometric <- fit.geometric$Std.Errors[10] 
     b.y.se.delta.geometric <- NA     
     phaseTa.delta.geometric <- NA 
 







        # SE 
     area.se.delta.harmonic2<-fit.harmonic2$Std.Errors[7] 
     retention.se.delta.harmonic2<-fit.harmonic2$Std.Errors[5] 
     coercion.se.delta.harmonic2<-fit.harmonic2$Std.Errors[6] 
     lag.se.delta.harmonic2<-fit.harmonic2$Std.Errors[8] 
     beta.split.se.delta.harmonic2<- fit.harmonic2$Std.Errors[9] 
     amp1.se.delta.harmonic2<-fit.harmonic2$Std.Errors[10] 
     amp2.se.delta.harmonic2<-fit.harmonic2$Std.Errors[11] 
     cx.se.delta.harmonic2<-fit.harmonic2$Std.Errors[3] 
     cy.se.delta.harmonic2<-fit.harmonic2$Std.Errors[4] 
     theta.se.delta.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Std.Errors[12] 
     b.y.se.delta.harmonic2 <- fit.harmonic2$Std.Errors[2]     
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     phaseTa.delta.harmonic2 <- NA 
 







        # SE 
     area.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[6] 
     retention.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[8] 
     coercion.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[9] 
     lag.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[7] 
     beta.split.se.delta.cylinder<- fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[10] 
     amp1.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[1] 
     amp2.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[2] 
     cx.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[3] 
     cy.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[4] 
     theta.se.delta.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[5] 
     b.y.se.delta.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[11]     
     phaseTa.delta.cylinder <- fit.cylinder$Std.Errors[12] 
 







      result.cylinder[((i-1)*(length(days))+j),]<-
c(cows[i],days[j],est.cylinder, SE.cylinder) 
      result.geometric[((i-1)*(length(days))+j),]<-
c(cows[i],days[j],est.geometric, SE.geometric) 
      result.harmonic2[((i-1)*(length(days))+j),]<-
c(cows[i],days[j],est.harmonic2, SE.harmonic2) 
       
# bx.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[1] 
# by.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[2] 
# cx.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[4] 
# cy.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[5] 
# r.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[6] 
# c.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[7] 
# area.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[8] 
# lag.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[9] 
# est.harmonic2 = c(bx.harmonic2, by.harmonic2, cx.harmonic2, cy.harmonic2, 
r.harmonic2, c.harmonic2, area.harmonic2, lag.harmonic2) 
 
# bx.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[1] 
# by.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[2] 
# cx.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[3] 
# cy.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[4] 
# r.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[5] 
# c.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[6] 
# area.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[7] 
# lag.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[8] 
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# est.geometric = c(bx.geometric, by.geometric, cx.geometric, cy.geometric, 
r.geometric, c.geometric, area.geometric, lag.geometric) 
 
 
# bx.cylinder = (x.estimates$b1.hat)^2+(x.estimates$b2.hat)^2 
# amp2.cylinder = (y.estimates$b1.hat)^2+(y.estimates$b2.hat)^2 
# cx.cylinder = x.estimates$b0.hat 
# cy.cylinder = y.estimates$b0.hat 
# lag.cylinder = abs(atan2(x.estimates$b2.hat, -x.estimates$b1.hat) - 
atan2(y.estimates$b2.hat, -y.estimates$b1.hat))  
# area.cylinder = bx.cylinder * amp2.cylinder * sin(lag.cylinder) * pi 
# r.cylinder = amp2.cylinder * sin(lag.cylinder)  
# c.cylinder = bx.cylinder * sin(lag.cylinder) 
# by.cylinder = sqrt(amp2.cylinder^2-r.cylinder^2) 
# est.cylinder = c(bx.cylinder, by.cylinder, cx.cylinder, cy.cylinder, 
r.cylinder, c.cylinder, area.cylinder, lag.cylinder) 
 






 plot(y~ x, 
xlim=c(min(x,x.pred.cir,x.pred.harm,x.pred.geom),max(x,x.pred.cir,x.pred.har
m,x.pred.geom)),ylim=c(min(y,y.pred.cir,y.pred.harm,y.pred.geom),max(y,y.pre
d.cir,y.pred.harm,y.pred.geom)),main=paste("Steer ",i," Day ",j)) 
 lines( y.pred.harm~x.pred.harm, col=3) 
# lines( y.pred.geom~x.pred.geom, col=4) 


































## section 4.4.1.2 ## 
##################### 
 
# NE2004<-read.table("C:/Users/AMP/Desktop/Fan/Hysteresis/C.N. Lee/NE 2004 
Heifer Tbody data.txt",head=T) 
 NE2004<-read.table("C:/Users/AMP/Desktop/Fan/Hysteresis/C.N. Lee/NE 2004 




Lee/NE 2004 weather data.txt",head=T) 
NE2004.weather<-read.table("C:/Users/AMP/Desktop/Fan/Hysteresis/C.N. Lee/NE 
2004 weather data.txt",head=T) 
attach(NE2004.weather) 
 
hour.rows1<- (0:239)*6+1 # row number for 0:00am, ..., 11:00pm 
NE2004.reduced<-NE2004[hour.rows1,] 







































































































































































































for (p in levels(as.factor((NE04$Pen)))){ # 4 pens 
  penP<-NE04[NE04$Pen==p,] 
  for (b in  levels(as.factor(as.character(penP$breed)))){ # 4 breeds in 
each Pen 
   penP.breedB<-penP[penP$breed==b,] 
   for ( i in levels(as.factor( as.character(penP.breedB$Heifer)))){ # 2 
Heifers in each breed*pen 
    penP.breedB.HeiferI<-penP.breedB[penP.breedB$Heifer==i,]    
    par(mfrow=c(2,5)) 
    for (j in  
levels(as.factor(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI$DATE)))){  # 10 days in 
eahc Heifer*breed*pen 
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      penP.breedB.HeiferI.DayJ<-
penP.breedB.HeiferI[penP.breedB.HeiferI$DATE==j,] 
      plot(as.numeric(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI.DayJ$Tb))~ 
           as.numeric(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI.DayJ$Ta)),type="o", 
      
main=paste( levels(as.factor(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI.DayJ$Pen))), 
                  
levels(as.factor(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI.DayJ$breed))), 
                  
levels(as.factor(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI.DayJ$Heifer))), 
                  
levels(as.factor(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI.DayJ$DATE)))), 
      xlab="Ta",ylab="Tb") 
    }                                                               
   } 
  } 
} 
 
NE04.pick1<-NE04[NE04$Pen==1005 & NE04$breed=="Angus" & NE04$Heifer==8105 & 
NE04$DATE== "7/31/04",] 



































# FDA plot 
par(mfrow=c(4,1),mar=c(2,4,2,1)) 
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for (p in levels(as.factor((NE04$Pen)))){ # 4 pens 
  penP<-NE04[NE04$Pen==p,]   
  for (b in  levels(as.factor(as.character(penP$breed)))){ # 4 breeds in 
each Pen 
   penP.breedB<-penP[penP$breed==b,] 
   for ( i in levels(as.factor( as.character(penP.breedB$Heifer)))){ # 2 
Heifers in each breed*pen 
    penP.breedB.HeiferI<-penP.breedB[penP.breedB$Heifer==i,]    
      plot.ts(as.numeric(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI$Tb)), 
      ylab=paste( levels(as.factor(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI$Pen))), 
                  levels(as.factor(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI$breed))), 
                  
levels(as.factor(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI$Heifer)))), 
      xlab="Time") 
                                                                   
   } 
  } 
} 
 
  plot.ts(as.numeric(as.character(NE04$Ta[1:240])), 
      ylab="Ta", 






   plot.ts(as.numeric(as.character(NE04$Ta[1:240])), 
       ylab="Ta", 






 for (p in levels(as.factor((NE04$Pen)))){ # 4 pens 
   penP<-NE04[NE04$Pen==p,]   
   for (b in  levels(as.factor(as.character(penP$breed)))){ # 4 breeds in 
each Pen 
    penP.breedB<-penP[penP$breed==b,] 
    for ( i in levels(as.factor( as.character(penP.breedB$Heifer)))){ # 2 
Heifers in each breed*pen 
     penP.breedB.HeiferI<-penP.breedB[penP.breedB$Heifer==i,]    
       
lines(as.numeric(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI$Tb)),col=as.numeric(p)+as.
numeric(i)) 
                                                                    
    } 












for (p in levels(as.factor((NE04$Pen)))){ # 4 pens 
  penP<-NE04[NE04$Pen==p,]   
  for (b in  levels(as.factor(as.character(penP$breed)))){ # 4 breeds in 
each Pen 
   penP.breedB<-penP[penP$breed==b,] 
   for ( i in levels(as.factor( as.character(penP.breedB$Heifer)))){ # 2 
Heifers in each breed*pen 
    penP.breedB.HeiferI<-penP.breedB[penP.breedB$Heifer==i,]    
      
lines(as.numeric(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI$Tb))~as.numeric(as.charact
er(NE04$Ta[1:240])),col=as.numeric(p)+as.numeric(i)) 
                                                                   
   } 









for (p in levels(as.factor((NE04$Pen)))){ # 4 pens 
  penP<-NE04[NE04$Pen==p,] 
  for (b in  levels(as.factor(as.character(penP$breed)))){ # 4 breeds in 
each Pen 
   penP.breedB<-penP[penP$breed==b,] 
   for ( i in levels(as.factor( as.character(penP.breedB$Heifer)))){ # 2 
Heifers in each breed*pen 
    penP.breedB.HeiferI<-penP.breedB[penP.breedB$Heifer==i,]    
    par(mfrow=c(2,5)) 
    for (j in  
levels(as.factor(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI$DATE)))){  # 10 days in 
eahc Heifer*breed*pen 
      penP.breedB.HeiferI.DayJ<-
penP.breedB.HeiferI[penP.breedB.HeiferI$DATE==j,] 
      line(as.numeric(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI.DayJ$Tb))~ 
           as.numeric(as.character(penP.breedB.HeiferI.DayJ$Ta)), 
      col=as.numeric(p)+as.numeric(i)+as.numeric(j)) 
    }                                                               
   } 










## Insurance simulation ## 
########################## 
profit<- c(0.4,-0.8,-0.6,-4.6,-2,0.1,2.2,0.1,-2.1,-4.1,-4.8) # underwriting 
profit  
#premium<- c(10,17,18.3,20.7,11.8,5,4,6.5,14.9,13.3,14.5) # HI premium 
increase 





period = 6 
 
 
crad <- cos(t./period*2*pi) 
srad <- sin(t./period*2*pi) 
profit.fit <- lm(profit~crad+srad) 






















beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 











aa = cos((0:24)/4) 
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    ,xlab=expression("year") 
    ,frame = FALSE,yaxt="n",ylab="Underwriting profit") 
  lines(bb~year,lty=1,lwd=4, type="l",col="blue") 
#  abline(h=max(Tb[1:(length(Tb)-delay.)],na.rm=TRUE),lty=3) 












































period.true <- 6 










beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 










b.x.true = amp1.true 







hi.simu <- mloop(cx = cx.true, cy = cy.true, retention = retention.true, b.x 
= b.x.true, b.y = b.y.true, n = 1, m = 1,  
     sd.x = .3, sd.y = 1, phase.angle = Ta.phase.true, n.points = npoints,  







fit1 <- fel(x=hi.simu$x,y=hi.simu$y,period=24,data=hi.simu,method="lm") 
fit1 
summary(fit1) 





year = (1:24)/4 
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aa = (hi.simu$x-cx.true)/amp1.true 
bb = (hi.simu$y-cy.true)/amp2.true 
plot(aa~year, type="n" 
    ,xlab=expression("year") 
    ,frame = FALSE,yaxt="n",ylab="Underwriting profitability" 
    ,ylim = c(min(aa,bb),max(aa,bb))) 
  lines(bb~year,lty=1,lwd=3, type="l",col="blue") 
#  abline(h=max(Tb[1:(length(Tb)-delay.)],na.rm=TRUE),lty=3) 
































x <- IQsig$I 







dat <- data.frame(cbind(x,y,time.pts)) 
dat <- dat[order(time.pts),] 
 















time.pts.plot = (0:360)/180*pi 
x.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x)) 
y.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y)) 
x.plot.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot)  
y.plot.cir = y.estimates$b0.hat + y.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
y.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot) 
 




























x <- IQsig$I 







dat <- data.frame(cbind(x,y,time.pts)) 
dat <- dat[order(time.pts),] 
 
 













Appendix C. Chapter 5 R codes 
 
################## 
## Figure 5.1.2 ## 
################## 
k.vec=c(0,.5,1,2,4,8) 
mu = 0 
 
k=k.vec[1] 
x <- ((-pi*100):(pi*100))/100 
y <- dnorm(x,mean=0,sd=sqrt(1/k))+.16 
#exp(k)*cos(x-mu)/2/pi/(besselI(k, 0, expon.scaled = FALSE))/2+.5 
plot(x,y,type="l",xaxt="n",ylab="", ylim=c(0,1.2),lwd=2) 
for (i in 2:6){ 
k=k.vec[i] 
x <- ((-pi*100):(pi*100))/100 
y <- dnorm(x,mean=0,sd=sqrt(1/k)) 
















## Figure 5.2.1 ## 
################## 
 
z <- seq(-10, 10, 0.01) 
x <- cos(z) 
y <- sin(z) 
scatterplot3d(x, y, z, highlight.3d = TRUE, col.axis = "blue", 
col.grid = "lightblue",  
main = "Bivariate Cylindrical Distribution",zlab="Time", pch = 20) 
############################################### 
# Some variable definitions 
mu1 <- 0 # expected value of x 
mu2 <- 0.5 # expected value of y 
sig1 <- 0.5 # variance of x 
sig2 <- 2 # variance of y 
rho <- 0.5 # corr(x, y) 
 
# Some additional variables for x-axis and y-axis  
xm <- -2 
xp <- 2 
ym <- -2 
yp <- 2 
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x <- seq(xm, xp, length= as.integer((xp + abs(xm)) * 10)) # vector series x 
y <- seq(ym, yp, length= as.integer((yp + abs(ym)) * 10)) # vector series y 
 
# Core function 
bivariate <- function(x,y){ 
term1 <- 1 / (2 * pi * sig1 * sig2 * sqrt(1 - rho^2)) 
term2 <- (x - mu1)^2 / sig1^2 
term3 <- -(2 * rho * (x - mu1)*(y - mu2))/(sig1 * sig2) 
term4 <- (y - mu2)^2 / sig2^2 
z <- term2 + term3 + term4 




# Computes the density values 
z <- outer(x,y,bivariate) 
 
# Plot 
persp(x, y, z, 
sub = bquote(bold(mu[1])==.(mu1)~", "~sigma[1]==.(sig1)~", "~mu[2]==.(mu2)~ 
", "~sigma[2]==.(sig2)~", "~rho==.(rho)), 
col="orchid2", theta = 55, phi = 30, r = 40, d = 0.1, expand = 0.5, 









## Table 5.3.1 ### 
## Table 5.3.2 ### 










# Cylinder MLE 
 
#MLE 
cylinder.mle <- function(t.rad,x){ 
 x0.bar = atan2(mean(sin(t.rad)),mean(cos(t.rad))) 
 R.bar = mean(cos(t.rad))/cos(x0.bar) 
 s1 = sqrt(var(x)) 
 s2 = sqrt(var(cos(t.rad))) 
 s3 = sqrt(var(sin(t.rad))) 
 r12 = cor(x,cos(t.rad)) 
 r13 = cor(x,sin(t.rad)) 
 r23 = cor(cos(t.rad),sin(t.rad)) 




 mu0.hat = x0.bar 
 k.hat = besselK(R.bar, 0)/besselK(R.bar, 1) 
 b1.hat = (s1/s2)*(r23*r13-r12)/(r23^2-1) 
 b2.hat = (s1/s3)*(r12*r23-r13)/(r23^2-1) 
 b0.hat = mean(x) - b1.hat*R.bar*cos(x0.bar)-b2.hat*R.bar*sin(x0.bar)  
 sigma2.c.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2) 
  
 mu.hat = mean(x) +(1-R.bar)*(b1.hat*cos(x0.bar)+b2.hat*sin(x0.bar)) 
 sigma2.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2)+(b1.hat^2+b2.hat^2)/k.hat 
 rho1.hat = b1.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
 rho2.hat = b2.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
  

















period.true <- 24 









beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 










b.x.true = amp1.true 
b.y.true = sign(cos(lag.true))*sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2) 






























         


















time.pts.cir <- rvonmises(n=25, mu=circular(0), kappa=.1) 
time.pts = sort(as.numeric(time.pts.cir)) 
x = amp1.true*cos((time.pts))+cx.true + wr1 




x.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x)) 
y.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y)) 
x.pred.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts)  
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y.pred.cir = y.estimates$b0.hat + y.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts) + 
y.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts)  
 
t.rad = time.pts 
ct = cos(t.rad) 
st = sin(t.rad) 
 
var.x = var(x) 
cov.xy= cov(x,y) 





k.hat = x.estimates$k.hat 
 
    amp1.cylinder <- sqrt(x.estimates$b1.hat^2+x.estimates$b2.hat^2) 
    amp2.cylinder <- sqrt(y.estimates$b1.hat^2+y.estimates$b2.hat^2) 
    cx.cylinder <- x.estimates$b0.hat 
    cy.cylinder <- y.estimates$b0.hat 
    b.x.cylinder <- amp1.cylinder 
    lag.cylinder <- abs(atan2(x.estimates$b2.hat, -x.estimates$b1.hat) - 
atan2(y.estimates$b2.hat, -y.estimates$b1.hat)) 
    lag.hr.cylinder0 <- lag.cylinder/(2*pi)*period.true 
    lag.hr.cylinder <- I(lag.hr.cylinder0<=(period.true/2))*lag.hr.cylinder0 
+ I(lag.hr.cylinder0>(period.true/2))*(period.true-lag.hr.cylinder0) 
    lag.cylinder <- lag.hr.cylinder/period.true*2*pi 
     
    phaseTa.cylinder <- atan2(x.estimates$b2.hat,x.estimates$b1.hat) 
    area.cylinder <- amp1.cylinder*amp2.cylinder*sin(lag.cylinder)*pi 
    retention.cylinder= amp2.cylinder*sin(lag.cylinder) 
    coercion.cylinder= amp1.cylinder*sin(lag.cylinder) 
     
     
    beta.split.cylinder = atan2(sqrt(amp2.cylinder^2-
retention.cylinder^2),amp1.cylinder) 
    beta.split.cylinder.o = beta.split.cylinder*180/pi 
 
    r1.cylinder<- 
sqrt((amp1.cylinder^2+amp2.cylinder^2+sqrt((amp1.cylinder^2+amp2.cylinder^2)
^2-4*amp1.cylinder^2*amp2.cylinder^2*sin(lag.cylinder)^2))/2) 




    theta.cylinder=-asin(2/(tan(lag.cylinder)*(r2.cylinder/r1.cylinder-
r1.cylinder/r2.cylinder)))/2 
    theta.cylinder.o=theta.cylinder*180/pi 
 
    b.y.cylinder = sign(cos(lag.cylinder))*sqrt(amp2.cylinder^2-
retention.cylinder^2) 
 
    






    x.pred = amp1.cylinder*cos((time.pts))+cx.cylinder 
    y.pred = amp2.cylinder*cos((time.pts)-lag.cylinder)+cy.cylinder 
 
    x.resid = x - x.pred 
    y.resid = y - y.pred  
 
        # SE 
     sigma.xy = cov(x,y)    
     est.matrix = 
c(x.estimates$mu.hat,y.estimates$mu.hat,cos(x.estimates$mu0.hat),sin(x.estim
ates$mu0.hat)) 
     cov.matrix <-matrix(data= 
     c( 
     x.estimates$sigma2.hat, sigma.xy, 
x.estimates$rho1.hat,x.estimates$rho2.hat, 
     sigma.xy, y.estimates$sigma2.hat, 
y.estimates$rho1.hat,y.estimates$rho2.hat, 
     x.estimates$rho1.hat,y.estimates$rho1.hat,x.estimates$k.hat,0, 
     x.estimates$rho2.hat,y.estimates$rho2.hat,0,y.estimates$k.hat 
     ), 
     nrow=4) 
      
#     amp1.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod( 
#     area.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[7] 
#     retention.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[5] 
#     coercion.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[6] 
#     lag.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[8]*sqrt(1/npoints*period.true) 
#     beta.split.se.delta.cylinder<- fit.i$Std.Errors[9] 
#     amp2.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[11] 
#     cx.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[3] 
#     cy.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[4] 
#     theta.se.delta.cylinder <- fit.i$Std.Errors[12] 
#     b.y.se.delta.cylinder <- fit.i$Std.Errors[2]     
#     phaseTa.delta.cylinder <- NA 
 
######################## cov matrix ############################## 
mlogl3 <- function(theta.start, x) { 
sum(-dmvnorm(x, mean=theta.start[1:4],  






theta.start = c(median(x), median(y),median(ct),median(st), 




out <- nlm(mlogl3, theta.start, x = x.mat, hessian = TRUE) 
fish <- out$hessian 
 
cov.mat = solve(fish) 
 
var.a1 = cov.mat[7,7] 
var.a2 = cov.mat[8,8] 
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var.a0 = cov.mat[1,1] + cov.mat[7,3] + cov.mat[8,4]  
cov.a1a2 = cov.mat[7,8] 
cov.a0a1 = cov.mat[3,3] 
cov.a0a2 = cov.mat[4,4] 
 
cov.Ta = matrix(data=c(var.a1,cov.a1a2,cov.a1a2,var.a2),nrow=2) 
 
var.b1 = cov.mat[10,10] 
var.b2 = cov.mat[11,11] 
var.b0 = cov.mat[2,2] + cov.mat[10,3] + cov.mat[11,4]  
cov.b1b2 = cov.mat[10,11] 
cov.b0b1 = cov.mat[3,3] 
cov.b0b2 = cov.mat[4,4] 
 
cov.Tb = matrix(data=c(var.b1,cov.b1b2,cov.b1b2,var.b2),nrow=2) 
 
     offdiag<-matrix(c(sqrt(var.a1*var.b1)*cov.mat[6,6], 
                       sqrt(var.a1*var.b2)*cov.mat[6,6], 
                       sqrt(var.a2*var.b1)*cov.mat[6,6], 
                       sqrt(var.a2*var.b2)*cov.mat[6,6] 
                       ),nrow=2) 
     cov.matrix=rbind(cbind(cov.Ta,offdiag),cbind(offdiag,cov.Tb)) 
     a1 = x.estimates$b1.hat 
     a2 = x.estimates$b2.hat 
     b1 = y.estimates$b1.hat 
     b2 = y.estimates$b2.hat 
######################## SE ##############################      
     area.se.delta.cylinder<-
deltamethod(~pi*sqrt(x1^2+x2^2)*sqrt(x3^2+x4^2)*sin(atan(-x1/x2)-atan(-
x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     retention.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x3^2+x4^2)*sin(atan(-
x1/x2)-atan(-x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     coercion.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2)*sin(atan(-
x1/x2)-atan(-x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     lag.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~12/pi*(atan(-x1/x2)-atan(-
x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 




    amp1.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2),c(a1,a2), 
cov.matrix[1:2,1:2]) 
    amp2.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2),c(b1,b2), 
cov.matrix[3:4,3:4]) 
    cx.se.delta.cylinder<-sqrt(var.a0) 
    cy.se.delta.cylinder<-sqrt(var.b0) 
     









x3/x4))^2))/2)))))/2)*180/pi, c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
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    b.y.se.delta.cylinder <- cov.mat[11,11]  
    phaseTa.delta.cylinder <- NA 
 





#     SE.cylinder[i,]<-rep(NA,12) 
 
    # wald: CI coverage 
    tcrit.cylinder=1.96 
    CI_Lower.cylinder = estimates.cylinder[i,] -tcrit.cylinder * 
SE.cylinder[i,] 
    CI_Upper.cylinder = estimates.cylinder[i,] +tcrit.cylinder * 
SE.cylinder[i,] 
    #CI.wald.cylinder = cbind(CI_Lower.cylinder, CI_Upper.cylinder) 
 
    CI.wald.cylinder[i,] = c(CI_Lower.cylinder[1],CI_Upper.cylinder[1], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[2],CI_Upper.cylinder[2], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[3],CI_Upper.cylinder[3], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[4],CI_Upper.cylinder[4], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[5],CI_Upper.cylinder[5], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[6],CI_Upper.cylinder[6], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[7],CI_Upper.cylinder[7], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[8],CI_Upper.cylinder[8], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[9],CI_Upper.cylinder[9], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[10],CI_Upper.cylinder[10], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[11],CI_Upper.cylinder[11], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[11],CI_Upper.cylinder[12]) 
 
    amp1.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.cylinder[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.cylinder[5])*1 
    area.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.cylinder[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.cylinder[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[8] 
& retention.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[9] & 
coercion.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[10] & 
beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(b.y.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[11] & 
b.y.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(Ta.phase.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[12])*1 
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    #bootstrap 
     
cylinder.boot<-function(d,i){ 
  d2<-d[i,] 
  t<-(0:(nrow(d2)-1)) 
 
  x.boot<-d2$x.resid +  x.pred 
  y.boot<-d2$y.resid +  y.pred 
 
 
        x.estimates.boot<-data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x.boot)) 
        y.estimates.boot<-data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y.boot)) 
 
    amp1.cylinder.boot <- 
sqrt(x.estimates.boot$b1.hat^2+x.estimates.boot$b2.hat^2) 
    amp2.cylinder.boot <- 
sqrt(y.estimates.boot$b1.hat^2+y.estimates.boot$b2.hat^2) 
    cx.cylinder.boot <- x.estimates.boot$b0.hat 
    cy.cylinder.boot <- y.estimates.boot$b0.hat 
    b.x.cylinder.boot <- amp1.cylinder.boot 
    lag.cylinder.boot <- abs(atan2(x.estimates.boot$b2.hat, -
x.estimates.boot$b1.hat) - atan2(y.estimates.boot$b2.hat, -
y.estimates.boot$b1.hat)) 
    lag.hr.cylinder.boot0 <- lag.cylinder.boot/(2*pi)*period.true 
    lag.hr.cylinder.boot <- 
I(lag.hr.cylinder.boot0<=(period.true/2))*lag.hr.cylinder.boot0 + 
I(lag.hr.cylinder.boot0>(period.true/2))*(period.true-lag.hr.cylinder.boot0) 
    lag.cylinder.boot <- lag.hr.cylinder.boot/period.true*2*pi 
     
     
    phaseTa.cylinder.boot <- 
atan2(x.estimates.boot$b2.hat,x.estimates.boot$b1.hat) 
    area.cylinder.boot <- 
amp1.cylinder.boot*amp2.cylinder.boot*sin(lag.cylinder.boot)*pi 
    retention.cylinder.boot= amp2.cylinder.boot*sin(lag.cylinder.boot) 
    coercion.cylinder.boot= amp1.cylinder.boot*sin(lag.cylinder.boot) 
     
    beta.split.cylinder.boot = atan2(sqrt(amp2.cylinder.boot^2-
retention.cylinder.boot^2),amp1.cylinder.boot) 
    beta.split.cylinder.o.boot = beta.split.cylinder.boot*180/pi 
 









    theta.cylinder.boot=-
asin(2/(tan(lag.cylinder.boot)*(r2.cylinder.boot/r1.cylinder.boot-
r1.cylinder.boot/r2.cylinder.boot)))/2 
    theta.cylinder.o.boot=theta.cylinder.boot*180/pi 
 













     
 
    #bootstrap 
    tcrit.cylinder=1.96 
    sim.data<-data.frame(cbind(x.resid,y.resid)) 
    colnames(sim.data)<-c("x.resid","y.resid") 
    boot.cylinder <- boot(sim.data, cylinder.boot, R=999) 
    boot.est.cylinder[i,]<- estimates.cylinder[i,]*2 - 
apply(boot.cylinder$t,2,mean) 
    boot.bias.cylinder[i,]<-boot.est.cylinder[i,]-simulated 




    boot.low.cylinder = 2*estimates.cylinder[i,] - 
apply(boot.cylinder$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*(1-0.025)]) 
    boot.high.cylinder = 2*estimates.cylinder[i,] - 
apply(boot.cylinder$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*0.025])  
    CI.boot.cylinder[i,]=c(boot.low.cylinder[1],boot.high.cylinder[1], 
    boot.low.cylinder[2],boot.high.cylinder[2], 
    boot.low.cylinder[3],boot.high.cylinder[3], 
    boot.low.cylinder[4],boot.high.cylinder[4], 
    boot.low.cylinder[5],boot.high.cylinder[5], 
    boot.low.cylinder[6],boot.high.cylinder[6], 
    boot.low.cylinder[7],boot.high.cylinder[7], 
    boot.low.cylinder[8],boot.high.cylinder[8], 
    boot.low.cylinder[9],boot.high.cylinder[9], 
    boot.low.cylinder[10],boot.high.cylinder[10], 
    boot.low.cylinder[11],boot.high.cylinder[11], 
    boot.low.cylinder[12],boot.high.cylinder[12]) 
    # coverage 
    amp1.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.cylinder[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.cylinder[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.cylinder[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.cylinder[2])*1 
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    cx.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(cx.true>=boot.low.cylinder[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.cylinder[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(cy.true>=boot.low.cylinder[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.cylinder[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.cylinder[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.cylinder[5])*1 
    area.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(area.true>=boot.low.cylinder[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.cylinder[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(lag.true.hr>=boot.low.cylinder[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=boot.high.cylinder[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(retention.true>=boot.low.cylinder[8] 
& retention.true<=boot.high.cylinder[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.cylinder[9] & 
coercion.true<=boot.high.cylinder[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(beta.split.true>=boot.low.cylinder[10] & 
beta.split.true<=boot.high.cylinder[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(b.y.true>=boot.low.cylinder[11] & 
b.y.true<=boot.high.cylinder[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(Ta.phase.true>=boot.low.cylinder[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=boot.high.cylinder[12])*1 




























































amp1.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T)*180/pi 
b.y.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T) 
     estimate.cylinder<-c(amp1.est.cylinder, amp2.est.cylinder, 
cx.est.cylinder, cy.est.cylinder, theta.est.cylinder, area.est.cylinder, 
lag.est.cylinder, retention.est.cylinder, coercion.est.cylinder, 
beta.split.est.cylinder, b.y.est.cylinder,phaseTa.est.cylinder) 
 
bias.cylinder<- estimate.cylinder- simulated 
biasperc.cylinder<- (estimate.cylinder- simulated)/simulated 
 
# ASE 
amp1.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,5], na.rm = T)    
area.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,12], na.rm = T) 
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     se.cylinder<-c(amp1.se.cylinder, amp2.se.cylinder, cx.se.cylinder, 
cy.se.cylinder, theta.se.cylinder, area.se.cylinder,lag.se.cylinder, 





mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
amp2.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,2]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cx.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,3]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cy.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,4]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
theta.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,5]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
area.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,6]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
lag.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,7]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
retention.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,8]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
coercion.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,9]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
beta.split.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,10]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
b.y.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,11]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
phaseTa.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,12]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
     ese.cylinder<-c(amp1.ese.cylinder, amp2.ese.cylinder, cx.ese.cylinder, 
cy.ese.cylinder, theta.ese.cylinder, area.ese.cylinder,lag.ese.cylinder, 





# wald CI 
amp1.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,9], na.rm = T)  
theta.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,18], na.rm = T) 
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beta.split.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.wald.cylinder<-c(amp1.wald.low.cylinder, amp2.wald.low.cylinder, 
cx.wald.low.cylinder, cy.wald.low.cylinder, theta.wald.low.cylinder, 










# wald coverage 
amp1.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
amp2.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N   
area.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 







na.rm = T)/N 














# boot est 
amp1.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,3], na.rm = T) 
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cy.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.est.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.est.cylinder, amp2.boot.est.cylinder, 
cx.boot.est.cylinder, cy.boot.est.cylinder, theta.boot.est.cylinder, 




# boot bias 
amp1.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.bias.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.bias.cylinder, amp2.boot.bias.cylinder, 






# boot se 
amp1.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.se.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.se.cylinder, amp2.boot.se.cylinder, 
cx.boot.se.cylinder, cy.boot.se.cylinder, theta.boot.se.cylinder, 




# boot CI 
amp1.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,1], na.rm = T) 
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amp1.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,9], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.boot.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.low.cylinder, amp2.boot.low.cylinder, 
cx.boot.low.cylinder, cy.boot.low.cylinder, theta.boot.low.cylinder, 
area.boot.low.cylinder, lag.boot.low.cylinder, retention.boot.low.cylinder, 
coercion.boot.low.cylinder, 
beta.split.boot.low.cylinder,b.y.boot.low.cylinder,phaseTa.boot.low.cylinder) 
     highCI.boot.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.high.cylinder, 
amp2.boot.high.cylinder, cx.boot.high.cylinder, cy.boot.high.cylinder, 





# boot coverage 
amp1.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
amp2.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N 
area.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 







na.rm = T)/N 
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boot.se.cylinder, lowCI.boot.cylinder, highCI.boot.cylinder, 
boot.coverage.cylinder) 








boot.ese.cylinder = apply(cylinder.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2,sd) 
 







































period.true <- 24 









beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 










b.x.true = amp1.true 
b.y.true = sign(cos(lag.true))*sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2) 






























         












time.pts.cir <- rvonmises(n=25, mu=circular(0), kappa=.1) 
time.pts = sort(as.numeric(time.pts.cir)) 
x = amp1.true*cos((time.pts))+cx.true + wr1 
y = amp2.true*cos((time.pts)-lag.true)+cy.true + wr2 






    amp1.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[12] 
    amp2.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[13] 
    cx.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[3] 
    cy.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[4] 
    theta.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[14] 
    area.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[7] 
    lag.hr.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[8]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[5] 
    coercion.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[6] 
    beta.split.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[9] 
    b.x.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[1] 
    b.y.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[2] 
    phaseTa.geometric <- NA 
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     x.pred=fit.i$pred.x 
     y.pred=fit.i$pred.y 
      
 
        # SE 
     area.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[5] 
     retention.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[3] 
     coercion.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[4] 
     lag.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[6]*sqrt(1/npoints*period.true) 
     beta.split.se.delta.geometric<- fit.i$Std.Errors[7] 
     amp1.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[8] 
     amp2.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[9] 
     cx.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[1] 
     cy.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[2] 
     theta.se.delta.geometric <- fit.i$Std.Errors[10] 
     b.y.se.delta.geometric <- NA     
     phaseTa.delta.geometric <- NA 
 






    # wald: CI coverage 
    tcrit.geometric=1.96 
    CI_Lower.geometric = estimates.geometric[i,] -tcrit.geometric * 
SE.geometric[i,] 
    CI_Upper.geometric = estimates.geometric[i,] +tcrit.geometric * 
SE.geometric[i,] 
    #CI.wald.geometric = cbind(CI_Lower.geometric, CI_Upper.geometric) 
 
    CI.wald.geometric[i,] = c(CI_Lower.geometric[1],CI_Upper.geometric[1], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[2],CI_Upper.geometric[2], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[3],CI_Upper.geometric[3], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[4],CI_Upper.geometric[4], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[5],CI_Upper.geometric[5], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[6],CI_Upper.geometric[6], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[7],CI_Upper.geometric[7], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[8],CI_Upper.geometric[8], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[9],CI_Upper.geometric[9], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[10],CI_Upper.geometric[10], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[11],CI_Upper.geometric[11], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[11],CI_Upper.geometric[12]) 
 
    amp1.coverage.wald.geometric=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.wald.geometric=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.wald.geometric=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[3])*1 
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    cy.coverage.wald.geometric=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.wald.geometric=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.geometric[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.geometric[5])*1 
    area.coverage.wald.geometric=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.wald.geometric=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.geometric[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.geometric[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.wald.geometric=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[8] 
& retention.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.wald.geometric=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[9] 
& coercion.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.wald.geometric=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[10] 
& beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.wald.geometric=I(b.y.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[11] & 
b.y.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.wald.geometric=I(Ta.phase.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[12] 
& Ta.phase.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[12])*1 
     












    #bootstrap 
    amp1.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[12] 
    amp2.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[13] 
    cx.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[3] 
    cy.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[4] 
    theta.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[14] 
    area.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[7] 
    lag.hr.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[8]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.geometric.boot<- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[5] 
    coercion.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[6] 
    beta.split.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[9] 
    b.y.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[2] 
    phaseTa.geometric.boot <- NA 
     





     
    boot.bias.geometric[i,]<- boot.est.geometric[i,]-simulated 
    boot.se.geometric[i,]<-c( 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[12], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[13], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[3], 
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    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[4], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[14], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[7], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[8], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[5], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[6], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[9], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[2], 
    NA) 
 
 
    boot.low.geometric = 
c(((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(12,13,3,4,14,7,8,5,6,9,2),2]),NA) 
    boot.high.geometric = 
c(((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(12,13,3,4,14,7,8,5,6,9,2),6]),NA)   
    CI.boot.geometric[i,]=c(boot.low.geometric[1],boot.high.geometric[1], 
    boot.low.geometric[2],boot.high.geometric[2], 
    boot.low.geometric[3],boot.high.geometric[3], 
    boot.low.geometric[4],boot.high.geometric[4], 
    boot.low.geometric[5],boot.high.geometric[5], 
    boot.low.geometric[6],boot.high.geometric[6], 
    
boot.low.geometric[7]/npoints*period.true,boot.high.geometric[7]/npoints*per
iod.true, 
    boot.low.geometric[8],boot.high.geometric[8], 
    boot.low.geometric[9],boot.high.geometric[9], 
    boot.low.geometric[10],boot.high.geometric[10], 
    boot.low.geometric[11],boot.high.geometric[11], 
    boot.low.geometric[12],boot.high.geometric[12]) 
    # coverage 
    amp1.coverage.boot.geometric=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.geometric[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.geometric[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.boot.geometric=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.geometric[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.geometric[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.boot.geometric=I(cx.true>=boot.low.geometric[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.geometric[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.boot.geometric=I(cy.true>=boot.low.geometric[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.geometric[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.boot.geometric=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.geometric[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.geometric[5])*1 
    area.coverage.boot.geometric=I(area.true>=boot.low.geometric[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.geometric[6])*1 
    
lag.coverage.boot.geometric=I(lag.true.hr>=(boot.low.geometric[7]/npoints*pe
riod.true) & lag.true.hr<=(boot.high.geometric[7]/npoints*period.true))*1 
    retention.coverage.boot.geometric=I(retention.true>=boot.low.geometric[8] 
& retention.true<=boot.high.geometric[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.boot.geometric=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.geometric[9] 
& coercion.true<=boot.high.geometric[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.boot.geometric=I(beta.split.true>=boot.low.geometric[10] 
& beta.split.true<=boot.high.geometric[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.boot.geometric=I(b.y.true>=boot.low.geometric[11] & 
b.y.true<=boot.high.geometric[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.boot.geometric=I(Ta.phase.true>=boot.low.geometric[12] 
& Ta.phase.true<=boot.high.geometric[12])*1 
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amp1.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T) 
     estimate.geometric<-c(amp1.est.geometric, amp2.est.geometric, 
cx.est.geometric, cy.est.geometric, theta.est.geometric, area.est.geometric, 
lag.est.geometric, retention.est.geometric, coercion.est.geometric, 
beta.split.est.geometric, b.y.est.geometric,phaseTa.est.geometric) 
 
bias.geometric<- estimate.geometric- simulated 
biasperc.geometric<- (estimate.geometric- simulated)/simulated 
 
# ASE 
amp1.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,5], na.rm = T)    
area.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     se.geometric<-c(amp1.se.geometric, amp2.se.geometric, cx.se.geometric, 
cy.se.geometric, theta.se.geometric, area.se.geometric,lag.se.geometric, 





mean(geometric.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
amp2.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,2]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cx.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,3]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cy.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,4]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
theta.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,5]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
area.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,6]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
lag.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,7]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
retention.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,8]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
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coercion.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,9]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
beta.split.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,10]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
b.y.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,11]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
phaseTa.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,12]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
     ese.geometric<-c(amp1.ese.geometric, amp2.ese.geometric, 







# wald CI 
amp1.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,9], na.rm = T)  
theta.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.wald.geometric<-c(amp1.wald.low.geometric, 
amp2.wald.low.geometric, cx.wald.low.geometric, cy.wald.low.geometric, 











# wald coverage 
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amp1.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
amp2.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,3], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cy.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,4], na.rm = 
T)/N 
theta.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N   
area.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 
lag.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,7], na.rm = 
T)/N 
retention.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,8], 
na.rm = T)/N 
coercion.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,9], 
na.rm = T)/N 
beta.split.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,10], 
na.rm = T)/N 
b.y.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,11], na.rm = 
T)/N 
phaseTa.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,12], 
na.rm = T)/N 










# boot est 
amp1.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.est.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.est.geometric, amp2.boot.est.geometric, 






# boot bias 
amp1.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,1], na.rm = T) 
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amp2.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,10], na.rm = 
T) 
b.y.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.bias.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.bias.geometric, 
amp2.boot.bias.geometric, cx.boot.bias.geometric, cy.boot.bias.geometric, 





# boot se 
amp1.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.se.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.se.geometric, amp2.boot.se.geometric, 
cx.boot.se.geometric, cy.boot.se.geometric, theta.boot.se.geometric, 




# boot CI 
amp1.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,9], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,18], na.rm = T) 
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beta.split.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.boot.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.low.geometric, 
amp2.boot.low.geometric, cx.boot.low.geometric, cy.boot.low.geometric, 




     highCI.boot.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.high.geometric, 
amp2.boot.high.geometric, cx.boot.high.geometric, cy.boot.high.geometric, 





# boot coverage 
amp1.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
amp2.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,3], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cy.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,4], na.rm = 
T)/N 
theta.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N 
area.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 
lag.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,7], na.rm = 
T)/N 
retention.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,8], 
na.rm = T)/N 
coercion.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,9], 
na.rm = T)/N 
beta.split.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,10], 
na.rm = T)/N 
b.y.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,11], na.rm = 
T)/N 
phaseTa.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,12], 
na.rm = T)/N 
















boot.se.geometric, lowCI.boot.geometric, highCI.boot.geometric, 
boot.coverage.geometric) 








boot.ese.geometric = apply(geometric.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2,sd) 
 
































# Cylinder MLE 
 
#MLE 
cylinder.mle <- function(t.rad,x){ 
 x0.bar = atan2(mean(sin(t.rad)),mean(cos(t.rad))) 
 R.bar = mean(cos(t.rad))/cos(x0.bar) 
 s1 = sqrt(var(x)) 
 s2 = sqrt(var(cos(t.rad))) 
 s3 = sqrt(var(sin(t.rad))) 
 r12 = cor(x,cos(t.rad)) 
 r13 = cor(x,sin(t.rad)) 
 r23 = cor(cos(t.rad),sin(t.rad)) 
 r123 = sqrt((r12^2+r13^2-2*r12*r13*r23)/(1-r23^2)) 
  
  
 mu0.hat = x0.bar 
 k.hat = besselK(R.bar, 0)/besselK(R.bar, 1) 
 b1.hat = (s1/s2)*(r23*r13-r12)/(r23^2-1) 
 b2.hat = (s1/s3)*(r12*r23-r13)/(r23^2-1) 
 b0.hat = mean(x) - b1.hat*R.bar*cos(x0.bar)-b2.hat*R.bar*sin(x0.bar)  
 sigma2.c.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2) 
  
 mu.hat = mean(x) +(1-R.bar)*(b1.hat*cos(x0.bar)+b2.hat*sin(x0.bar)) 
 sigma2.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2)+(b1.hat^2+b2.hat^2)/k.hat 
 rho1.hat = b1.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
 rho2.hat = b2.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
  


















period.true <- 24 









beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 










b.x.true = amp1.true 
b.y.true = sign(cos(lag.true))*sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2) 


















































time.pts.cir <- rvonmises(n=25, mu=circular(0), kappa=.1) 
time.pts = sort(as.numeric(time.pts.cir)) 
x = amp1.true*cos((time.pts))+cx.true + wr1 






    amp1.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[13] 
    amp2.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[14] 
    cx.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[4] 
    cy.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[5] 
    theta.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[15] 
    area.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[8] 
    lag.hr.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[9]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[6] 
    coercion.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[7] 
    beta.split.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[10] 
    b.x.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[1] 
    b.y.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[2] 
    phaseTa.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[3] 
     






     x.pred=fit.i$pred.x 
     y.pred=fit.i$pred.y 
      
 
        # SE 
     area.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[7] 
     retention.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[5] 
     coercion.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[6] 
     lag.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[8]*sqrt(1/npoints*period.true) 
     beta.split.se.delta.lapshin<- fit.i$Std.Errors[9] 
     amp1.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[10] 
     amp2.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[11] 
     cx.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[3] 
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     cy.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[4] 
     theta.se.delta.lapshin <- fit.i$Std.Errors[12] 
     b.y.se.delta.lapshin <- fit.i$Std.Errors[2]     
     phaseTa.delta.lapshin <- NA 
 






    # wald: CI coverage 
    tcrit.lapshin=1.96 
    CI_Lower.lapshin = estimates.lapshin[i,] -tcrit.lapshin * SE.lapshin[i,] 
    CI_Upper.lapshin = estimates.lapshin[i,] +tcrit.lapshin * SE.lapshin[i,] 
    #CI.wald.lapshin = cbind(CI_Lower.lapshin, CI_Upper.lapshin) 
 
    CI.wald.lapshin[i,] = c(CI_Lower.lapshin[1],CI_Upper.lapshin[1], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[2],CI_Upper.lapshin[2], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[3],CI_Upper.lapshin[3], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[4],CI_Upper.lapshin[4], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[5],CI_Upper.lapshin[5], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[6],CI_Upper.lapshin[6], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[7],CI_Upper.lapshin[7], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[8],CI_Upper.lapshin[8], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[9],CI_Upper.lapshin[9], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[10],CI_Upper.lapshin[10], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[11],CI_Upper.lapshin[11], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[11],CI_Upper.lapshin[12]) 
 
    amp1.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.lapshin[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.lapshin[5])*1 
    area.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.lapshin[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.lapshin[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[8] & 
retention.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[9] & 
coercion.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[9])*1 
    beta.split.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[10] 
& beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(b.y.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[11] & 
b.y.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(Ta.phase.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[12])*1 
     













    #bootstrap 
    amp1.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[13] 
    amp2.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[14] 
    cx.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[4] 
    cy.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[5] 
    theta.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[15] 
    area.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[8] 
    lag.hr.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[9]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.lapshin.boot<- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[6] 
    coercion.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[7] 
    beta.split.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[10] 
    b.y.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[2] 
    phaseTa.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[3] 
     





     
    boot.bias.lapshin[i,]<- boot.est.lapshin[i,]-simulated 
    boot.se.lapshin[i,]<-c( 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[13], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[14], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[4], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[5], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[15], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[8], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[9], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[6], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[7], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[10], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[2], 
    NA) 
 
 
    boot.low.lapshin = ((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(13,14,4,5,15,8,9,6,7,10,2),2]) 
    boot.high.lapshin = ((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(13,14,4,5,15,8,9,6,7,10,2),6])   
    CI.boot.lapshin[i,]=c(boot.low.lapshin[1],boot.high.lapshin[1], 
    boot.low.lapshin[2],boot.high.lapshin[2], 
    boot.low.lapshin[3],boot.high.lapshin[3], 
    boot.low.lapshin[4],boot.high.lapshin[4], 
    boot.low.lapshin[5],boot.high.lapshin[5], 
    boot.low.lapshin[6],boot.high.lapshin[6], 




    boot.low.lapshin[8],boot.high.lapshin[8], 
    boot.low.lapshin[9],boot.high.lapshin[9], 
    boot.low.lapshin[10],boot.high.lapshin[10], 
    boot.low.lapshin[11],boot.high.lapshin[11], 
    boot.low.lapshin[12],boot.high.lapshin[12]) 
    # coverage 
    amp1.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.lapshin[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.lapshin[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.lapshin[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.lapshin[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(cx.true>=boot.low.lapshin[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.lapshin[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(cy.true>=boot.low.lapshin[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.lapshin[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.lapshin[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.lapshin[5])*1 
    area.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(area.true>=boot.low.lapshin[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.lapshin[6])*1 
    
lag.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(lag.true.hr>=(boot.low.lapshin[7]/npoints*period
.true) & lag.true.hr<=(boot.high.lapshin[7]/npoints*period.true))*1 
    retention.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(retention.true>=boot.low.lapshin[8] & 
retention.true<=boot.high.lapshin[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.lapshin[9] & 
coercion.true<=boot.high.lapshin[9])*1 
    beta.split.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(beta.split.true>=boot.low.lapshin[10] 
& beta.split.true<=boot.high.lapshin[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(b.y.true>=boot.low.lapshin[11] & 
b.y.true<=boot.high.lapshin[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(Ta.phase.true>=boot.low.lapshin[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=boot.high.lapshin[12])*1 


























































amp1.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T)*180/pi 
b.y.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T) 
     estimate.lapshin<-c(amp1.est.lapshin, amp2.est.lapshin, cx.est.lapshin, 
cy.est.lapshin, theta.est.lapshin, area.est.lapshin, lag.est.lapshin, 
retention.est.lapshin, coercion.est.lapshin, beta.split.est.lapshin, 
b.y.est.lapshin,phaseTa.est.lapshin) 
 
bias.lapshin<- estimate.lapshin- simulated 
biasperc.lapshin<- (estimate.lapshin- simulated)/simulated 
 
# ASE 
amp1.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,4], na.rm = T) 
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theta.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,5], na.rm = T)    
area.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     se.lapshin<-c(amp1.se.lapshin, amp2.se.lapshin, cx.se.lapshin, 
cy.se.lapshin, theta.se.lapshin, area.se.lapshin,lag.se.lapshin, 





mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
amp2.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,2]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cx.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,3]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cy.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,4]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
theta.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,5]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
area.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,6]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
lag.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,7]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
retention.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,8]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
coercion.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,9]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
beta.split.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,10]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
b.y.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,11]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
phaseTa.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,12]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
     ese.lapshin<-c(amp1.ese.lapshin, amp2.ese.lapshin, cx.ese.lapshin, 
cy.ese.lapshin, theta.ese.lapshin, area.ese.lapshin,lag.ese.lapshin, 





# wald CI 
amp1.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,9], na.rm = T)  
theta.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,11], na.rm = T) 
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area.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.wald.lapshin<-c(amp1.wald.low.lapshin, amp2.wald.low.lapshin, 
cx.wald.low.lapshin, cy.wald.low.lapshin, theta.wald.low.lapshin, 




cx.wald.high.lapshin, cy.wald.high.lapshin, theta.wald.high.lapshin, 




# wald coverage 
amp1.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,1], na.rm = T)/N 
amp2.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,2], na.rm = T)/N 
cx.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N   
area.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,6], na.rm = T)/N 
lag.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,7], na.rm = T)/N 
retention.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,8], na.rm = 
T)/N 




b.y.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,11], na.rm = T)/N 
phaseTa.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,12], na.rm = 
T)/N 










# boot est 
amp1.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,2], na.rm = T) 
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cx.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.est.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.est.lapshin, amp2.boot.est.lapshin, 
cx.boot.est.lapshin, cy.boot.est.lapshin, theta.boot.est.lapshin, 




# boot bias 
amp1.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.bias.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.bias.lapshin, amp2.boot.bias.lapshin, 
cx.boot.bias.lapshin, cy.boot.bias.lapshin, theta.boot.bias.lapshin, 




# boot se 
amp1.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.se.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.se.lapshin, amp2.boot.se.lapshin, 
cx.boot.se.lapshin, cy.boot.se.lapshin, theta.boot.se.lapshin, 




# boot CI 
amp1.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,1], na.rm = T) 
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amp1.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,9], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.boot.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.low.lapshin, amp2.boot.low.lapshin, 
cx.boot.low.lapshin, cy.boot.low.lapshin, theta.boot.low.lapshin, 
area.boot.low.lapshin, lag.boot.low.lapshin, retention.boot.low.lapshin, 
coercion.boot.low.lapshin, 
beta.split.boot.low.lapshin,b.y.boot.low.lapshin,phaseTa.boot.low.lapshin) 
     highCI.boot.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.high.lapshin, amp2.boot.high.lapshin, 
cx.boot.high.lapshin, cy.boot.high.lapshin, theta.boot.high.lapshin, 




# boot coverage 
amp1.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,1], na.rm = T)/N 
amp2.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,2], na.rm = T)/N 
cx.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N 
area.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,6], na.rm = T)/N 
lag.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,7], na.rm = T)/N 
retention.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,8], na.rm = 
T)/N 




b.y.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,11], na.rm = T)/N 
phaseTa.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,12], na.rm = 
T)/N 
















lowCI.boot.lapshin, highCI.boot.lapshin, boot.coverage.lapshin) 








boot.ese.lapshin = apply(lapshin.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2,sd) 
 



























## Table 5.3.3 ### 
## Table 5.3.4 ### 



















# Cylinder MLE 
 
#MLE 
cylinder.mle <- function(t.rad,x){ 
 x0.bar = atan2(mean(sin(t.rad)),mean(cos(t.rad))) 
 R.bar = mean(cos(t.rad))/cos(x0.bar) 
 s1 = sqrt(var(x)) 
 s2 = sqrt(var(cos(t.rad))) 
 s3 = sqrt(var(sin(t.rad))) 
 r12 = cor(x,cos(t.rad)) 
 r13 = cor(x,sin(t.rad)) 
 r23 = cor(cos(t.rad),sin(t.rad)) 
 r123 = sqrt((r12^2+r13^2-2*r12*r13*r23)/(1-r23^2)) 
  
  
 mu0.hat = x0.bar 
 k.hat = besselK(R.bar, 0)/besselK(R.bar, 1) 
 b1.hat = (s1/s2)*(r23*r13-r12)/(r23^2-1) 
 b2.hat = (s1/s3)*(r12*r23-r13)/(r23^2-1) 
 b0.hat = mean(x) - b1.hat*R.bar*cos(x0.bar)-b2.hat*R.bar*sin(x0.bar)  
 sigma2.c.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2) 
  
 mu.hat = mean(x) +(1-R.bar)*(b1.hat*cos(x0.bar)+b2.hat*sin(x0.bar)) 
 sigma2.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2)+(b1.hat^2+b2.hat^2)/k.hat 
 rho1.hat = b1.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
 rho2.hat = b2.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
  
















period.true <- 24 









beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 










b.x.true = amp1.true 
b.y.true = sign(cos(lag.true))*sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2) 





























         



















aaaaa=rvonmises(n=12, mu=circular(0), kappa=20) 
bbbbb=aaaaa*I(aaaaa<pi)+(2*pi-aaaaa)*I(aaaaa>pi) 
time.pts.cir <- (8:19)/12*pi+bbbbb 
time.pts = sort(as.numeric(time.pts.cir)) 
x = amp1.true*cos((time.pts))+cx.true + wr1 




x.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x)) 
y.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y)) 
x.pred.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts)  
y.pred.cir = y.estimates$b0.hat + y.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts) + 
y.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts)  
 
t.rad = time.pts 
ct = cos(t.rad) 
st = sin(t.rad) 
 
var.x = var(x) 
cov.xy= cov(x,y) 





k.hat = x.estimates$k.hat 
 
    amp1.cylinder <- sqrt(x.estimates$b1.hat^2+x.estimates$b2.hat^2) 
    amp2.cylinder <- sqrt(y.estimates$b1.hat^2+y.estimates$b2.hat^2) 
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    cx.cylinder <- x.estimates$b0.hat 
    cy.cylinder <- y.estimates$b0.hat 
    b.x.cylinder <- amp1.cylinder 
    lag.cylinder <- abs(atan2(x.estimates$b2.hat, -x.estimates$b1.hat) - 
atan2(y.estimates$b2.hat, -y.estimates$b1.hat)) 
    lag.hr.cylinder0 <- lag.cylinder/(2*pi)*period.true 
    lag.hr.cylinder <- I(lag.hr.cylinder0<=(period.true/2))*lag.hr.cylinder0 
+ I(lag.hr.cylinder0>(period.true/2))*(period.true-lag.hr.cylinder0) 
    lag.cylinder <- lag.hr.cylinder/period.true*2*pi 
     
    phaseTa.cylinder <- atan2(x.estimates$b2.hat,x.estimates$b1.hat) 
    area.cylinder <- amp1.cylinder*amp2.cylinder*sin(lag.cylinder)*pi 
    retention.cylinder= amp2.cylinder*sin(lag.cylinder) 
    coercion.cylinder= amp1.cylinder*sin(lag.cylinder) 
     
     
    beta.split.cylinder = atan2(sqrt(amp2.cylinder^2-
retention.cylinder^2),amp1.cylinder) 
    beta.split.cylinder.o = beta.split.cylinder*180/pi 
 
    r1.cylinder<- 
sqrt((amp1.cylinder^2+amp2.cylinder^2+sqrt((amp1.cylinder^2+amp2.cylinder^2)
^2-4*amp1.cylinder^2*amp2.cylinder^2*sin(lag.cylinder)^2))/2) 




    theta.cylinder=-asin(2/(tan(lag.cylinder)*(r2.cylinder/r1.cylinder-
r1.cylinder/r2.cylinder)))/2 
    theta.cylinder.o=theta.cylinder*180/pi 
 
    b.y.cylinder = sign(cos(lag.cylinder))*sqrt(amp2.cylinder^2-
retention.cylinder^2) 
 
    





    x.pred = amp1.cylinder*cos((time.pts))+cx.cylinder 
    y.pred = amp2.cylinder*cos((time.pts)-lag.cylinder)+cy.cylinder 
 
    x.resid = x - x.pred 
    y.resid = y - y.pred  
 
        # SE 
     sigma.xy = cov(x,y)    
     est.matrix = 
c(x.estimates$mu.hat,y.estimates$mu.hat,cos(x.estimates$mu0.hat),sin(x.estim
ates$mu0.hat)) 
     cov.matrix <-matrix(data= 
     c( 
     x.estimates$sigma2.hat, sigma.xy, 
x.estimates$rho1.hat,x.estimates$rho2.hat, 
     sigma.xy, y.estimates$sigma2.hat, 
y.estimates$rho1.hat,y.estimates$rho2.hat, 
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     x.estimates$rho1.hat,y.estimates$rho1.hat,x.estimates$k.hat,0, 
     x.estimates$rho2.hat,y.estimates$rho2.hat,0,y.estimates$k.hat 
     ), 
     nrow=4) 
      
#     amp1.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod( 
#     area.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[7] 
#     retention.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[5] 
#     coercion.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[6] 
#     lag.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[8]*sqrt(1/npoints*period.true) 
#     beta.split.se.delta.cylinder<- fit.i$Std.Errors[9] 
#     amp2.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[11] 
#     cx.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[3] 
#     cy.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[4] 
#     theta.se.delta.cylinder <- fit.i$Std.Errors[12] 
#     b.y.se.delta.cylinder <- fit.i$Std.Errors[2]     
#     phaseTa.delta.cylinder <- NA 
 
######################## cov matrix ############################## 
mlogl3 <- function(theta.start, x) { 
sum(-dmvnorm(x, mean=theta.start[1:4],  






theta.start = c(median(x), median(y),median(ct),median(st), 




out <- nlm(mlogl3, theta.start, x = x.mat, hessian = TRUE) 
fish <- out$hessian 
 
cov.mat = solve(fish) 
 
var.a1 = cov.mat[7,7] 
var.a2 = cov.mat[8,8] 
var.a0 = cov.mat[1,1] + cov.mat[7,3] + cov.mat[8,4]  
cov.a1a2 = cov.mat[7,8] 
cov.a0a1 = cov.mat[3,3] 
cov.a0a2 = cov.mat[4,4] 
 
cov.Ta = matrix(data=c(var.a1,cov.a1a2,cov.a1a2,var.a2),nrow=2) 
 
var.b1 = cov.mat[10,10] 
var.b2 = cov.mat[11,11] 
var.b0 = cov.mat[2,2] + cov.mat[10,3] + cov.mat[11,4]  
cov.b1b2 = cov.mat[10,11] 
cov.b0b1 = cov.mat[3,3] 
cov.b0b2 = cov.mat[4,4] 
 
cov.Tb = matrix(data=c(var.b1,cov.b1b2,cov.b1b2,var.b2),nrow=2) 
 
     offdiag<-matrix(c(sqrt(var.a1*var.b1)*cov.mat[6,6], 
                       sqrt(var.a1*var.b2)*cov.mat[6,6], 
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                       sqrt(var.a2*var.b1)*cov.mat[6,6], 
                       sqrt(var.a2*var.b2)*cov.mat[6,6] 
                       ),nrow=2) 
     cov.matrix=rbind(cbind(cov.Ta,offdiag),cbind(offdiag,cov.Tb)) 
     a1 = x.estimates$b1.hat 
     a2 = x.estimates$b2.hat 
     b1 = y.estimates$b1.hat 
     b2 = y.estimates$b2.hat 
######################## SE ##############################      
     area.se.delta.cylinder<-
deltamethod(~pi*sqrt(x1^2+x2^2)*sqrt(x3^2+x4^2)*sin(atan(-x1/x2)-atan(-
x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     retention.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x3^2+x4^2)*sin(atan(-
x1/x2)-atan(-x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     coercion.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2)*sin(atan(-
x1/x2)-atan(-x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     lag.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~12/pi*(atan(-x1/x2)-atan(-
x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 




    amp1.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2),c(a1,a2), 
cov.matrix[1:2,1:2]) 
    amp2.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2),c(b1,b2), 
cov.matrix[3:4,3:4]) 
    cx.se.delta.cylinder<-sqrt(var.a0) 
    cy.se.delta.cylinder<-sqrt(var.b0) 
     









x3/x4))^2))/2)))))/2)*180/pi, c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
    b.y.se.delta.cylinder <- cov.mat[11,11]  
    phaseTa.delta.cylinder <- NA 
 





#     SE.cylinder[i,]<-rep(NA,12) 
 
    # wald: CI coverage 
    tcrit.cylinder=1.96 
    CI_Lower.cylinder = estimates.cylinder[i,] -tcrit.cylinder * 
SE.cylinder[i,] 
    CI_Upper.cylinder = estimates.cylinder[i,] +tcrit.cylinder * 
SE.cylinder[i,] 
    #CI.wald.cylinder = cbind(CI_Lower.cylinder, CI_Upper.cylinder) 
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    CI.wald.cylinder[i,] = c(CI_Lower.cylinder[1],CI_Upper.cylinder[1], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[2],CI_Upper.cylinder[2], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[3],CI_Upper.cylinder[3], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[4],CI_Upper.cylinder[4], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[5],CI_Upper.cylinder[5], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[6],CI_Upper.cylinder[6], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[7],CI_Upper.cylinder[7], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[8],CI_Upper.cylinder[8], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[9],CI_Upper.cylinder[9], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[10],CI_Upper.cylinder[10], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[11],CI_Upper.cylinder[11], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[11],CI_Upper.cylinder[12]) 
 
    amp1.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.cylinder[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.cylinder[5])*1 
    area.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.cylinder[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.cylinder[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[8] 
& retention.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[9] & 
coercion.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[10] & 
beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(b.y.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[11] & 
b.y.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(Ta.phase.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[12])*1 
     










    #bootstrap 
     
cylinder.boot<-function(d,i){ 
  d2<-d[i,] 
  t<-(0:(nrow(d2)-1)) 
 
  x.boot<-d2$x.resid +  x.pred 




        x.estimates.boot<-data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x.boot)) 
        y.estimates.boot<-data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y.boot)) 
 
    amp1.cylinder.boot <- 
sqrt(x.estimates.boot$b1.hat^2+x.estimates.boot$b2.hat^2) 
    amp2.cylinder.boot <- 
sqrt(y.estimates.boot$b1.hat^2+y.estimates.boot$b2.hat^2) 
    cx.cylinder.boot <- x.estimates.boot$b0.hat 
    cy.cylinder.boot <- y.estimates.boot$b0.hat 
    b.x.cylinder.boot <- amp1.cylinder.boot 
    lag.cylinder.boot <- abs(atan2(x.estimates.boot$b2.hat, -
x.estimates.boot$b1.hat) - atan2(y.estimates.boot$b2.hat, -
y.estimates.boot$b1.hat)) 
    lag.hr.cylinder.boot0 <- lag.cylinder.boot/(2*pi)*period.true 
    lag.hr.cylinder.boot <- 
I(lag.hr.cylinder.boot0<=(period.true/2))*lag.hr.cylinder.boot0 + 
I(lag.hr.cylinder.boot0>(period.true/2))*(period.true-lag.hr.cylinder.boot0) 
    lag.cylinder.boot <- lag.hr.cylinder.boot/period.true*2*pi 
     
     
    phaseTa.cylinder.boot <- 
atan2(x.estimates.boot$b2.hat,x.estimates.boot$b1.hat) 
    area.cylinder.boot <- 
amp1.cylinder.boot*amp2.cylinder.boot*sin(lag.cylinder.boot)*pi 
    retention.cylinder.boot= amp2.cylinder.boot*sin(lag.cylinder.boot) 
    coercion.cylinder.boot= amp1.cylinder.boot*sin(lag.cylinder.boot) 
     
    beta.split.cylinder.boot = atan2(sqrt(amp2.cylinder.boot^2-
retention.cylinder.boot^2),amp1.cylinder.boot) 
    beta.split.cylinder.o.boot = beta.split.cylinder.boot*180/pi 
 








    theta.cylinder.boot=-
asin(2/(tan(lag.cylinder.boot)*(r2.cylinder.boot/r1.cylinder.boot-
r1.cylinder.boot/r2.cylinder.boot)))/2 
    theta.cylinder.o.boot=theta.cylinder.boot*180/pi 
 














     
 
    #bootstrap 
    tcrit.cylinder=1.96 
    sim.data<-data.frame(cbind(x.resid,y.resid)) 
    colnames(sim.data)<-c("x.resid","y.resid") 
    boot.cylinder <- boot(sim.data, cylinder.boot, R=999) 
    boot.est.cylinder[i,]<- estimates.cylinder[i,]*2 - 
apply(boot.cylinder$t,2,mean) 
    boot.bias.cylinder[i,]<-boot.est.cylinder[i,]-simulated 




    boot.low.cylinder = 2*estimates.cylinder[i,] - 
apply(boot.cylinder$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*(1-0.025)]) 
    boot.high.cylinder = 2*estimates.cylinder[i,] - 
apply(boot.cylinder$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*0.025])  
    CI.boot.cylinder[i,]=c(boot.low.cylinder[1],boot.high.cylinder[1], 
    boot.low.cylinder[2],boot.high.cylinder[2], 
    boot.low.cylinder[3],boot.high.cylinder[3], 
    boot.low.cylinder[4],boot.high.cylinder[4], 
    boot.low.cylinder[5],boot.high.cylinder[5], 
    boot.low.cylinder[6],boot.high.cylinder[6], 
    boot.low.cylinder[7],boot.high.cylinder[7], 
    boot.low.cylinder[8],boot.high.cylinder[8], 
    boot.low.cylinder[9],boot.high.cylinder[9], 
    boot.low.cylinder[10],boot.high.cylinder[10], 
    boot.low.cylinder[11],boot.high.cylinder[11], 
    boot.low.cylinder[12],boot.high.cylinder[12]) 
    # coverage 
    amp1.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.cylinder[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.cylinder[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.cylinder[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.cylinder[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(cx.true>=boot.low.cylinder[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.cylinder[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(cy.true>=boot.low.cylinder[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.cylinder[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.cylinder[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.cylinder[5])*1 
    area.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(area.true>=boot.low.cylinder[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.cylinder[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(lag.true.hr>=boot.low.cylinder[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=boot.high.cylinder[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(retention.true>=boot.low.cylinder[8] 
& retention.true<=boot.high.cylinder[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.cylinder[9] & 
coercion.true<=boot.high.cylinder[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(beta.split.true>=boot.low.cylinder[10] & 
beta.split.true<=boot.high.cylinder[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(b.y.true>=boot.low.cylinder[11] & 
b.y.true<=boot.high.cylinder[11])*1 
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    phaseTa.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(Ta.phase.true>=boot.low.cylinder[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=boot.high.cylinder[12])*1 




























































amp1.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T)*180/pi 
b.y.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T) 
     estimate.cylinder<-c(amp1.est.cylinder, amp2.est.cylinder, 
cx.est.cylinder, cy.est.cylinder, theta.est.cylinder, area.est.cylinder, 
lag.est.cylinder, retention.est.cylinder, coercion.est.cylinder, 
beta.split.est.cylinder, b.y.est.cylinder,phaseTa.est.cylinder) 
 
bias.cylinder<- estimate.cylinder- simulated 
biasperc.cylinder<- (estimate.cylinder- simulated)/simulated 
 
# ASE 
amp1.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,5], na.rm = T)    
area.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     se.cylinder<-c(amp1.se.cylinder, amp2.se.cylinder, cx.se.cylinder, 
cy.se.cylinder, theta.se.cylinder, area.se.cylinder,lag.se.cylinder, 





mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
amp2.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,2]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cx.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,3]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cy.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,4]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
theta.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,5]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
area.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,6]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
lag.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,7]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
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retention.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,8]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
coercion.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,9]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
beta.split.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,10]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
b.y.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,11]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
phaseTa.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,12]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
     ese.cylinder<-c(amp1.ese.cylinder, amp2.ese.cylinder, cx.ese.cylinder, 
cy.ese.cylinder, theta.ese.cylinder, area.ese.cylinder,lag.ese.cylinder, 





# wald CI 
amp1.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,9], na.rm = T)  
theta.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.wald.cylinder<-c(amp1.wald.low.cylinder, amp2.wald.low.cylinder, 
cx.wald.low.cylinder, cy.wald.low.cylinder, theta.wald.low.cylinder, 










# wald coverage 
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amp1.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
amp2.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N   
area.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 







na.rm = T)/N 














# boot est 
amp1.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.est.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.est.cylinder, amp2.boot.est.cylinder, 
cx.boot.est.cylinder, cy.boot.est.cylinder, theta.boot.est.cylinder, 




# boot bias 
amp1.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,4], na.rm = T) 
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theta.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.bias.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.bias.cylinder, amp2.boot.bias.cylinder, 






# boot se 
amp1.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.se.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.se.cylinder, amp2.boot.se.cylinder, 
cx.boot.se.cylinder, cy.boot.se.cylinder, theta.boot.se.cylinder, 




# boot CI 
amp1.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,9], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
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b.y.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.boot.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.low.cylinder, amp2.boot.low.cylinder, 
cx.boot.low.cylinder, cy.boot.low.cylinder, theta.boot.low.cylinder, 
area.boot.low.cylinder, lag.boot.low.cylinder, retention.boot.low.cylinder, 
coercion.boot.low.cylinder, 
beta.split.boot.low.cylinder,b.y.boot.low.cylinder,phaseTa.boot.low.cylinder) 
     highCI.boot.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.high.cylinder, 
amp2.boot.high.cylinder, cx.boot.high.cylinder, cy.boot.high.cylinder, 





# boot coverage 
amp1.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
amp2.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N 
area.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 







na.rm = T)/N 



















boot.se.cylinder, lowCI.boot.cylinder, highCI.boot.cylinder, 
boot.coverage.cylinder) 
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boot.ese.cylinder = apply(cylinder.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2,sd) 
 
result.cylinder <- cbind(result.cylinder,"Boot ese"=boot.ese.cylinder) 
result.cylinder  
 


































period.true <- 24 









beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 










b.x.true = amp1.true 
b.y.true = sign(cos(lag.true))*sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2) 






























         












aaaaa=rvonmises(n=12, mu=circular(0), kappa=20) 
bbbbb=aaaaa*I(aaaaa<pi)+(2*pi-aaaaa)*I(aaaaa>pi) 
time.pts.cir <- (8:19)/12*pi+bbbbb 
time.pts = sort(as.numeric(time.pts.cir)) 
x = amp1.true*cos((time.pts))+cx.true + wr1 
y = amp2.true*cos((time.pts)-lag.true)+cy.true + wr2 







    amp1.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[12] 
    amp2.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[13] 
    cx.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[3] 
    cy.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[4] 
    theta.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[14] 
    area.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[7] 
    lag.hr.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[8]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[5] 
    coercion.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[6] 
    beta.split.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[9] 
    b.x.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[1] 
    b.y.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[2] 
    phaseTa.geometric <- NA 
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     x.pred=fit.i$pred.x 
     y.pred=fit.i$pred.y 
      
 
        # SE 
     area.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[5] 
     retention.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[3] 
     coercion.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[4] 
     lag.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[6]*sqrt(1/npoints*period.true) 
     beta.split.se.delta.geometric<- fit.i$Std.Errors[7] 
     amp1.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[8] 
     amp2.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[9] 
     cx.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[1] 
     cy.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[2] 
     theta.se.delta.geometric <- fit.i$Std.Errors[10] 
     b.y.se.delta.geometric <- NA     
     phaseTa.delta.geometric <- NA 
 






    # wald: CI coverage 
    tcrit.geometric=1.96 
    CI_Lower.geometric = estimates.geometric[i,] -tcrit.geometric * 
SE.geometric[i,] 
    CI_Upper.geometric = estimates.geometric[i,] +tcrit.geometric * 
SE.geometric[i,] 
    #CI.wald.geometric = cbind(CI_Lower.geometric, CI_Upper.geometric) 
 
    CI.wald.geometric[i,] = c(CI_Lower.geometric[1],CI_Upper.geometric[1], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[2],CI_Upper.geometric[2], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[3],CI_Upper.geometric[3], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[4],CI_Upper.geometric[4], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[5],CI_Upper.geometric[5], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[6],CI_Upper.geometric[6], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[7],CI_Upper.geometric[7], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[8],CI_Upper.geometric[8], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[9],CI_Upper.geometric[9], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[10],CI_Upper.geometric[10], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[11],CI_Upper.geometric[11], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[11],CI_Upper.geometric[12]) 
 
    amp1.coverage.wald.geometric=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.wald.geometric=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.wald.geometric=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[3])*1 
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    cy.coverage.wald.geometric=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.wald.geometric=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.geometric[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.geometric[5])*1 
    area.coverage.wald.geometric=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.wald.geometric=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.geometric[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.geometric[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.wald.geometric=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[8] 
& retention.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.wald.geometric=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[9] 
& coercion.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.wald.geometric=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[10] 
& beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.wald.geometric=I(b.y.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[11] & 
b.y.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.wald.geometric=I(Ta.phase.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[12] 
& Ta.phase.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[12])*1 
     










    #bootstrap 
    amp1.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[12] 
    amp2.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[13] 
    cx.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[3] 
    cy.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[4] 
    theta.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[14] 
    area.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[7] 
    lag.hr.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[8]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.geometric.boot<- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[5] 
    coercion.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[6] 
    beta.split.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[9] 
    b.y.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[2] 
    phaseTa.geometric.boot <- NA 
     





     
    boot.bias.geometric[i,]<- boot.est.geometric[i,]-simulated 
    boot.se.geometric[i,]<-c( 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[12], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[13], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[3], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[4], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[14], 
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    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[7], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[8], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[5], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[6], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[9], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[2], 
    NA) 
 
 
    boot.low.geometric = 
c(((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(12,13,3,4,14,7,8,5,6,9,2),2]),NA) 
    boot.high.geometric = 
c(((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(12,13,3,4,14,7,8,5,6,9,2),6]),NA)   
    CI.boot.geometric[i,]=c(boot.low.geometric[1],boot.high.geometric[1], 
    boot.low.geometric[2],boot.high.geometric[2], 
    boot.low.geometric[3],boot.high.geometric[3], 
    boot.low.geometric[4],boot.high.geometric[4], 
    boot.low.geometric[5],boot.high.geometric[5], 
    boot.low.geometric[6],boot.high.geometric[6], 
    
boot.low.geometric[7]/npoints*period.true,boot.high.geometric[7]/npoints*per
iod.true, 
    boot.low.geometric[8],boot.high.geometric[8], 
    boot.low.geometric[9],boot.high.geometric[9], 
    boot.low.geometric[10],boot.high.geometric[10], 
    boot.low.geometric[11],boot.high.geometric[11], 
    boot.low.geometric[12],boot.high.geometric[12]) 
    # coverage 
    amp1.coverage.boot.geometric=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.geometric[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.geometric[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.boot.geometric=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.geometric[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.geometric[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.boot.geometric=I(cx.true>=boot.low.geometric[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.geometric[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.boot.geometric=I(cy.true>=boot.low.geometric[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.geometric[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.boot.geometric=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.geometric[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.geometric[5])*1 
    area.coverage.boot.geometric=I(area.true>=boot.low.geometric[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.geometric[6])*1 
    
lag.coverage.boot.geometric=I(lag.true.hr>=(boot.low.geometric[7]/npoints*pe
riod.true) & lag.true.hr<=(boot.high.geometric[7]/npoints*period.true))*1 
    retention.coverage.boot.geometric=I(retention.true>=boot.low.geometric[8] 
& retention.true<=boot.high.geometric[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.boot.geometric=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.geometric[9] 
& coercion.true<=boot.high.geometric[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.boot.geometric=I(beta.split.true>=boot.low.geometric[10] 
& beta.split.true<=boot.high.geometric[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.boot.geometric=I(b.y.true>=boot.low.geometric[11] & 
b.y.true<=boot.high.geometric[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.boot.geometric=I(Ta.phase.true>=boot.low.geometric[12] 
& Ta.phase.true<=boot.high.geometric[12])*1 



























































amp1.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T) 
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cx.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T) 
     estimate.geometric<-c(amp1.est.geometric, amp2.est.geometric, 
cx.est.geometric, cy.est.geometric, theta.est.geometric, area.est.geometric, 
lag.est.geometric, retention.est.geometric, coercion.est.geometric, 
beta.split.est.geometric, b.y.est.geometric,phaseTa.est.geometric) 
 
bias.geometric<- estimate.geometric- simulated 
biasperc.geometric<- (estimate.geometric- simulated)/simulated 
 
# ASE 
amp1.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,5], na.rm = T)    
area.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     se.geometric<-c(amp1.se.geometric, amp2.se.geometric, cx.se.geometric, 
cy.se.geometric, theta.se.geometric, area.se.geometric,lag.se.geometric, 





mean(geometric.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
amp2.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,2]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cx.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,3]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cy.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,4]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
theta.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,5]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
area.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,6]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
lag.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,7]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
retention.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,8]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
coercion.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,9]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
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beta.split.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,10]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
b.y.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,11]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
phaseTa.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,12]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
     ese.geometric<-c(amp1.ese.geometric, amp2.ese.geometric, 







# wald CI 
amp1.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,9], na.rm = T)  
theta.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.wald.geometric<-c(amp1.wald.low.geometric, 
amp2.wald.low.geometric, cx.wald.low.geometric, cy.wald.low.geometric, 











# wald coverage 
amp1.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
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amp2.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,3], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cy.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,4], na.rm = 
T)/N 
theta.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N   
area.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 
lag.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,7], na.rm = 
T)/N 
retention.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,8], 
na.rm = T)/N 
coercion.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,9], 
na.rm = T)/N 
beta.split.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,10], 
na.rm = T)/N 
b.y.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,11], na.rm = 
T)/N 
phaseTa.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,12], 
na.rm = T)/N 










# boot est 
amp1.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.est.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.est.geometric, amp2.boot.est.geometric, 






# boot bias 
amp1.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,3], na.rm = T) 
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cy.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,10], na.rm = 
T) 
b.y.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.bias.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.bias.geometric, 
amp2.boot.bias.geometric, cx.boot.bias.geometric, cy.boot.bias.geometric, 





# boot se 
amp1.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.se.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.se.geometric, amp2.boot.se.geometric, 
cx.boot.se.geometric, cy.boot.se.geometric, theta.boot.se.geometric, 




# boot CI 
amp1.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,9], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
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beta.split.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.boot.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.low.geometric, 
amp2.boot.low.geometric, cx.boot.low.geometric, cy.boot.low.geometric, 




     highCI.boot.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.high.geometric, 
amp2.boot.high.geometric, cx.boot.high.geometric, cy.boot.high.geometric, 





# boot coverage 
amp1.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
amp2.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,3], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cy.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,4], na.rm = 
T)/N 
theta.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N 
area.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 
lag.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,7], na.rm = 
T)/N 
retention.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,8], 
na.rm = T)/N 
coercion.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,9], 
na.rm = T)/N 
beta.split.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,10], 
na.rm = T)/N 
b.y.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,11], na.rm = 
T)/N 
phaseTa.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,12], 
na.rm = T)/N 
















boot.se.geometric, lowCI.boot.geometric, highCI.boot.geometric, 
boot.coverage.geometric) 








boot.ese.geometric = apply(geometric.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2,sd) 
 























# Cylinder MLE 
 
#MLE 
cylinder.mle <- function(t.rad,x){ 
 x0.bar = atan2(mean(sin(t.rad)),mean(cos(t.rad))) 
 R.bar = mean(cos(t.rad))/cos(x0.bar) 
 s1 = sqrt(var(x)) 
 s2 = sqrt(var(cos(t.rad))) 
 s3 = sqrt(var(sin(t.rad))) 
 r12 = cor(x,cos(t.rad)) 
 r13 = cor(x,sin(t.rad)) 
 r23 = cor(cos(t.rad),sin(t.rad)) 
 r123 = sqrt((r12^2+r13^2-2*r12*r13*r23)/(1-r23^2)) 
  
  
 mu0.hat = x0.bar 
 k.hat = besselK(R.bar, 0)/besselK(R.bar, 1) 
 b1.hat = (s1/s2)*(r23*r13-r12)/(r23^2-1) 
 b2.hat = (s1/s3)*(r12*r23-r13)/(r23^2-1) 
 b0.hat = mean(x) - b1.hat*R.bar*cos(x0.bar)-b2.hat*R.bar*sin(x0.bar)  
 sigma2.c.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2) 
  
 mu.hat = mean(x) +(1-R.bar)*(b1.hat*cos(x0.bar)+b2.hat*sin(x0.bar)) 
 sigma2.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2)+(b1.hat^2+b2.hat^2)/k.hat 
 rho1.hat = b1.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
 rho2.hat = b2.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
  















period.true <- 24 










beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 










b.x.true = amp1.true 
b.y.true = sign(cos(lag.true))*sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2) 











































aaaaa=rvonmises(n=12, mu=circular(0), kappa=20) 
bbbbb=aaaaa*I(aaaaa<pi)+(2*pi-aaaaa)*I(aaaaa>pi) 
time.pts.cir <- (8:19)/12*pi+bbbbb 
time.pts = sort(as.numeric(time.pts.cir)) 
x = amp1.true*cos((time.pts))+cx.true + wr1 






    amp1.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[13] 
    amp2.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[14] 
    cx.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[4] 
    cy.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[5] 
    theta.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[15] 
    area.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[8] 
    lag.hr.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[9]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[6] 
    coercion.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[7] 
    beta.split.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[10] 
    b.x.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[1] 
    b.y.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[2] 
    phaseTa.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[3] 
     






     x.pred=fit.i$pred.x 
     y.pred=fit.i$pred.y 
      
 
        # SE 
     area.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[7] 
     retention.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[5] 
     coercion.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[6] 
     lag.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[8]*sqrt(1/npoints*period.true) 
     beta.split.se.delta.lapshin<- fit.i$Std.Errors[9] 
     amp1.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[10] 
     amp2.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[11] 
     cx.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[3] 
     cy.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[4] 
     theta.se.delta.lapshin <- fit.i$Std.Errors[12] 
     b.y.se.delta.lapshin <- fit.i$Std.Errors[2]     
     phaseTa.delta.lapshin <- NA 
 







    # wald: CI coverage 
    tcrit.lapshin=1.96 
    CI_Lower.lapshin = estimates.lapshin[i,] -tcrit.lapshin * SE.lapshin[i,] 
    CI_Upper.lapshin = estimates.lapshin[i,] +tcrit.lapshin * SE.lapshin[i,] 
    #CI.wald.lapshin = cbind(CI_Lower.lapshin, CI_Upper.lapshin) 
 
    CI.wald.lapshin[i,] = c(CI_Lower.lapshin[1],CI_Upper.lapshin[1], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[2],CI_Upper.lapshin[2], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[3],CI_Upper.lapshin[3], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[4],CI_Upper.lapshin[4], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[5],CI_Upper.lapshin[5], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[6],CI_Upper.lapshin[6], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[7],CI_Upper.lapshin[7], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[8],CI_Upper.lapshin[8], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[9],CI_Upper.lapshin[9], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[10],CI_Upper.lapshin[10], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[11],CI_Upper.lapshin[11], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[11],CI_Upper.lapshin[12]) 
 
    amp1.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.lapshin[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.lapshin[5])*1 
    area.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.lapshin[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.lapshin[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[8] & 
retention.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[9] & 
coercion.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[9])*1 
    beta.split.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[10] 
& beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(b.y.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[11] & 
b.y.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(Ta.phase.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[12])*1 
     









    #bootstrap 
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    amp1.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[13] 
    amp2.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[14] 
    cx.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[4] 
    cy.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[5] 
    theta.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[15] 
    area.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[8] 
    lag.hr.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[9]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.lapshin.boot<- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[6] 
    coercion.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[7] 
    beta.split.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[10] 
    b.y.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[2] 
    phaseTa.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[3] 
     





     
    boot.bias.lapshin[i,]<- boot.est.lapshin[i,]-simulated 
    boot.se.lapshin[i,]<-c( 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[13], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[14], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[4], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[5], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[15], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[8], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[9], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[6], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[7], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[10], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[2], 
    NA) 
 
 
    boot.low.lapshin = ((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(13,14,4,5,15,8,9,6,7,10,2),2]) 
    boot.high.lapshin = ((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(13,14,4,5,15,8,9,6,7,10,2),6])   
    CI.boot.lapshin[i,]=c(boot.low.lapshin[1],boot.high.lapshin[1], 
    boot.low.lapshin[2],boot.high.lapshin[2], 
    boot.low.lapshin[3],boot.high.lapshin[3], 
    boot.low.lapshin[4],boot.high.lapshin[4], 
    boot.low.lapshin[5],boot.high.lapshin[5], 
    boot.low.lapshin[6],boot.high.lapshin[6], 
    
boot.low.lapshin[7]/npoints*period.true,boot.high.lapshin[7]/npoints*period.
true, 
    boot.low.lapshin[8],boot.high.lapshin[8], 
    boot.low.lapshin[9],boot.high.lapshin[9], 
    boot.low.lapshin[10],boot.high.lapshin[10], 
    boot.low.lapshin[11],boot.high.lapshin[11], 
    boot.low.lapshin[12],boot.high.lapshin[12]) 
    # coverage 
    amp1.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.lapshin[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.lapshin[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.lapshin[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.lapshin[2])*1 
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    cx.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(cx.true>=boot.low.lapshin[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.lapshin[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(cy.true>=boot.low.lapshin[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.lapshin[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.lapshin[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.lapshin[5])*1 
    area.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(area.true>=boot.low.lapshin[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.lapshin[6])*1 
    
lag.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(lag.true.hr>=(boot.low.lapshin[7]/npoints*period
.true) & lag.true.hr<=(boot.high.lapshin[7]/npoints*period.true))*1 
    retention.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(retention.true>=boot.low.lapshin[8] & 
retention.true<=boot.high.lapshin[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.lapshin[9] & 
coercion.true<=boot.high.lapshin[9])*1 
    beta.split.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(beta.split.true>=boot.low.lapshin[10] 
& beta.split.true<=boot.high.lapshin[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(b.y.true>=boot.low.lapshin[11] & 
b.y.true<=boot.high.lapshin[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(Ta.phase.true>=boot.low.lapshin[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=boot.high.lapshin[12])*1 


























































amp1.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T)*180/pi 
b.y.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T) 
     estimate.lapshin<-c(amp1.est.lapshin, amp2.est.lapshin, cx.est.lapshin, 
cy.est.lapshin, theta.est.lapshin, area.est.lapshin, lag.est.lapshin, 
retention.est.lapshin, coercion.est.lapshin, beta.split.est.lapshin, 
b.y.est.lapshin,phaseTa.est.lapshin) 
 
bias.lapshin<- estimate.lapshin- simulated 
biasperc.lapshin<- (estimate.lapshin- simulated)/simulated 
 
# ASE 
amp1.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,5], na.rm = T)    
area.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     se.lapshin<-c(amp1.se.lapshin, amp2.se.lapshin, cx.se.lapshin, 
cy.se.lapshin, theta.se.lapshin, area.se.lapshin,lag.se.lapshin, 
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mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
amp2.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,2]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cx.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,3]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cy.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,4]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
theta.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,5]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
area.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,6]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
lag.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,7]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
retention.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,8]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
coercion.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,9]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
beta.split.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,10]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
b.y.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,11]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
phaseTa.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,12]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
     ese.lapshin<-c(amp1.ese.lapshin, amp2.ese.lapshin, cx.ese.lapshin, 
cy.ese.lapshin, theta.ese.lapshin, area.ese.lapshin,lag.ese.lapshin, 





# wald CI 
amp1.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,9], na.rm = T)  
theta.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
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beta.split.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.wald.lapshin<-c(amp1.wald.low.lapshin, amp2.wald.low.lapshin, 
cx.wald.low.lapshin, cy.wald.low.lapshin, theta.wald.low.lapshin, 




cx.wald.high.lapshin, cy.wald.high.lapshin, theta.wald.high.lapshin, 




# wald coverage 
amp1.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,1], na.rm = T)/N 
amp2.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,2], na.rm = T)/N 
cx.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N   
area.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,6], na.rm = T)/N 
lag.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,7], na.rm = T)/N 
retention.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,8], na.rm = 
T)/N 




b.y.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,11], na.rm = T)/N 
phaseTa.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,12], na.rm = 
T)/N 










# boot est 
amp1.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
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b.y.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.est.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.est.lapshin, amp2.boot.est.lapshin, 
cx.boot.est.lapshin, cy.boot.est.lapshin, theta.boot.est.lapshin, 




# boot bias 
amp1.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.bias.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.bias.lapshin, amp2.boot.bias.lapshin, 
cx.boot.bias.lapshin, cy.boot.bias.lapshin, theta.boot.bias.lapshin, 




# boot se 
amp1.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.se.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.se.lapshin, amp2.boot.se.lapshin, 
cx.boot.se.lapshin, cy.boot.se.lapshin, theta.boot.se.lapshin, 




# boot CI 
amp1.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,9], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,10], na.rm = T) 
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area.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.boot.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.low.lapshin, amp2.boot.low.lapshin, 
cx.boot.low.lapshin, cy.boot.low.lapshin, theta.boot.low.lapshin, 
area.boot.low.lapshin, lag.boot.low.lapshin, retention.boot.low.lapshin, 
coercion.boot.low.lapshin, 
beta.split.boot.low.lapshin,b.y.boot.low.lapshin,phaseTa.boot.low.lapshin) 
     highCI.boot.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.high.lapshin, amp2.boot.high.lapshin, 
cx.boot.high.lapshin, cy.boot.high.lapshin, theta.boot.high.lapshin, 




# boot coverage 
amp1.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,1], na.rm = T)/N 
amp2.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,2], na.rm = T)/N 
cx.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N 
area.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,6], na.rm = T)/N 
lag.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,7], na.rm = T)/N 
retention.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,8], na.rm = 
T)/N 




b.y.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,11], na.rm = T)/N 
phaseTa.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,12], na.rm = 
T)/N 
















lowCI.boot.lapshin, highCI.boot.lapshin, boot.coverage.lapshin) 








boot.ese.lapshin = apply(lapshin.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2,sd) 
 




















## Table 5.3.5 ### 
## Table 5.3.6 ### 




## cylinder ## 
############################################################################ 
## cylinder ## 










# Cylinder MLE 
 
#MLE 
cylinder.mle <- function(t.rad,x){ 
 x0.bar = atan2(mean(sin(t.rad)),mean(cos(t.rad))) 
 R.bar = mean(cos(t.rad))/cos(x0.bar) 
 s1 = sqrt(var(x)) 
 s2 = sqrt(var(cos(t.rad))) 
 s3 = sqrt(var(sin(t.rad))) 
 r12 = cor(x,cos(t.rad)) 
 r13 = cor(x,sin(t.rad)) 
 r23 = cor(cos(t.rad),sin(t.rad)) 
 r123 = sqrt((r12^2+r13^2-2*r12*r13*r23)/(1-r23^2)) 
  
  
 mu0.hat = x0.bar 
 k.hat = besselK(R.bar, 0)/besselK(R.bar, 1) 
 b1.hat = (s1/s2)*(r23*r13-r12)/(r23^2-1) 
 b2.hat = (s1/s3)*(r12*r23-r13)/(r23^2-1) 
 b0.hat = mean(x) - b1.hat*R.bar*cos(x0.bar)-b2.hat*R.bar*sin(x0.bar)  
 sigma2.c.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2) 
  
 mu.hat = mean(x) +(1-R.bar)*(b1.hat*cos(x0.bar)+b2.hat*sin(x0.bar)) 
 sigma2.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2)+(b1.hat^2+b2.hat^2)/k.hat 
 rho1.hat = b1.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
 rho2.hat = b2.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
  


















period.true <- 24 









beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 










b.x.true = amp1.true 
b.y.true = sign(cos(lag.true))*sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2) 






























         


















time.pts.cir <- rvonmises(n=25, mu=circular(0), kappa=1) 
time.pts = sort(as.numeric(time.pts.cir)) 
x = amp1.true*cos((time.pts))+cx.true + wr1 




x.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x)) 
y.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y)) 
x.pred.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts)  
y.pred.cir = y.estimates$b0.hat + y.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts) + 
y.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts)  
 
t.rad = time.pts 
ct = cos(t.rad) 
st = sin(t.rad) 
 
var.x = var(x) 
cov.xy= cov(x,y) 





k.hat = x.estimates$k.hat 
 
    amp1.cylinder <- sqrt(x.estimates$b1.hat^2+x.estimates$b2.hat^2) 
    amp2.cylinder <- sqrt(y.estimates$b1.hat^2+y.estimates$b2.hat^2) 
    cx.cylinder <- x.estimates$b0.hat 
    cy.cylinder <- y.estimates$b0.hat 
    b.x.cylinder <- amp1.cylinder 
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    lag.cylinder <- abs(atan2(x.estimates$b2.hat, -x.estimates$b1.hat) - 
atan2(y.estimates$b2.hat, -y.estimates$b1.hat)) 
    lag.hr.cylinder0 <- lag.cylinder/(2*pi)*period.true 
    lag.hr.cylinder <- I(lag.hr.cylinder0<=(period.true/2))*lag.hr.cylinder0 
+ I(lag.hr.cylinder0>(period.true/2))*(period.true-lag.hr.cylinder0) 
    lag.cylinder <- lag.hr.cylinder/period.true*2*pi 
     
    phaseTa.cylinder <- atan2(x.estimates$b2.hat,x.estimates$b1.hat) 
    area.cylinder <- amp1.cylinder*amp2.cylinder*sin(lag.cylinder)*pi 
    retention.cylinder= amp2.cylinder*sin(lag.cylinder) 
    coercion.cylinder= amp1.cylinder*sin(lag.cylinder) 
     
     
    beta.split.cylinder = atan2(sqrt(amp2.cylinder^2-
retention.cylinder^2),amp1.cylinder) 
    beta.split.cylinder.o = beta.split.cylinder*180/pi 
 
    r1.cylinder<- 
sqrt((amp1.cylinder^2+amp2.cylinder^2+sqrt((amp1.cylinder^2+amp2.cylinder^2)
^2-4*amp1.cylinder^2*amp2.cylinder^2*sin(lag.cylinder)^2))/2) 




    theta.cylinder=-asin(2/(tan(lag.cylinder)*(r2.cylinder/r1.cylinder-
r1.cylinder/r2.cylinder)))/2 
    theta.cylinder.o=theta.cylinder*180/pi 
 
    b.y.cylinder = sign(cos(lag.cylinder))*sqrt(amp2.cylinder^2-
retention.cylinder^2) 
 
    





    x.pred = amp1.cylinder*cos((time.pts))+cx.cylinder 
    y.pred = amp2.cylinder*cos((time.pts)-lag.cylinder)+cy.cylinder 
 
    x.resid = x - x.pred 
    y.resid = y - y.pred  
 
        # SE 
     sigma.xy = cov(x,y)    
     est.matrix = 
c(x.estimates$mu.hat,y.estimates$mu.hat,cos(x.estimates$mu0.hat),sin(x.estim
ates$mu0.hat)) 
     cov.matrix <-matrix(data= 
     c( 
     x.estimates$sigma2.hat, sigma.xy, 
x.estimates$rho1.hat,x.estimates$rho2.hat, 
     sigma.xy, y.estimates$sigma2.hat, 
y.estimates$rho1.hat,y.estimates$rho2.hat, 
     x.estimates$rho1.hat,y.estimates$rho1.hat,x.estimates$k.hat,0, 
     x.estimates$rho2.hat,y.estimates$rho2.hat,0,y.estimates$k.hat 
     ), 
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     nrow=4) 
      
#     amp1.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod( 
#     area.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[7] 
#     retention.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[5] 
#     coercion.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[6] 
#     lag.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[8]*sqrt(1/npoints*period.true) 
#     beta.split.se.delta.cylinder<- fit.i$Std.Errors[9] 
#     amp2.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[11] 
#     cx.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[3] 
#     cy.se.delta.cylinder<-fit.i$Std.Errors[4] 
#     theta.se.delta.cylinder <- fit.i$Std.Errors[12] 
#     b.y.se.delta.cylinder <- fit.i$Std.Errors[2]     
#     phaseTa.delta.cylinder <- NA 
 
######################## cov matrix ############################## 
mlogl3 <- function(theta.start, x) { 
sum(-dmvnorm(x, mean=theta.start[1:4],  






theta.start = c(median(x), median(y),median(ct),median(st), 




out <- nlm(mlogl3, theta.start, x = x.mat, hessian = TRUE) 
fish <- out$hessian 
 
cov.mat = solve(fish) 
 
var.a1 = cov.mat[7,7] 
var.a2 = cov.mat[8,8] 
var.a0 = cov.mat[1,1] + cov.mat[7,3] + cov.mat[8,4]  
cov.a1a2 = cov.mat[7,8] 
cov.a0a1 = cov.mat[3,3] 
cov.a0a2 = cov.mat[4,4] 
 
cov.Ta = matrix(data=c(var.a1,cov.a1a2,cov.a1a2,var.a2),nrow=2) 
 
var.b1 = cov.mat[10,10] 
var.b2 = cov.mat[11,11] 
var.b0 = cov.mat[2,2] + cov.mat[10,3] + cov.mat[11,4]  
cov.b1b2 = cov.mat[10,11] 
cov.b0b1 = cov.mat[3,3] 
cov.b0b2 = cov.mat[4,4] 
 
cov.Tb = matrix(data=c(var.b1,cov.b1b2,cov.b1b2,var.b2),nrow=2) 
 
     offdiag<-matrix(c(sqrt(var.a1*var.b1)*cov.mat[6,6], 
                       sqrt(var.a1*var.b2)*cov.mat[6,6], 
                       sqrt(var.a2*var.b1)*cov.mat[6,6], 
                       sqrt(var.a2*var.b2)*cov.mat[6,6] 
                       ),nrow=2) 
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     cov.matrix=rbind(cbind(cov.Ta,offdiag),cbind(offdiag,cov.Tb)) 
     a1 = x.estimates$b1.hat 
     a2 = x.estimates$b2.hat 
     b1 = y.estimates$b1.hat 
     b2 = y.estimates$b2.hat 
######################## SE ##############################      
     area.se.delta.cylinder<-
deltamethod(~pi*sqrt(x1^2+x2^2)*sqrt(x3^2+x4^2)*sin(atan(-x1/x2)-atan(-
x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     retention.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x3^2+x4^2)*sin(atan(-
x1/x2)-atan(-x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     coercion.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2)*sin(atan(-
x1/x2)-atan(-x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
     lag.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~12/pi*(atan(-x1/x2)-atan(-
x3/x4)),c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 




    amp1.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2),c(a1,a2), 
cov.matrix[1:2,1:2]) 
    amp2.se.delta.cylinder<-deltamethod(~sqrt(x1^2+x2^2),c(b1,b2), 
cov.matrix[3:4,3:4]) 
    cx.se.delta.cylinder<-sqrt(var.a0) 
    cy.se.delta.cylinder<-sqrt(var.b0) 
     









x3/x4))^2))/2)))))/2)*180/pi, c(a1,a2,b1,b2), cov.matrix) 
    b.y.se.delta.cylinder <- cov.mat[11,11]  
    phaseTa.delta.cylinder <- NA 
 





#     SE.cylinder[i,]<-rep(NA,12) 
 
    # wald: CI coverage 
    tcrit.cylinder=1.96 
    CI_Lower.cylinder = estimates.cylinder[i,] -tcrit.cylinder * 
SE.cylinder[i,] 
    CI_Upper.cylinder = estimates.cylinder[i,] +tcrit.cylinder * 
SE.cylinder[i,] 
    #CI.wald.cylinder = cbind(CI_Lower.cylinder, CI_Upper.cylinder) 
 
    CI.wald.cylinder[i,] = c(CI_Lower.cylinder[1],CI_Upper.cylinder[1], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[2],CI_Upper.cylinder[2], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[3],CI_Upper.cylinder[3], 
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    CI_Lower.cylinder[4],CI_Upper.cylinder[4], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[5],CI_Upper.cylinder[5], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[6],CI_Upper.cylinder[6], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[7],CI_Upper.cylinder[7], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[8],CI_Upper.cylinder[8], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[9],CI_Upper.cylinder[9], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[10],CI_Upper.cylinder[10], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[11],CI_Upper.cylinder[11], 
    CI_Lower.cylinder[11],CI_Upper.cylinder[12]) 
 
    amp1.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.cylinder[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.cylinder[5])*1 
    area.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.cylinder[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.cylinder[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[8] 
& retention.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[9] & 
coercion.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[10] & 
beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(b.y.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[11] & 
b.y.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.wald.cylinder=I(Ta.phase.true>=CI_Lower.cylinder[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=CI_Upper.cylinder[12])*1 
     












    #bootstrap 
     
cylinder.boot<-function(d,i){ 
  d2<-d[i,] 
  t<-(0:(nrow(d2)-1)) 
 
  x.boot<-d2$x.resid +  x.pred 




        x.estimates.boot<-data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x.boot)) 
        y.estimates.boot<-data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y.boot)) 
 
    amp1.cylinder.boot <- 
sqrt(x.estimates.boot$b1.hat^2+x.estimates.boot$b2.hat^2) 
    amp2.cylinder.boot <- 
sqrt(y.estimates.boot$b1.hat^2+y.estimates.boot$b2.hat^2) 
    cx.cylinder.boot <- x.estimates.boot$b0.hat 
    cy.cylinder.boot <- y.estimates.boot$b0.hat 
    b.x.cylinder.boot <- amp1.cylinder.boot 
    lag.cylinder.boot <- abs(atan2(x.estimates.boot$b2.hat, -
x.estimates.boot$b1.hat) - atan2(y.estimates.boot$b2.hat, -
y.estimates.boot$b1.hat)) 
    lag.hr.cylinder.boot0 <- lag.cylinder.boot/(2*pi)*period.true 
    lag.hr.cylinder.boot <- 
I(lag.hr.cylinder.boot0<=(period.true/2))*lag.hr.cylinder.boot0 + 
I(lag.hr.cylinder.boot0>(period.true/2))*(period.true-lag.hr.cylinder.boot0) 
    lag.cylinder.boot <- lag.hr.cylinder.boot/period.true*2*pi 
     
     
    phaseTa.cylinder.boot <- 
atan2(x.estimates.boot$b2.hat,x.estimates.boot$b1.hat) 
    area.cylinder.boot <- 
amp1.cylinder.boot*amp2.cylinder.boot*sin(lag.cylinder.boot)*pi 
    retention.cylinder.boot= amp2.cylinder.boot*sin(lag.cylinder.boot) 
    coercion.cylinder.boot= amp1.cylinder.boot*sin(lag.cylinder.boot) 
     
    beta.split.cylinder.boot = atan2(sqrt(amp2.cylinder.boot^2-
retention.cylinder.boot^2),amp1.cylinder.boot) 
    beta.split.cylinder.o.boot = beta.split.cylinder.boot*180/pi 
 








    theta.cylinder.boot=-
asin(2/(tan(lag.cylinder.boot)*(r2.cylinder.boot/r1.cylinder.boot-
r1.cylinder.boot/r2.cylinder.boot)))/2 
    theta.cylinder.o.boot=theta.cylinder.boot*180/pi 
 














     
 
    #bootstrap 
    tcrit.cylinder=1.96 
    sim.data<-data.frame(cbind(x.resid,y.resid)) 
    colnames(sim.data)<-c("x.resid","y.resid") 
    boot.cylinder <- boot(sim.data, cylinder.boot, R=999) 
    boot.est.cylinder[i,]<- estimates.cylinder[i,]*2 - 
apply(boot.cylinder$t,2,mean) 
    boot.bias.cylinder[i,]<-boot.est.cylinder[i,]-simulated 




    boot.low.cylinder = 2*estimates.cylinder[i,] - 
apply(boot.cylinder$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*(1-0.025)]) 
    boot.high.cylinder = 2*estimates.cylinder[i,] - 
apply(boot.cylinder$t,2,function(x) sort(x)[(999+1)*0.025])  
    CI.boot.cylinder[i,]=c(boot.low.cylinder[1],boot.high.cylinder[1], 
    boot.low.cylinder[2],boot.high.cylinder[2], 
    boot.low.cylinder[3],boot.high.cylinder[3], 
    boot.low.cylinder[4],boot.high.cylinder[4], 
    boot.low.cylinder[5],boot.high.cylinder[5], 
    boot.low.cylinder[6],boot.high.cylinder[6], 
    boot.low.cylinder[7],boot.high.cylinder[7], 
    boot.low.cylinder[8],boot.high.cylinder[8], 
    boot.low.cylinder[9],boot.high.cylinder[9], 
    boot.low.cylinder[10],boot.high.cylinder[10], 
    boot.low.cylinder[11],boot.high.cylinder[11], 
    boot.low.cylinder[12],boot.high.cylinder[12]) 
    # coverage 
    amp1.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.cylinder[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.cylinder[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.cylinder[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.cylinder[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(cx.true>=boot.low.cylinder[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.cylinder[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(cy.true>=boot.low.cylinder[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.cylinder[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.cylinder[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.cylinder[5])*1 
    area.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(area.true>=boot.low.cylinder[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.cylinder[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(lag.true.hr>=boot.low.cylinder[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=boot.high.cylinder[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(retention.true>=boot.low.cylinder[8] 
& retention.true<=boot.high.cylinder[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.cylinder[9] & 
coercion.true<=boot.high.cylinder[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(beta.split.true>=boot.low.cylinder[10] & 
beta.split.true<=boot.high.cylinder[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(b.y.true>=boot.low.cylinder[11] & 
b.y.true<=boot.high.cylinder[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.boot.cylinder=I(Ta.phase.true>=boot.low.cylinder[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=boot.high.cylinder[12])*1 
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amp1.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T)*180/pi 
b.y.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T) 
     estimate.cylinder<-c(amp1.est.cylinder, amp2.est.cylinder, 
cx.est.cylinder, cy.est.cylinder, theta.est.cylinder, area.est.cylinder, 
lag.est.cylinder, retention.est.cylinder, coercion.est.cylinder, 
beta.split.est.cylinder, b.y.est.cylinder,phaseTa.est.cylinder) 
 
bias.cylinder<- estimate.cylinder- simulated 
biasperc.cylinder<- (estimate.cylinder- simulated)/simulated 
 
# ASE 
amp1.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,5], na.rm = T)    
area.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     se.cylinder<-c(amp1.se.cylinder, amp2.se.cylinder, cx.se.cylinder, 
cy.se.cylinder, theta.se.cylinder, area.se.cylinder,lag.se.cylinder, 





mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
amp2.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,2]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cx.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,3]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cy.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,4]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
theta.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,5]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
area.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,6]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
lag.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,7]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
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retention.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,8]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
coercion.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,9]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
beta.split.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,10]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
b.y.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,11]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
phaseTa.ese.cylinder<-sqrt(sum((cylinder.list$estimate[,12]-
mean(cylinder.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
     ese.cylinder<-c(amp1.ese.cylinder, amp2.ese.cylinder, cx.ese.cylinder, 
cy.ese.cylinder, theta.ese.cylinder, area.ese.cylinder,lag.ese.cylinder, 





# wald CI 
amp1.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,9], na.rm = T)  
theta.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.wald[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.wald.cylinder<-c(amp1.wald.low.cylinder, amp2.wald.low.cylinder, 
cx.wald.low.cylinder, cy.wald.low.cylinder, theta.wald.low.cylinder, 










# wald coverage 
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amp1.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
amp2.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N   
area.wald.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.wald[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 







na.rm = T)/N 














# boot est 
amp1.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.est.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.est[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.est.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.est.cylinder, amp2.boot.est.cylinder, 
cx.boot.est.cylinder, cy.boot.est.cylinder, theta.boot.est.cylinder, 




# boot bias 
amp1.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,4], na.rm = T) 
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theta.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.bias.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.bias[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.bias.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.bias.cylinder, amp2.boot.bias.cylinder, 






# boot se 
amp1.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.se.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$boot.se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.se.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.se.cylinder, amp2.boot.se.cylinder, 
cx.boot.se.cylinder, cy.boot.se.cylinder, theta.boot.se.cylinder, 




# boot CI 
amp1.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,9], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
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b.y.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.low.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.high.cylinder<-mean(cylinder.list$CI.boot[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.boot.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.low.cylinder, amp2.boot.low.cylinder, 
cx.boot.low.cylinder, cy.boot.low.cylinder, theta.boot.low.cylinder, 
area.boot.low.cylinder, lag.boot.low.cylinder, retention.boot.low.cylinder, 
coercion.boot.low.cylinder, 
beta.split.boot.low.cylinder,b.y.boot.low.cylinder,phaseTa.boot.low.cylinder) 
     highCI.boot.cylinder<-c(amp1.boot.high.cylinder, 
amp2.boot.high.cylinder, cx.boot.high.cylinder, cy.boot.high.cylinder, 





# boot coverage 
amp1.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
amp2.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N 
area.boot.coverage.cylinder<-sum(cylinder.list$coverage.boot[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 







na.rm = T)/N 



















boot.se.cylinder, lowCI.boot.cylinder, highCI.boot.cylinder, 
boot.coverage.cylinder) 
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boot.ese.cylinder = apply(cylinder.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2,sd) 
 


























# Cylinder MLE 
 
#MLE 
cylinder.mle <- function(t.rad,x){ 
 x0.bar = atan2(mean(sin(t.rad)),mean(cos(t.rad))) 
 R.bar = mean(cos(t.rad))/cos(x0.bar) 
 s1 = sqrt(var(x)) 
 s2 = sqrt(var(cos(t.rad))) 
 s3 = sqrt(var(sin(t.rad))) 
 r12 = cor(x,cos(t.rad)) 
 r13 = cor(x,sin(t.rad)) 
 r23 = cor(cos(t.rad),sin(t.rad)) 
 r123 = sqrt((r12^2+r13^2-2*r12*r13*r23)/(1-r23^2)) 
  
  
 mu0.hat = x0.bar 
 k.hat = besselK(R.bar, 0)/besselK(R.bar, 1) 
 b1.hat = (s1/s2)*(r23*r13-r12)/(r23^2-1) 
 b2.hat = (s1/s3)*(r12*r23-r13)/(r23^2-1) 
 b0.hat = mean(x) - b1.hat*R.bar*cos(x0.bar)-b2.hat*R.bar*sin(x0.bar)  
 sigma2.c.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2) 
  
 mu.hat = mean(x) +(1-R.bar)*(b1.hat*cos(x0.bar)+b2.hat*sin(x0.bar)) 
 sigma2.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2)+(b1.hat^2+b2.hat^2)/k.hat 
 rho1.hat = b1.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
 rho2.hat = b2.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
  

















period.true <- 24 
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beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 










b.x.true = amp1.true 
b.y.true = sign(cos(lag.true))*sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2) 


















































time.pts.cir <- rvonmises(n=25, mu=circular(0), kappa=1) 
time.pts = sort(as.numeric(time.pts.cir)) 
x = amp1.true*cos((time.pts))+cx.true + wr1 






    amp1.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[13] 
    amp2.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[14] 
    cx.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[4] 
    cy.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[5] 
    theta.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[15] 
    area.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[8] 
    lag.hr.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[9]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[6] 
    coercion.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[7] 
    beta.split.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[10] 
    b.x.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[1] 
    b.y.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[2] 
    phaseTa.lapshin <- fit.i$Estimates[3] 
     






     x.pred=fit.i$pred.x 
     y.pred=fit.i$pred.y 
      
 
        # SE 
     area.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[7] 
     retention.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[5] 
     coercion.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[6] 
     lag.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[8]*sqrt(1/npoints*period.true) 
     beta.split.se.delta.lapshin<- fit.i$Std.Errors[9] 
     amp1.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[10] 
     amp2.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[11] 
     cx.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[3] 
     cy.se.delta.lapshin<-fit.i$Std.Errors[4] 
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     theta.se.delta.lapshin <- fit.i$Std.Errors[12] 
     b.y.se.delta.lapshin <- fit.i$Std.Errors[2]     
     phaseTa.delta.lapshin <- NA 
 






    # wald: CI coverage 
    tcrit.lapshin=1.96 
    CI_Lower.lapshin = estimates.lapshin[i,] -tcrit.lapshin * SE.lapshin[i,] 
    CI_Upper.lapshin = estimates.lapshin[i,] +tcrit.lapshin * SE.lapshin[i,] 
    #CI.wald.lapshin = cbind(CI_Lower.lapshin, CI_Upper.lapshin) 
 
    CI.wald.lapshin[i,] = c(CI_Lower.lapshin[1],CI_Upper.lapshin[1], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[2],CI_Upper.lapshin[2], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[3],CI_Upper.lapshin[3], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[4],CI_Upper.lapshin[4], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[5],CI_Upper.lapshin[5], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[6],CI_Upper.lapshin[6], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[7],CI_Upper.lapshin[7], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[8],CI_Upper.lapshin[8], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[9],CI_Upper.lapshin[9], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[10],CI_Upper.lapshin[10], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[11],CI_Upper.lapshin[11], 
    CI_Lower.lapshin[11],CI_Upper.lapshin[12]) 
 
    amp1.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.lapshin[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.lapshin[5])*1 
    area.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.lapshin[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.lapshin[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[8] & 
retention.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[9] & 
coercion.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[9])*1 
    beta.split.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[10] 
& beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(b.y.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[11] & 
b.y.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.wald.lapshin=I(Ta.phase.true>=CI_Lower.lapshin[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=CI_Upper.lapshin[12])*1 
     













    #bootstrap 
    amp1.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[13] 
    amp2.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[14] 
    cx.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[4] 
    cy.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[5] 
    theta.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[15] 
    area.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[8] 
    lag.hr.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[9]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.lapshin.boot<- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[6] 
    coercion.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[7] 
    beta.split.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[10] 
    b.y.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[2] 
    phaseTa.lapshin.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[3] 
     





     
    boot.bias.lapshin[i,]<- boot.est.lapshin[i,]-simulated 
    boot.se.lapshin[i,]<-c( 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[13], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[14], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[4], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[5], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[15], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[8], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[9], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[6], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[7], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[10], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[2], 
    NA) 
 
 
    boot.low.lapshin = ((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(13,14,4,5,15,8,9,6,7,10,2),2]) 
    boot.high.lapshin = ((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(13,14,4,5,15,8,9,6,7,10,2),6])   
    CI.boot.lapshin[i,]=c(boot.low.lapshin[1],boot.high.lapshin[1], 
    boot.low.lapshin[2],boot.high.lapshin[2], 
    boot.low.lapshin[3],boot.high.lapshin[3], 
    boot.low.lapshin[4],boot.high.lapshin[4], 
    boot.low.lapshin[5],boot.high.lapshin[5], 
    boot.low.lapshin[6],boot.high.lapshin[6], 
    
boot.low.lapshin[7]/npoints*period.true,boot.high.lapshin[7]/npoints*period.
true, 
    boot.low.lapshin[8],boot.high.lapshin[8], 
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    boot.low.lapshin[9],boot.high.lapshin[9], 
    boot.low.lapshin[10],boot.high.lapshin[10], 
    boot.low.lapshin[11],boot.high.lapshin[11], 
    boot.low.lapshin[12],boot.high.lapshin[12]) 
    # coverage 
    amp1.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.lapshin[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.lapshin[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.lapshin[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.lapshin[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(cx.true>=boot.low.lapshin[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.lapshin[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(cy.true>=boot.low.lapshin[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.lapshin[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.lapshin[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.lapshin[5])*1 
    area.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(area.true>=boot.low.lapshin[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.lapshin[6])*1 
    
lag.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(lag.true.hr>=(boot.low.lapshin[7]/npoints*period
.true) & lag.true.hr<=(boot.high.lapshin[7]/npoints*period.true))*1 
    retention.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(retention.true>=boot.low.lapshin[8] & 
retention.true<=boot.high.lapshin[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.lapshin[9] & 
coercion.true<=boot.high.lapshin[9])*1 
    beta.split.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(beta.split.true>=boot.low.lapshin[10] 
& beta.split.true<=boot.high.lapshin[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(b.y.true>=boot.low.lapshin[11] & 
b.y.true<=boot.high.lapshin[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.boot.lapshin=I(Ta.phase.true>=boot.low.lapshin[12] & 
Ta.phase.true<=boot.high.lapshin[12])*1 


























































amp1.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T)*180/pi 
b.y.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T) 
     estimate.lapshin<-c(amp1.est.lapshin, amp2.est.lapshin, cx.est.lapshin, 
cy.est.lapshin, theta.est.lapshin, area.est.lapshin, lag.est.lapshin, 
retention.est.lapshin, coercion.est.lapshin, beta.split.est.lapshin, 
b.y.est.lapshin,phaseTa.est.lapshin) 
 
bias.lapshin<- estimate.lapshin- simulated 
biasperc.lapshin<- (estimate.lapshin- simulated)/simulated 
 
# ASE 
amp1.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,4], na.rm = T) 
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theta.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,5], na.rm = T)    
area.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     se.lapshin<-c(amp1.se.lapshin, amp2.se.lapshin, cx.se.lapshin, 
cy.se.lapshin, theta.se.lapshin, area.se.lapshin,lag.se.lapshin, 





mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
amp2.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,2]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cx.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,3]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cy.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,4]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
theta.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,5]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
area.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,6]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
lag.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,7]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
retention.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,8]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
coercion.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,9]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
beta.split.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,10]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
b.y.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,11]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
phaseTa.ese.lapshin<-sqrt(sum((lapshin.list$estimate[,12]-
mean(lapshin.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
     ese.lapshin<-c(amp1.ese.lapshin, amp2.ese.lapshin, cx.ese.lapshin, 
cy.ese.lapshin, theta.ese.lapshin, area.ese.lapshin,lag.ese.lapshin, 





# wald CI 
amp1.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,9], na.rm = T)  
theta.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,11], na.rm = T) 
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area.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.wald[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.wald.lapshin<-c(amp1.wald.low.lapshin, amp2.wald.low.lapshin, 
cx.wald.low.lapshin, cy.wald.low.lapshin, theta.wald.low.lapshin, 




cx.wald.high.lapshin, cy.wald.high.lapshin, theta.wald.high.lapshin, 




# wald coverage 
amp1.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,1], na.rm = T)/N 
amp2.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,2], na.rm = T)/N 
cx.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N   
area.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,6], na.rm = T)/N 
lag.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,7], na.rm = T)/N 
retention.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,8], na.rm = 
T)/N 




b.y.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,11], na.rm = T)/N 
phaseTa.wald.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.wald[,12], na.rm = 
T)/N 










# boot est 
amp1.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,2], na.rm = T) 
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cx.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.est.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.est[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.est.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.est.lapshin, amp2.boot.est.lapshin, 
cx.boot.est.lapshin, cy.boot.est.lapshin, theta.boot.est.lapshin, 




# boot bias 
amp1.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.bias.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.bias[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.bias.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.bias.lapshin, amp2.boot.bias.lapshin, 
cx.boot.bias.lapshin, cy.boot.bias.lapshin, theta.boot.bias.lapshin, 




# boot se 
amp1.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.se.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$boot.se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.se.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.se.lapshin, amp2.boot.se.lapshin, 
cx.boot.se.lapshin, cy.boot.se.lapshin, theta.boot.se.lapshin, 




# boot CI 
amp1.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,1], na.rm = T) 
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amp1.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,9], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.low.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.high.lapshin<-mean(lapshin.list$CI.boot[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.boot.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.low.lapshin, amp2.boot.low.lapshin, 
cx.boot.low.lapshin, cy.boot.low.lapshin, theta.boot.low.lapshin, 
area.boot.low.lapshin, lag.boot.low.lapshin, retention.boot.low.lapshin, 
coercion.boot.low.lapshin, 
beta.split.boot.low.lapshin,b.y.boot.low.lapshin,phaseTa.boot.low.lapshin) 
     highCI.boot.lapshin<-c(amp1.boot.high.lapshin, amp2.boot.high.lapshin, 
cx.boot.high.lapshin, cy.boot.high.lapshin, theta.boot.high.lapshin, 




# boot coverage 
amp1.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,1], na.rm = T)/N 
amp2.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,2], na.rm = T)/N 
cx.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,3], na.rm = T)/N 
cy.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,4], na.rm = T)/N 
theta.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N 
area.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,6], na.rm = T)/N 
lag.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,7], na.rm = T)/N 
retention.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,8], na.rm = 
T)/N 




b.y.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,11], na.rm = T)/N 
phaseTa.boot.coverage.lapshin<-sum(lapshin.list$coverage.boot[,12], na.rm = 
T)/N 
















lowCI.boot.lapshin, highCI.boot.lapshin, boot.coverage.lapshin) 








boot.ese.lapshin = apply(lapshin.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2,sd) 
 




































period.true <- 24 









beta.split.true = atan2(sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2),amp1.true) 










b.x.true = amp1.true 
b.y.true = sign(cos(lag.true))*sqrt(amp2.true^2-retention.true^2) 






























         












time.pts.cir <- rvonmises(n=25, mu=circular(0), kappa=4) 
time.pts = sort(as.numeric(time.pts.cir)) 
x = amp1.true*cos((time.pts))+cx.true + wr1 
y = amp2.true*cos((time.pts)-lag.true)+cy.true + wr2 







    amp1.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[12] 
    amp2.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[13] 
    cx.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[3] 
    cy.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[4] 
    theta.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[14] 
    area.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[7] 
    lag.hr.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[8]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[5] 
    coercion.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[6] 
    beta.split.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[9] 
    b.x.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[1] 
    b.y.geometric <- fit.i$Estimates[2] 
    phaseTa.geometric <- NA 
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     x.pred=fit.i$pred.x 
     y.pred=fit.i$pred.y 
      
 
        # SE 
     area.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[5] 
     retention.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[3] 
     coercion.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[4] 
     lag.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[6]*sqrt(1/npoints*period.true) 
     beta.split.se.delta.geometric<- fit.i$Std.Errors[7] 
     amp1.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[8] 
     amp2.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[9] 
     cx.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[1] 
     cy.se.delta.geometric<-fit.i$Std.Errors[2] 
     theta.se.delta.geometric <- fit.i$Std.Errors[10] 
     b.y.se.delta.geometric <- NA     
     phaseTa.delta.geometric <- NA 
 






    # wald: CI coverage 
    tcrit.geometric=1.96 
    CI_Lower.geometric = estimates.geometric[i,] -tcrit.geometric * 
SE.geometric[i,] 
    CI_Upper.geometric = estimates.geometric[i,] +tcrit.geometric * 
SE.geometric[i,] 
    #CI.wald.geometric = cbind(CI_Lower.geometric, CI_Upper.geometric) 
 
    CI.wald.geometric[i,] = c(CI_Lower.geometric[1],CI_Upper.geometric[1], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[2],CI_Upper.geometric[2], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[3],CI_Upper.geometric[3], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[4],CI_Upper.geometric[4], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[5],CI_Upper.geometric[5], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[6],CI_Upper.geometric[6], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[7],CI_Upper.geometric[7], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[8],CI_Upper.geometric[8], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[9],CI_Upper.geometric[9], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[10],CI_Upper.geometric[10], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[11],CI_Upper.geometric[11], 
    CI_Lower.geometric[11],CI_Upper.geometric[12]) 
 
    amp1.coverage.wald.geometric=I(amp1.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[1] 
&amp1.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.wald.geometric=I(amp2.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[2] & 
amp2.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.wald.geometric=I(cx.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[3] & 
cx.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[3])*1 
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    cy.coverage.wald.geometric=I(cy.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[4] & 
cy.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.wald.geometric=I(theta.true.o>=CI_Lower.geometric[5] & 
theta.true.o<=CI_Upper.geometric[5])*1 
    area.coverage.wald.geometric=I(area.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[6] & 
area.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[6])*1 
    lag.coverage.wald.geometric=I(lag.true.hr>=CI_Lower.geometric[7] & 
lag.true.hr<=CI_Upper.geometric[7])*1 
    retention.coverage.wald.geometric=I(retention.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[8] 
& retention.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.wald.geometric=I(coercion.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[9] 
& coercion.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.wald.geometric=I(beta.split.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[10] 
& beta.split.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.wald.geometric=I(b.y.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[11] & 
b.y.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.wald.geometric=I(Ta.phase.true>=CI_Lower.geometric[12] 
& Ta.phase.true<=CI_Upper.geometric[12])*1 
     












    #bootstrap 
    amp1.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[12] 
    amp2.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[13] 
    cx.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[3] 
    cy.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[4] 
    theta.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[14] 
    area.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[7] 
    lag.hr.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[8]/npoints*period.true 
    retention.geometric.boot<- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[5] 
    coercion.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[6] 
    beta.split.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[9] 
    b.y.geometric.boot <- fit.boot.i$Boot.Estimate[2] 
    phaseTa.geometric.boot <- NA 
     





     
    boot.bias.geometric[i,]<- boot.est.geometric[i,]-simulated 
    boot.se.geometric[i,]<-c( 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[12], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[13], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[3], 
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    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[4], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[14], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[7], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[8], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[5], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[6], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[9], 
    fit.boot.i$Boot.Std.Errors[2], 
    NA) 
 
 
    boot.low.geometric = 
c(((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(12,13,3,4,14,7,8,5,6,9,2),2]),NA) 
    boot.high.geometric = 
c(((fit.boot.i[[1]])[c(12,13,3,4,14,7,8,5,6,9,2),6]),NA)   
    CI.boot.geometric[i,]=c(boot.low.geometric[1],boot.high.geometric[1], 
    boot.low.geometric[2],boot.high.geometric[2], 
    boot.low.geometric[3],boot.high.geometric[3], 
    boot.low.geometric[4],boot.high.geometric[4], 
    boot.low.geometric[5],boot.high.geometric[5], 
    boot.low.geometric[6],boot.high.geometric[6], 
    
boot.low.geometric[7]/npoints*period.true,boot.high.geometric[7]/npoints*per
iod.true, 
    boot.low.geometric[8],boot.high.geometric[8], 
    boot.low.geometric[9],boot.high.geometric[9], 
    boot.low.geometric[10],boot.high.geometric[10], 
    boot.low.geometric[11],boot.high.geometric[11], 
    boot.low.geometric[12],boot.high.geometric[12]) 
    # coverage 
    amp1.coverage.boot.geometric=I(amp1.true>=boot.low.geometric[1] & 
amp1.true<=boot.high.geometric[1])*1 
    amp2.coverage.boot.geometric=I(amp2.true>=boot.low.geometric[2] & 
amp2.true<=boot.high.geometric[2])*1 
    cx.coverage.boot.geometric=I(cx.true>=boot.low.geometric[3] & 
cx.true<=boot.high.geometric[3])*1 
    cy.coverage.boot.geometric=I(cy.true>=boot.low.geometric[4] & 
cy.true<=boot.high.geometric[4])*1 
    theta.coverage.boot.geometric=I(theta.true.o>=boot.low.geometric[5] & 
theta.true.o<=boot.high.geometric[5])*1 
    area.coverage.boot.geometric=I(area.true>=boot.low.geometric[6] & 
area.true<=boot.high.geometric[6])*1 
    
lag.coverage.boot.geometric=I(lag.true.hr>=(boot.low.geometric[7]/npoints*pe
riod.true) & lag.true.hr<=(boot.high.geometric[7]/npoints*period.true))*1 
    retention.coverage.boot.geometric=I(retention.true>=boot.low.geometric[8] 
& retention.true<=boot.high.geometric[8])*1 
    coercion.coverage.boot.geometric=I(coercion.true>=boot.low.geometric[9] 
& coercion.true<=boot.high.geometric[9])*1 
    
beta.split.coverage.boot.geometric=I(beta.split.true>=boot.low.geometric[10] 
& beta.split.true<=boot.high.geometric[10])*1 
    b.y.coverage.boot.geometric=I(b.y.true>=boot.low.geometric[11] & 
b.y.true<=boot.high.geometric[11])*1 
    phaseTa.coverage.boot.geometric=I(Ta.phase.true>=boot.low.geometric[12] 
& Ta.phase.true<=boot.high.geometric[12])*1 
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amp1.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T) 
     estimate.geometric<-c(amp1.est.geometric, amp2.est.geometric, 
cx.est.geometric, cy.est.geometric, theta.est.geometric, area.est.geometric, 
lag.est.geometric, retention.est.geometric, coercion.est.geometric, 
beta.split.est.geometric, b.y.est.geometric,phaseTa.est.geometric) 
 
bias.geometric<- estimate.geometric- simulated 
biasperc.geometric<- (estimate.geometric- simulated)/simulated 
 
# ASE 
amp1.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,5], na.rm = T)    
area.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     se.geometric<-c(amp1.se.geometric, amp2.se.geometric, cx.se.geometric, 
cy.se.geometric, theta.se.geometric, area.se.geometric,lag.se.geometric, 





mean(geometric.list$estimate[,1], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
amp2.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,2]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,2], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cx.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,3]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,3], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
cy.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,4]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,4], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
theta.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,5]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,5], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
area.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,6]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,6], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
lag.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,7]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,7], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
retention.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,8]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,8], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
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coercion.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,9]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,9], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
beta.split.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,10]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,10], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
b.y.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,11]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,11], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
phaseTa.ese.geometric<-sqrt(sum((geometric.list$estimate[,12]-
mean(geometric.list$estimate[,12], na.rm = T))^2, na.rm = T)/N) 
     ese.geometric<-c(amp1.ese.geometric, amp2.ese.geometric, 







# wald CI 
amp1.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,9], na.rm = T)  
theta.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,18], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.wald.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.wald[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.wald.geometric<-c(amp1.wald.low.geometric, 
amp2.wald.low.geometric, cx.wald.low.geometric, cy.wald.low.geometric, 











# wald coverage 
 480 
amp1.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
amp2.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,3], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cy.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,4], na.rm = 
T)/N 
theta.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N   
area.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 
lag.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,7], na.rm = 
T)/N 
retention.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,8], 
na.rm = T)/N 
coercion.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,9], 
na.rm = T)/N 
beta.split.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,10], 
na.rm = T)/N 
b.y.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,11], na.rm = 
T)/N 
phaseTa.wald.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.wald[,12], 
na.rm = T)/N 










# boot est 
amp1.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,10], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.est.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.est[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.est.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.est.geometric, amp2.boot.est.geometric, 






# boot bias 
amp1.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,1], na.rm = T) 
 481 
amp2.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,10], na.rm = 
T) 
b.y.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.bias.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.bias[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.bias.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.bias.geometric, 
amp2.boot.bias.geometric, cx.boot.bias.geometric, cy.boot.bias.geometric, 





# boot se 
amp1.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,2], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,3], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,4], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,5], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,6], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,7], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,8], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,9], na.rm = T) 
beta.split.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,10], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,11], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.se.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$boot.se[,12], na.rm = T) 
     boot.se.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.se.geometric, amp2.boot.se.geometric, 
cx.boot.se.geometric, cy.boot.se.geometric, theta.boot.se.geometric, 




# boot CI 
amp1.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,1], na.rm = T) 
amp1.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,2], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,3], na.rm = T) 
amp2.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,4], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,5], na.rm = T) 
cx.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,6], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,7], na.rm = T) 
cy.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,8], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,9], na.rm = T) 
theta.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,10], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,11], na.rm = T) 
area.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,12], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,13], na.rm = T) 
lag.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,14], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,15], na.rm = T) 
retention.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,16], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,17], na.rm = T) 
coercion.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,18], na.rm = T) 
 482 
beta.split.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,19], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
beta.split.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,20], na.rm = 
T)*180/pi 
b.y.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,21], na.rm = T) 
b.y.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,22], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.low.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,23], na.rm = T) 
phaseTa.boot.high.geometric<-mean(geometric.list$CI.boot[,24], na.rm = T) 
     lowCI.boot.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.low.geometric, 
amp2.boot.low.geometric, cx.boot.low.geometric, cy.boot.low.geometric, 




     highCI.boot.geometric<-c(amp1.boot.high.geometric, 
amp2.boot.high.geometric, cx.boot.high.geometric, cy.boot.high.geometric, 





# boot coverage 
amp1.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,1], na.rm = 
T)/N 
amp2.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,2], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cx.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,3], na.rm = 
T)/N 
cy.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,4], na.rm = 
T)/N 
theta.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,5], na.rm = 
T)/N 
area.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,6], na.rm = 
T)/N 
lag.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,7], na.rm = 
T)/N 
retention.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,8], 
na.rm = T)/N 
coercion.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,9], 
na.rm = T)/N 
beta.split.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,10], 
na.rm = T)/N 
b.y.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,11], na.rm = 
T)/N 
phaseTa.boot.coverage.geometric<-sum(geometric.list$coverage.boot[,12], 
na.rm = T)/N 
















boot.se.geometric, lowCI.boot.geometric, highCI.boot.geometric, 
boot.coverage.geometric) 








boot.ese.geometric = apply(geometric.list$boot.est,MARGIN=2,sd) 
 



















## Table 5.4.1 ### 















resp <- sqlFetch(a,"Cattle96Tympanics") 
close(a) 
#  steer chamber Decimal Julian Date date hour Ch4Temp    tymp 
#1   458       1            171.4167  171   10 23.7123 38.5600 
#2   458       1            171.4583  171   11 25.1150 38.5298 
#3   458       1            171.5000  171   12 26.2138 38.3356 
 




#  steer chamber   DJDate date hour      Ta      Tb 
#1   458       1 171.4167  171   10 23.7123 38.5600 
#2   458       1 171.4583  171   11 25.1150 38.5298 



























plot.ts(steer396$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer396[steer396$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer396.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer396.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer396.HS$Ta)) 





#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer396.HS, steer396.HS$Ta, steer396.HS$Tb, "STEER 






plot.ts(steer363$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer363[steer363$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer363.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer363.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer363.HS$Ta)) 





# all days listed below are ok 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer363.HS, steer363.HS$Ta, steer363.HS$Tb, "STEER 




plot.ts(steer397$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer397[steer397$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer397.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer397.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer397.HS$Ta)) 




# days 5 7 18 are not good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer397.HS, steer397.HS$Ta, steer397.HS$Tb, "STEER 




plot.ts(steer436$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer436[steer436$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer436.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer436.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer436.HS$Ta)) 





# day28 is not good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer436.HS, steer436.HS$Ta, steer436.HS$Tb, "STEER 




plot.ts(steer450$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer450[steer450$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer450.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer450.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer450.HS$Ta)) 




# day24 is not good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer450.HS, steer450.HS$Ta, steer450.HS$Tb, "STEER 




plot.ts(steer458$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer458[steer458$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer458.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 








# days 5 35 are not good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer458.HS, steer458.HS$Ta, steer458.HS$Tb, "STEER 




plot.ts(steer499$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer499[steer499$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer499.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
plot.ts(steer499.HS$Tb);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 
 
day<-numeric(length(steer499.HS$Ta)) 




# days 32 34 are mot good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer499.HS, steer499.HS$Ta, steer499.HS$Tb, "STEER 




plot.ts(steer551$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 




for (i in 1:length(HS.days)){ 
 if(!( T %in% is.na(steer551[steer551$date==HS.days[i],]))){ 








plot.ts(steer551.HS$Ta);abline(v=poision,lty=2)    # Ta cycle: 3am 








# day 18 is not good 
#hysteresis.diagrams3(steer551.HS, steer551.HS$Ta, steer551.HS$Tb, "STEER 




















for(i in 1:length(cows)){ 
 dat.hs.cow = dat.hs[dat.hs$steer == cows[i],] 
for (j in 1:length(days)){ 
 dat.hs.cow.day = dat.hs.cow[dat.hs.cow$date == days[j],] 
 dat.hs.cow.day = dat.hs.cow.day[dat.hs.cow.day$Tb != "." & 
dat.hs.cow.day$Ta != "." ,] 
 
 y = as.numeric(as.character(dat.hs.cow.day$Tb)) 
 x = as.numeric(as.character(dat.hs.cow.day$Ta)) 
 
 time.pts.hr = dat.hs.cow.day$hour # +rnorm(12,0,2) 
 time.pts = time.pts.hr / period *2*pi 
 fit.harmonic2<- fel(x=x,y=y,period=period,times=time.pts.hr, 
method="harmonic2") 
 fit.geometric<- fel(x=x,y=y,period=period, times=time.pts.hr, 
method="geometric") 
 
 x.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x)) 
 y.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y)) 
 x.pred.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts)  










 pred.data = data.frame(cbind( time.pts.hr,x.pred.cir, 
y.pred.cir,x.harm.pred,y.harm.pred,x.geom.pred,y.geom.pred, x, y)) 
 pred.data = pred.data[with(pred.data ,order(time.pts.hr)),]  
 
 
 bx.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[1] 
 by.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[2] 
 cx.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[4] 
 cy.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[5] 
 r.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[6] 
 c.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[7] 
 area.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[8] 
 lag.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[9] 
 est.harmonic2 = c(bx.harmonic2, by.harmonic2, cx.harmonic2, cy.harmonic2, 
r.harmonic2, c.harmonic2, area.harmonic2, lag.harmonic2) 
 
 bx.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[1] 
 by.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[2] 
 cx.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[3] 
 cy.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[4] 
 r.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[5] 
 c.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[6] 
 area.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[7] 
 lag.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[8] 
 est.geometric = c(bx.geometric, by.geometric, cx.geometric, cy.geometric, 
r.geometric, c.geometric, area.geometric, lag.geometric) 
 
 
 bx.cylinder = (x.estimates$b1.hat)^2+(x.estimates$b2.hat)^2 
 amp2.cylinder = (y.estimates$b1.hat)^2+(y.estimates$b2.hat)^2 
 cx.cylinder = x.estimates$b0.hat 
 cy.cylinder = y.estimates$b0.hat 
 lag.cylinder = abs(atan2(x.estimates$b2.hat, -x.estimates$b1.hat) - 
atan2(y.estimates$b2.hat, -y.estimates$b1.hat))  
 area.cylinder = bx.cylinder * amp2.cylinder * sin(lag.cylinder) * pi 
 r.cylinder = amp2.cylinder * sin(lag.cylinder)  
 c.cylinder = bx.cylinder * sin(lag.cylinder) 
 by.cylinder = sqrt(amp2.cylinder^2-r.cylinder^2) 
 est.cylinder = c(bx.cylinder, by.cylinder, cx.cylinder, cy.cylinder, 
r.cylinder, c.cylinder, area.cylinder, lag.cylinder) 
 




 time.pts.plot = (0:360)/180*pi 
 
 x.plot.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot)  
 y.plot.cir = y.estimates$b0.hat + y.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
y.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot) 
 
 x.plot.harm = fit.harmonic2$Estimates[4] + 
fit.harmonic2$Estimates[13]*cos(time.pts.plot+fit.harmonic2$Estimates[3])  





 x.plot.geom = fit.geometric$Estimates[4] + 
fit.geometric$Estimates[13]*cos(time.pts.plot)  






 plot(pred.data$y~ pred.data$x, 
xlim=c(min(x,x.plot.cir,x.plot.harm,x.plot.geom),max(x,x.plot.cir,x.plot.har
m,x.plot.geom)),ylim=c(min(y,y.plot.cir,y.plot.harm,y.plot.geom),max(y,y.plo
t.cir,y.plot.harm,y.plot.geom)),main=paste("Cow ",cows[i]," Day ",days[j])) 
 lines( y.plot.cir~x.plot.cir, col=4,lty=2,lwd=2) 
# lines( y.plot.harm~x.plot.harm, col=3) 










"bx.harmonic2", "by.harmonic2", "cx.harmonic2", "cy.harmonic2", 
"r.harmonic2", "c.harmonic2", "area.harmonic2", "lag.harmonic2", 
"bx.geometric", "by.geometric", "cx.geometric", "cy.geometric", 
"r.geometric", "c.geometric", "area.geometric", "lag.geometric", 
"bx.cylinder", "by.cylinder", "cx.cylinder", "cy.cylinder", "r.cylinder", 








result.all.cow1 <- result.all[1:7,] 
result.all.cow2 <- result.all[8:14,] 
result.all.cow3 <- result.all[15:21,] 
result.all.cow4 <- result.all[22:28,] 
result.all.cow5 <- result.all[29:35,] 
result.all.cow6 <- result.all[36:42,] 
result.all.cow7 <- result.all[43:49,] 
result.all.cow8 <- result.all[50:56,] 
result.all.cow9 <- result.all[57:63,] 
result.all.cow10<- result.all[64:70,] 
 
result.all.day1 <- result.all[result.all$day==1,] 
result.all.day2 <- result.all[result.all$day==2,] 
result.all.day3 <- result.all[result.all$day==3,] 
result.all.day4 <- result.all[result.all$day==4,] 
result.all.day5 <- result.all[result.all$day==5,] 
result.all.day6 <- result.all[result.all$day==6,] 

















































































result.cylinder <- matrix(data=NA,nrow=6,ncol=26) 
result.harmonic2 <- matrix(data=NA,nrow=6,ncol=26) 
















cylinder.mle <- function(t.rad,x){ 
 x0.bar = atan2(mean(sin(t.rad)),mean(cos(t.rad))) 
 R.bar = mean(cos(t.rad))/cos(x0.bar) 
 s1 = sqrt(var(x)) 
 s2 = sqrt(var(cos(t.rad))) 
 s3 = sqrt(var(sin(t.rad))) 
 r12 = cor(x,cos(t.rad)) 
 r13 = cor(x,sin(t.rad)) 
 r23 = cor(cos(t.rad),sin(t.rad)) 
 r123 = sqrt((r12^2+r13^2-2*r12*r13*r23)/(1-r23^2)) 
  
  
 mu0.hat = x0.bar 
 k.hat = besselK(R.bar, 0)/besselK(R.bar, 1) 
 b1.hat = (s1/s2)*(r23*r13-r12)/(r23^2-1) 
 b2.hat = (s1/s3)*(r12*r23-r13)/(r23^2-1) 
 b0.hat = mean(x) - b1.hat*R.bar*cos(x0.bar)-b2.hat*R.bar*sin(x0.bar)  
 sigma2.c.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2) 
  
 mu.hat = mean(x) +(1-R.bar)*(b1.hat*cos(x0.bar)+b2.hat*sin(x0.bar)) 
 sigma2.hat = s1^2*(1-r123^2)+(b1.hat^2+b2.hat^2)/k.hat 
 rho1.hat = b1.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
 rho2.hat = b2.hat/(sqrt(sigma2.hat*k.hat)) 
  


















result <- matrix(data=NA,nrow=70,ncol=26) 
cows = as.numeric(levels(as.factor(dat.hs$COW))) 
par(mfrow=c(1,7)) 
for (i in 1:length(cows)){ 
dat.hs.cow = dat.hs[dat.hs$COW == cows[i],] 
 495 
days = as.numeric(levels(as.factor(dat.hs.cow$Day))) 
for (j in 1:length(days)){ 
dat.hs.cow.day = dat.hs.cow[dat.hs.cow$Day == days[j],] 
dat.hs.cow.day = dat.hs.cow.day[dat.hs.cow.day$RectalTemp != "." & 
dat.hs.cow.day$RmTemp != "." ,] 
 
y = as.numeric(as.character(dat.hs.cow.day$RectalTemp)) 
x = as.numeric(as.character(dat.hs.cow.day$RmTemp)) 
 
time.pts.hr = dat.hs.cow.day$Hour # +rnorm(12,0,2) 
time.pts = time.pts.hr / period *2*pi 
fit.harmonic2<- fel(x=x,y=y,period=period,times=time.pts.hr, 
method="harmonic2") 
fit.geometric<- fel(x=x,y=y,period=period, times=time.pts.hr, 
method="geometric") 
 
x.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x)) 
y.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y)) 
x.pred.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts)  









pred.data = data.frame(cbind( time.pts.hr,x.pred.cir, 
y.pred.cir,x.harm.pred,y.harm.pred,x.geom.pred,y.geom.pred, x, y)) 
pred.data = pred.data[with(pred.data ,order(time.pts.hr)),]  
 
 
bx.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[1] 
by.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[2] 
cx.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[4] 
cy.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[5] 
r.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[6] 
c.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[7] 
area.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[8] 
lag.harmonic2 = (fit.harmonic2$Estimates)[9] 
est.harmonic2 = c(bx.harmonic2, by.harmonic2, cx.harmonic2, cy.harmonic2, 
r.harmonic2, c.harmonic2, area.harmonic2, lag.harmonic2) 
 
bx.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[1] 
by.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[2] 
cx.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[3] 
cy.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[4] 
r.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[5] 
c.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[6] 
area.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[7] 
lag.geometric = (fit.geometric$Estimates)[8] 
est.geometric = c(bx.geometric, by.geometric, cx.geometric, cy.geometric, 




bx.circular = (x.estimates$b1.hat)^2+(x.estimates$b2.hat)^2 
amp2.circular = (y.estimates$b1.hat)^2+(y.estimates$b2.hat)^2 
cx.circular = x.estimates$b0.hat 
cy.circular = y.estimates$b0.hat 
lag.circular = abs(atan2(x.estimates$b2.hat, -x.estimates$b1.hat) - 
atan2(y.estimates$b2.hat, -y.estimates$b1.hat))  
area.circular = bx.circular * amp2.circular * sin(lag.circular) * pi 
r.circular = amp2.circular * sin(lag.circular)  
c.circular = bx.circular * sin(lag.circular) 
by.circular = sqrt(amp2.circular^2-r.circular^2) 
est.circular = c(bx.circular, by.circular, cx.circular, cy.circular, 
r.circular, c.circular, area.circular, lag.circular) 
 




time.pts.plot = (0:360)/180*pi 
 
x.plot.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot)  
y.plot.cir = y.estimates$b0.hat + y.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
y.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot) 
 
x.plot.harm = fit.harmonic2$Estimates[4] + 
fit.harmonic2$Estimates[13]*cos(time.pts.plot+fit.harmonic2$Estimates[3])  




x.plot.geom = fit.geometric$Estimates[4] + 
fit.geometric$Estimates[13]*cos(time.pts.plot)  









t.cir,y.plot.harm,y.plot.geom)),main=paste("Cow ",cows[i]," Day 
",days[j]),xlab="Ta",ylab="Tb") 
lines( y.plot.cir~x.plot.cir, col=2,lty=1,lwd=2) 
#lines( y.plot.harm~x.plot.harm, col=3,lty=3,lwd=2) 










"bx.harmonic2", "by.harmonic2", "cx.harmonic2", "cy.harmonic2", 
"r.harmonic2", "c.harmonic2", "area.harmonic2", "lag.harmonic2", 
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"bx.geometric", "by.geometric", "cx.geometric", "cy.geometric", 
"r.geometric", "c.geometric", "area.geometric", "lag.geometric", 
"bx.circular", "by.circular", "cx.circular", "cy.circular", "r.circular", 









y = as.numeric(as.character(dat.hs.cow.day$RectalTemp)) 
x = as.numeric(as.character(dat.hs.cow.day$RmTemp)) 
plot.ts(x) 
plot.ts(y) 
plot(y ~ x) 
 
 
time.pts.hr = dat.hs.cow.day$Hour # +rnorm(12,0,2) 














#fit.nls<- fel(x=x,y=y,period=24,times=time.pts.hr, method="nls") 
#plot(fit.nls) 
 





x.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x)) 
y.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y)) 
x.pred.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts)  
















## Table 5.4.4 ### 












x <- IQsig$I 







dat <- data.frame(cbind(x,y,time.pts)) 
dat <- dat[order(time.pts),] 
 















time.pts.plot = (0:360)/180*pi 
x.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x)) 
y.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y)) 
x.plot.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot)  
y.plot.cir = y.estimates$b0.hat + y.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
y.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot) 
 


























x <- IQsig$I 







dat <- data.frame(cbind(x,y,time.pts)) 
dat <- dat[order(time.pts),] 
 















time.pts.plot = (0:360)/180*pi 
x.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, x)) 
y.estimates = data.frame(cylinder.mle(time.pts, y)) 
x.plot.cir = x.estimates$b0.hat + x.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
x.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot)  
y.plot.cir = y.estimates$b0.hat + y.estimates$b1.hat*cos(time.pts.plot) + 
y.estimates$b2.hat*sin(time.pts.plot) 
 









Appendix D. Bivariate Cylinder Distribution 
The motivation of anunivariate cylinder distribution comes from a trivariate normal distribution. 
It is natural to look for a model which has the distributions of x and θ as N(μ,σ2) and VM(μ0, 
k)respectively when the variables are independent. Further, a suitable model should have built in dependence 
between x and θin a simple way. We recall that Fisher constructed VM(μ0, k)as the conditional distribution of 
N2(μ, k-1Σ) on the unit circle where, μ' = (cosμ0,  sinμ0), k >0. 
Hence if xl = x, x2 = rcosθ, x3 = rsinθ where (xl, x2, x3) is distributed as N3(μ, Σ) then the 
distribution of (xl, x2, x3) given r = 1 can be looked upon as a suitable distribution for (x, θ). 
It implies 
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Appendix E. IQsig data used in sections 4.4.3 and 5.4.3 
Obs I Q Obs I Q Obs I Q 
1 -0.882 0.48151 21 -0.27667 -0.91708 41 -0.01533 -0.96869 
2 -0.516 0.85288 22 0.95333 0.20771 42 0.29133 0.90071 
3 -0.52067 0.86043 23 0.96333 0.1391 43 -0.81 0.56523 
4 -0.97 0.23604 24 0.194 0.94289 44 -0.91067 0.38081 
5 -0.92467 -0.31283 25 -0.39933 -0.84659 45 0.95267 -0.23792 
6 0.88533 0.3764 26 -0.25533 0.95611 46 0.37133 0.87554 
7 -0.88467 0.47774 27 0.01733 0.95683 47 0.91 0.27884 
8 -0.97733 0.17939 28 0.04867 -0.97877 48 -0.68467 0.73329 
9 0.86667 0.43997 29 -0.26667 -0.93282 49 0.096 0.9517 
10 0.71267 -0.72133 30 -0.34733 0.94289 50 0.96133 -0.06043 
11 -0.54 -0.79183 31 -0.07667 0.97877    
12 0.58933 0.75406 32 0.97067 0.05854    
13 0.878 0.37766 33 0.01067 0.95737    
14 0.00267 0.95863 34 -0.96867 -0.15232    
15 -0.94867 -0.21715 35 -0.912 0.34682    
16 -0.92267 0.36696 36 -0.76 0.65272    
17 -0.97633 0.21527 37 0.97533 -0.08183    
18 -0.97 -0.10637 38 0.60467 -0.81134    
19 -0.47 0.89442 39 -0.11667 0.97625    
20 -0.96333 -0.15673 40 -0.952 -0.22471    
 
 
